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Kali C. Bahl 4

(
TAt HINDI RITI TRADITION AND THE RASIKAPRIYA OF

AN INTRODUCTORY REVIEW
SAAVADASA:

1.1. The p esentrk* is an English translation of the Rasikapriya
of'Reshavadasa pu fished in the UNESCO Collection of Representative Works --Indian Series. The Rasikapriya, which was completed by its author in Samvat
`1648 (roughly 1593 A.D.), is a work of contiderable importance in the riti
(a term used as a collective designation for a variety of trends concerning
poetic theory) school of the Hindi literary tradition.1 Besides the trans-
lation of the original text, this book contaling a note.-on 'Whet the Book
is About"' and ft rather lengthy "Introduction'!" In hiS notepn,"What'the
Book is About," the translator describes the Rasikapriya* in the followingterms: .

,Keshavadasa we'dte Raiikapriya to provide entertainment to
.

such readers as were interested id the Roetry of love.
Love was considered\t&-be a primarybethotion, not only by
the poets of Keshava's time-but also by those who had
preceded him. Rasikapriya deals, with love in all its
varied aspects. The lover, portrayed in Keshava's book
is Krisna and the b loved is Radha. In poetic language
they are often cayed nayaka-acrd-n.42.ka.

The book describes the different kinds of nayakas and
nay/ as -- their lovemaking, their moods, sentiments and
emotions, and illustrates these by vivid accounts of the

A

lovers in various situations.

This, note ends with the observation that 7The Rasikapriya is a panegyric
love and a mine of entertainment. Above all, it is a book of pleasure.",

The above-noted desbription of the tcoritents of the Rasskpri,ya,
as well as the translator's concluding remarks about it, are character-
istic o'f his viewpo utthis work;and are grossly misleading.
The Rasikapriya is lithe designed to "provide entertainment"' nor meant
to be a "book of pl asur ." It'is a work on poetic theory written in the
style of the laksana-grantha genre of the Hindi riti school.2'

It seems to me that the translator, though he
valuable service by ' -king a'somewhat inaccessible
English translat n for the first m
which alread xists in the histo ies
regardin: e riti school in gene al a
This infusion has several aspects.

67-Was also

.413f

ind that the Rasikapriya is a t
genre of, love poetry, a.develoPm
India during the New Indory

has formed a very
available in

ded to the confusion
ndi literary tradition

Rasikapriya in particular.
.st of all it is necessary to bear

t poetic theory of the rasika
t peculiar to the Hindi area of Ndrthern

period.3: The rasika'genre of love poetry,

*The Rasikapriya.4;Kesha dasa, tr. K. P. Bahadur. Delhi: Motilal
48 pp; with color plates.

. 45.

- .

Banarsidass, 1972, V, cxft,
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both in its s iritual as well as mundane,-aspects, developed °tit of
1

devotional poe ry of the New Indo-Aryan period. This devotional poetry .

was in turn based on the North Indian oral tradition of love legends as
reflected in a riety of narratives written during the period. There--
fore, for a prop appreciation of the contents of the Rdsikapriya, it
is necessary for s to scan through various trends within the North Indian_
oral tradition of ove legends; devotional poetry of the New Indo-Aryan
period, and finally the poetry of the rasika genre */se As far as I
know, the scholars of the Hindle literary tradition ave ;ever followed

' through these interrelated historica elopments, 'Jai the result that
so little is known abOutithem Sec nd, t e work itself is written in the
style of the '.a ksaa -gx ntha genre, _st le characteristic of the works
of the scholar-poets of'the period. The historians of the Hindi literary
.tradition; as well as of er scholars who have done individual studies
of the scholar poets of t e riti school or those Who have dealt with
thid school as a literary trend, have consistently failed-to appreciate
thXscholarly traditions a d academic practices involved in the works---\
belonging to the :aksana-gr ntha genre of the rhi school. These sCholais
also believe that the Hindi W school was merely a duplication of 4:1!5.)
tradition of the SanSkrit Roe ic theory in the regional languages, and
th s have also failed to gene te interest in the study of the poetic
1'''eories of the Hindi r7,ti sch ol as related to the diverse literary

-,.....

developmentg during the New Ind.-" -Aryan period. Nevertheless, these
historians and scholars have a pint of view which needs to be properly
evaluated before the contents of lae Rasikapriya can be appreciated in
the manner they were intended,by 1. shavadasa.

The other major segment of the
which deals with:. (i) influences, (i

(iv) nayaka 'and (v) emotions,
Radha and Krisna (viii) Keshava, th
Keshava's achievement It is written
to'provideany answers to the problem
this sort; of situation, it is recess ary

of the confudbion regarding the rit'

and put the Ras;:kapri:ya of KeSha

context. ,

ook is its long "Introduction"
) life, (iii) works and Commentators,'
(vi) the kinds of poetry, (vii)
artist, and (ix) cond. ns:

n the traditional vein nd fails
have mentioned above, In view of
o sort out the various aspects
-of the Hindi literary tradition
its proper literary and historical

scho
dasa in

1-2. Due totthese /considerations, I bel eve that the prese t work,
which is a first translation of an important indiriti work of any kind,
and is likely to remain the only source of kn qledge about trle traditiOn
of which it it a part for quite some time, des ryes a rather comprehensive
review Therefore, in the following pages, I w 11 start with a discussion
of the traditional View of the lakpana-rantha genre of. the riti school
(section 2), explain some of my misgivings regarding the translator's view
of the contents of the Rasikapriii (section,3), de Crihes solve of the
characteristics of the tradition of love narratives'of the New Indo-
Aryan pericid which gave rise to the rav:74 genre of'love poetry (section
4), develop the contents of section'.(4) with a view to characterize the
rasika genre of love poetry Or the context of various trends of'devotional
poetry of the Hifidi area of Northern India as presupposed by the Rasika-

.
rriyI (section 5), and thengobn with an exposition of the contents of

7
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. -
the Rasikapmya as-well as its character as a laksgn-grantha text on '..,

: .the theory of poetry of the ittstka genre (section
..

6). - I will,conclude-
this review with an evaluation of the translation and a brief discussion
of somesother related matters (section 7).

2.1. The prevailing view of the laksava-grdntha works of the riti
/school'of the Hindi literary tradition 4.s that they merely duplicate or- .

restate, tradition of poetic theory in Sanskrit in the regional lang-,--
uages such as Braja and Rajasthani, etc.4 'Eke scholars who thofd_suc-irra-
view also maintain that the poets of the riti school, unlike _the scholars
of Sanskrit poetic theory, did not go intcvan systematic-oefiginal dis-
cussion or development of the theory.5 T ese cholafs also believe that
the'scholar-poets (i.e., the acarya-kavis,1, designation applied to-the
poets who wrote in the tradition of the laksana-grantha genfe of the
riti school)-, followed a model which essentially consisted of: (i) the
basic conceptual framework of the Sanskrit poetic theory; (ii) the render-
ing df the basic conceptual framework, into regional languages be setting
up definitions of the -key concepts by translating or restating the Sanskrit
originals; and finglly (iii) illus ating the various elements of the °
poetie/theory suchis eabda-bakti dhvani, rasa, nayaka-nayika bheda,
alahkara, riti and gurja-doca, e c., by means of exemplary verses composed
specifically for/this purpose. The works which follow this model are
categori d according to the scope of their coverage as:follows:

. 4s .

- Tr,
V ( Compendious workp'dpling with various,eodcepts of the_

poetic theory excluding'the topics dealt with in works
in categories, /(ii) and (iii) below.?

(iii) Works containing description of heroes and Heroines with-
in the context of srngara rata onfy.8

/
(iii) Works oenteini description of heroes, and heroines in_

the context of all the rasas but usuall ositing
srngara a\t;Lie supreme rasa.9

This categoriAation of the laksana-gra ha works leaves out asigni-
ficant body of works which are,,an integr part of this tradition.
For example, there are: (iv) Chanda-sa tra works dealing with,metrics;
(v) varnaka works consisting Of compendious inventories of. terms referring
to all aspects of life and culture systematically arranged into topics;11
and (yi) namamaZa, "garland of names;' works which list poly-semantic and
synonymous in Braja and Rajasthani.12 The works in categories (iv)
to-(vi) served as accessories to the workS in categories (i) and (iii)
and were written for :the same purpose as their 'primer counterparts.
The total nuMber of W6rks- in all the six categories as listed above and
Braja andRajasthani is s fficiently large, some of wh ch have been published,
buta,great many still r main buried in manuscript form in various libraries

India.13 The number, nd diversity of these works signifies the fact
that the study of poeti' theory in all its aspects formed'an important'
scholarly as well as a ademic discipline all over Northern India and the

6
-.
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Zakqana-grantha tradition of the Hindi school, which'was designed
to fill this timely need, was not merely a 'duplication or restatement
of Sanskrit poetic theory in the spoken languages of the New Indo-
Aryan period,

If we take a fresh rook at soMe, well known texts of riti poetics
as well-as those which are not as accessible (including those Incate- --

gories (iv) to (vi) which are usually not discussed by the histdrians
of the Hindi literary tradition), we can easily see that the'scbolar-
poets of the r2t'.2: school do not seem to follow any one particular scholar'

or work on Sanskrit poetics. For example, if we just superficially
compare the- contents of Sahitya-darpana of Visitanatha Kavirdja (a very
popular standard text on Sanskrit poetics) with that of Kavipriya of
:Keshavadasa, we find that there are some signifiC t differences as well,

as similarities-between these texts.14 For instancy,, both.the texts discuss
the topic df ata,,kara, "figures-of-speech," in d'etai , though the scheme
followed by Keshavadasa is significantly different f omthe one llowed
iv, Visvainatha<Kaviraja. -Keshava deals with the, to c of alailkara n

its broadest possible dense, which has no ,Imown pdrallel in Sanskrit

poetic theory.15 Visvanatha Kavirala describes only -those figures of '

`speech which are treated by Keshavadasa'-as vifrw to alarilkaras. Even the
order and definitions° of vieista alar'likaras Oven by Keshavadasa are
tignificantly `different -from the ones given in` the Sahi:tya-darpana of

Visvanatha kaviraja. Also both- the authors -deal with heroes and heroines

as an integral part the vibhava aspect qT the rasa theory, but the
significant difference be en Visvanatha Kaviraja on the one hand and-
Keshavadasa oh the other is t at the latter desdribes this-t ic,in a

separate and independent work, i.e .--;--The RasikapriYa.
.

also true that all the schaarpoets of ehe riti school treat
eir tzksc:,a-grantha-works"

e` could perhaps_also conjecture
do not seem to build upon each

manner of:Sanskrit\poetic theore-
y inV 'gati n of these problems,.it is

!the
are in any way

the subject matter of the "riti poetics
not as uniformly as one would expect.
that the scholar -poets 'of the riti

_other's -formulations, etc.., in

"ticians. In the absence of
not correct to assume the
poets of the 2,1ti sc
part in Sanskrit. In other words, with
of comparison, etween works on Sanskrit

poetics; we-Can safely assumes t at the

did no only differ from their ou terp
of the subject-matter, but als adop

1.e., they systematically left out'Cer
interpretation to others and laborat

not so extensively treated. by the San
fore, it makes some sense when we-at

i riti poetics were` familiar wi
ch influenced their works
When we are led to beli

ed the Sanskrit poetic t
ny regard for the litera
s, and in doin so they

make.

theory
what'soeve

or resta
without
langua

/own to

ran
le

u

ha works of the scholar-
s original than their counter-,
going into any further de ls

p etic theory and Hindi rit'
s holar-poets of the riti-schohl
its in Sa 'krit-in the treatment

epe

ie

an-in
ain to
ly expa
kr4,poe
told tha
the can

in many w
ve th'at,t

or5i in t

dent approach to it,
, gave an entirely new

d still others which were
c theoreticians. There-
the scholar-pOets,,,of the

ns of\the Sanskrit poetic
ys, but it m4kes no sense

ese poetsmerely duplicated
e spoken idiom of\their period

y developments in the New Indo-Aryan
ad very little contributlon of their

ri
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2,2 Another point which almost all the writers of the histories of
'the Hindi literary tradition seem to ignore is that-the scholar- oets
of the riti school were themselves well-verged in the Sanskritja uage
an its cholarly traditions-but they still chose to write in Braj
Raj sth ni, and so on- -It-is a well known-fact that the rise of.the New .
Indo- cyan languages was accompanied he a steady decline of Sanskrit
in In ian scholarly and academic life. If we keep this fact in mind an
can s t aside the sd-called assumed superiority of Sanskrit poetic theory
over t p riti poetics,-it becomes relatively easy to see that the riti
poeticgreflecits certain scholarly and academic needs, as well as traditions
of 0.0 New Indo-Aryan' period as they existed in Northern India,. If we',
adopt this point of views we begin to see the,the approach involved in the
study of the Zakscma-gran-4ha works,by comparing them with works on Sanskrit/
poetic theory (an approach which has never/permitted these scholars to
relate the rTti works to the enormous ,amount of literatUre,written in the
New Indo-Aryan languages) only on'points which are comthon to Sanskrit
poetic theory on the one hand and the r'letpoeticS\ on the other, is' not
the only_and-most fpruitful flay these forks can be Studied as most scholars
of tike Hindi literary'tradition have Alone,16

Q

. It is, therefore, only appropriate to say that the schol r-poets
of the r'ti school charted their own independent course in th developtheret
of the poetic,theorfand made some very valuable contributions\in the
form of laksatia-grantha,works Such contributions are deeply embedded

unprecedented liter4ry developments of their period. As I haye n 'ted

in the manner in which'they presented their own systethatitations

--r%

f the .,o

earlier, almost all the scholar-poets of the r7,ti.school,introduce,varlous
concepts of the poetic theory and illustrate them by means of exemplary- "',°.
verses of their own. In this respect the/Y are archetypal poets Who, ,, . , c.

, -,

alohg with their discusion of poetic th ory, also wr to archetypal poetry,
a practice which became a poetic conven ion in this eriod,,,,, -But-the fact'
thlt these scholar-poets are also archetypal poets ho-follawed certai
fiteratF...coriventions of their period should not be-'tak9if to mean t
the orig'nality of, their works lies o ly in their ity to w é arche-
typal verses (some of which are good poetry, oth r bad). T -se archetypal
vetses ve certain important functions in these works the sense that
they se e to characterize the cont nt of the conce which they exemplify.
In ot er words, without a proper u derstanding of the relationship between
a
0
.gi en poetic concept and the ar hetypal verses:which illustrate that7

concept, it may not be entirely Possible to develop an:appreciation o
manner in which these antha works present their systematiz ens
of the diverse literary developMents in the:New Indo-Aryan period all over .Northern India. These literaryidevelopmentS took different- turns in different
parts of the country, -a fact/which baanever been fully appreciated in the
history-of the Hindi*literary tradition. -7 0

....
.

It, therefore, bears repeating that the scholar-poets of the r-Tti.
school did.not 8- canons of-Sanskrit poetic theory. It,
is,also ng to assume that the originality of their works, lies solely
ii eir ability to'write archetypal vertSes On the contrary, these sc!'.olar-
poets wrote manuals of instructions on poetic theory in a style .whichwrote

the academidvand scholarly needs of their "periods TherefOre, .

1-o
.
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in. order to appreciaee fully-the contribution of the ri:ti school to the
Indian poetic theOry in general, it is absolutely necessary that we take
.aofresh look at these works and develop a methodology consistent with the
:scholarly traditions involved, in the l,aksana-grantha genre.

3:1, ,As I have said earlier, the translator of the Rasik.apriyseems--
to be advocqing a point-of view of his own abotit. its Contents. Ob 'ously
he is lab ring_under the impression that this work is a poetic adap_atfbn of
the kawa-s stra tradition and thus belongs to the erotica category of works.
Whether the translator,cleaily intended such an interpretation of the
contents of t e Rtsikapriya is not clear from the discussion in the
"Introduction." vHowever, the donclusion is obvious, and is worth going
intoohere for the reasons I have explained earlier in -the review.,, For
instance, in his introductory comments it chapter (15) of the book he
states as follows:

This chapter, and the one following it
different- froM the general trend of the

they describe the art of poetry instead
love. This, subject has been'dealt with
in the poet's Rdvipriya. ,

ark somewhat
b4Ok because
of ,the art of

in greater detail
. A./

This statement is perhaps the only. one in the whole book where the translator,
commits himself in rather unambiguous terms, It is therefore, appropriate
to say that this puts the translator of the Rasikapriya in a category by .

-5mself as one whose views also need some clarification in order to prevent
ny misunderstanding that Might arise from his translation.

The translator's use of expressions and phrases like the,"Rasikapripa
deals with. love in all its varied aspects," it is a "panegyric on love,
and a mine of entertainment," "a book of pleasure" and so on in the para-
graphs I have quoted from the book * section (1) of the review, when
read conjunction with the Concluding remarks in the first section of the
"Introduction," would lead one to interpret the term "love" throughout
the translation in a very specific way. In the first section of the
"Introduction," the/translator discusses at length the social and,historical
factors which underlay Keshavadasa's poetry and concludes as follows:

Thus not only the Mughal durbar, but the durbarS of the.
Hindu jagiradars and rulers as well, were imbued with
an atmosphere pf gaiety and merriment. Song, dance,
drinking, love and poetry -- these received royal support
and encburagement. The poets wrote of beauty,
adornment, love-making, and pleasures. It was these/
influences which moulded Keshavadasa's poetry and Made
him Write about women and their amour's in the

asikapriya.

Personally, l_think that is is'an overstatement,
argue with the translator On this point because
the above invol'ves a gross misrepresentation of

but I do not want to
I think a statement such as
the laksana-grantha character ,

1r

CD
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of this work. Obvidusly the translator, through his%misidentification of
the Rcsikapriya as a poetic adaptation of the Kama -gastra tradition, feels
no obligation Whatsoever to discuss the Indian notion of "love" from the
point, of view of its traditional,(in the sense of literary theme) as well
as technical conceptualizations. In the abserice'ofany such discussion, ne,
is left with no choice but to assign 'only one reading to the term "love"/
as it occurs in the paragraphs.I have quoted earlier, as well as throughout
the translation, i.e.,.love in its carnal aspect.

As I-have just said, there are some very definite traditional as well
as technical conceptualizations of the notion of."love" in India.18 The
traditional conceptualiZatiOn of this notion underlies'the vast body of
love narratives written during the New Indo-Aryan period in. the form of a
-literary or poetic these. In its technical aspect, the, notion of "love"
is,conceptualized in three different ways' in three categories of techni al
literature'in India.. In'th9.kama-bastra tradition it is `called kama,
"a natural desire; in poetictheory (i.e., the kavya-gastra traditio
it is known by the tumfsrngara rasa, "an esthetic experience"; and finally

,

in the devotional titerature (i.e., the bhakti-gastra tradition) it s
referred to by the term mina, "sgfitual experience. ", In the absenc

tany discussion Of the e conceptualizations, the reader'Of this translat
who is certainly not exp ctedt to be familiar with them, wotild. be eaSily
led to believe that the Rasikariya of Keshavadasa is: merely a poetic /
:version or adaptation of the kama-gastra tradition (which'unfortunia ely is;/
'rather well known and misunderstood is the West).

3.2 Disregatding.tor the moment that Kes4.ifadasa used the term
srngara rasa to_refer tothe'nOtion °of "love" from an esthetic point of\view
throughout his work which he intended to be a technlcar manual/on the theory
of poetry ofthe r4sika genre, it woulse interesting to assume that the
Rasikapr4a is,kin faEt, such a poaticiadaptatIonof the kama-gastra tradit on, .

and to see what is so entertaining about the so-called "poetry of love",
as claimed by the translator: I reproduce be1oW several verses describing
"hidden'love" from chapter (1) of the book:

Once in the woods when Krisna did spore
With Radha, seeking pleasure.swe
And' shouts of joy did issue fOrth
As oft when lustful lovers meet,
When shedid take the active role
Her necklace studded with gems
,Did wildly shake thus to and fro,
Says Keshava, as it were the sun
Had taken Saturn bn his- lap
And joyfully him hp had swayed
In swing of black silk -- so did flash
.Those dark gems with eac'move she made.

Frankly the aboveLnoted description of "hidden-love,involving-the woma -
superior position of the coital posture is neither 'good poetry nor an
adequate description of this particular posture. As a matter of fact,, it
is completely devoid of any display of the artistic talent characteristic,

2
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of Keshavadasa; the poem does*not even impart a satisfactory account of
this position with which I.have no reason to believe this greatest among

the scholar-poets of the rqti'school was unfamiliar. Also the woman-
.

superior position is the only coital posture described by Keshavadasa,
a'problem nowhere even'touched upon by the translator,

While claiming that the archetypal poAms of the Rasikapriya are ,

n9t "poetry of love" in the usual sense of the term, I do,not mean to deny
'tilt influence of the biological notion of kama and the spiritualnotion'of
rveng on Keshavadasa's conceptualization of the esthetic notion of smara
'rasa. But to ignore the laksanagrantha character of the Rasikapriya
and call'it a "book of pleasure" and so forth amounts to distorting the
contents of this important work, It se ms.that the translator of this
text has not quite grasped the.signific rasa
(as well,as several, others which I will'discliss in the last section f this
review) with the result that he has completely ignored the laksana-grantha
character of thg,work, and thus confused the archetypal poems in the text *

with the real poetry of,the rasika.genre.

.
4.1. In thiS section I propose to deal with the traditional aspect of

the noltion'of "lobe" as,it has been employed in the form' of a literary
theme tn a kaide variety of ldve narratives all over Northern India written
during the New.Indo-Aryan peridd, The total number of these love narratives
is anybody's.guess, but, the actual number is fairly large. They are written
in a.variety of languages such as Braja, Avadhi, Rajastha4, Panjabi, and
so on.19 Some drigiliated in a specific area and spread all over Northern
India, thus Wing rase to many regional and linguistic variations.20
Quite a few bear the names of their particular poetic genres, such as'
phoia mar ra Etha or Krisana-rukamani ri ben, where the temps ditha,
!'couplet," and ben:, "vine, creeper;" signify the poetic genres of these
works`. 21 Thesellove narraeiveS are in prose as well ass verse, And their
plots are taken from myt Ology, history, and other source -eucka.Volk
origin,and the,imagination of th poet as well, TheThe New Indo-Aryanjove
narrative tradition differts frpm i counterpart in Sanskrit in one important-
respect, i.e., it deals with love whi is at once intense, spontaneous and
human, in contrast to.therttental' induce nd sophisticated love depicted
in Sanikrit poetry.23 'This intense, spontaneous and human love 'of the New
Indt-Aryan peiiod, being a product of the dial tradition.of Northern Ind'
has its mundane as well as spiritual' aspects which are often indistin ish-

able from each other.24 Therefore, when we' speak of.the mundane love poetry
as being di;tinct frbm the spiritual-10V-joetry of the" period and try to
justify the eXistence of Sanskrit doctrinaire influences over thlater,25
we should also keep' In" mind that both mundane as well as spiritual' hove

narratives follow certain age-old underlying,legendary patterns co
both, and with the exception of a few clear- cut cases, it may be at4er
difficult to distinguish one from the other. InOtherwords, all love
narratives, Whether mundane or spiritual', have certain, underlying similar-
ities as well as surface'differences, which; irrespective of the philo-
sophical doctrinaire interpretations of the latter by the post-Sankara
.1)-2s7jazia acaras aS well as Sufi poets, are deeply rooted in the oral t adition
f the Indo-Ar)ian culture. That is to say, both the snava
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philosophical doctrinaire interpr- ations of the e spiritu0,1Ovenarta4ives'
gain validity solely because they c. form to the gendary'Patterns of the.
oral tradition and not vice versa.26 It is, therefore;necessary that sae 1`';

.

first investigate briefly these legendary patterns,-as known to the oral ,

tradition'af the Inda.-Aryan culture. \

4.2. 'The oral tradition of the Indo= ryanoullure remem
legendary lovers i omt-linguistically specs iable ways:-'0ne category

.of lovers is embered by juxtaposing the name of the' female partner of tea;;
the name of the Male parther In the other category -this order is reverse4
i.e., the name of the male
female partner, Thus, Sh
legtndary lovers .belong t

Agnimitra, Radha-Kr±Shna
category of femlle-male

the legendary lovers' i

and F-M pairs.* The le
are characterizable i
females as parceived-
spoken in Northern I
pairs in the M-F ca
dealing with M-F lo
)discuss the_love.n

,
rs .its ^- 11

4,2.1. In

and-surfacediff

partner 1.'juxtapbsed afteethe,name of the ''
a-Parvati, Dhola-Maru.and'a host,of other' ouch
the category of male-female pairs; andnlaWilye-

Sita-Rama, Hira-Rahjah and ,so on belong to
pairs, For the sake of convenience I shall;
these two categ6ries by Falling them M-F

endary patterns which underly all the lov,
terms of the, love elationship between ,m

y the natived..speakers of various.Indo-Ary
(lie in the two categories of lover pairs.
gory., and as a consequenceothe number of
er-pairs is si gnificantly large. I will, therefore,-

rratives based o M-F ctegabr of lover pairs firsti.4.%,'

1to understand the nature of the underlying sitilaKisties
Jrence-Petween love narratives based on the M-F category_ _,

airs

narratives
,les 1.

n ages ¶

The loverk:
o`ve. arr4ti:(re'S"

of lover pairs, I .propose to. compare the.basic elements of the structure
of plots of Aloarasambhaval a classiLal Sanskrtt poem written by Kalidas(aywith that of Dhola mare di7th-d, which is a folk poem in Rajasthanie
s'llient features of the plots of these two poemg are as follows:

Kienarasambhavain

1 Parvati is preordained to
Marry Shiva.

2; Gods seek the help of Kama
(the love god). in order to
appeae Shiva.

3. Shiva is unmov ed and urns
Kama.
4

4. Parvati is disappointed in
her love.

5, Parvati takes to penance.and
austerity as a means of
winning her love,.

0

'C

Dhola marFc2-Fi.diiha

1, ' Both Dhola and Maru- had 'a-child
marriage.

2. lq,aru's_father sends mtssengersto
,Dhola so that-he'may come and
fetch his,hride. k

3. Dhola forgets Mary altogether and
his second wife successfully

ts to kill the messengers,
before they cgn reach Dhola.

4, Maru is disappointed in her
love. .1

5. Maru undergoes suffering at her
father's house. .'

1A I.

,

. I
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6, ParVati'spenance bears fruit-
.

4
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Shivd appears befpre Parvat
in the garb -of a hermipt an

\\ promises to marry her-
,

Acssengers are dispatc ed to
Dhola'after careful p anning
and' they succeed in t eir ai

4

7: Dhola 'appears u's dream,

. 8, The /marriage of Shiva 8. ,Dhola finally arrives at Fugal
Parvati takes place. to.fetCh Meru, lj

The above-noted points of comparison between the, structure of blots,
\ofthe plaems reveal that'both the plots\are manifestations of'a single
underlyegenaarX patter9.. However, while maintaining that the si/Olarity
between the.structui;e of .plots of these two poems is not just a chanev,
resemblance, Ido not mean to imply that the model which emerges from the _

functional similarity involved in the common points of comparison (as I
have tried to illustrate above),is the legendary model underlying all the
love' narratives dealing with i.11/0 category of lover pairs.: I also do not
mean to'say that theicommon'points of cotparison listed.alSove exhaust all
the salient,features,of "the-Plot's'of these,love narratives, tter
ned4e to be investigated further, but this's1ould not deter us from conc
that some such undarl5iing-legendaNy_model does exist, and this model is
not apOlicable to love narratives based on the F-M category of lover pairs,

, 0
Central to all the love narratives dealing with legendary lovers of

the M-F category like Shiva-Parvatand-Dhola-Mart,are (i) the inning of
herjove.bv a lady (ii) whotmust.do sdby her OW/I-efforts wit imal
invalvement,of her parents, ,and (iii) avoidance.of "i t' 1 ve28 each
Rive' legeridin the M-F category 'is., therefore, erent from ry other
legend in this category because of the_Un ..eness of the suffering andethe

-resolute persistence of its female meH.er but it it similar to every other
'legend in,thit categorYsbecause it i manifestation of the same
underlying model,

4,2,2- The lover pairs in the F-M ategor of love egends ar- not
remembeted in the Indo-Aryan cultural tradition in t e r of eir
counterpart in the M-F love legends, The F-M.ca egory is res ed for all '
those legendary lovers who are ekceptions of some ort and o not conform
to 'the standard pattern of legends in the M-F category- n o,her words, it.,
is appropiate to say that the only underlying common eature of legends in
the F-M category is th'eir status as exceptions i ..: no -conformity to
the standard pattern of M-F legends: Their ore, over tile ong stretches of,
the history of the Indo-Aryan culture, lover uo yltimaXely came to be
known as legendary lovers in the F-M category are described as doing so by
overcoming the social barriers and transcending the norms of the soclIpty
with one important exception which involve lovers who are alto mother and

. father at the same tithe, to be discusses shortly), It is for this reason
the F-M love legends are.....fger in number an& exhibit sufficient internal
diversity. r-11- internai diversity,makesmore room' for poetic impro-
vization and imaginalion, the F7M love legends' have been favorites with
poets, and have been variously repeat0.30,

,15
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Historically the°10 e legends in the F-M certain
coherent patterns which a?eas much an outcome of..the exceptional status
of their lover' airs as they'-ere a product of,-,,th$ poetic-iMagination and
iiPtoization.31 Therefore, -instead of eFY7Tng to search for some under-.
lyini`,1egendary model in terms o'-their plot structure, etc. (because-
%such'an endeavor is a fairly cOmOli ated mAter,,and, therefore, cannot
be-dealt with in detail in this-revie

, I will outline some general
principles involved in these 'legenO. would al-so be useful to contrast,'
these genera. principles'w1th their count art in the M-F legenA so that:e',
the distinction between them becomes suffici ntly clear. These general'

0 principles can be stated as follows:
-

M-F love .legends

1. -loth male and female are
predesignated to be husband
and wife of each other. ,

F-M ve legends 4

. 1. Ma falls in love with the
emale who is not predesignated
to be his wife' '

2. The female actively seeks her' ,2. The,male seeks hiss,
predesignated-lover. 7 may or may not know

3. They are united ith each
other as husband and wife.

4. Love union bears fruit.

5. The legend concentrates on
the female who has a persona-
lity of her own quite distinct

,

from her ,male partner's.

6. Major episodes take place in
familiar, inhabited environ-
ments.

in adVanc

3. They may or
with each
wi

ovecuwho
about him .

N
be u ted

as husb d and

Perpetuation of the love-union
is,.an end in itself.

5. The-legend concentrates on the
male and the femaleis more or

,less a reflection .of the
personality of her ma/ counter-
part.

.

. 6. Major episodes take place
places removed from faMilai-
environments.

s7,

Wit n the love legends of the F-M-category there aretwo diffe
patte s depending upon the status of., -the female with regard to her male
par er. Though the'femalea in this category of _legends are not predesigna-
t as beloveds of their lovers, they are accorded the status of a svakiya,
one's own," tr parakiya, "belonging to another," heroines, as the case may

bd. 4§,uch a distinction Is noticeably absent in M-F legends.32 Some
svakiva'heroines are regarded as mothers who are desexualized res ect objects
in 'the society.33 Sita of the'eaMa legend can be Cite s an example of a
gDZikil-cia--he'Toini-----who is also.a mother. IndarAiVan poets never indulge into
any opendescription of the love-making of a svakZya heroine, who is a
'mother, and her lover in their love narratives. On the other hand there is

#
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no such restriction on the:love affair of a pa4kiya heroine and her lover.
Radha of the Krisna legend'is the prime example of a paraOya heroine.34

4.3. I would like to summarize the'diacugsion in this section thus
far by saying that thelIndo-Aryan cultural tradition remembers its legendary
lovers by juxtaposing ,their names in two different orders,`' i.e., male-

female and female -male,This method of juxtappsing, which is based on some
. ,semantic principles of the compounding of nouns in Indo-Aryan languages,
acts as a Memory-storing device in the oral tradition for distinguighing
two kinds of love legends in which the named lover pairs are principal
,characters. It goes without saying that the love narratives based on these
/two kinds, of legends developed along different lines, and in spite of the
influences they exerted upon each other, they have remained discrete. It
,would also be appropriate to say, that the present discussion on the cate-
gorization of love legends and of the narratives based upon them is somewhat
simplified and leaves out many of their other significant and more'bomplex
feattres..35 It is also noteworthy that the devotionallove narratives;
which gave rise to the rasika genre of love poetry of the New Indo-Aryan
period (as described by Keshavad sa in his Rasikr'IpAa), mainly rely an-
F-Mcategory of love legends (i, - of Radha-Krisna and 4ta-Rama)'.3t I'

will discuss this matter in det it in the next- section of the review(
,

So far I have disc ssed some of t e characteristics of the mr
tAd,i,tiOn of love narratives/(which includes devotional narratives as well)
to demonstrate that devotional narratives are but axecial class of this
tradition, I have. also commented that the rasika Onre of love poetry grew
out 44 devotional narratives based on legendarYVers of. the F-M category,
In order tbfollow the course of development of t e 24asika genre, it is'
neceslary to gain some idea of the various bhakti tends in Northern India
vis- avis the dio categories' of love legends. Such 'an exercise is'a.deSider-
atum nOt.only,'because it will provide a basis for systematizing various
schools of 1_7/121,_ti poetry in the Hindi area (which areotherwiseluite hetero-

____geneoue), bu also to gain a better perspective of the historical development
of the rani 4an?e-';and other related matters,

In\the/Aindi/ai a of Northern India, there are thrpe distinct literary
trends witilin\the_b-h'akti movement: (i) Santa bhakti of the abstract godhead,
Rama, as epresented by Kabiradasa and other saints37;-(ii) Krisna bhakti
of Krisna/ps-the godhead as represented by Suradasa and othefs38; and (iii)
Rama bha.ti'of Rama (who is the son of Dasaratha and essentially the-same -

person a-described by Valmiki) as represented byTulasidasa and others,39
Irt the Tissna bhakti trend, its godhead, Kiisna, has distinctly two forms:
*(1) of the cowherd of Braja who engages in love spots with gop71q andRah-al-
and ( /i) Of the king of Dwarika who marries Rukamini. So in all there are
four trends in the bhakti poetry of Northern India during the period.

Of these lour'llakti trends, two are based on M-F category of love (--
legends and two on F-M category, The Rama bhakti of the abstract godhead', .

Rime, who mates with the devotee of the Santa school, and the Krisna bhakti
Krisna -'(tote husband of Rukamini) are .based on the loving relationship

etween a male and-female as implied in the M-F category of legendary lovers,
other two, i-e the Krisna bhakti- o the dowhetd "Krisna (who engages in

- 17
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sp'orts W4th gopl-s and-Radha) and the Rama bhakti of the personal godhead,
Rama, (the husband of Site') involve the loving relationship between a
female and male as implied in the F-M category of legendary lovers. Cutting

thdse modes of loving relationship between a male and female as implied
in these four bhakti trends is tbd distinction between the Sv?nkhya notion
of cosmic diiolutioliary order based on the relationship between the vurusa and.
prakrti and its reversal symbolized by the union pf atinan with parmatman on
the linesas.posited in the Advaitd,vedanta. The two-kinds of loving relation-ship betWeen Krisna and Rukaminl andiSita and Rama, who respectively constituteH -F and F-M lover pairs, represent two different bhakti views of the ,cosmic
evolutionarysorder as posited in the SaMkhya philosophy. ,Similarly, thetwo kinds of loving relationship

between abstract RaMa/and the devotee,
and Raabe and the cowherd-Krisna, which too are respectively it-F and F-M
lover pairs, also represent two different interpretations o the union of 'atman with parmatman as posited in the Advaita vedanta philosophy (througha reversal of ale,cosmic evolutionary order),

,...

.

_1 2, Before''I discuss the characteristics of the r sika genre of love
pdatry, it is necessary to undergtand the fusion of the notion of spiritual

-. experience of bhakii\wit.h that of Ohe'esthetic notion of rasa. :pis fusion
was also a pxoduct of\the New"Indo-Aryan period and manifested in two differentforms in the area.--One is the notion of bhakti-rasa as developed-by the .- -- Gaudiya Vaia"havas Of Be gal, whose chief theoretical exponents were Rupa
Gosvami and Sanataile Go \taro. 40 The other was the notion of Bhakti-kavyaT
rasa, whichOad no theor tical exponent in the manner of the Gaudiya Vaisnavasof, Bengal, but neverthele s'inflUenced the works of the rasika poets of theHindi'area-41 The notion of bhakti-rasa, which I will render as "spiritual-46
esthetic experience, -" is an esoteric concept limited only to the experiencer
who meets,,with'certain sectarian qualifications.- However, the notion of
bhakti-kavya-rasa has its both esoteric as well as exoteric aspects.
In its esoteric sense, it refers to the spiritual esthetic experience of
love ,poetry and underlies the poetry of the various rasika sects of the
Hindi area- In its exoteric aspect, it means esthetic experience of the
spiritual love poetry and could be t

ppreciated by any connoisseur well
versed in the radition of the rasl genre, As I have said above, the!hotion
of bhakti-ka4 -rasa in its esoteric aspect did not have a bhakti theorist as-
did the bhakti-rasa in the persons of Rupa Gosvami and Sanatana Gosvami, butit did have an exponent of its poetic thebretical aspect in the person
'of Keshavadasa, Keshavadasa's Rasikapriya is primarily a text on poetic
theory whereas, fof instance, the Bhakti-rasamrita sindhu and Ujivala nilamani
of Rupa Gosvami ate,texts of bhakti-rasa theory. Just as we can find elements
of, bhakti in Keshavav so we can look-6r eleents of poetic theory, in Rupa
Gosvami's works, though neither of them are probably intended to be read

-?..that'way, However, the-implications are unavoidable because of the nature
\of thesetexta,

.

,

e ' . j
. The fusion of the spiritual experience of bhakti With the esthetic
experience of rasa -thus paved the way for elaboration of the nbtion of
bhakti -rasa and bhakti-kavya-ras on the model of the rasa theory Of
Sanskrit poetics, Such an elaboratioa: was carried out -by Keshavadasa in
the framework of the F -H category of love.1 gends In contradistinction to
the theorization In'Sanskrit poetiC theory hich le based on the H -F category,

)
'
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of love legends.
43

T us the spiritual experience of bhakti, which also
demands inborn love of the came to be identified with the biological
notion6of kama -- a development per.tectly suitable to the requirement of
the perpetuation of the love' s an end in itself as depicted in the
narratives based on.F-M categRry o love-pairs forms the basis of the

e.realization of the xperience (5' bhakti rasa and bhakti =kavya-rasd, the
identification of the spiritual experience of bhakti with the biological
notion of kama -an identification which gave rise to the reformulated
notion of the esthetic experience of srngara rasa =- was purely a literary,
theoretical d6velopment. In other words, such an identification, though it
is a logical extension of the requirements of the underlying model of the
narratives based of F-M love'legends, is only remotely connected (as' a
technical concept) with the intense,ospontaneous and human love characteristic
of the poetry of the New Indo-Aryan period.

5.3. -Thus the technical conceptualization (see 3.1) of the notion of
srngara rasa involving the loving relationship between the parakiya herdine,
Radha, and Krisna on the Dne hand, and between the desexualized respect
object, Sita (who is a svak.Lya heroine), and Rama on the other, gave rise to
the raelka genre of love poetry. Thus we h 've Krispa-bhakti rasika poetry,
as well a Rama bhakti rasika poetry. 44 Ke havadaSa in his Rasikapriya has
systematical described the conventions of these "two kinds of rasika genre

of love-poetry positing Radha as An archetypal heroine and Krisna as an
archetypal hero. -dha as an archetypal heroine, who represents Radha, the
beloved of the eowhe Krisna, makes love with-him as a parakiya heroine.
This love affair takes p -ce in non-familiar environments and is labelled'
by, KeshaVadasa as "hidden In her'role as, an archetypal heroine;,,.'

Radha also symbolizes Sita es. svak-Iya heroine whose public image is that

of the outwardly restrained Nort Indian wife of Rama. Similarly, Keshava-
-dasa's archetypal hero Krisna, who q,his private life is the cowherd Krisna,

, also has the public image of Raffia. Th synthesis of the public .0.4(1 private

/ images of a female (as a beloved and wife and a male (as a love and

--husband) by combining them respectively in e persons of Radhaland Krisna
at the conceptual le.-el is an end product of t tradition of love narratives'
written during the NeW Indo-Aryan period in North India.45 It epitomizes
the idealistic solution between the two'conflicting atterns of the mutual
,relationship between a male and female as present in t M-F and F-M
categofies of lovers at both the spiritual as well as mun ne levels.

A description of the love affairs of, a heio who is a love and a

husband at the same time with a heroine who is a beloved as well a wife
in terms of the conceptual yamework of the bhakti 7kavya-rasa, was a the

baisis of the rasika genre of'love poetry, though at the spiritual level,
Krisna bhakti rasika poetry concentrated on the beloved-lover aspect and
Rama bhakti rasika poetry on the mother-fathesi aspect,. The mundane rasika
poetry, which grew out of the spiritual poetry of this genre, however, did
not maintaifi any such distinction.4 his mundane rasika poetry minus the
element of bhakti and became a major t end which is variously known,as'
r?timukta srngarika poetry, srngaraparaka poetry and so on.47 The translator
of the Ras.z.kaprsya, when he spoke o "poetry of love," should have referred,
as he does, to the archetypal poe s,of the Rasikapriya.

6.1. In sections (4)---arid (5) orthis review I have triedto.present
an outline of the 4evelopment of various literary trends in order to put the
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rasika gienre of love poetry into its proper perspective. Keshavadasa's/ systematization of this genre.in terms of the conceptual framework of theRasikapya presupposes this background. In this section I will try toexplicate some of the major concepts of this work as well as i scharacter. as 'zc laksarja-grantha work.

I, While dealing with some of the key concepts of the R ikaprj:Ya Iwill' presuppose a certain amount Of familiarity onethe par of,.,,fhe readerof this review regarding somg_of the exegetical conventions\of the lakpatta-/-gr)ntha works in the sens? that will make use of such conventions as and.when necessary to arrive at a particula terpretation of the key concepts;.but.it may not be possible me to a uce an proof in this regard in this .

0.

)

eti review. 48 'In other words, the laksatza- anth works of the ri.ti school,if read without any knowledge of their presuppositions as well as 9Ut ofcOp4xt of their exegetical conventions, as for instahce is done by the
, .

tr'nplator of the Rasikapriya,failI
}Meld readings or" interpretations which.-

' in 'ended by the author of a partipular work.4/\\With these prelimAary oli"ser-
1,

wia) make sense, but such readngs oriinterptitations
may not be the' ones/.

va:tions made, I' will now proceed to establiSh the character of the Rgsil<a-.pyliya, as explained by
Keshava.himselfCSub-sdction 6.2), then examine the:"Ily: concepts of this work in the "areas:of (i)'srneara

rasa (sub-sectioh.6.3)'and (ii) the archetypal heroine and hero in the persons of Radha and'Krilna(sub- section 6.50°

' '' 6.2, Keshavadasa, in the, first chapter of his work, charatterizes .4 ;theHpoetry of the rasika genre, as well as sets forth the manner and tone of,,

A
'his systematization of at by means of several steps. After preliminary
invocation,etc-,he praises;:the cmwherd Krisnalin verse (i) which-I reproduce. ,

'ibelow in the original in Roman transli erati; : , '

Sr7vrisabhanu7kumari-heta srngalia- .bhaya /
basa'hasa-rasa hare, matu-bandhana arunaTqm -/
kesi-imati ati raudra, vZra maro vatsasura
.bhaya davanala-pana, piyo b7bhatsa baki-ura /-
ati adbhuta vanci viranci-thati,

santa'santatai 'soca citt6 /kaki kaava sevahu rgsikajana, navarasamaya brajaraja
P
: The translator's rendering of this verse in English is as follows:

Who did assume a form so that
Shri Vrisabhanu's daughter, Radhaji,
Could seek love in him; who begat '

Such merriment when he.did steal
The clothes.of bathing cowherd girls:
Minwshowed much winning 'tenderness
Bound by his mother: and who was
Fearful when Keshi he suppressed;

. s.
And full of valour when he killed
Vatsasura; and of dreadful. shape
When he the forest ffre 'tad swill,
And loathesomeness who did ereater

I
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The breasts of Putana in death's hold
Who'held - astounded Brahma too,
iiihen the stolen calve, restored;
The sentiment of wonder who
kougHt forth; that very same`' -Shi Krisna
Of Nature who is ever calm:

' Of sentiments nine, 0!. lovers, him
You should e'er serve,says Keshavadasa.

Anyone who has some knowledge of the esoteric aspect of the notion
,

of bhakti-kavya-rasa as it occurs in the works of the various poeta-;of the
, .

Hindi area of the period can easily tell that Keshavadasa has chosen words
and exprestra in this verse,to the cowherd Krisna who: (i) is served
by the rasi ajana (a term referring to the members of the various rasika
sects); (ii) assumes forms of the hero of the nine literary or esthetic
sentiments or emotions (a fact which indicates that composing a Krisna
bhakti poem or participating in the singing of one isperformance of bha )*

and (iii), above al's., i,Ss'..rngara-r5pa (i.e. of!theforkof irngara ras
a form he assumed for the sake of Vrisabhanu's virgin daughter (kumar'

Key expressions in this verse are: (i) srngara ,(which I will discus shortly),
0i),rasikajana (a. term which contrasts with rasikana locchring in erse(12)
Af-this chapter] and consists of the noun rasika, "connoisseur," ith,the
pluralMarkecjana) referring to the various krisrui7bhakti sects
aette4,.referring to the performance of bhakti; and .(iv)mthe ithets
brajar a for,/Krisna and.Vrisabhanu-kumEri forRadha. The a lication of
the epit brajaraja to thsna is self-explanat4ry, but a eference to
Radha as'rm Ifinu-kumari is not. The first line of the erse,
sr7vr-'sabhtnu-k, ; i heta, srngara-ritpa bhaya, "who assu ed the s;ngara

,

form for the sake o he virgin daughter of Vrisabhanu, contains reference .

to two importantksectar =n principles By referring to the voluntary assump-
tion of the srngard form by Krisha for the sakeok Vrisabhanu's daughter, .

the poet is invoking,a philosophical doctrklaire,7assumption centre. to All
the krisvz-bhakti sects, i.e,, the notion of "grace." By the application -

of thp'epithet Vrisabhanu's daughter to Radha, he means'a particular image of
Radha who in her'public life ever remained the virgin daughter of Vrisabhanu,

paraleiya heroine)but was secretly'married to Kiisna.53

. .

In the next sec4on, Keshavadasa mentions that his Work was written
by him at the instance of his patron, Indrajit Singh. I quote verses
(10-14) from the originAl in Rom an. transliteration because they also employ

:certain terms and expressions as well as make rbference to other matters,
the import of which again missed by the translator:

'
Zna kavi kesa adasa.soMki,nho dharma-sanahu /
sabct sukha da kari yoAikahyo,..rasikapriya kari ,dehu//10//
sambata sora sai barasa bite athatarisa /.
katiga sudi tithi saptami tiara barani rajanisa//1`1//

ati rati-ati mate ek4 kari, bibidha bibekalbilasa/
rasikana kern rasikapriyaktni, kesavadasa//12/
jyokbinu fthi na eobhijai/Zocana Zola biska'/
tyorn hi esaba shkala kavi,'binu ban?, na rasaZa /13/0L
toter r ci solir soci #asiz,kij ai sarasa kabitta

kesava yama sujana''kb, sunata hoi hasa citta//A//

a.

a
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The translator's rendering o hese verses in English is as follows:.

., he took the guru antra
From K havadasa, w m giving much
.Of joy, he-mede undertake
The Rasikpriya ':pus in samvat

.Sixteen hundre an forty-eight
On the seven i day of se bright half,
Of Eighth, onday, to be oredise--
With love and wisdom to the task
Summoni,:, Keshavadasa did write
The Ra ikapriya, with knowledge` filled,
For petsons of the amorous kind,
As big eyes splendour do. not give
If in beholding they be blind,
E'en so without succulent words

The p6ets elegance do not know
Therefore one should, considerin well,
Sa s Keshayadasa, such poems compose
Whic their sweetness will/the mind
Of thedear dark beloved mate
By their-melodious"Music..bind,
And in a moment captivate.

Besides-explaining his relatiOnship'with his patron and giving the
date' on which he began writing the Rasikapriya, he informs that he has
written this work for the rasikas and at th'd--same, time instructs the- aspirant
poet in the art of composing ppetry,of the ras-ika genre, The key terms in
theee verses are (i) rati (an obVious reference to the Ratirahasyabrof__----
KOkkoka) ,.a2d (ii) rasikana (another plural forM of the noun rasaa wlt
the suffix

s

-Aq referring to connoisseurs of rasika poet Both of theie,

terms occur in verse (12) ; thus the occurrence of ,t term rati inverse - -(12)
serves'twofpld purpose, (i) it makes ref renCe -to the attrahasyah
of Kokkoka, a work Which influenced the 1 poetry of e rasika genre;J

of srn rasa_as- it.occurs/in
, as pt,,octura. in-/verse/(4,2)

occurrence of the generic plu
plurii- suffix -jana), i.e., it

nctiCaied by raqikajana) for ,whom
n-meaning; as well as to the rase

havez,any restricted sectarian conno
e twofold character, f,e., the spir

thA notion of the bIlakti-kapa-rasa.
t,th-Te'rasiica genre by invoking

ch, if blinA, have no spl
a beholder.(b.y extens

spirant poet in tH
into the fun

the Rasik
Kr'

and (ii) i supplies content to the notio
verse (2 (quoted earlier), The-l-rM ra
also'h s twofold interpretation due to
suff.x gq. (as opposed to the sp.

--refers to the ,sPecifiCmsikas,--(

Pdsikg.proetry has symbolic sect
in gener'a'l, for whom it does no
Verse (12) thus establishes
well as mundane aspeces,8
(13) defines the poetry
splpdor of big eyes w
would fail to attract

(13) instructs the
him to delve' deep

(as-expiainain
"The exploits o
;rendered by

and
ranslator)

ogy of the

r at'all because they
a true connis eur), Verse

t of composing p/oetry by asking
ntal concepts of th0,asika poetry

ya) Taken together the sections entitled
he writing o Rasikg0iyan (as they are

efine the poetry of he rasika, genre ini its

4;
c)

4 4
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set forth the Zaksana-grantha c arac-
.

the literary connoisseur and to
of appreciating and composi g this

spiritual as well as mundane aspects,
ter of th, work, and 'finally instruct
aspirant poet respectively in the art
kind of'poetry.

6.3. Keshavadasa discusses his noti,pn of srngara rasa
(6) and (9-1 ). In chapter (3)\ he enumerates the nine ras

literary e
(i.e., th
this ch

ing,

/

teur,se ( 5

.hetic emotions) and establishes the supremacy t,,e srngara ,

literary esthetic emotion of love). The term s .. ra oecmr in

ttr in three different spellings: (i) the origin atsama spe l-

e., grngara,,(ii) the tadbhava spelling, i.e., ising. g a and. (iii

srng;ra, the semi-tatsama spelling, in this- order. These hree,differ nt

sp= lings of the same term are very significant. The or inal:tatsam

elling is employed only in section-headings and signifies the acceptance.
of the basic systematics of the rasa theory of IndiXn poetics., Th second,

i.e.; the tadbhava spelling, has a twofold significan ,e, i.e., (i k-rOm the

point of view of "love" as a literary theme, it deno es the New ndo-Aryan
theme-of love as opposed to its Counterpart in Sans rit; and (' ) from the

point of,view of ty/e poetic theory, it refers. to "love" as on- of nine

literarOesthetic/emotions Finally, the semi-tatsama sp- ing, srngara,
,./ -.,

denotes a notion of this rasa which (i) subsumes wilt it elf all'the rest
of the emotions, and (ii)..refdrs to this emotion in the specific,sense of
the rasi)la genre of love poetry (in terms of t implications discussed
insections,[4] and [5] of this review). So s yara -asajin itssemi -
}atsama spelling) 4s a concept in poetic .then y has a traditional systemic.,,..__

basis as an effect produced by the bringing oget r of vibhava, anubhava'

and saincari bhavqtqdiscusged by Keshava IA chap er 1-Which convert --------=__-
. ., --...

the sthayilbh- acinto'rasa. However5 ith retard teats notion 1 content, "
it°,differs considerably from its co terpart ft Sa krit lite ature as well

as poet' theOry. As a literary eine it' at on e both b'ological as;Well
. as d otiOnal,.and as a concep having b gicafomm-de tional content,

it s a spiritual (i.e. esoteric) as w 11 mu ane ( .e., exoteric)
!,/' ,

otion. 7 \
- ,

,=--;'

"Keshava then accepts the usu two aspect,' of,srnga- ra rasa, ivev,,

/
love-in-MniOn (referred to b' the,semi-Atsama spep,ing, sainjo a,

--- i.distinct_fr om the tatsama selling, sakoga) and 147401-sep tli.,

(h Bated by the yiginal t sama spelling, viyoga)./ The significarl.p0

of the use of semi- tatsama eling sakoga in -the definition (as opposed
spelling, etyoga,_which occurs onlyifl"the section heading)

act that t notion of love-in-union ,as propounded in the
stinct from its counterpart i Sansk it poetic t eory.

,

. owever,,in its love7,in-separation,.i.e., the viyoga eSpe,c , it is an
..-

nova-

/ tion of Keshavades i',Bot,h love-in-union and love-im=sepa ation are f ther .

subdivide/a. int04 achanna, 4concpaled,"and prakasa, "open,". 6ii'---"cl ar,"/

//
/, -as rendered by; e,translator.) ,...,,,_

. _---

to the tatsam
les in the
Isikapriy quite

.

Apart f m his notion of viyoga srngara, "love-in-separatio
Keshavwdis usSes apother Icind of love-in-separation in chapter

(9-11). labelsythi5,other kind of love7in-separation viEra
The dist nation bewe;eti,viEoga srngara and vipraZambha srng
by Kes .va is-a significant departure from Sanskrit poetic
viyggv srngara of Keshaya is a notion very much akin to t

.0,

(6)'and

ambha srngara.
as introduced

eory.54 The

notion of
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/.premavaicitya, "a state of loving absent-mindedness,"
mentioned by Rupa,GosvaMi jin his Jivala elamani.'5 ,.Most. authorities on the

/Hindi Krisna-bhakti tradition, as well as scholars of r7ti- poetics, /as far as I know;do not seem to exhibit any familiarity with the notion of,Viyoga srngara
as a state of mind in which the' lovers feel them4eives as disunitea mentally
fromeach other in love -in-union.

Keshava distinguishes four kinds ofvipiaZambha s gara, i.e.,
.

purv,a-anuraiga; i.e., "affection arising before the lovers meet", (ii)/mana, ''indignation or arrogance," (iii) karuna, "sorrow'of one who 'has. no ,hope- of a re-union which yet is destined, to take placa,Land (iv) pravasa.,>-'"the state of being abroad." In this.categorizatibn he follows Sanskrit
-----?oetic theory but.replaces the usual notional contentof these four, kinds

_slf-vipralambha erngara bythe one developed specifically in the Hindi.
;7cri.pla-bhakti poetry.56

---

Passing
Rasikapzilya.,"1would
or prav7sa-vi; dna as
-of this no
plified

/ notion_

based on
"love-in

h?2,58

on to a discuSsion of'heroes and heroines in the
like to 'point Out that Keshava's notion of pravAsa,
he sometimes calls it (including ,that' of the content,

bn.as urs in kristia-bhakti poetry as, for instance, exem-
thee uradasa), should not, be ,confused 'with the

f viraha,-"love-in-separation, '61 occurs in love narratives
M=T legends, The best exempla of t

-separation," are found in Sa4dAa-rasaka57 an
,Als" Kabira's notion oA4Virlaha\is akin to and follows

notion-Of viraha,/

ra
con-ventions o Mr..F love legends 5:',--Itseems that most writers on the su___,---- ate-notvery clan, in this. respect an -se_the termo. ha quite -indiscrim -

J

,

inat, in their works. s
.

.
....0

,.

t

'6.4, The systematization of heroes and heroines by the scholar-po
thle ?A:ti school differs from its counterpart in Sanskrit pOpEic theoryin several important respects. Though 11-F and F-A -categories of love legends4

figure in the literature Which came into being prier to the literature ofA
/ the New Indo-Aryan period, theF-M love legends did not figure'as a distinct. and independent'category.

For instance, the various plays and poems written
by Kalidasa olearly exhibit these two, categories of love legends (as I have
pointed out earlier), but the fact remains that the F=M category merely
formed a kind of appendage so the,.-m-:F' category. in Sanskritzpoetic theory

° under the guise of the distinction between svakiya, "one'e-mvri,u-and
,parak7ya, "belonging to another," heroines.' However, during the New Indo-.,
. Aryan period, and under the influence of the devotional love
narrative tradition,,th -F-M category of,love narratives were raCbgnized
as a distindt class lbeiefore, it is appropriate to-say that he sole
emphaSis of the Sanskr'it poetic 'theoreticians.is-upon the heroes 'an heroines/ Lased on narratives 4nvolvipg M-F16me legends- On the other'hand, t

lar-poets of theiriti school, especia4y, Keshavadasa in/his Rasikaprii
co centrate,on-the personalities of heroes and heroines as/they were developed:

context .of love narratives Based on F-M legends. /Such a fact is indicat dthe almost universal, acceptance of Radha and Krisna as the archetypal
leroine and laeo by the scholai-poets of the riti-school. With this general
statement of:the characteristic difference involved thethe classification
of heroes and heroines in, works on Sanskrit poetic theory and the Hindi-) 0/

C73
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riti chool, twill now discuss a few instances of the specific differences
) betwedn'the tWo Such a discus;ion, I believe, will also help dispel the
, belief that the systematizatj.on 'of/heroes and heroines of the riti school

is merely a 'duplication of its .counterpart in,Senakrit, a belief which resift
aolely'on terMinOlogical simile sties.

The first such point of difference between Sanskrit'poetic theory
and the Hindi riti school ig;theirl conceptualize o the-personality of
the.hero This difference can be/seen by c.... aring t generic definition
of he hero as given in the Sahytya-dar ,.. a of Visvanatha radraj'a with that
of 'tlle Rasikapriya of Keshavadaser

. svanatha Kai' aja gives the following
.,generic definition of the -herb:

...

. . 4
. ------- , /,.. I .

Liberal, learne , good family, grace l with
,

,ardour of youth and beauty, clever, , general
.,

.
favorite, an possessed of spirit, :it,_ an. rtueK:

. : 'such ,is' theme leading character.°
.

./.,

On,the.other hand, eshava's generic deilAi on of the hero reads, as
follows: /

%,
'

,%.

Ktiow hirO'nayaka, 'says Keshava
Renouncing, young, vigorous, vain,/
Forgiving, and adept in 'love;

Handsome, wealthy, skilful, plain;

Visvanatha Kavijeda develops his generic definition of the hero father
on the basisof his disposition and in relation to the heroine, Thus he
classifies his hero into four categories.on the basis of his'disliositional
traits, viz , (i) high-spirited, but temperateend firm 6dh7rodatta4
(ii) firm and haughty (clh'ircdahatO, (iii)vgay anCthoughiless (dhiraitei-
ta) and (iv) firp,and mild (c/hiraePaaanta)- Within each of these four
kinds, there are TUrther aub-divisions according to the hero's tiallionship
with a heycine They are: (i) impartial, (ii) saucy, (iii) faithful, and

KeShav, op the other, hand, does not develop his character-
ization of hero in the manner it, is done by Visvanatha Kaviraja,. Keshava!'s
generic,definition is at the same time a statement of the disposition
of the,4ero who above all is koka-kalani p4av7ina, "adept in (the art of) r
love However, Kes)lav,adopts.Visvanathe Kavaraja's basis of relationship
between a hero and a heroine and categorizes his hero accordingly..

01a.

The major difference between Visvanatha Kaviraja on the one hand '

and Keshavadasa on the other is that the fqmer is describing his generic
hero as fourdifferent persons with four different dispositional traits.
Also these four different persons are each Conceived to be related to .

.
;heroines infOur different logical ways Yeahava is describing a single
_person who is'uadept in (the art of) love" and assumes a fourfold personality
as may be called for in terms of the interaction.between-himand this

.
,

beldved Thes subsumption of the multiple personalities into an archetypal

2 5
'>

. .
.4k
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hero in the person of Krisna who acts differently in different situations
an important characteristic of heroes in loye narratives bas.ed on the-M category of ilegends. I would even go 'as far as to' say that Keshava's

script ion of heroes (as well as of heroines) is not designed to restaterreplace its counterpart in Sanskrit poetic theory. It is an innovation r-of the New Indo-AAyan period. It' complements their Sanskritic description_____,Vased On love narrates of the 14-F category with, a systematization of
. their counterpart based; on F-M Vave legends., Sanskrit poetic theory isnot even familiar with the New Inab-Aryan mode of aystematization of heroesand heroines. Therefore, it 1st/utterly absurd to say that the ri,ti poetics

i= merely duplicated the principles of, Satskrit poetic theory.

Keshava des'cribes his systematization of heroines in chap I'S (3)and (7). The systeinatization given in chapter-(3) diverges quit- signi-, ficantly from the traditional. Sanskriic: classificatiori and is fai y com-plicated. However, his 0.ghtfold clasLfi&a.tion of heroines as give in
, .

chapter (7) is adopted from Natya-eastra of"Aarati.63
In chapter (3), he recognizes .four kinds of heroines on the basis oftheir genus as described in the -Ratirahasyar'n of Kokkoka, and then ,intro-duces the usual claseitication of them on the basis Of their relationshipwith the hero into (i) avakz7ya-, "One's own," (ii) Taragya, 'belonging to`another," and (iii) samanya; "ordinary." Both- svakiya and parak7la_cate7.

' gories are developed further s. For instance, the' category of svaloya,
-1,41ch is. by far the better developed of the two, an be plotted as follows:

a

mugeha navaZavadhu
navayauvana
navala-ananga

,, , ., _ - - - .,-svakiya madhya -- arudhayuvaria
A V

pr4albhavacana- .'

praSurbhutamanobhava-

6.,,,,.. surativicitra 4 . '7
.

_, di,

praudha -- samastar.aaakovtida

citivvibhrama ..-

akranita-

. lubdhapati
.

: . His parak-iya heroines are of only two kinds, i. e. ,, iidha, "married," and
anucpia, "unmarried.' . .t .

.

the 'above-noted classification of heroines is not 'a simple-minded-categorization of -women d4picted in various -situations. It is based on"
.culturally-perceived, signifiCant data put together. in the form of categoryrebels. These fategory labeLs refer to, certain ideaki0d configurations
involving characteristic traits specifiable in teems of physiognomy

,:emotional make -up and bOdy language. Keshava deals with the subjet of
physiognomy of heroines in.a separate work entitl.ed Sikhanakha. 64- The two,
i. e., emotional make-Up and body language, are described in chapter '(6)
respectively under the headings "atha vyabhicari-nama-varnana," "the- .

e r". ,

26
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Pk description of accessories," and, "atha hava laksaga, il which I would like
to render as, body language charadteristics,"65' Aeaspirant poet, in
order to be successful in the art of composing.poatry4of the rasika genre,
must learn to expreSs (i.e, suggest indirectly) on a single verbal band,
these three charactristic traits of heroines as embodied in the configur-

; .ational labels used by Keshava, The poet, while defining his notion of
bhava, "emotion," in chapter (6), makes an explicit reference to these
three -fol configurattonal characteristics of heroines (and heroes) and
in,the manner they should be,exPressed:

i

When what within the, heart lay hid
Is manifested through the eyes
Or by face,_ or voice, that is

, Emotions known by poets wise. ..-:

.1 7
Without going into a detailed analySig of Keshava's basis of classi-.

fication of heroines and heroes., I woulid.like to point out that there is
$.-

an ascending Scald of complexity., involved irl.he above-notecthreefold,

configurational chaiacteiistics as far asadescription of heroines is
.. 1

concerned. Fors instance, in the three sub-divisions of sVak'iya into (i)
mug-Ma, "adolescent," (ii) madhuy, "middling," and (iii) prawihi,, "mature,'
there is a representation of the three successive stages of the development
of the perSonality of the heroine At eacheof these three-stages o the
development, 'one of the three characteristics.Of the total confi rati
of her personality- predominates and subsumes the ptheT two. In the
rlug-lha, "adolescerit," -stage, physiognomy subsumes th4 dloti6nal.maker...up

. and body &language characteristicA- In the malhya, "middling,"'stage, erriotiOndI, A
`stake -up overtakes the physiognomy' and body language. And fin lly'in the
_pVcradha', "mature," stage, body language gains prominence over p rysiognomy

. and emotional make-up- The 'following archetypal ve/-ses. given by the scholar-
.

poet illustrate this mode of ascending scale of.complexity of the con-
figurational traits of a heroine: ',- . *.

as

E121121{a11.21131.1211SSIELha

Her eyebrws dance with pleasure filled,
Her hips her waist at lett has robed:
Her voice now agitated is,
And with shyng6 her eyes do pause;
In,movement now she knows no rest,
YOu may demur to meet her, friend,
Sut youth hab. met her ripening breasts
And driven out her igno ance

Exam an- aradha auvanzl rthua

A/goddess-like gopi..I es

Today, Gopala, whose crescent brow
As half-moon was,, whose piercing eyes
Where Kamadeva's arrows, and eyebrows
As bows; and perfumed waS her breath
As -scent of lotus flowers; her teeth
As Seeds of sweet pomegranate:
Her laughter bright as lightning, feet

1/0
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Like lotuses; her neck andardS,
As jars, and belly, as betel - leaf:. t
Asiswan's her gait, ,a_l4limbsthatshone
And burnisbed gold -- and her smell sweet '*
As does from earthen vessel rise
When water first is poured 'inside.

Example of a samastarasdkovida,prdudh

A cowherd maiden I haVe seeh
Of form unequalled, Oh: Gopaia:
Her hue more lovely than old seemed.g

Her scent like newfilled -..arthen jai's
'Twas as though' Splendour herself came
Upon, the earth, or lighting took
A woman's form; no earthly dame,,
Or goddess, or she-demon looked
With so MUch coquetry; 'twas if

.:Sarasvati op eartt....;Ata stayed

So seemed:tha 'girl key of, all
Or lovefi child sprung from Kamadeva
Born of Menaka -- so I,weened
That Cowherd girl whom I had'seen.

*"

% .,

are two important observations I would,Wke to make about the con-':.- 4
' ',- '4'.VeMts_of chap,teu (3) and (6)' of the Rasikapri..ya. First, it is interesting

'41 to note that -gesha;radag'al.s systematization of the vibhava, anubhciva, stayi.
,: ,,,
bhava, and vyabhicag, bhava aspeCts of,rasatheory does not go-into a
detailed description as,hwell as illukration of them by mans of archetypal
- ,

verses (as one woula normally expect) except naming then. Further, 'he does
not recount all thetwerity-eight graces of a heroine as given in standard ''
texts on poetic, theory. 66 He does; not even:use the traditional term
alar'nkara, "grace. 1.!.. Rather, he'replaces this term by hava, t"bodily character-
istics" (which,Thidently, is the second Of the twenty-eight traditional
graces:of,d andrecount only ten haves with illustration of them

'in the heroine,as well as Fier. This syStematization, Ithink, is a signi-
ficant departUre from the tradition. Another. observation worth maki ere
is that Keshava enumerates seven' ways of making love, seven po es of
sexual unionk

,
. n sixteen adornmen r women in c'hapter. right afterd

,

his descripti,n of the suAtivicitr medhya heroine .e., the heroine a
whOse-love-making takes various ways).. I,wish translator, who certainly
possesses a great deal of expertise on the dian erotic tradition, could

' ,'
spell out the underlying basis of KeshaVa's systematization of,seven ways
of love-making as well as postures of sexual union, because a mere reference
,to them by Category laBeIg-is-by no means enough for a proper undersjanding
of the poems in which the poet refers to these Ways and postures.

,

6.5. As I h e'saWearlier, almost 'all the scholar-poets of the
Hindi gti sch 1 liWthe convention of writing archetypal, verses to
illustrate the va concepts of poetic theory in their la4ava-grantha
works. I have also liar that these archetypal poems, should not

.
''''-.-

,,
, .

n---.:-,b
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...:: be confused with love poetry of the rasika genre, Now I will briefly
try to explain the function of these'archetypal poems in'the Rasikapriya.

'

I would like to hypothesize that the archetypal poems in the
Rasik represent a poetic design involving actual life situations
as may be consis t With a particular poetic concept. 'This design is
intended to be acquire. a literary connoisseur or an aspirant poet
on the basis of which be ca learn to appreciate or compose poetry of the
rasika gen is design forms',an intermediary link between apoetic
concept,and the po try of the rasika genre and serves to orient the mind,
of the reader of t e Rasikapriyaabput, for instance, the concept off '

srngara rasa on the one hand, and the actua life situations which form
the Basis of the vibhava aspect of this r a on the other.' /

In order to explain.the manner In which the archetypal vetses
of the'Rasi.kapriya serve to oAtnt the mina-of'tfit r ader to the content
of poetic concepts they illugerate by invoking a s ecific kind of experience,
I'reproduce,below.a Rajasthani couplet and discuss meaning:

Plahima bharata desa ri, jaga mezii bahuvikhya a /
jina mefn raja.sthana k--1, samata kari-na jata J/67

. f
, .

A
.

The glory of theland.of Bharat is well known 4 1.11_ he----2-", ------

world over, but within it the land of -Rajasthan is matchless.

.

4
O ,

r

,

-----

he meanirt of this%couplct is qlte Straightforward except in one instance,
i.e., the occurrence of the'HindiAftd0"postpos.43156d-ki, "of," ins -tead of
he regular Rajasthani ri, "of" (which, however, does' occur in the first.i

'

,.. : line of the couplet). Ordinarily one would be tempted to regard_the qcur-
>-rence.ot,the postposition ki7, "of," as a device to avoid repetition, or.one .

, . .

."' ' might..pdsitr the-occurrence of this ks being a feature.of-a dialect in which
both pOstipositions occur, -and so on. All such eArdanations would be ' '
plausible44.we did not know, some of the poetiC corivention.Of Rajasthani

--,. , <' .

goetry. I,hav,,e'come across a variety of- Ralasthani texts in which all the A
characters belongi to the Musliln_royalty of Northern India do'not Speak

°-
. in .first perso ,fin Ra thani. most all such characters either 'Slmak a .

Variety of H' dized Rajast ni or raightforward Hindi-Urdu. It seeds

C. to me the he composer of thi-S---cou03_et has deliberately used the-Hindi-
:- -

. Urd posftion.k?, "of in,the secojid-larito higHlight an important -

historical and political fact. I take it thatt,he -cod') ser of this couplet
is himself a native'speakk. of Rajasthani,, and 1;1 the,us of the Hindi-".
Vrdu-Postposition ksc he ispreminding his reader that he is, as fai as th
second line of this couplet is conce:rned,'quoting the Muslim royalty of
Northe India: It is one.thing to .'sing the glories -Of one's own native

' land, but is quite anotHei,ifscamebody else'does that. *As far as ,a
connIksseUr o d'sthhi poetr, ia.concerned,,this insignificantooking
poiktposieiOn k71,,4s m than s icient to trigger his memory about the

. bravery of, the,Rajput prin he more hedelves deeply into the history
of Rajasthan, tie More he will,understand and appre.cia e the significance,
of the meaning of theabove-noted co ple. In other rds,""thispost- .

position 0, is "capable of triggeri the memeq of a connoisseur about
, , . .

.

. . A

e

, 2*,
, t

,
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n,

3 a

the history of Rajasthan and would thus enable him to have hoursi,of,delight.
over this .simple.couplet by delving deeply into its meaning .68

The occurrence of.teHindi-Urdupos
.does two things, i.e., (i) it indicates that
tipn, and (ii) it serves to trigger the memory of a connoiss bout the
history of Rajasthan. ,The archetypal verses of the Rasikapriy also
similar functions.

ion lc?, in the above.cou let

e second line is a quota-

6.5.2. Since I have already discussed the notion of srngara rasa
as it occurs in the Rasikapriya in some detail, I will limit myself to an
explication of the function of archetypal verses in this work by discussing
Keshava's examples of 'hidden love-in-union" and "open love -in union."
I have already quoted his example of "hidden lovelin-union" earlier- in sub-

.section '3.2 of this review. KeShava's example of "open love-IP-Union"
reads as follows:

A .

0 ---'Once Shri Krisna sat with Radha-near
On the same Ouch, with PleaSUre swayed,
And she in mirror hel_ 'GI-peer

To watch-the spleadddr of her face.' .. ,-;,-

Hex form reqected he did see _
.

In her red- gem on forehead worn , ) c.7
Which seemed as with herhusbandlealie - 1 ..,. 41

.1Sitaji sat, ip fire, addrnedi ,....."--,---z4-- G v.i.. .
. . )Before I try to explain the.. poetic design involved in these -two . .

archetypal poems, it is necessary to note thg following points abouelthem.
.,-----

,.
,

These poems occur in the very first chapter of the look,and ehos..
1 they veal the fact that Keshava's scheme in the RaSikapriya is to present

his systematization of :the rasika genre of love poetry in reverse of the
,. ,

-- lOgicai order in which it would be 'described-by a poet. This4scan be easil
confirmed by examining a text such as Sitrasagara of siirada§a. Th otha. rdff,
Keshava starts with the end, #.e., the illustration of the love-in-unio ,.
and goeS on to unfold sygtematAally whatleads to. that pd. Such an rdar
is exactly the opposite of what a poet would adopt in a. poem and'is extremely
significant in a laksana-grantha work suc$ as the Easikaeriya.

01; .

.k

.
.

so noteworthy that-the female-superior, or inverse, position
is the'onlycbi 1,posture-which Keshavadasa cites is an example pf,"hidden
lolte7in-union. The-7-other,_example, which I 'have reproduced ahove,simply'
describes the two loverS'Stting side by side. Radha is lookineip the
and Krisna is looking at ler'image reflected from the mirror in the red
TicShe is wearing.---These--twb-eXampleS-of-tan-in=uniowdo not say very .42

m .h about the love"sportsof Radha'and Krisna even _if we suppose that
_

the are hive Roems.,In -the normal sense. of the term. urthermore, it is' -....

ndtew thy that the Inverse position"is the ,last coital pdstute deScribed
in the agastra works. N

N .
. '. 0

All th g'points are qpite obviops butwtbair_significante may not -,

I ...

be,' especial' to someone wto is not familiaf.w h the tradition Of the

3

c-,

It,

0 J
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lakpar.m-grantha genre of the Hindi rTri school. First,gf-ill, I would
like to say that Keshava's 'examples of ',hidden lOvein=union"and "open

.
love -in- union" represent two extretis or climatic episodes respectively

7,',.. in the Krisna and'Rama legends.' Thy not only serve to characterize the
, f

total personalities of the loverpairs,-bdt also subsume within, themselves
whatever else can be imagined or presumed to occur in the lives of the two
lover pairs which leads them to these two ends, i.e., the female-superior

--,,,,,

`
-

position of the coital posture in "hidden lo4e-in-union," and Sita's
---,,.\

agni-pariksa, which marks the climax of the-story of Rama legend (as far
as Sita's role in that legend is concerned) as scribed by Tulasidasa in

,_, _ ,._ his Ramacaritamanasa. The mention of the female- uperior position of
coital posture in the example of "hidden love-in- nion" and a reference to
Stta sitting on the. fire to prove her innocence as,4e,scribed in the example
of "open Iove=in-uniqp," are thus two. important devrEeswhichserve to trigger
d idie reader's memory about these two specific tradition n a very specific

.way. Further, because thlarChetipal lover's of Keshava, i.e., Radha and
Krisna 'respectively. represent Both Rqdha's arid` 'sita, and Krislqa an& Rama,:
these two poems also instruct-the readerat,he must learn to syntheize

/these two traditions. in his mind 1rld4.v the:4nnee typified by Keshava by
me,ans of these two`poefis if he wads. tollearn to appreciate or compose (mun-
aane)\poetry of the P4sika genes.., In.itylAs pay _they also serve to characterize

*
r . and delimit die gonten cif the,nottidh,df,Srvareirrasa-as stipulated by
k . Keshavadasa by, 'the' use of the semi-tatsama spellirigs, i:e., srngara

,L, rasa. Th'erefor'e, it would bewrong Ltjdeptify these archetypal poems with
the exam'eles,otactUad poetwcited in?orks on Sanskrit poetic theory.
The exem6larP4ersea cited in texts oti Sanskrit poetic theory, generally
ppeak.logl are poems composed bY-,yariou:s"podts, including some written by
the rititer of' that text. Whereas the'exemplary verses cited it' the
Rasikapriya are all composed by the author of this work and simply describeA
the poetic design'behind a paiticular, ,concept in a capsule form, if we

'''closely examine these archetypal verses and the concepts they illustrate in
the Rasikapriya and compare them with their counterpart in teyes- on Sanskrit

%
. poetic theory, we will also find that the archetypal verseein the Rasika-

0 priya reflect a"varietY of social change& which tile Indo-Aryan society
A in'gorthern India underwent during the period and form the basis of their

idealization as configurations off heroes and heroines in7.the'poetry of New
Mab-Aryah lang4ages.° 'The exisStence of this sort of situation sets the
Scholar-poets of the riti school apart from their counterpart in-Sanskrit.,

,:./ ,

,MOreoYer, as my discussiOn'of the notion of srngara rasa as it occurs in
...

t. 'the ii,Lsikapriya indicated, I would like to may that KeShavadasa's rAajor,,
.. /

( ,contribution in this work lies in his effort,to develop the conceptual
, framework of Indian poetic theory to make it relevant to and consistent

N r
'' tithe Rasikapriya' are thus embodiments of his poetic design of this convent. .

:',.!.4 the literature of the New Indo-Aryan period. The archetypal verses

It, therefore, bears repeating that the Sanskrit poetic theoreticians
desFribed heroes and heroines in the context of narratives based on-M-F
legends. The scholar -poets of the Hindi iiti school developed their con-
ceptualizationk of heroes and heronines on the basis of the literary trends
prevailing during 'their period, and Keshavadasa among others based his
description of them in his Rasikapripa on thecdnventions of the love
narratives involving F-M love legends. ,Because of a great deal of termino-

31
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/'

../ . logicaLsimilarity betwepn Sanskrit poetic theory and the Hindi2q.ti '
poetic's (taking the Rasikapriya as its example), as well as other reasonsI h just discussed, the. archetypal verses in the later are probably
t meats of understanding the conceptualframework of the Hindi
ti school. '

..'

7.1. So far, I have dealt with those areas of-the Oral and literary
traditions of Northern India which, in y view, are pertinent to a proper
appreciation,of the Rasikapriya of t(eshavadasa,but.which are not described
anywhere (i.e., either in the "Introduction" or in the translatiovof the
text itself).by the translato. Now I will briefly comment abodOlthis
translation h'

',

7.2. First of all,, I would like to say that the translator has
performed a veryvaluable service by making this rather inaccessible .

text available to the scholarly world for the first time. The other good
point about this translation is that the translator, due to his commitment
to 'he Rasiapriya as a "pategyric on love," has painstakingly assembled
references and quotations from a wide variety of.other works which have
direct bearing On it. ,

.

\
f

. .,., :,....n,
$

However, there are a few problems ab the text of the translation
in its present form. The maj r problem, tiri I have said earlier, is the

titranslator's lack of. familiar With either Sanskrit poetic theory or
r:Iti poetilcs, as well as hid misinterpretation-of the contents of the
Rasi'opriya. There is'a great deal of similarity between Keshava's
Rasikapriya and Sanskrit poetic theory in the choice of terms for key.
concepts. A variety o texts on Sanskrit poetic theory have already been
translated in English and other,European languages. While choosing
English terms forsuch 0. cepts, I wish the translator had consul ed someof4

avoidworks. This woul4 eve helped him avod some of the sil y mistakes
hghas made-in this work. or instance, in chapter (6) he translates the
term vyabhicari bhava, "accessory" or "transient emotion," as unchaste
emotion, Also Keshava's classification of heroes in relationship to a

7.--)
,heroine is exact*, the same as thatof Visvanatha Kaviraja in his $ahitya-.drpana. The available English translation of this work which I have used
'',in thiS-Aview renders these teems pertai n the he?o,asjiI impaTtial,L a

,v .,,)(ii) saucy, (ii) faithful, and (iv) sly., The translator of,the Rasikapriparenders the same'orIginalterts respectively as (i) agreeable, (ii) ul,
'(lii) dexterous, and.(iv) brazen. It is true that the similarity i ,the
terminology sometites suppresses the originality of these works, bu at
the same time an unguarded choice of a term a translation can hamper
a proper unde-rsteading of a concept. Such mist es are,I am afraid, .
quite freqUent In this translation. Therefore, I ggest the reader of
this translation; if he knows modern standard Hindi, use Lakshminidhi
Caturv.edi's translation 'of the Rasikapriya along with it..

The other major drawback of this work, in its present form is
an almost complete lackof any bibliographic information in it. Th9 '

translator does not even tell us as to which text of theRasikapriya
he has used.

1

eir
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1. I have used the term "Hindi iterary tradition" to highlight the fact
that most of what is kno as Hindi literature prior to the modern
period is not written modern standard' Hindi. It Is written in
Avadhi,"Braja and 'asthanl, etc., Whichacted as standard liter
languages in the ndi area of Northern India for about a thou d

years till they ere repIaceby modern standard Hindi by .th end

. of thd ninet- nth century. For more infovaation regarding these
literary 1 guages (or FU.ndi dialects as they are some es called),
see Kell:g (1955), Ch.. IV, "The Dialects of Hindi," p. 65-80.

2. I m t here admit that I fail to understand the easons for the neglect
. -

the laksar.74=grantka character of the Rasikirsya by the translator,
who exhibits ample familiarity with the Hin literary tradition in his
"Introduction." Almost all histories of e Hindi literary, tradition.
describe the work in these terms without/exception.

3. The New Indo-Aryan.period begi roughly around 1,000 A.D. when the
local differences in Middle Indo-Aryan grew more and more pronounced.
See Chaeterji (1963), Section A, for further discussion on the subject. -

4. See, for 'instance, Chaudhari (1971), "Introduction," pp. 48ff. Similar'
views are also expressed in Chaudhari (959), Ch. I, pp. 11-44, and
Nagendra (1960), pp. 289-292.

5. ;See Chaudha51 (1971), pp. 48ff.

6. For partial list of authors who follow this scheme in their works
se 'Chaudhari (1971), Appendix 3, entitled 'Ritikalina rasagranthoM a
paricaya aura vivarana" (An Introduction and Description of rasa Works
of the riti Period). ,

I

7. ,Representative example of this category of works in Keshavadasa's
Kavipriyapublished in Misra (1954).,

1

.
Nandadasa's Rasamanjarq published in"Brajaratanadasa (1959) can be

ft
cited as a representative examplef., thiscatagoroof works, thou h
strictly speaking Nandadasa was not a .r2t2-schOlaf-poet.

9._ Keshavadasa's Rasikapriya and several other authors listed in Chaudhari
(1971), Appendix 3, represent t1is trend.

10. KeShavadasa's Chandamala published in Misra (1955) is such a work.
Thera are several other works an metrics like Kharaida (1942) and
Lalas*(1967) dealing with specific conventions within dingala
poetry of Rajasthan.

11: The uarnaka works are probably the leadt known category'ol works..
.

The only work I have seen in this category is Nahata (1964), which
also has an excellent introduction on_the subject..

,

3
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Nandada 's Anekarrha-dhvani manjari and NamarZaa, publighed in
. Braj atnadaS'a (1959) are two such work written ,in Baja:4 Several

su Rajasthani works published under the collediive title Ding4a-
,;-sa,re contained in Bhati (1956-57). ,

13.' I am assuming here that the sixfold claSsificatiod'Of riti works
does not exhaust the possibility of inclusion of other works like
:b7zrahanTzsasas, uakha-az,kha varananas, etc., Many of these works were
written by way of illustration ofa particular genre and thus ought to
be included in the category'of,gti pqetics that they have altogether
ignored the study of various literary genres of the period, with the
result that a proper appreciation of what could broadly be called the
'Hindi riti tradition `is still a matter of discussion. Further, most
of the discussion on the Hindi riti poetics=does not include a wide
variety of works writtenAn Rajasthani (or dingala as it was called
earlier). I believe a thorough investigation of these Rajasthani works
is likely to reveal more divergence between Sanskrit poetics on the
one hand and rlri, poetics an the oter.

14. .Fox'an English translation Of the Sitya-darpana of Visvanatha
Kavireja, see Mitre (1875)

15. For a further discussion of this mater see Diksita (1956), p. 256:

16. Most modern scholars of ziti poetics engage in such pursuits becausd"
Of the apparent terminological similarities between these two schools
in the limited areas of srngara rasa and noakarj4ayika bheda. While

.I do not want to deny the worthwhileness of such pursuits, I- feel that
'all the categories'of the laicsana7grantha works of the riti schobl
should primarily be examined as a product of the intellectual activity
'of the New Indo -Aryan, period.

rd

17 It seems that most historians of the Hi9di literary tradition have
failed to account systematically for avariety of works which have _
come to light since Ramchandra Shukla wrote his famoustshiStory of Hindi
literature For instance, there are a variety of works like
Frannasagara (which was originally published in 1867) which are not
even mentioned in any discussion on-the subject. T understand that
his work was extremely popular in Rajasthan, -.The importance of a work
like Prxiinasagara lies, in the fact that it covers almost every possi- A,
ble topic in rsti poetics,in a single volume. ,My other example of wOircs

eiscuSsd by* -selfolars a 1indi is Maharaja Dudhap Nehaqrozigd
'awritten in 1729 reported in Menaria .(1958.),'10. 124.

18. I am using the term "love" in this'review specifically to refer to the
Indian notion of love which I believe is significantly .different from:
its Western counterpart Therefore, unless otheise specified, the .

occurence of the term "love" throughout this review should be interpre-
ted as "Indian notion of love "

19, Foroa description .of some of these lesser laNDIA narratives see
Bhati (1961), Bhati (1963), Menaria (1.969), ?rased (1960), Singh (1965),

34
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Men ria (1958); Sharma (.1972), Bhanavata (1965), Harish (1966),
Nah ta (1962), Daiya (1969), Goyal (1909), Sharma (1961), and Vijaya
(19 1), arid Temple (1962) and (1963)

20. Fo a discussion on this matter, see Williams (1972) "Ipttoduc n",
1 N.,

section V, pp; 13-18.

.'21. Fo a description of some of the generic characteristics of ese
wo ksYsee Nahata (1962).

22. ,,S e Goyal (1969), pp. 143-164, as well as several ot r available
s urces on the history of the Hindi literary. tradi ion, for further
i format ion in this regard. '--

23, ee in this connection,the "General l oduc ion"-in Ingalls (1968),
articularly the remarks on p. 6-that "San rit was, therefore, divorced
rom an areA of life whence the poetry of what I would call the n ural
anguages derives much of its strength." I must:owever,, s

not in agreement with Ingalls on some of his other oonc'usions in
is "General Introdoction.'!,,,4

24. This problem has been discussed to some extent in Williams (1972),
especially in section- VIII, pp. 33ff.

25. n spite of the immense popularitpof some Sanskrit works ,like the
Bhagavata purana, etc, among the various vaisnava'sects, I am in-
clined to believe that' the various trends within the Hindi bhakti
poetry bf the New /ndo-Aryan period originated in the regional
languages of the area independently of such works. Such a statement
can be made about the Krisrrarty with more certainty than about
the Ramaite poetry. Both the dramatic form and-the continuous growth

'of the Krisna legend during theNew Indo-Aryan period are such factors
which cleafly point to t oral tradition as the primary source of

this legend.. Hein ( ), especially Chapter 9 entitled "The History
f Krisil4apram n Mathura," has some very convincing arguments in
hii regard,

mock (no date) after discussing the importance of the Bhagavata
ar.la among the Gaudiya Vaisnavas'Of Bengal rightly observes that .

This however was not' the doctrine preached by.Caitanya: this was the
terpretation of Caitanya'S 11.4eby his later followers." See also
e section on "Masculidity/fgani67 and some problems of sectarian sm"

i WMock (no date). lt; .

,. .
.' A / t

6 .

e . ,

26. Th's may sould like a strange assertion to same whaAw ys insist on,
1,,

th- prImacy of Sanskr over the'NeW. ndo-Aryan traditidns. See van

Vu -tenen (1966) for som nteresting discussion on this problem
.

x
/

.

---

27. I h ve excluded from consideration a-variety of narrat,iyes in the M-F

cat ory where legendary_heroes or heroines confront certain villains..
For i stance, in Dhola-Maru, Halavani, the other wife of Dhola; figures
as a prominent character.' Similarly in Krioa-rukand.7;i 2,7. beii,.Shishu-

pals ants to marry Rukamini.who, in turn, intends to marry Krisna. In tome

1."
1.7.;
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cases it may not be clear from a poem as to fcho`f\ the o legendarypatterns is intended by a poet. Jayasit-s'.1' at be cited ,s an----example of such a narrative in which Nag Padmrati figure asco wives of Ratanasena. Off 'hian$1 I ,Can .,say that the story of Padmavatiinvolves'4patterns of bot,,h kinds of love legend's, -i.e.', the relationship'between, Ratanasena and ega g a ma t i proceeds on the lines of M-F, legendswhereas that between Padmavati and Ratanasena along the lines of F-Mlege20s. All such problls' need to be properly discussed and explored.further. Also, in addition to the conventions regarding the leading /characters, there are a variety of other conventions which I have' de-liberately left out of consideration review. For a brief dig-cussion about some of, these conventions -see Williams (1972) .

28. The notion Of "illicit love" is discussed in Dasgupta (1962),
"introduction."

.29. The expression "winning their loves" is intended -here as a broadest,possible characterization of- the loving relationship between a male anda female in the M-F.love legends.
1.*

30. The description of the beauty of the, leading characters in the F-Mpoems is largely a matter of 'poetic Improvisation and imagination.
Significant differences exist between the F-M poems on the One ;handand the M-F poems on the other in this matter, especially in the at-

. tendon paid- by the poets ofb the F-M poems to the 5(eScription Of thebeauty of their heroes. See Agravala (1972) Tor- urther discussion Onthis matter.

31. I aat'inclined to say that Radha, the well-kn
a product of the poetic imagination. For v
ment of the personality,,,-of Radha, see Mit
andUpadhyaya (1963). Various versions
mentioned in Hasan (1973) also bear th

beloved of Krisn , is
ews concerning-the develop-

1970),--DaSgupt a (1956),
ra-Ranjha legend as

tatement out;
32. It may be worthwhile to point out here that the marriage between a he\roand a heroine is not the sole'criterion for interpreting a given pairas an M-F or F711 pair. For instance, in Ma Tavikagnimitra of Kalidasa,Malavika ultimately gets married to the king Agnimitra and thus becomes

.L

' 'a sVakiya heroine in Che usual sense of the term. However, it is the
) first wife of Agnimitra, 'Vieri i, whose son has legal inheritance

.
0 rights alone,, who- is the M-rheroine;from the point of view of the dis--tinction I have made. On the other' hand, Malavika, though' she is- mart -dto kgnimitra, is merely an object of "love," and consequently the cteria of 14-F legends to not apply in her- case.

;. . , --""'33. I am indebted t9 R V 0.9'73> & thethe notio'n'Sf "mother as_ lizedrespect object." - ' . .. \ ..'.-

34. Vaisnava poets of Bengal_ expressly regard Radha a- a parakiya heroine ,1who is married to another man. However, the R ha of the Hindi poetsis secretly married to Krisna) and this faa is known qnly to a
selected few female friends of her. As f 14s her public image is
concerned, Radha is always depleted as,t e virgin daughter of Vrisabhanu.
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I am indebted to E ard C. Dimocl, Jr. for nformatAon regarding4tbe
status of Radha Bengali Va nas poet The arriage of Radha to
Krisna is descr ed in Surasagara of S dasa. See Vajapeyi (196) I

629-636. 4 ,/

35. I have alr ady'mentioned some o these complexities -in footnote 7.
.,.

There ar same ,additional mat rsvhich need satisfactory exp ation.
/For in ance, most Sufi low= paems are tragedies, only some over pairs

acqu e a legendary statu- but others do not. -Jhope to d cuss some of
- the :e matters in my review of Hasan (1973),tforthcoming. ..

3 hi maintaining tha(there is
t

no fundamental differ nee-between mun-
d e and spiritua lOVe narratives, I do not mean t' deny the dis-
tinction betwee a Myth and a legend in the conte of the Indo-Aryan
oral traditio There are_a_yariety of wa s hich the oral t di-
tion/rcogn es such a distinstio weveri, discpssion t ese
ways is o 'Side the scope is review. 6'N

37. See Ca urvedi 6) for a description of he Santa schools of

Hind'

38 Gupta (1968) and Menaria (1960) scription of Kfisna bhakti
chool of Hindi p§etry.

39/ Tulasidasa is probably the best own among tbe 'ama bhakti poets.
ophe bhakti aspects of his oetry, see Misra

40. See'Swami Bhak rdaya (19 ), "Introduc on," for further discUlsion
on the notio bhakti-ra a.

1 4

4L. I am,inted to P ema arupa (196
aia. See p 26 of is work.

A
-7

-.:-',/

42. The term rasi a as emploYe ere hap different meanings. In one
/ , ,

/ sense_it re ers to the s, gara,2328 poetry, and in the other to a con-
,/ noisseur o' this, poetr . In the latter/sense it replaces the usual

term sahrdaya, "con isseur," in' this context.

for the notion o k-ti-kavya-
r a discussion his notionft

43. I kaill discuss is matter in some detail-in the next section. ere
(I4*ould like o point out that the fusion between the spiritu- notion
of prema,and the biological notion of kama was carried out --by- the
bhakti poets of the Hindi area. Scholar-poets of the rZti/sChoal
elaborated their classification oCberoes and heroines op' the basis
of the-ledds prO.Vded by thes bhakti oets. An excellent liscussion

....--""1%...xclsulbje9t-Occurs,in Mittel '(19

44. pot% Krisns bhakti, and Rama a i r ika sects, as well*ItheiO
1___sgoatietraditions, are discus a variety of works. Most important/

among them are Snataka (195 ,and Singh'(1959)./ However, there are
others like Tiwari (196. ,-Kanti (19622; Gupta (1972), Nalina (1966), ----

Jhari (1970) and Bha aja (1972) which also,-have a bearing on the
?subject. //-

3'7
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45. The two funct ons of a female, i.e., as a wife and a beloved, and
the two fun ions of a male, i.e., as a husband'anda.lover, are
generally ept,apart in the love-narratives of Northerh.India by
having t female partners of a male -- one as a wife and the other
to make love with. Phola-mares ra duha and Padthavataillustrate
this tuation very well. I believe Keshavadasa's Rasikapriya is
prob bly the only work which posits a synthesis between these two

' fu ctions on a, conceptual level for the first time. .

46. or a description of the mundane rasika poets of the pernU, see
Shukla (1960), pp. 291-369.,

. For further discussion on this matter, see Nagendra (1960), 4.
Ch. 1, pp. 159-164.-

48. A discussion of exegetical conventions of the lasana-arantha
worits and other related matters is an independent tppiC which
cannot be discussed in this review. However, a bri f account' of
some of these conventions may be found in Visnusv rupa (1963).

49. I am particularly i:rietrested here in two sort
(i) pertaining'to the genre of'a,pardicula
i.e., the on
invoke some

the re

's used. by a poet -with a

6f-these conveftidhs
of this settion.

/I/ There e in all s een chapters in
area. ( Invoc on and Blessi94, (2)
(4) he ting of Lovers, (5) ighere
Em tens, ,(7) More-Ilayikas, (8) Love

conventions, i.e.,
ork, and (ii) intentional,

cular intentionN I will
pertain to the Rasikapriya

the Ilzsikapriya. Their titles.
The NA"yaka, (3) The Nayika,
Lovers Meet, and How? (6) The
and ..he Ten States,49) Arrogance,

(10)14ay,/to Remove Arrogance, (11) The Separation of, LoVers, (12)

'14) Laughter, and f.

) The Defects of

Love's Messenger, (13.,
Other Sentiments:,,,(1)
Poet y.

1.

The Acts of Bosom Friends,
The Kinds of Poetry, and 6

"

bhakti fyric,eingj means of evoking theispiritual-esthe4c
experience of-bhakti 'r sa and bhakti-kayga-rasa (in its esoteric sense),
is thus a special kin'drof speech act. Z.I-amestressingthis//n6tion here',
to distinguish the bh4ti lyric from a "prayer." For a description of
the notion cf.-Speech-act, see Searle (1970). /

52'. For a systematic count 'Of the various ,Krisna bhakti seCts,,see-
Mital (no date) and Gosvami1(1966).

5i';. This disti ion betwetn the ppblic and private images A Radha k

%sets' the isna bhakti ih'th'e HindfoArea apart from. the, tradition of .

the Gaudiya Vaisnavas of Bengal. ,It
.

h''/ as some important philpsophical /'
lmpli ations also. :-

.
. .

. . /
'S4. For instance, Visvanatha KaVix40isCusses,flr kinds of love-ih

... 4.

. separation as described 6,y. KcAhaVa,in chapt r (6) and -(9-11)'//
without,Makin any distincti -betWe 7.yoga any vipralambha.

'. '. -, %
,

.' , - .3E3
S .i- ,.

ism albal

7.
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55-. For a discussion of this notion see Premasvarupa (1969), p. 200, .
The notion of Eremavaiitya in Ujjvala nilamanf of Rupa Gosvami
or viycga srngara in Rasikapriya, if I may conjecture, is a prOduct
of lo4,e narratives based on F-M legends.

_
v56. For a discussion of these conventions in'the Surasagara of Suradasa,

see Tiwari (1966), pp.. 80-227: -,-
57. Sandesa-rasaka is a mundane love narrative dealing with love-in-

separation. For an excellent discussion as well as a Hindi transla-
'tion of the workti'see Dvivedi and'Tripathi.(1965).

58. See Williams,(1972), for an English translation Of this segment of
the poem.

'''!$59. I hope to deal with this matter in detail'elsewhere, but the point
I am trying to make here about the distinction between.pravasa and
1;iraha is obvious, IP .

60. ", See Mitre (1875), Ch. 3, section 64, p. 6.

61. See Mitra £1875), Ch. 3, section 65, p. 56.
0 ,

62. The occurrence of the term k9ka-kalani-praVina, texpect.in.the'arts
described by Koka," here signifies-.a, reference to the, Koka-gafti,d '

, of Pandita Kokkoka, adEnglish anslation of .which is Comfort (1966).
I may also point out that Ko -bastra is probably the only work of its
kind which influenced the fakti poets of Northern India.-

63. This informatiot is based on_Diksita (1967), p. 29.

64, This work is published in the collective works.of Keshavadasa in-
- Misra (1955).

/'

65; The trans ator of the Rasikapriya avoids the techniCal aspect of
tile notion of hRvat)3i rendering the tit this stctdon as "Emotions
Arising from Love of Radha and Krisna." F cussion on the ,

. subject of body language, see Fastql970). , .
..IR

66: A list of these,twenty-eight graces of a h nine is given in Sahitya-
e

' jarparza of Visvanathg Kaviraja, Ch..3, Section 124b, p. 81.-- .

7---. c 0
67. This couplet is cited froW5harma (1954),3. 1.

1 . ,,-- ,,i,

1:
.

-- ,.

,, ,
i,

, .

"A040tfully'musing over-eqmethine i one of the waysein which'
the notion of rasa'is exejined as "the: inward experieric4 of refined
pOreCiatorg by fl3hattanayaka See Mukherji (1966) pp'f, 284ff for a

discUssion,of hattarlayakeedry of bhoga, "esthetic enpyment:"

41 . ...4. -,.. --,, . . .
, if . .. ,../.

69. The synthesis of ,the cOorlitbing patO of kadha-Krisna and Site-Rama,
in the archetypal .perSons olVadha 4nd Kriana in the Rasikapriya, j4 ',

-'` an important ins ance of Arta social change. A number of othbx sushi
change can be p ly inferred by comparing 010 RasikapYiya with a2--

suitable text-On,Sanskrit poetic theory.

1/

f
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gouglosout truth's eyes
burning down the heart's settlements 4
surrounding,'uprooting, imprisoning us;
we're part of the king's paraphernalia.

4

Just-then from amongst us
someone escapes like a Oben
and with the packed Durb.ar-e7Aam,
I too am shaken,
The standing columns
of armored compromises
are still with suspicion,
and grave bearded generals
who hide in theihearts a second' jai

1
a second beard
'wise from a hundred experiences

"s".4,

of double-facednes
cringe.

Mit someone has reached'
the other side of the watchtowers
is lost in the thick forest
among dark dome-like hills
and it seems that in tn. unknown
-unnamed mountain passes
in truth's sharp undefined reflections/
is gathering an army
,whose bibodheavy voice of determinatio
shall avenge the defeat
and our anguished hope'
once revealed become u querable.

A

(

4

4 5

fl
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THREE POEMS

THE ERROR

Weapon-clad
sits Error
upon the heart's throne,,

veyes burning Tika rock
an armory alert and - glittering.

-The rankS stand'in.the'thouSand-pillared

arch- supported

Durbar-e-Aam
heads .bent

.Befo414 in dumb salutes
re them

is a gnashed, bruised and
face,

those who see it, shiver.
The man himself is tall rand
his body covered with rags
and marks ofsb;ood.
He is the captured Faith 0

looking straight into the rpyal eyes
ith eyes that crack like lightning:

He's silent.,

4

strangely

/

L

Translated from
the Hindi by Arvind
Krishna Mehrotra

restless

\

shackled,'

All are silent
governors, poets,-sufis
Al-dhazali, Ibn Sinna, Alberuni
the wise, warriors, generals all

are silent.

If then someone had thought:

Dense black shadows cover the land
The royal armor is only clay
He -- that heap of sand -- is the King of
Of royal decrees a hus,h remains . . .

(But no,

the times we live in are viper7bitten.)

Error,

_whose -coat of mail, is your apathy, my impotence,
turns ferocious; yes, the_tyrranical lord

Kings

Durbar-e-Aam: Hall of Public Audience 44

."
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gougiosig) out truth's eyes

burning down the heart's settlements 4
surrounding, 'uprooting, imprisoning us;

we're part'of the king's paraphernalia.

Just-then from amongst us
someone escapes like a g/oan
and with the 'packed purbar-e7Aam,
I too am shaken,- %

The standing columns
of armored compromises
are still with. suspicion,
and grave bearded generals
who hide in theiCearts a second jaw
a second beard
'wise from a hundred experiences
of double-facedness
cringe.

Blit someone has reached'

the other side o5 the watch, owers
is lost in the thick forest
among dark dome-like hills
and it seems that An the unknown
-unnamed mountain passes
in truth's sharp undefined reflections/7
is gathering an arty
whose bibodheavy voice of determination'''

shall avenge the defeat
and our anguished hope'
once revealed become u nquerable..-

*
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THE ZERO

, . There s.a j ads
4n s void inside,

e--7iaw has carnivorous teeth;
th Shall.be eaten,
you shall, be eater'.

The habitual need
of our Angered insides
iA pur temper,

and t'he Taw's :innermost dark gorge
hae/ablood-pond,

141.Such is this space
0,1 totally-black', barbarous," naked,

dispossessed, small,
self-iminersed.

I excite tt

with-word and deed,
scatter,

and. distribute it.

.Those who' cross my path
will from the wou I strike
get the same id.
They'll ead
an stribute it among people

--generate the children of nothingness:,
Durable

,

and fertilejoid.

Everywhere' hell -saws, daggers, sickles
sowing and reaping'

of meat-eating teeth.

So wherever you look.
to q carnival of dahce and music
death is giving birth to fresh children.
Seeing everywhere serrated Mistakes,
armored faults,

the earth-;--Tubbing its hands,
\moves 'on.
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AT EVERY STEP%

'CroSsroads,

arms outstretched
meet me'

at every step
leap a,hundred directions
I want to explore
their experiences and dreamsLl
all, seem real;

I'want to go deeper,-

a restless curiosity within me
I don't know what I'll discoVer.

I imagine in every, stone
a burning diamond,
in every breast an impatient soul,

the transparent river in gentle faces;
that each voice has an epic-angst.
I wish to embark upon every journey
swim through every heart,

. .

'this is how I give myself ,,away' frigment.
It's much too strange,
I keep, wandering

am often deceived;
,I delight in seeing
:myself cheated.,
Even in me,
sits a happy fool

-)drunk upon sadness and mad laughter,
the world is .its*own nemesis.

These advanciig crossroads
Where I stand and gossip.
take aWay my stories
give me others .

I find a novel

tales of distress, grievances,
, ego-analysis, yarns,

I listen to thesspiqted verses and psalms
. of our times.

Poems make love .

vie with one another,
are sacrificed' upon the fire-steps
of living/dying.

4 7
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When I return

. carrying frightened symbols
or grinning images
metaphori meet me at the threshold
'and say, "You. have to'five-

another hundred years."

Even at home

crossroads at every corner
a hundred directions wits outstretched.arms,
alleys, laneS; thoroughfares -branching;
everi4ay I encounter
a hundred untravelled experiences
and I think

the writer's predicament
is not having too little
but too much to .say,

his anxiety, the choice He must make.

6
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TRADITION AND MODERNITY IN LITERATURE

Observations by ,one
. Qf India's Zeading

novelists

0.67

There is much talk about the terms traditional, modern and contev<aryll._.

which confuses the issues in Art and Literature. Thus in-talking about
traditional, modern and'contemporary literature one has'to ask: What is
traditional? What is mode4n? And what is contemporary in'/iterature?
Tradition is.coMmonly supposed to'be everything ancient,'something orthodox
and obsolete. Actually, what Ls today*calied tradition was once. modern
and contemporary. Modern and 'cbntelaporary seem to mean, in newspaper talk .

or loose conversation, something fashionable. If'a man wears a European
suit, with a ntcktie, he is Considered td be modern,tich only implies
that he is not wearing the olds tonic and dhoti, or kur -pyjama, but new
*clothes. This kind of talk is superficial; because, ufideaeath the clothes,
words or apparel, remains the human being, who is'more ar less unchanged
or changed very slightly in the evolutionary process. .Surely, eyery-age
could have used the word modern in regard to its literature. But it must
be admitted that there is always something new in the "modern-modern" and *
contemporary, which is not in the "ancient-modern." Fortinstance, the play
of Kalidas, Vikram-Urvashi, must have seemed very modern to the fifth-

tcentury audiences of the classical renaissance.' Certainly, it was differen,t,,,'
from the original ancient legend of Utvashi, which first aimears in the
:5asapar,ha.Brahmana and in the Rigveda. Kalidas spins out the story of-the
nymph Urvashi, who is in love with King Pururavas, in greater detail. Be )

adapts it to a play with a happy ending. The original Vedic story was
mainly a dialogue between the two principle characters, an 'intrusion into
the Rigveda, highlighting the tragic 'moment when the hero pleads with the
heroine to stay with him, but she refuses to do so.' So While the dialogue
in the Rigveda suggests the background of a society where the nymph must
return to heaven, to the gods, the play of Rendes

' written in the
Gupta period, when human beings, though subject t the sanction of the
gods, were beginning to live in a world where men and women were emerging
into a commercial, society, opening up, trade routes, in all directions, and.
piling up enormous reserves of gold.- In fact, thg Gupta Golden Age may
be called "golden" because it=was-, literally, golden.

o
If we mean by modernity the difference in historical time, thep perhaps

we can talk of a modern literature ,Ind even a.contemporary stream. -But we
must be careful in separating the ancient,, the modern, and the contemporary
literatures. Because, while.men may create mew social orders'in the tech-
nical advance'from one age to the other (say, from the pastoral to the
agrarian and from the agrarian to the industrial society), the evolution
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'of the body -soul, is not so mechanical, if the familiar phrase'"human nature
does not change very MuctqAis permissible. And if "humAzziature_does not
change very much" then theecontent of literature cannot change very much:
love, hatred,.cruelty, pain, hunger, terror, wonder and mystery have
remained'the Ain problems of man in his relation with.other man and nature
throughdpt known time. .

The form 14.terature may, and does often, change. The dialogue'
between,.1Lrva i and her lover in. the Rigveda changed:to a full-length
play with a complex plot in the Gupta period. The bardic recital in the
'"zie /of' T Princes by pandiri yielded to the novel, d'dramatic construc-
tion about the cripis of character worked out in intimate human relations
bythe imaginatioiin a particular time and place tn such a book as. The
J-2.o-7e aytd the World by R'abindtanath Tagore. The problem of choice before-
Arjun to fight or not to fight agaiutt his cousins in'the Mahabharata
war was not repeated' in the life of my hero, Lai Singh, in Across the
Plackaters, becahse while Arjun could choose ds a prince subject only
to the will of. the'gods, the contemporary sepoy of the British-Indian army
was a mercenary soldier with no choice and no belief either in God or man,
but only the pressure of some confusip in his soul urging him to join
the army through which he found hims f in tie hell of the World War I.

,1?

So, in this sens form, terature does tend to change. But as
form is ultimately e exp n of content, and as the content. embodies
human relations, and as human relations do not change as mechanically as
do changes in time, there can' be no strict parallelism between literature
and the .historical process. The hangovers-of the previous periods continue.
The emotions remain relevant. Sophocles inVokes the gods to help man in
time of war. Shakes Bare asks youth to love before smallpox destroys
the world. Thom Hardy fears that the betrayal of maid-servants may
become more f quent in'the changing world. And Steinbeck shuddered at'
the poverty which had suddenly come to decimate sharecroppers through the 4'

.crises'of 1931. The social changes have, therefore, led to this situation:
if the gods determine man's destiny in the ancient world and are the'
"unknown fates," evil in nature and in man is the "unknown fate" of the
Renaissance world, and cash-nexus is the dominant determining agency, the
"unknown fate," of the' modern and the contemporary World. But-the "Unknown
fatiesof_the oast remain, adding themselves on to new unknown fates. If
we did-not inherit all the passions, fears and obsessions of the past, we
woura'not.read the classics as we do; Homer and Dante and Shakespeare
and Kalidas and Tolstoy would just bore us. Therefore, we must ask: what
is this "something new" in modernity and which part of this "something
new" has entered contemporary' literature? In order to avoid the confusion'
which arises from the association of the word "modern" with "fashionable-
ness,".and also to get away from the neat'little categories of the critics,
"romantic," "realist," "naturalist," etc., may I for a moment ask what
happens in the ereattvemoment, what makes a writer begin to write at all,
and whht,are the constituents' of the act of composition?

I would like to answer these questions,in teems of my own crude experi-
.

menus. Through the sudiden,paSsing away Of a young cousin'of mine Thad
early become aware of the' challenge of 'death. She was so, innocent and
lovely and Playful that I wondered why she should die at the age of nine. ry
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L could not, ccept at that ttage the religious expaanatiOn that God had
taken her and she should go to another life. One day, however; I went toOair with my mother, She was talking to-an 01,3 woman gossiping about,
the brotherhood, while I was dragging at her Skirt to come and take' me. tothe raundboat. After a lot of impatient tugging at her skirt, I-did
'manage to drag her-.away, She was angry and said: 'You naughty boy? Whydid you interrupt my talk oath Auntie Kesaro? Couldn't you see her dead"son in her eyes?" The, words "Couldn't you see her dead son in her eyes?"
went -intro me. And'my dead couSin_entared my eyes and I have always thought

et ca -phrise on.that day made me into a writer.

I did'not know thi- until long after, I became aware of the compulsionto write abont,the'.huma beings-1 had known when I turned_away from my studyof philosophical sTe s in London, where I had been doing research in
modern Western philoso.hy- But I' found aftir a few years of battling withTent and Hegel and Bertrand Russell that system-making, ordering one's
thoughts. mezely intellectually, and logic-chopping, would not answer themany quest=ions about life, death, choice, etc., which I was posing before

. myself out of the genuine curiosity of youth and adolescent restlessneSs,confusion and panic, Significantly enough, my first published story is
called "The Lost Child"; the second is called "The.Eternal Why"; and thethird is ambitiouSly called "The Conqueror These tales begin a creative7

process during which I have dealt with many misce \laneous human beingswhom I had known, with the situations and the crises of their lives in ourtime, badly or well, or indifferently well, as the readers may decide; .but
with the "since ity" which I learned in my revolt against academic philosophy,
in favor of liv d, felt experience from Rousseau, Tolstoy and Gandhi.

. But the point I want to make is that Lbegan-to write from the compul-,

sion.of consc'ence, by repudiating our own inherited philosophical systemsof the-, past he medieval solutions, And modernisente-those of
Professor Alexander ,_Time and Deity, Perhapsthe-firsdom of the
heart of my Mother's remark "Couldn't you see the dead son of that womanin herseyes?i" was my method of perception, apperception and insight. And;if I can golinto the hlstorL,of the days and nights of, white heat during
which each Of my novels, was written, I find I was obsessed by sheer creative=

the release it offered from many pent-up tensions, Al main impulse
.n my imagination as the only way to integrate myself as a

was-to r

a:.

human bein in_t 'dst of great unhappiness, confusion, division of mind\, ',frustratt and difficult h ving
ation for the writer, then, may
,he uselof the creative imagi tio
own personality.

lost my way. The essence of the situJ.
n the creative \imagination, Perhaps,
n, author-tties.to perfect his

'

And, I feel, that the creative imagination has.'Somet to do with
creative eitolution. The nerves, tendons' and muscles, as well hCheartand soul in the human personality., certainly achieve some kind of sa fac-tion through the creative act: This satisfaction may be svimilar to Lhakt7,,
devotion or love. Anyway, the reqpf or catharsis, or ."negative capability"
inside onelmakes man more integral, And if a person; an artist, or writer,.
loves people and interprets them by submitting.himself tp them, it is
likely that.he may be able to communicate something of his tenderness to
other men and women, to the reader, and also give him some relief from

JA.
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the pre sees of life Alsoi the reader, may absorb some of the sufferings,
the 'oys and the rpirations df the characters and expiate them in his own
'being And, in this way, his underlying awareness of other,people'S '

existence may enter his centralized consciousness, intensify the grooves
of his fatuity arM experience And he hay achieve some ,equilibrium fn .the
constant chaos and disequilibrium of the world, Anc/ by intensifying his Own
awareness, he may arouse consciousness in others-

Of course, the'writer ,rec eives moo of W
4

at he gives, e receives
from heredity and he receives from edudation- But he no giv& what he
receives unless &1e has absorbed the _gifts of knowledge n h mself* as a /
human being and unless his imagination is highly charge and can transform
what has been received- If he has received in this way, one can say that .

a writer does gain from didactic knowledge, Dr philosophical syst16, oz
from science and other experiences, in the act' of composition, Rationality
helps a good deal Some sediments of information sink down into -his sub- /

conscious, and, everything comes out through the rhythmic, kinetic energy
of the hand- But as the writer's concern is with the apprehension of
intangibles, like hatred, contempt, hunger, repulsion and love, he can only
receive knowledge as wisdom from the recognition of quality in a mass of
quantitive experience` All the characters, situations and crises are
transformed by,the imagination into some form, the up-rush of exuberant
energies which come often from the world of unknowing of the kinetic energies.
And the result may be a work of art, or half a work of art, or a quarter
work of art,

Now, if this is the process of literature, what is the meaning of associat-
ing this perennial "wisdom of the heart" with modernity or contemporaneouSness?
-All I can say in answer to this question is that there has been perhaps, a
change in the pressures which compel the coming to be of modern literatures

tsincehe medieval literatures- The "unknown fates" have changed. And it
is likely that the compulsions behind contemporar-y litetatute are not more
intense, but different. There is' no doubt that during the,45hange from
the agrariah civilization to tha industrial society, we have built up, mainly
throughthe sciences, physiCal explorations, mental and moral discoveries
of the European renaissance, more knowledge in 200 years than humanity
amassed in the previous 2000 years- Forcedby the percolation of some of
this information, Man is more confused today, as the very knowledge. which
has been built up n the Service of life, to increase man's control over
his environment, an to make him happier, has now led to the creation of
weapons of mass destru ion and other incidences which could wipe out life
from the earth altogether ,,The awareness of this doom may not be,everpresent
before all men and women, but there is a dim, underlying current of fear in
the whole world- Also,-the feudal barbarianiwere bad4enoughbecausesingle
tyrants could control the destinies of many peoples; but today the distri-
bution systems of civilization ate,govern0 by the tyranny of stock exchanges,
which means plenty in one part of the world and abjett poverty in the others,
without people knowing whom to blame for the curse of unequal wages and
prices Again, all the questions whiCh were answered by philosophy and
religion and faith are now sought to be answered,by the sciences And the
,young do not as human innocents-, seem to find satisfaction in most of the
answers

1
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The most courageous Modetn men, thereforb, seek to confront the wholeof life, both vertically and horizontg14L)/They Ask for the complete man. 4And tfley are compelled, by the searct1.-for sincerity, to 'face unpleasant'
facts, even the crude lumps of experience, because even in the rubbish
dump there may be brollf,a,bits of colored glass, as w41 As the peacock

.

on top% ,Thus it may be possible by showingothe negative tragic situation
to'expiate'thedmiseries and indicate splendors, to bring insight, to raisethe qualities of man, One can prfsent possible paradises out, of our
'Seasons in the various hells-N ,

r Is it likely that the.rebellion, misery and discontent which are inmuch modern literature-reflect the urge of the most talented modern menand women of our time to ask for a new confrontation of human destiny on
a new.plane different, from the ancient? On a plane,which is more comprehensive
as well as more intense, and on a plane of universality, to create &widersolidarity?

...-

The transition from the first industrial revolution of.fhe modern
period to the second and third industrial revolution of the contemporary
period has intensified the will of the young to confront their-destiny
more honestly, more rigorousipr,,end the bravest men have turned away fromthe cash-nexus, consumer goods and luxury- oriented civilization. The,purviewhas changed, We accept this civilization, but with the will to diange its
'so that qualities may arise above quantities and men,may evolve higher
consciousness. But this transition, is'tragiC; if not desperate,"

/ N '

I believe that thewriter shoula,n9t.woro
about,"romanticism" or"naturalism" or "symbolism," about the eft, or tbeAlghtl ot.i.heother

slogans.. We contradict ourselves- We contain multitudes, I.,pray thatthe poet might penetrate into the creative process where he can. recall all
that is relevant to him from the past and from the feeling, knowledge -and
experience of the modern period, so that he can seek to transform it by". "!the magic ofhiecreative imagination in the contemporary period; If the
writer receives in this way, humbly, hemight also be ,in a position ito'give to those willing to receive It is no use romanticizing th6
or the addrahces1._ Said Dhananjaya: "It requites almost as mi41 imagina-
tion in the audience to receive a-tday as in the dramatist p:11 giye it,"

I recall that the students AlParis asked 'for "Happiness and Imagina-tion" when they fought in the Sorb5brnne-in the summer of 1968. I think they
are askirig.us to give them gifts -Of the creative imagination, the wisdomof the heart, the tenderness so necessary in ,world of the new babariSM,
Cruelty, terror and pain, which have_come thr ugh the alienation of manfrom man, of nation from nation, where, the i divldual has tended' t,Wbe
either crushed, or suppressed; or forgotten, by fOftes faemore compre-
hensive than we realize, perhaps by'contempo ary civilizatiOn itseift_by
the new fate of the power state based on mo ey and money and more money,
and the rivalry of one power state with anp hgr,

I do not wish to give any catchpenny, answer to the question of
"Modernity in ContemporarrEterature." But may I simply say that liter-
ature, which deals with human sincerely, is the only perennial

5
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philosophy, andats main instrument, alwayq, is the creative' imagination,'
which itself is the instrume ttof creative evolution, of.Che poSsJ4316
perfection of man. tilt' by s ying this, I have already implied that th'4re
is a purpose in literature. I cannot define this purposA, but do think

_that,, in its own subtle way .'literature. makes A Qman more huld- not as

. ,

though a dictionary; may f 1 on one's head ani,makp one wise,, but by the

11

,Ipermeation of the spirit, Olich-is-dike -the'coming of illumination iri
the darkest dark. And, perhaps, ithuay, ,by showing that human beings
are more or less like each other, good, bad and indifferent, makes uS"
avoid war and tolerate each otherpven with an intolant tolerance.

i: .This. last aim is implIortant-if dhd tweny-first,century is to'ba born,
in spite of the hatied, iolence, the suspicions of puedaresent cold war and
the little hot wars. Oui children must survive, in,spite of he politicians,

.so that they can'have the oPportunity to gain insight and evolve beyonci'
theit locale into the shrinking universe,. as citizens of the world, with-,

C.grace, knuwledge and love.

..
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THREE OEMS 40

/

lanstated from the
Gujarati', by the author

In the evening's hazy Light
obstiruciing my dreams

.stand

those

maked
C

trees

sterile-deserts and broken pieces of the sky

:

to get past them,

to-thread through
the 'narrow winding4crail.of life.
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Let's forget your death and mine
there are other things to remember

places where there are no
air-conditioned houses
air-conditioned offices
air-conditioned banks

air-conditioned'supewarketS
and air-conditioned impalas:

death is nothing to lament
when the constant company'
of this cold controlled air
has made A

our body and soul Air-conditioned'

let's open the window facing East
and allow the sun to ride 1.0'

t.Iing inner spaces
tropical. ,

; r
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A cow hungry feu ss
peers into:the spate that surrounds her;
Her feeble cry creaes the only, breath of 'air;
At a distance appears field of grass

Green as love; ,

A lake of tears spreads before her;
Herds of tattle'graze-the dream pasture;'
Her eyes grow into heavy'hills

And remainsshut despite her will.
p. ,

a
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THE NOVELISHISTORIAN

Manohar Malgonkar's,
The Devil's Wind and
the 1857 Rebellion

When a literary critic comes across a book of history thatch wants to
condemn, he will simply ask "It is historTs but is it literature?" o him
the hist2rian is a'pedesAian sort of chap, crawling laboriouSly,throug
the welter and litter of documented facts. History is nothing but a:bald
dry -as -dust recitation of facts. "It may be good history, but it is bad
prose," h&says. To the historian, on the other hand,.4 novel-dealing with
history appears as "pure `fiction," "a fairy talk," :'legend." He'will ask,

is literature, but is it history?". To him a historical novelist is a
strange sort of chap, a bird with wings flying away from dotumented'fact.
He says, '!It may be good prose, but it is bad history." 'Thesk7observations,
I am persuaded, do not tell the -whole truth about the relationship between
history and fiction. There are ways in which history and fiction have a
olose kinship: The tasks. of the historian and the historical novelist are,
:4 wouldsuggest, kindred tasks. Thelhistorian and...the novelist have much

---in-common-.---There-are4xdfeskional historians and historical novelists
are at once good history-and-good prose, 'historians whose works

have literary merit -- Gibbon% Macaulay, Mommsen, And Churchill and others:'
re are novelists whose works reveal extensive research

and careful attention to -factual Accuracy L- Scott, Tolstoy, Mitchell,
Michener, Warren, Styron and others. Manohar Malgonkar, I am' persuaded,
belongs to this latter group of writers who have enlarged our understanding
of the past, reducing history to a well -told tale withOut compromising it
for the sake of the story at hand. The p cture of Indian life ana of
India's past he constructs'in The°. evil:s ind (New York: Viking Presg, N
1972) isnot inconsistent with anyth g storians know.

Churchill,o6ce said that he learn his history oeEngland from, .

Shakespeare'l chronicle plays. Most S us know what litl4e we do of Major
historical,events'not from history books, but from imaginativeliteratura.
Novels and plays often give us more enlightenment about 'what was happening
to the world, to men ,and women and dhildren one by one at\an en
the and place than statistical tables and summarizing end statements

.-
d! of h orx bookst We get our knowledgeOf English history -thk.'higtorY"
N play o Shakespeare; of SCOttish history from the histo cal oveIs of

. Scot he Napoleonic wars from Tolatoy's Wai and P-, e; of the American i

Civil War rom4Crane's The Red Badge of Courage.end tchell"s Gone With
the Wi of tfla Spanish,Civil War from Hemingway's Farewel to 47; of

... 4'. the Russian Revolution from PaStanak's Dr. Zhivago; and of orld Wet II
, from Michener's Tales from the South Pacific and.Hershey's Hiroshima. We .

could get Our knowledge of the Sepoy Rebellion of 1857 froth-V; Devil's. Wind.

fi
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Certain significant moments of history or eriods 'of national cris
have always been powerfully attractive to the novelists. Two periods of
Indian- history have powerfully appealed to Mr. Nalgonkar's novelistic
imagination, It is these two periods of tremendous stress that he drama-
tizes and 'revivifies in his novels. First, 1857-58. In this period an ex-
plosion occurred which led t.o savage acts on both sides and brought. about
the end of East India Company's rule of India. "The Sepoy Mutiny," as the
British called it, or "The First War of Independence," as the Indians called
it, is the first effort by the new India to shake off British rule. The
rebellion caused the British to make India a Crown Colony and assume direct
responsibility for _India throug1T the British Parliament.' The Devil's Wind
is the fictional treatment of this period. -Second, 1937-1948. In this
period, a bloodier and.crueler period from 'before Morld War II to the inde-
pendence of India, .occurred the great independence movement of -Gandhi which
succeeded in putting .British policy and British conscience to a test. The
British Labor Government decided to withdraw from India. But the advent oil
Independence was celebrated against a backdrop of violent riots and burning
villages in India and Pakistan. The Princes and A Bend in the Ganges
chronicle this fatal decade of contemporary history, a decade of hope and
misery, of terror and slaughter of thous d's of Indiana and Pakistanis. A ydetailed considrori of these wo novels fallg outside the scope of this
article

These two pe iods offered lit. Malgonkar the usable past for fictional
treatment, the pas that will'help us to understand our present world in
all its complexity political, economic, social, intellectual. When o
looks more closely e two periods and the three novels, one can see
that Malgonkar's subject ally is the wide-xOging portrait .of a nation°
moving through time from the .1850s to the 1.950s. Nana Sahab, the Indian
prince fom whose points.of view the novel is narrated, says:

How often, during the months that followed, did we sense
the nearness of victory? And yet the pattern remained
unbroken: at the ,last momen, something would happen and
victory would slip out of our grasp. Slowly I began to
think to myself that we were just not fated to win; that
it was in pursuance of some divine, purpose unfathomable
to us that Mother India would, go on being prostituted. by
an alien breed; that her sons and daughters, for some for-
gotten sins, would go on remaining slaves. (p, 229)

Suppose that in some freak: disaster of the future, all conventional
historical records were destroyed and only these three novels survived. How
much would it be possible to learn` about Indian history for the novels? A

great deal. There is in these novels a unique kind of imagination, the
historical imagination. Malgonkar shows man in time and lace, shows him as
both maker and product of history, sh9pws him in his /full aid complex histori--
cal context, and above all, depicts Am as Part of societ in process. His
characters, even the imaginary characters'pass dyer into history as they
are usually embodiments of forces or trends in Indian history. General Hugh
Wheeler and Nana to some extent dramatize the tensions and conflictS of the
times:

5D
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"I,was hdping you'd,tell me something about June twenty-
third., No one does.",

And suddenly Ty heart was beating faster.. I had to take
a deep breath t9 control my agitation.' "Twenty-third of
June?" I said "What happens on the twenty-third of June?"

"That's what I'4 like to know. And remember you are speak-
ing in the hearing of Mother Ganges."

I laughed, almost in relief. How many lies had I not
told in the hearing of Ganga-mayi; Mother Ganges; I, a
fourth-degree brahmin who had studied.all the Vedas, ha
long ago ceased to consider myself on oath..just because
the mother or-rivers bore witness to what I was saying.
I would have told a thousand lies rather than reveal to
a British general, what,the twenty-third of June 1857
meant to us.

"It's the anniversary of Plassey," Wheeler prompted, "the
hundredth anniversary."

Who did not know-that? Iwour minds, the date was em-
blazoned in scarlet letters that stood higher than the
HimAayas. Plessey!

-The period of mourning was to--last for a hundred years.
We knew it in our bones; . . (p. 103)

Malongkar is preeminently equipped to handle these historical themes.
Even-befafe-the appearance of these works of historical fiction he had indi-
cated -his scholarly and heuristic interests in Indian history. His first
book, Kanholdi Angrey (1959), is a work of hispory, straight and formal
,history, He_ has written two more works on history: Pualgos of Dewas Senior
(1962), and Chht4apatis of Kolhapur (1971) , These book's, scholarly and
exhaustive in research, deal with an -important chapter of*Indian history --
the rise and fall of Marathas. It is' clear Malgonkar is not only a. spinner
of tales, but also a grubber for facts; he does his homework and .is not _

too lazy to work in the library.
.

The essential/ nature of'Malgonkar's historical fiction and the pri-
mary characteristics of his method can be best- appikiated through a close
examination of The Devil's Wind, a novel in wiiich he shores up his fantasy
with sturdy beams of believable and documented -d-liai--.7,27-ze Devil's Wind
iq informed by a respect for history, a sure feeling for the period,'and
a deep and precise sense of place and time.

Like many,historical-novels, The Depa's Wind is part fact and part
fiction, part history and part novel. It is a historical document and a

. work of conscious literary art. On one level the novel presents the course,
of the Rebellion of 1857, especially the rebellion, in Kanpur. This is the
hist6rical narrative, or the public line of action. On another level it
is the story of Nana Saheb, the young nineteenth- century prince who grows,

6 0
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ceases to be a spoiled 'prince and emerges as one of ,the leaders of the
revolt.' This is the personal narrative or the private line 6f action.
The two lines, public and private, are skillfully interwoven and their
convergence becomes clear from a glance at the appendix -- "An Approximate
Chronology of the Sepoy Mutiny." The historical narrative, it is cle.r,
is superimposed upon and parallels the personal one which adds,a perSonAl
dimension to a period of violent change. The sense of history is .derived
not merely from the gallery of historical figures (The Wheelers, She
Hillersdons, Nana Saheb and Tantya Topi), but from the close rel tionship
of characters of their social and political background so that e reader ,

feels that they could not have existed at .any other moment or ace of
history.

Malgonkar° has successfully integrated history and fictionemphasizing.
the relation between the course of public and private event's. He never
fails to date happenings or mention Nana's age at the time of this or that
event, or to place incidents in his personal life in relation to events
of national history. He,skillfully scatters historical background infor-
mation:-,and-ekplanation throughout the novel while at the same time letting

,,Nana-Saheb tell us in hits autobiographical memoir 'a good deal about his
life, "inward life": his ambiticihs, lives, friendships and motivations.
Malgonkar has solved the problem of how much knowledge heycan assume on
-the part of the reader: if he gives too much the reader Mill be bored; if
,too little he will be confused. He passes information ina manner that at
the same time does not iwtheleast prettify or falsify Nana Saheb!s life
that historians know. The picture of Nana's life thathe constructs is
not incongistentwith anything historiand-,know.

There are, then, two stories: :First, a candid/factual,narrative of
the events. Second, underlying these events a qitional narrative, a kind
of emotional history of the people of India,-theihopes, fears and desires:
more specifically, the "inward life" of Nana' Saheb, an account of what went
on inside Nana, a nineteenth-century pmince who; in one fashion or another,
exprests what the revolt was in essence al 'about. The appendix cannot do
justice to this private world of Nana A that is done is to show Nana's
private world's links with the public wo ld: his age,, his assumption of
leadership, escape, etc. The first story is already Set and cannot be
tampered with. The second story permits imaginative speculation to the
novelist; it allows hit to speculate -- with a freedom not accorded to the
historian, who is a slave of the documented fact, the most,imperdous of all
historical masters -- upon all the intermingled miseries, ambitions, frustra-
tions, hopes, rages and desires of 'men involved in the great Rebellion of .-

1857.'Malgonkar deals with the intimate undercurrent of Nana's life, the
"inward life," strippinghim'of the external facade of personality, showing
him in all his shivering, moral .nakedness and helplessness, in his secret
world of instincts, lives, fears and feelings. From all this private world
the historian is usually barred. But the novelist's chief'strength lies in
creating it, 'Nana describes his own predicament:

What happened in Meerut frightened me and made me realize
that, for me, the issues were not altogether clear cut. I

could not', in my own mind, separate the national struggle

Olt
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from personal involvements. I on intimate terms
with many Brieishead Eurasian f ies; and it was
well known that I had more friends among the whites'
than among my own .kinds. This was because, owing to .

my princely lineage, my 'own people tended to treat me
with excessive-formality; the British, with certain
reservations, treated de as one of themselves. Could
I now, stand by and watch the men and women who had
sung and danced and laughed in my house slaughtered
by howling mobs? They had done no harm to me, or indeed
to India. Why should .they have to be sacrificed for all
the wrongs piled up by the East India Company over a
hundred years? (p.'115)

The Devil's Wind as History

It will perhaps help us in understanding The Devil's Wind if a concise
historical sketch of the Rebellion of 1857 is given here. The appendix
gives a brief summar4.of the major -events, The important point here is
that Malgonkar does not depart from the factualit....of history.

As he says in the "Author's Note":.

This ambiguous man and his fate has always,fascinated
me. I discovered that the stories of Nana and the
revolt have neve) been told fromthe Indian point of
view. This, then: is Nana's story as I believe he
might havewritten it himself. It is fiction; but it
takes no liberties with verifiable facts or even
probabilifieg. (p. x)

4 .

The Devil's Wind re presents the most scholarly and complexatse of
histOty% An incalculable'amount of scholarly research lurks underneath
its surface. In an interviewMalgonkar said that he spent two years on
re'Search reading over 150 books by both Britishers and Indians on this
event Of .1857. 'The book beis witness to the range and depth of his histor-
ical reading, to his sharp eye for vivid or significant detail. But he lets.

practically nothing'of this research show in the novel. That is the secret'
. _of his success. Indeed, the successful 'historical novels are like icebergs.

There is more to 'them than meets the 'eye. You see only a bit of the tip
of the ice.

To Turn to the HistoricalP Sketch of the Rebellion of 1857

On Sunday, 10 May 1857, Indian soldiers called sepoys stationed ae
Meerut killed their British officers, their women, .anct' their children and
marched to New Delhi, fifty miles away, captured the city without much diffi-
cultyand.proclaimed the Mughal Emperors a helpless, bent old man of eighty-
two, as their leader. The East India Codpany was a flaming wreck and the
British were fleeing tcl the fields and jungles.as fugitives. So "The Sepoy
Mutiny" had begun. The rebellion swept across India from May 1857 to July
1858 period in which terrible atrocities were committed by both.sides;
men, women and children, both British and Indian, were massacred. About .

half a million people Were dead -- about 3,000- Britishers and the rest
-

62
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Indians. By the end of the year the Company's authority was restored, but
the relatiOns between the British and the Indians were never the same.

Delhi passed into the hands oft.the rebels in a. few hours. In his
palaCe, Bahadur Shah was proclaimed Empex8r of India against his will. A
fresh crop of military risings and civil disorder swept Over North India.
The mutineers received popular support in areas of Uttar Pradesh and Bihar.
Fortunately for the British, the mutiny later spread slowly. By the end
of June 1857 Kanpur was taken by the mutineers. In The Devil's Wind
Malgonkar turns his spotlight on the Kanpur revolt, which-was led by Nana
Saheb. In Bundelkand the mutineers were led by the Rani (Queen) of Jhansi.
Delhi was 'recaptured by the British in September, but, the rebels controlled
the entire Ganges Valley.

October marked the high point ofthe mutineers' success. From that
point on the British recaptured the febel-held area bit by bit. In December
at the Second Battle of Kanpur, the armies of the Rao Saheb andTantya Topi
were defeated by Sir Colin Campbell. Lucknow was recaptured in March and
4134nsi fell in-April. The rebellion' was, substantially over by May-1858.
All individual revolts were suppressed and the British won out because the
mutiny was not a concerted movement against the British.

Malgonkar's Nana,-,5aheb is not a monster of evil as the British historians
had often portrayegoThim to be, but a mixed-up, recognizable human being with
all the-human fr- a1ities all of us possess. Malgonkar does not hold him
guilty of the: -'two infamous massacres of Kanpur at Satichaura and Bibighar.
In the interview" Malgonkar said that he found no evidence whatever to make
Nana guilty of these crimes. This is not to say that he whitewashed history
-- he condemns these crimes as "monuments to Indian brutality." Recent
Ipdian historiips such as, . C. Majumdar and S. N. Sen too do not put the
blame for these crimes 9 Nana Saheb.- Malgonkar.in this context is a posi-
tive contributor to histOry; he has set the record' straight on these savage
massacres. Nana speaks of these massacres looking at a plaque:

I was not responsible for this slaughter and had never
condoned it. . . .

. . . A slow anger built u -a-s-1-s-ta-red-a-t_my_own name on

the cold marble. In its sl , indifect way, it pointed an
accusing finger: Even assume g that'those who hadcmurdered
the women and children were my 'followers,.was that enough
reason to link my name with thei crime?\
And. the British knew that they were not, my followers. If
they had been, they would have obeyed"-my orders. that women
and children werenoCto,be harmed. That I had given such
orders was, I believe, established beyond doubt in the inquiry
they had instituted after their return to` Kanpur.

It was a mean, spiteful thing to have put my name on ttlis
- plaque, implying that I was somehqw at the back of it'all.

On the same principle, should not Queen Victoria's name be
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inscribed on.a thousand, monuments in India to suggest
she instigated the atrocities perpetrated by her

subjects? .

- . . It hurts because it is not true. Despite the
.,/most exhaustivea Lenqui s, no one has been able to

establish that I was a ywhere near the Bibighar or
even that anyone had seen me in Kanpur when the
slaughter occured, as hundreds had seen Hodson shoot-
ing the heirs of the Mogul emperor or as thousands had
witnessed the public hangings of the remaining princes
by Metcalfe and Boyd. (pp. 286-287)

O

Malgonkar, the historian, is preeminently a narrative rather than ,an
analytical historigh. He has.not, as many other professional historians,
,"repudiated the ancient allegiance ofltheir craft to the narrative mode."
Among professiynal historians today narrative has increasingly came to be
regarded as superficial, an inadequate means of Making the past intelligible.
It ha's given way before the analytical urge. Not so with Malgonkar: In his
historiCal novels he has'successfully combined narrative and analysis in a
manner in,which analysis does not interrupt; or violate the texture of narra-
tive; nor narrative overwhelm or drive out analysis. The marvelous and suffi-
cient thing about history for him was that it really happenedi Narrative in
itself is the lifeblood of history. The important thing was the "story, the
:long narrative line and the wonder of how and what and when and who. The
'why, the analysis that seeks to explain, he assumes, would come out in the
,telling of that story. He has of course, placed lumps of analysis in the
story to hel8 the reader understand why, but these analytical digressions
do not obstruct the flow of narrative.

He has also placed a page of quotations at the beginning, list of the
principal characters at the end, And has inserted two footnotes ages.2444

and 292, which also do not interrupt the flow of narrative. In The evil's
Wind Malgonkar not only describes what happened but also analyzes and explains
why and how. He gives is a sense of what the past felt-like, what it looked
like, andwhit emotions droVe people to decisions and actions. Here was
-history as "heritage," hallowed with nogtalgia, sustai ng national pride.

4

The Devil's Wind as Art

The Devil's Wind is a first -rate novel, one of the best that Malgonkar
has written. He has got hold-of a substantial theme central to the national
experience -- the most written about even in Indian hiStoYy and adapted
it to his imaginative purposes without political or national bluster. Mal-
gonl(ar had lived for a time in the former Maratha princely state of Indore'
where he first heard from his grandfather, the state's prime minister, of
Nana Saheb, the rightful heir to the leadership of Maratha confederacy of
Noxth India. In the-interview Malgonkar said that 'it was William Styi-on's
best-seller, The_Confessions.ot Ziat Turner, that s ggestea to him not only
-the subject for a historfhl novel,' but also its irst-persOn point of view.
The story is° told entirely in the first person y Nana S4heb himself; the
'terrible events of 1857-58 are seen through h eyes: We are, in effect,
being asked to spend a short lifetime in the ead of this nineteenth-century
prince. The author has been careful to e. p.hit hero with a complete 1857
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sensibility and to expunge the twentieth century. He maintains throughout
his narrative a consistent and highly imaginative realism not only on the
objecEive plane (the politics of the dispossessedtprinces and landlords in
1857, the cartridges greased with pig and beef fat- upsetting to Moslem and
Hindu sepoys, the_cruel massacres of Satichaura, Bibighar, Kanpur, Benares
and Allahabad), the Indian'rebels and their British masters. Malgonkar is
here scrupulously true, true to his period, true to the nature of human
beings.

Although little is actually known about the historical Nana, his back-
ground and early life, Malgonkar thinks of this paucity of material as an
advantage to him as a novelist. He mostly- invented Nana's feelings, thoughts
and experiences. No doubt Malgonkar has benefited from the perspective that
historical distance of a.115 years pfovides and the resulting ability to see
the wbole event clear and whole. Nana comes richly alive both marvelously
"observed" and "loved," ,created from sense of withinness, from the "inner"
vantage point.,,

Nana's thoughts and memories as he sits in Constantinople sixteen years
after the event comprise a kind of interior monologue:

Onceyou ha've seen men struck down by modern weapons of
war and reduced to mounds of torn, blaCkening flesh, horses
disembowelled and fleeing in violent prottht, such sights
are branded with fire upon your brain. You'r vision 1.4
crowded by the dead or dying: fingers clawing the. stone-
hard earth in a shudder of death, as though to drown pain
by greater pain; the mouths of men and animals forced open
by unbearable agony and the blood flowing in spasmodic gouts .

from holes in contorting bodies. . . .

a

as

Added to these was the-torment of a defeat inflicted by
*

an enemy'inferior in numbers. . . .

. I, thought my head would burst. In the loneliness of
my room I wanted to scream at the walls and to tear down
the'curtains and bedclothes with my hands. Was I going
mad.'? Shame, remorse, self-reproach were like demons
taunting; I could not escape them. Against my tightly
shut lids, I saw circles of hot light which grew and grew
as from a stone cast in water. If only I'could, with some
thiracle of prayer, undo what had been done that day -- the
anniversary of Plessey.

Satyam-eva-jayate, I toldmyself. Truth alone triumphs.'
'We could not lose. But would even an ultimate victory --
the headlong flight of,the Britisfi -- mitigate the torment
of my mind? . . . (pp. 176-177)

The Devil's Wind,can be summarized briefly. The scene is Bithoor, a smal
yillage twelve miles from Kanpur in central India to whiCh the Brit' h 'ad
banished Baji Rao II, the Peshwa' (the head of the Maratha Confederac' after
his defeat at Poona in 1818. Nana, his iClopted *heir, grew up in B' hoor

_

.

tJ
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with no responsibilities, but only limitle6s leisure to enjoy life and the
money to buy anything he wanted. His father, whoge two ob essions were'
sex and religion, was receiving from/the British .a pension of a hundred
thousand pounds. The, first. part of-,the novel recaptures t e splendor and
the pagentry of India befdiq-185).-: Nana writes ,vividly of his father's
sexual excesses, the beautifulykomen of the palace and,of s.own fabulous
parties and dinners given to the British.' We are also. told of the changing
condition of kidia, of the discontent and unrest among larg sections of
the Indian population produced by the .ritish rule. The Br tish refusal to
continue the pension, to Nan after his father's -death made im conspire
with other discontented rulerg in a vengeful revolt, planned for 23 June
1857 -- the centenary, of the Comparty's'tyrannical rule and tie day all'
Indians believed "The Deuil's Wind would rise and unVackle other India"
At the end of the first. part of the novel 'Tana has reached t e right age
for a revolutionaiy; he is thirty-three years old and dispos essed.
the year is 18 . The whole of No a was ablaze.

The second part deals not only wi h the courage and end rance of the
Indians and/ the British, but alio with heir demonical fury :f hate. Mass
murder was answered with massacres, /hate. gith hate, and barbarism with
barbarism. Indian and British history sho nothing remotely ike this.
Satichaura 'and Bibighar whereohearly 750 Bri shers men, w
-- were massacred and monumelltg,of Indian brut ity; Allahaba
Kanpur where Neill and Renaud speared hundreds of Indians lik
monuments to'British rutality. The atrocities were t conf

men and children
, Benares and
hogs are

ned to one side.

The final third pa , ca ed "Gone Away," tells of the British supression
of the revolt and Nan s escape fi st to Nepal where he spend fourteen years,
and then to Mecca and Constantinople where he spends the rest of his life
writing his memoirs. For the British he became'the,"Villain o the Century,"
replacing Napoleon Bonaparte as the' hate object. Nana was nev r captured
by the British even through they had offered 100,000 rupees fo his head.

On' of the r 4rkable things about this novel is its accu
.vincing portraya
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5
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alien minds to 'conform to somemerCie ntile dream and dicated
by utility. EverytIdng"that was familiar; the good and the
bad, the cherisfied,despised5 sheltered, nursed, honoured,
and' venerated,',. was dug out'and left to die; old, arts, crafts,
old customs, an entire social structure had been hacked down.
The crudest of, unlettered British tradesmen were'elevated above
the grandees and intellectuals of Lucknow. It was not the
spectacle of one rule being replaced by another so much as the
uprooting'of a civilization. (p. 108)

4,
. .

Malgonkar'S searching use of the first- person point .dif vieW and the
resdltant architecture of aft. oo'e1 merit special consideration. As we
noted before, Malgonkar statedin the interview that it was William Styron's
The Confessions of Nat Turner,:that suggesped to him both the point of. view
an&the method of shaping the ateedirs into,a retrospective narrative: The
general structure (lc the novel 's intimately boUnd up with-the first-.person
point of view. Like' Abhay

The Derlil's Wind; not only
is seen both as an .acto
younger. Nana the of
writes both evolve b

Princes, Nana, is the-central Yier,e,,,in
as he ed a-role in the past evets'... He,

and as a' narrat He writes about hipself,when-
..

. ....r narrator and 'Nana the-younger "I 4 about whotti he.
fore ouy eyes during the cotits of the novel. ;We see \

him first as a naive and spoiled prince and laterras'a in ture and politically,,,:
conscious 'rebel who refuses to surrender to the British. is .througg.Nana!g.\
eyes that we see ;he Rebellion of 187, through his developing nsciousness' .,

that'we are made to feel the impact. of those tremendous .events: 7golikari.
has varied his point of view sufficiently to giye us not onliithe psyC'halogtal ..

closeness to the subjective world of Nana, but also a.psychdlOgical:distance -
to prevent us from -being fully immersed in the life of,,Nanay'This juxta-,_ 0 .

position of the, two points.of view czeates%,tension benteen4he two poaes
It

of adulthood and, youfh. We get the impression of a grow41g, conipleatAng
'fluid personality as it is defined in the interpenetration of its.paSt'and

1

, . 4 . . :..'' present self-awareness: /

,

' 4 Y
,,

1 -

. w

I walked round the empty- space enclosed by spi ed rai
where .once the BibLghar had stood. NoW the to

/.it to have been the ,House ofMassacre.' Wheth
or Indian, this,vias a ehrine?that could not

. , burn with hatred for the Othe race. 'To th
a place where /the women and childtet held
had been done to death onlyb a few hOurs Ne

,.-

city, . ,/

/

,

I /

I 1,/--,
. . . To Indians, the House of Massacreill always remain a

shrine to offerprayers'of anger and swear oaths of vengence,
for it was a memorial as mach to Brit4shatrociti4aS to our

.
own. 'in our minds; Bigighar can never be separated from its
uses or its consequences4to us, Bibighar, Fattepur, Dayaganj

are interrelated, and' the massacre. f July 15 is only a part of-
it's gruesome backlash. The monument to this crime is a denun-
ciation.not only of the butchers'who hacked the British women
ard -children to pieces but also of Neill and his subordinates .

. who avenged the crime with-matching; ferocity.

gs

t pronounced ,

you were British
ail to make you \,

British, this was
isoners in; Kapur
ore theyetookthe
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The master' stroke in the desi of the novel is the self-chavacteri-
'zation of Nana But ' d is excellent in th pOritrayal of otherCharacters also the Wheelers, the, Hillersdons Tantya Toi3j1- others.As a novelist Nalgonkir is deeply interested in characters, Characters

. living in a 'period of momentous change presented :the greatest challenge tohis powers as a.nov'elist. He was, of courge,.free to .9onjecture aboutprivate passions and motivations oi both Britighirand Indian characters.
But he was careful to see that imaginative speculation was hedged about byclose historical scholarship He recreated Nana Saheb, General Wheeler, ,Tantya Topi, Todd, the.Hillersdons andeothersekwith t fre aid of historical
imagination vivid and yet controlled' by study,' and. research Under

(

pen the black7and-white picture ,of`some,Brikih historians dissolves; saints
and sinners regain S'Ome measure, of ,humakiity. /This is especially true ofNana Saheb,,who was ofteri' portrayed as 'a monstqr of evil by British writers.
In T'f;:e. 's Wind, he is ssimply parapeted prince. He, is presented
neither.as a villainous...monster flor as the forerunner' of -Gandhi and Nehru,
who brought 'freedom tc less than a centuty later. In Malgonkar's view,
then,'the Rebellion of '1857was,more than "The ,Sepoy Mutiny," but less than
"The FirSt War of Indian Independence. "

This novel is the most profound
of 1857 from an Indian point of view
MaSters presents the British blew.)
is au hereput 'down word for word,
the precision of asurgeori, the exact
deep understanding of human behavior
with other achievements to attest his
be viewed as an historical monograph
notes.) "This is the Way itRrobably
the way the great rebellion appeSred
it appear ed Co the anvil, not to the

I t
fictional treatment of the Rebellion
(The Eightrunners of Bengal by John
The rebellion and its massacre -- it
pain for pain, tagony for agony, with
itucle of a mathematician, and with the
of a skilled and experienced novelist
qualifications. The novel could also

(one involuntarily looks for, the foot -
was," one days to hiiself, "this is

to o j e of its leaders; this is the.way
hamm r."
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. APPENDIX

1857-58 India

ApprOximateChronOlogy of
the Sepoy Mutiny or the First War

of Indian IndeAndence

(N.B. Page numbers,in parentheses refer to The Devil's Wind),

January 1857 `' 'Rumor of "greased, cartridges" starts in Dum Dum D. W. 97)..

41i
MATch 1857 Nana thirty-three years old (D.W: 105).

10 May 1857 '.Mutiny and massacre at Meerut (D.W. 114).

% 14 Mdy,1857 News of Meerut reaches Kanpur (AD. W. 112) :

, z>

' May 1857 Meerut mutiny followed by outbreaks in.DelhiiFerozepore,' --.

Bombay, Bareilley and other:places,
) .

.

, ---

22 May'1857' Nana:trus6d by the British to take care of the treasury
'(D.W. 199, 125-127)-rdisarniing of--Sepoys iri Lahore, Agra,
Lucknow and Marden. .

A

, .. .., dune 1857 Mutinies at Allahaba ,-tircknowtBenares. Throughout
. . .

",

June the revolt spreads through the. Ganges plain.'
.

The British population, m the entrenchment-Of Kanpur
';.(D.W:125-r127).'

4 June 1857 Mutiny at'Kanpur and siege of. European survivors (D.W: 147).

5 June1857 Nana j.,oins the mutinous forces who return from Kalyanpur,

6 June 1857 Nana assumes leadership cif troops (D.W. 148).

Day of centenary 'of the Battle of Plassey when Lord
Clive's victory had begun British rule (D.W. 60, 169-174),

26 Jane. 1857- Nana's letter addressed' "to ele Subjects -of ,her most
GthEious Majesty Queen Victoria,"

.

6urrbnder of Europeans,: Satichaura Ghat massacre of
Europeans (D. W. 184-189., 288).

23 June 1857

-diot

27 June
:

4% 4

'30 June 1857 Ceremony to install Nand-as Peshwa .(D.W., 194);

news of, Kanpur reachs Havelock at Allahabad.
.

%

12 July'' 1857 The first battle at Kanpur. (D. W. 202) .

I'



16 July 1857

17 July 1857

18 July lgai

20 July"1857
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Bibighar massacre 'of Europeans (D.W.%206!i07, 286).4

Havelock,,enters Kanpur a the head of a victorious army
advancing from Alla ad and defeats Nana (D.W. 205).

Nana evacuates Bithoor under cover of night.

Neill arrives at Kanpur and is t in charge of
Kanpur with "an avenging 1,ritish..f ce. Mutinies
at zdore, Agra, Mhow and other-p aces.

'AugusI 1857,
' Mutin es at Kolhapur, Jubbulpore and other places.

,
September 1857 Delhi assaulted and tecapwed by the:British .

(SepteMber 14-20) (D!.W. 232). Lucknow relieved by
. Bavelock,and OUtram (25 Septeribtr),

,

- , October 1857 Mutiny at Bhogalput. '

,
17 NoveMber 1857 Lucknow reliel:rtd by Campbell.

6 December 1857 Decisive battle of Kanpur; armies of the Rad
and Tantya Topi routed by, Campbell (D.W

' January-1858 Campbell'is campaign ,to recaptur

March 1858 Lucknow recaptured-

3 April 1858 Jhansi stormed.

6 April 1858 Final capture

27 May 1858/ Tantya Topi
(D.W. 259),-

3 June :58 Rani of Jhan
of Maratha

ucknow.

Jhansi,.

and ani of Jhansi at gates of Gwalior,

i and Tanty Topi. proclaim the' ,rebirth
federacy 2.50) 0

6 Jrine'18 Tantya Topi a

' 1 November 1858 Queen's Procla

January 1859 Nana/excapes to

18 April 1859 ja;ya Topi execu

Rani of Jhansi seize Gwalior by surprise-



Shakti Chattopadhyay-
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THRE - POEMS'

OkSION OFPAP,tICULAR DELIGHT,
NOT REALLY' A' TIME OFAIltUNDING JOY

\ Translated froin the-BengaZi
by Aditi Nath Sar ar

king from head-to-fbot, wall impinging on ''wall, cornice
on cornice, the changing of sidewalks at midnight.

At the time toretUrn home, home within hOme,'Ieg within
leg, chest-within chest

/And nothing more -- (or much more besldes?) -- and even
before that,

Quaking from head, to foot; wall impir4ing.upon wall, cornice
on cornice, the chanzing-0-sidewalks at midnight

Time to return home, home"'Within'hOMe, leg within leg,
zchest within chest

And nothing more.

"Hands upf" put .up your hands -- till someone-comes
'around to pick you up

.
,

Inside the black wagon again a black wagon, inside that aga
4 a black wagon

Captive 'files of door, window, graveyard -
Within the skeletons, whitetermite; within

within life, death -- ergo
Death within death

- tumbled skeleton

the terniEe, life;

1.

And nothingmore!
"Hands up!" -- put upybur has -- till someone comes arbund°

to pick you up
Picki you up and throws you out of this wagon, but into another
Where someone always waits *like a banyan sapling, plaster

,clenchedinfist
Someone or the other, whom you do not knout
Waits like the hard bud behind the leaf
Golden spider-noose in fland -- a garland
For you your wedding atsmidnight, at the changing of

sidewalks quaking from head to foot
Wall impinging on wall, cornice on cornice.

446 Suppose, the train station racing away leaves the train behihd,
'next to the spent light bulb the brilliance-of stars

Suppose, the shoe walks, the.foot is*still --.sky and abyss
topsy-turvy

Suppose, the dead man's litter sped on the shoulder of infants
to the burnintrfield on the river, the distant shore

The prostrate connu al-jig of the ancients
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It is not an occasionof particular delight,
atime of abounding joy

Only then

It quakes from head to 4foot,wall impinging on wall., cornice
on cornice, the changing of sidewalks at midnight

Time to return home, ho within home, leg within leg,
chest within hest

And nothing mote.

it is not really

THE.DO.NKEY AND TUE MOO;

Once X, had only to life My eyes'
','To see bonkey and Moon go walking

4).ently through the woods .

Ne Cher even
-

,Turning to see the other.
/ And this, this going toget er, you
;41.1....call Love. AA, for me,

I e nomeaningfulness in such
Rela on;t0b'. I have so often
Walked 'tills() many, just that

way,

Parallel coy ses, like that Donkey
An the Moan. Si

4 .

words.words,
None of m ever.- touched

Me.'

n/

7

Even now I shut my eyes
And see, across the flat sky

11 A ploddinpdonkey,
And the,moon inside the fdtest
In silatt, for me the news

Of their switching places
Is alone meaningful.

:44
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IN THE/FOREST OF LATE AUTUMN

In the forest of ,late autumn I have seen many postmen
wandering

Their yellow hags grown full like sheeps' bellies ,

sw?llen with grass
What timeleiA olds neii letters have they picked ups these

/postmen of the woods
I have watched how ceaselessly they go picking like herons

secretly at fish
Such impossible mysterious alert hurry is theirs
They are not like our own postmen
From whose fihgers our endless indulgent iOve letters

keep getting away a .

/0

We are steadily moving far away from-each other
Iour greed fbr receiving letters, constantly moving farther

A,away
We are moving far away from youand tossing letters full of

= love. into postmen's hands
And thus we.are moving far away from the kind of people

that we are
And in this way we are trying to express all our -own errant

weakness and intention.
We do not see ourselves when we stand before the mirror any

more
We keep ozifting in the gnpeopled emptiness of balconies

in the afternoon

In thii way'really we strip our own backs and drift away
in the oonlight

It is may days at we do not embrace each'' other
It is many days that we'd() not enjoy'the kisses/of people
It is many day that we do not hear people s ging
It is many da s that we have not seen bab mg children
We are drifti g into a land of such unn ural

coincidences

R

In the forest of late autumn I ve seen many Wandering po tmen
Their yellow bags full like e full bellies of sheep

swollen with gr
What tiMeless old new letters have they picked up
Those postmen in-the forest oflate autumn
The distance of one letter, from another letter increase

steadily
I have not seen the distance of one tree from another

increase

7 3
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THE BLOOMSBURY GROUP AND NON-A STERN LITERATURE .

I

An English literary
group reacts to
Oriental literature

In the nineteenth century a great interest in Japanese art; oriental
botany and ceramics was developed by the English. In fact, many botanists
were leaving Albion's shores for Nepal, Sikkim and the foothills of the
Himalayas seeking exotic plants and flowers. The azaleas and rhododendrons
much prized by the English in their gardens today returned with these early
amateur botanists via the standard trade routes of the century. Expeditions
were constantly -being arranged. Unfortenately, this great English interest
iii- the art, plant life, -china and pottery of the Orient did not extend-to
the literatuie.

The'situatAn today is an entirely different matter as non-Western 4-
literature is in 'a fairly healthy condition in all English-speaking countries.
Sothe of the finest publishing houses in England and America are printing
English translations not only of Asian classical works, but of contemporary
non-Western writers as well; UNESCO also has been active in such publication
and distribution. Earlier in the century, however, this was not the case
at all: Whether because a certain nationalism existed in the English-speak-
ing countries that regarded the languages of all colonia] nations Or former
colonial powers as less marvelous than English, or because of an incipient
jingoist insularity, English-s eking peoples were not ready to admit the
merits of any literatures o er than their own and other European literatures
which might be as goOd or m ght even be greater in some instances, It was
of their own oriental ,interests in such literature during the early decades
of'this century, that a wider interest in non-Western literature began to
emerge

The Bloomsbury group was a loosely allied band of friends with Cambridge
Origins who lived in the squares and streets of Holborn known as Bloomsbury.1
On Thursday nights they met in each other's homes; and after 1907, in the
apartment of Adrian Stephen and his sister. Virginia, who later married
Leonard Woolf, Members included Clive, and Vanessa-Bell (Virginia's sister
and brother-in-law), Leonard Woolf, Virginia and her brother Adrian, Duncan
Grant, Maynard Keynes, Lytton Strachey and BtsmondllacCarthy. All were
destined to become famous with the ensuing years- In fact, it4gan be said
that the most important intellects in England between the two world .wars
either were members of the Bloomsbury group or had close friendships and
associations with members. Bloomsbury membership grew out of the Apostles'
Society, a secret and old group of Camb idge students and dons who originally
met for the purpose-of intellectual dis ussion in each other's rooms at
Cambridge. Lord Tennyson and Sir Lesl Stephen; la.rginia oolf's father,
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were early members. The Apostles can be said to be the-direct ancestor of
the later Bloomsbury group.2

Other friends of the group who floated in and out of meetings were
E. M. Forster, G. E. MOore, and Saxon Sydney-Turner. Occasionally included
were T. S. Eliot, Arthur Wa ley, Lord Bertrand Russell, LakT Otto line Morrel,
Roger Fry and in later year DaVid Garnett, Charles Mauron and Victoria
Sackville-West. John Lehman who was early associated with the descendants
of Old Bloomsbury through his riendship with Julian Bell (von of Clive and
Vanessa Bell and nephew of Virgi ia Woolf), later became mat closely allied
withBlooisbury through his affil tion with the Woolfs at their Hogarth
Press after 1931.

Perhaps it was Letters from
Dickinson, the kindly and gentle
interest actively in,the Orient.
tiop of India, China and Japan,"
that:

John znaman (1901) by Goldsworthy Lowes
Cambrid:- don, that first aroused Bloomsbury
In Dicki on's "An Essay on the Civilize-
from this b k, there is the observation

The West has invented, if 'not science, t
and In so doing made, the externals of life,
to-do at any rate and perhaps also, when all
poor, immensely more comfortable than they have
before. It has made it possible for a much great
people to live in a given area; but at,the same tim
almost destroyed the beauty of life,and the faculty
interested contemplation. (p. 70)

applied sciences
for the well-
s said, for the

ever been
r numbei of

it has
o dis-

This may be said to represeno,flacturately the attitude of E. Mt' Forster
as well (England's Pleasant Land). There were other connections, nonethe-
less, some more easily traceable, which might have acted as catalyst for
such interest. Virginia,Woolf's ancestors had been associated with the
Colonial Office in India. Her husband, Leonard, was for several years with
the Civil Service in Ceylon. 414ton $trachey's parents were long involved
in Anglo-Indian affairs also, with Lieutenant-General Sir Richard Strachey,
his father, having served first with the East India Company, then as secre-
tary to Sir Henry Yule in India during the 1857 Rebellion for thirty years
before Lytton's birth. It wag to Sir Richard that India "owed the intia-
tion of her policy of the systematic extension of railways and canals which
increased, to anlincalcuable extent, the wealth of the country ."3
He was an amateur botanist as well and before 1874 had published with a
collaborator named Winterbottom a Catalogue of the Plants of Kumaon and of
Adjacent Portions of GarhwaZ and Tibet% For this work he was elected to
the Royal Asiatic Society. ,ytton himself had spent a memorable visit in

Egypt and had written an early essay on the Chinese diplomat Li-Hung Chang.
One of his aunts, in fact, was Indian. Arthur Waley was immersed in the
translation and publication of non-Western literatgre. Much later, Clive
and Vanessa Bell,'s son Julian tried -with: difficulty-=ta-go to the Orient;
no jobs were offered him. He applied unsuccessfully for positions in Siam,
Japan and China until on 16 July 1935 he became Professor of English at the
National University of Wuhan. He delighted in the differences of China and
in the similarities of the topography to places like he knew well in France and
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England. In fact, he described his new friends among the English and Chineseat Wuhan in a letter 'to John Lehmann al "very much a Chinese Bloomsbury."
The courses he taught in literature at Wuhan University consisted solely ofthe writers of Bloomsbury whom he knew personally and to whom he was related.
Julian Bell left China at the end of January 1937. Objects sent by himcould be seen in the homes of Bloomsbury as daily reminders'of other:cultures.
Virginia Woolf herself early reviewed non-Western work (unappreciatively, it ,should be added) when she wrote critical .evaluations for the London Times -Literary, Supplemenr.4 E. M. Forster, long interested in India and Alexandria,
set his most important novel, A Passage to India, in the subcontinent. It isa truism that the deep interest of Bloomsbury in non-Western literature and
affairs resulted in the popularization in this centurA of oriental.litera-

The actual contribution of Bloompbury to non-Western literature was four-,

fold in origin: L. translation,df non-Western works; 2. jelements of non-Western literature found in their own work; 3. publication and support of un-known non-Western writers; and' 4. the impact of Bloomsbury's oriental inter-est on young wri,ters: These four vital activitiesNare in part responsible forthe resurgent interest of' the English-speaking world today in Asian litera-ture.

Translation of Non-Western Works

Dr, Arthur Waley (1899-1966)` has been_ the supreme translator of Chineseand Japanese-works into English. Waley, it must'be remembered, was an alum-
nus ofCambridge and always on the fringes of Bloomsbury. His:first published
translation, thirty-seven poems of pre-T'ang poetry, was published in 1917.5None of these poems had ever been translated into English before. This wasfollowed in the same year by Waley's publication of thirty-eight poems byPo-Chu-i.6 Only three of these poems had been previously translated. Headded, in a "note 'on he metre of the Translations" that "I have . . . tr ed
to produce regular r ythmic effects similar to those of the original. achcharacter in the- Chi ese is represented by a stress in the English.
This marked the first time So scrupuldus a metric translation had er beenobserved in translating Chinese, By the end of his- firstoyear o translation, Waley had published more than twenty-five additional poe in two addi-
tional popular magazines (The.New Statesman and The Little Re'iew) and_his
realliIe's work had been aunched.

Waley's contribut
Without it all the goo
not have achieved any
the more extrao
Chinese literatur
had never been to the

i"n was, of course, the most impor
will in the world on the part o
easure of success. Therefore,
when one considers that the g

ost erudite and chief Orie
a EaIt and had no formal t r

ant and pivotal.

Blqomsbury would
his achievement is all

atest translator of
alAst of our century,
ining in oriental rangu-

eggs, He was' the transla or nonetheless of the six-Volume Tale of Genji,
the world's first psychological novel of the Heian period'(tenth -century),by Lady Murasaki Shikibu, the AnaZects of Confucius,, Monkey, a number of
No plays from Japan (which were impOrCant in the work of Yeats and Pound)
and a plethora of full-length.books and hundreds of articles .and reviews inall. During this time he earned his living as Assistant Keeper'of Prints
and Drawings for eighteen years in the British Museum.

*

Often the skill'of the translator is not equal to the Work he is trans-

.

laelng. This was not the case here. Arthur Waley', a sensitive poetic
( C.*
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genius and aptitude for scholarly precision was wedded to an extraordinary
comprehension. and sympathy for oriental culture that manifested itself in-his
ma anslations; many native speakers of the languages he worked in
suggest trey are superb recreations. rather than precise word-for-word
renderi :s. Waley was interested in every aspect of oriental existence. In

.\ 1929 h wrote a monograph for a British group attending the Conference of the
Insti ute of Pacific Relations at Kyoto. He called it "The Originality of
jai) ese Civ'lization" and it dealt with the early poetry, No plays, fiction,
Uk yo art, an literature.7 Several years later he prepared a 328-page
" atalogue of P intings Recovered from Tun-Huang by Sir Aurel Stein, K.C.I.E.
. . :118 There w s no aspect relatiN to the Orient upon which_ Waley was not
consulted, and h s works today remain the most significant-link between the
oriental-and occidental. Curiously, in a more personal way, Waley was
responsible for changing substantially the views of Virginia Woolf toward
oriental literatuPe. In.an article published some years ago in Literature/East-
W2st,9 I showed how Virginia Woolf was not at first sympathetic in any waY to
the literary expressions of non-Western culture. This attitude was totally
reversed, however, after the publication of Waley's translation of Tale of
ger-,:::,.which she reviewed.10 At last she was made to realize how the differences
between Japanese and Anglo cultures did not make the Anglo superior. In fact,
she came to the contrary conclusion. I quote from my article:

/

sf

t

. . . [Virginia Woolf's review) of A.rtbuc Waley's translation
of Tale of Genji marks the change in her/former attitude. ,It
is.'Significant that the transition occurs as a result of the
Voice of a woman of sensitivity of the tenth century speaking
.to a woman of similar sensitivities in the twentieth which
bridges the cultural and epochal lacunae. Virginia Woolf
paints vividly the unsophisticated Anglo-Saxon culture which
produced religious homilies and perpetual Fighting. At the
same time, in history, she shows how the more sophisticated

Eastern culture-of the Japanese nIbility was mindful of the
beauty of nature and wrote poetry about flowers. It is a
love of nature and this type of sophistication which Virginia
Woolf -could intimately understand, particularly so when the
problem of being ap intelligent and sensitive woman in the tenth
century Japan. is little different from being a twentieth-century-

.
counterpart. At last she is able to say, "All comparisons
between MurasAki and the great Western writers serve but to
being ou$ her perfection and their force. "11

This change in attitude' in ore of the major writers of twentieth-century
English letters was to be'reflected'in the years to come in her own work
which -will be discussed later in this paper. *There is no doubt that English
literature has been immeasurably enriched by the work of Arthur Waley. rm
fact, all European literature was'enriched also since it is a well known fact
that French and German translations of oriental works are rendered from
English rather than from the originals. Oaley's signal contribution remains
the central and most important of any'member of the Bloomsbury group of their
friends..

Elements of Non-Western Literature in the Work of the Bloomsburg Group

More than any other member or friend of the Bloomsbury group, the work
of E. M. Forster (1879-1969) represents a life-long and consuming passion for

7 7
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on-Western literature, in particular Indian, and that aspect of 'Egyptian
literature relating to Greek and Coptic culture. Forster matriculated at
King's College, Cambridge, Whee he studied under and gained the friend-
ship of both Glodsworthy,Lowes Dickinson (whose biography he published
years later) and.Roger Fry (1897-1901). His first visit to India occurred
between October-191'1 and March 1912 and.he was accompanied by Dickinson
and R. C. Trevelyan. This sojourn-included a visit to the'Maharajah of
Dewas Senior Stat&, a man Forster was later to describe as a-saint. The
'following year he began on his masterpiece, A Passage to India. (Obviously
there is additional significance to the title, which was also the tilde
of a poem by Whitman. In his poem, Whitman impl,ores.Americe to surpass
nkterial achievements' and reach the realm of tfie spiritual "seas of Gods"
Forster had a similar plea for England in mind.) 'Between 1915-1919 he
served as a volunteer officer with the.Red Cross in Egypt and recorded
his iMpressions of Alexandiit. These appeared later in his. book Alexa?idria:
A History and a Guide (192.2) and in Pharos and-Pharillon (1923). His
second trip to Inaie.in 1921 inspired` him to complete A Passage to India.
At-this time he became private secretary to the Maharajah of Dewas Senior

0 State, whom he had visited earlier, and in 1924 his povel was published.
Forster's understanding of Hinduism is superb. It is embodied in 'A Passage

India in his characterization of the passive Professor Godbole, who is
immersed in "an understanding of the tosmos; he is by the visible
or sensory rather than the actual. He is 'the persona groping toward enlight-
enment found in the belie about which Forster has written:

The Hindu is conderned not with conduct, but with vision.
To realize what God is seems more important than to do,what ,

God wants. He has a constant senSe of the unseen -- of the
poOers around if he is a peasant,,of,the power behind if
is a philosophet, and he feels that this tangible world, fait
its chatter of right and wrong, subserves the intangible.12

Mrs. Moore, the Anglo counterpart to Professor Godbole in'the novel,-
journeys to India an misinterprets the Marabar vision but, ironicallyf
becomes a Hindu de y after her death, pare of that mythology she could not
comprehend inlif . Although Forster himself was life-long agnostic and
humanist, he per isted in attempting to bring an understanding of-the Eastern
forms of relig n, Hinduism and Islam, to the West.

In Hill. of Devi (1953) he salutes Islam for its order and ,criticizes
Hinduism for its chaos. But at the end of his life,he criticizes Islam
for the very orderliness which earlier caused his admiration.14 In'this
work Forster describes his earlier two visits to India, while sensitively
delineating the crises precipitated by India and Anglo-India. He'approaches
with'psychological insight the advocates of both modes,pf existence/
Christianity, Hinduism and Islam are /juxtaposed within the Indian landscape.
Differences of belief are melted together and blusred with his, pen. Only
the individual uniqueness remains.

.

A good indication of Forster'/(, Indian sympathies in his
warm dedication to A Passage to Ihdia and essays which mention the Indian
educator Sir' Sydd Ross Masood, who "woke ,me up out of my suburban and ---
academic life, showed me,new horizons and a new civilization and helped
me towards the understanding of a continent,,;'
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In 1945 Forster paid his third, and last visit to .India to attend the
PEN conferende at 'Jaipur. During his lifetime, he produced six books or
pamphlets inspired byIndia and Egypt and 102 articles and reviews,15 cer-
tainly a most substant ial portion of his, canon. It may be said in consider-
ing the impact of India and Egypt (Coptic and Greek) on Forster's life and
work that it was the philosophy, vision of life and its harmony witb.,natu're,
that predoininantly attracted his interest rather than any scholarly curiosity
about east1rn history, anthropology or culture. If one is to understand
Forster and his high place in modern English letters, it is necessary to be
acquainted first with the literature, philosophy; and religions of India and
Egypt. Western humanism was tempered in Forster with Eastern enlightenment.
His very life of retreat in his maturity (precipitated actually by the loss
of the lease on his home) into the intellectual milieu of Cambridge reflects
more a commitment to Eastern philosophy and withdrawal from the life of
action than any escapism from Western civilization itself.

Virginia Woolf, whose attitude toward oriental. literature was comp
reversed by Waley's translation of Tale of Oenii, as was shown earlier,
mirrors this reversal in her fanciful fictionalized portrait of Vict ria
Sackville-West (po-et and novelist) in Orlando: k Biography (1928). She
acknowledges .her "debt" to Waley by mentioning him along with ally tier friends,_
relatives and obscure acquaintances in the amusing preface to the book. This
is the first and only of her works,1 however, to utilize non-western elenfents,
not only in it randscape symbols, gariah'bridsliiiarre costumes of its pro-
tagonists, but even in the central concept -which results in- the sex tranS-
formation of its hero-heroine, Orlando. Could Virginia Woolf have been
familiar with the puddhist 'tradition of the goddess Kwannon, who performs

tely /
.1/

a similar feat with every harvest?

Virginia's husband, Leonard, produced a first
Jungle (1913), which preceded the publication of h
Voyage Out, by two years: Leonard's work was an
disguised semi-autobiographical novel which went
twelve years. as -great significance was its
ism at a time when the ,English temperameni w
strains of Kipling In the last decadetof onard!,s.life,, when he returned/
to Ceylon on 'd final visit, to the_entintry-h had known over forty years
before, he was greeted with,fe-tes,and jubilation because of the visionary
views' of his novel.

Non-western interests were not co
bury, hoWever Durican Grant (with V
cing artists of Bloomsbsury) was enl
English edition of Waley's transl
work, Monkey (1942) . Seven impr
Fr),/the art critic of Bloom,sb
cerned with an- Egyptian portr
pared in ;is esthetic theor
as he de ignated'it, to Ch

9 vel, The Village in the,
r own 4irst novel, The
tirimperiarist thinly

through four editions in
stinct tone of anti-colonial- /

still" marching to the Eartial/

T. S. Eliot, the

f ned to the literary works of Blooms-
e sa Bell and Roger Fry, the practi-
d in drawing the title page for an .

of the longest Chinese fictional
s had been published by 1965. 'Roger
his Last Le tures ( p. 63), was con-

it head of the Sai i'period. He further corn-
s the unity of 11-(erature; "successive unity"
se paintings long rolls of silk.

eat literary dictator and taste-maker of this century
otia,

.

fir
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who influenced Isnt llectuals* in a new appreciation of Donne a
tive (metaphysic ) poets, studied oriental philosophy and -rewas an tindergra ate at Harvard (1911-1914). The study .of Pa
physics was un ertaken with a lecturer, James Woods, and the
Sanskrit' unde Charles Lanman, one of the greatest -authoritisect in mode times, 16

CO

This intellectual adsorption was to find. expression in
(/1922), which named an era and deciphered a world of doubt,
an/d, sterility to itself The voice of thunder which expound
to grace presents the command of the Bhagavad Gita "Give. Strol." Shantihe, which, coppletes the poem, means "peace" in
peace that surpasses understanding and is t only,hopg, atthe inhabitants of The Waste Land

d the m/dita-
igion when he
anj alit s met a-
tudy of,

s on the sub-

The
triad o
Agoni
192

npact,of the Upanis ith their similar yet ve
admonitions, "Birth and copulation, and death,", is

es" (1925-1927). Curiously, after Eliot 's religious
his absorption, with Oriental philosophy is replaced byt gology. The earlier troubled, uncertain Eli6t sought an a

philosophy which he ultimately fourid in Anglo7Catholic tenet

4

Ptibliations !arid Suppoft of'Unkno m Non- Western' Writers6

E. rh Forster was pre-eminent in, /helping to publiShian
Western writers. 'Raja Rao and Santha Rama Rau, who subSequ
Forster's A Passage to India; both credit him with their\ ea

^Because he was unable to.,publish his novels; 1%' lk Raj Anand
: ing suicide :in- 1935 when Forster wrote a pr ace to his wor

which had been rejected by nd less, than venteen/publisher
preface resulted in its. publicat ion by the .eighteenth publ\i
also wrote a preface to Huthi Singh's Maura (1951). Other

ofor whos<e- wrote ,prefaces were G. V. Desan_ys Hali (1950)
;Eliot also Wrote one and Ze_eriut1i-Fh_ute Zchra (1951).
that one writer Observed the iridian novel t'_g_Eew up in the
'well as met aphys ical, of Edward-Merrteryo rs ter 7°

e W&ste Land
ailUre, unrest
the three keys

mpathize. Con-
anskrit, the.
his time, for

different
ound in "Sweeney
onversion in
Christian
swgr in Hindu
17
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Indian and other writers on India and : it as subject. He was devoted
to the Greek poet, Cavafy, who made his home Alexandria. Because of ,

Forstir's early attentions to Cavafy's poetry, t latter's reputation and
fame were quickly known in English literary circles.

Leonard and Virginia Woolf 'in their capacity of owner-'publ
' Hogarth Press from 1917 urftil the forties had the greatest opportune,
all members of Bloomsbury to popularize non-Western literature, but r
grettably did not do so: They published Forster's Alexandri and Pyros
and, PharflZon and William Plpmer's Sad5, and Paper, Houses, but published
only one work by an 'Asian author during the twenty-one years Virginia
and the thirty years Leonard-ran the press. This wa? Ahmed Ali's, Twilight
in Delhi (1940) which-'was brought to them by John Lehmann as a result o!
FOrster 's recommendation. In 1953, after 'ownership of Hogarth Press had

longsince passed to Chatto & Windus (in 1946) ,20. after Virginia's death,
Leonard's retirement; and the departure of part5er John LehlOn to commence
his own publishing firm, John Lehmann Ltd., Hogarth published, its second
oriental author. This was the work oL a Chinese woman friend of Juliin
..Bell's,' Su Hua,21

_

1,

Although principally interested in Americana' acrd European literature,
John Lehmann had a much better record' in the seven years,in..which he had
his own firm in 'regard to the publication pf oriental./iterat4re. He pub-
lished Glue and Lacquers From Cautionary Tales, (1941) by Harold Action
and Lee Yi-hsen. , These taies were taken from a collection called Hsing
sh- : : , heng :?ein published in 1627 by Feng Meng-lang. Lehmann also pub-
lished Foster's discovery, Hulk Raj Amend, and some other oriental writers'
in :Ia.., Writing, the most important. book-magazine he founded for new And ex-
peripental writers to be published in Europe during this centu'r'y:

.The_ impact ofForster and Waley a4 nd their immersion in the great liter-
atures of Asia-were profound upon the younger English and American writer's:
William Ibpson, William Plomer, and Francis King at various times confolrmed
to the, established English tradition of younger writers accepting an aca-
demic post for a time at Japanese university. Plomer produced A-record
of .that journey with Sado Christopher Isherwood and Wystan Auden traveled
`to China, as Julian Bell ha done a little before Them. efouritey to .a War ,---

(1939) was'the joint effort .that was hqrn-lof ,that jaurney., Isherwood, wly6

aabits to being greatly influenced-b/ Forster, has becothe involved since hist
. coming to America With Vedanta and/tqga. He has translated the Bhagavad G'a
(with Swami. Pr aAavandinda , the/Y6gic.Aphorisms of, Pat anj ali, and Shankar

P.

2rest Jewel of Eiscrimi;lati< He wrote, in addition, a biographical s udy of
Rama Krishna arta his disciples In America, the Beat Poets became in erested
in Zen, Buddhism, with Allen Ginsburg as the guru of the new poetic r,acsTneus
jcurneying a India th/order to find enlightenment and anSwegs to f bl
of the fifties. Found, an early 7xpatriate, had always evinced, an int rest
in Sanskrit, ChineVe, and Japanese literature, though recent researc' seems .

to indicate he i /not the scholar' of these tongues he was formerly htit
.5]/

gu m oug - .'

to ,be - Yet, the ,most profound impact has been on the translation of of '1

classiCal orierral works, but .on the translation of contempaia crientai .

literature Today* a novel written in Japan or India' or -Egyp by an estab-
lished writer will easily have every expectation of being blished, in ,Englis
and subsequent ly_ by other Western languages .4 4 No longer us t non-Western t-

erature Wait in the obscure corridors of history to, become a claAic b ore it
. ,.,

, '1,
'
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s rendered into English and read by English-speaking people. Perhaps a new ,

recognition of the giowing internatIonalizatiori:of the world is transmuting
the consciousness, of the former Anglo-American community which, has been re-
sponsible for this state ,of 'affairs,. The entry of England into the Common
Market and of the People's Republic of China into the United Nations point
to the signposts being there already, or perhaps it was the appreciations
of Forster,' Eliot, Virginia Woolf and John, Lehmann that are-largely respon-
sible ,for the acceptance of non-Western literature, without question, in
the last decades c the twentieth century.

NOTES
s

.
Is. Virginia and Adrian Stephen, the children ofSit -Leslie, lived in

'Brunswick Square after Sir Leslie's death; Maynargi Keynes, Duncan Grant
and Gerald Shove took rooms in the.ir ho se. Adrian married and Moved
to No. 41- Gordon Square; Maynard ynes married_ and` took over a
lease of No- 46 Gordon Square; iVe Bell. tpok a flat at the top of
AVi.ant&house Vanessa (Adrian and Virginia's sister) took, a lease
on' No., 37 Gordon 'Square. Roger Fry liyed in Bernard'Street And E. M.
Forster rhad, a pied-a-terrein ett'S mother-4-law's house at
No. 17 Brunswick 'Square.

\\
22 For other lists' of Tember' and various alte ate accgunts with wide

discrepancies, see dive Bell, 0 d Friends,' 9\56; Johnstone, The
Bto;tmsbury Iroup, 1954; Datid arndtt, kl.lowers\of the Forest, 1955;
Maynard Keynes, 'fillo''Menpirs, 19'49; Quent in Bell, loomsbury, 1968;
Leo na rclyop lf Beginning Again 1964; Irma Rantava ra, VirginiccWoolf
and Blo omsbilly, 1953-

J

, t
.

3< :MichaelHolroyd,'Lytton;Strachey (London: Heinemann, 1969), p. 15.

M
If"

4, Virg ia Woolf, "Review 'Of rife History of the, Indian Mutiny by For es,t,"The Guardian (London), 22 February 1905, p. 311 '.,Review of The I and
Light by H. Fielding Hael, Times Literary Supplement (London), 27 February.
1908, p, 68;' "Review of Chinese Stories trans. by George Soulie., "-TimesLiterary SUpplernent, I May '191.3, p. 184.

.

5. ."Pre-ftang PoeirY," Btolie,ti-n'cf the Schbol of Oriental Studies I, Pt. 1
.(1917), 34-52.

6, "Thirty-Eig Poems by Po-Chu-i," Bull-et in of the Sc hool of
Studies, I, 1 (1917), 53--:78,.

. .

. 7.. Oxford University Press (London: Humphrey Milford, "1929)

8. British Museum and Government of India, Oxford Universit

"Virginia Woolf and Lady Murasaki,"'Lierature East-We
(1967)*, pp. 42.1-427.

Vo'gue (London.), 21 Apri.1,-.192 5.

11 "Virginia Woolf*. ., . ," p, 422.

8

riental

15 pp.

Press, 1931.
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"The God's 'of India," New Weekly; I (30 May 1914), p. 338.
1,

tge Haryest (1936, 1954) contains. an entire section called "The.East,"
.

'

I

14.- 'Kt Natwar Fortstem. A Tribute (New York: Harcourt/4
Brace World, Inc, 1964),/

O
15. Cf' B. J. Kirkpatrick, A'Bibli-69raphy pf.E, M. Forster (The Soho.,,..

' - 'Bibliographies) 2nd 'ed -'(London: ,Rupert Hart-Davis, 1968).

(16. See' Eliot,' After- Sr4ange Gods-,.'Londcn, 1934.

4
maa.i

J

I '

"a
17.. If Bloomsbury and its friends popularized non,- Western literefure, .the

cross fertilization ,was ,two-fold, Choi Jae-su (1908=-1964) 4ri'd -Kim4-rid (b' 1,909).,, Lwo Korean poets, introduced T..S: Eliot-s poetry
and criticism to ,Kcrean literasy circles in the- early thirties.- (V..
Kiln Jortg Q11,,..IT. S. Eliot 's.Influence oeModernKorean Poetry," LEW,
XIXI,' 3-4 [December 1969],159ff)-. Later a youhier poettMin Jae, -skink ''

"' (b, 1932) wrote, his M. A. thesis ch Eliot!'s FourQuarte'ts and also.. -,,wrote four long afi'd finvortant distinctly Zlibtic.poems'. ..
. . . - .. '

../ /4. ' ..
18. Sutjit Mukherjee, "The Iiido-Anglo Nov.elist .as Best Seller," LE-W XIII,

1-2 (June 1969), pp. 83-93.
,

19. Letter by E. M. Fcitster, et -al. in-The Spectator, deIX (30 Noyemb.er
p -856. '

-
,.20. For a 'complete picture of Hogarth Press, please ,see my forthcoming"...

-book, '11We ficgarrhPrQbs; A History, to be published by Indian4 -----
UrSiver-sity.Press next year-

21, Su'Hua, Ancient MeZodied (London: Hogarth Press, 43) .
.

22 This statement may* not true today as it was several years ago . ;
. ,

.

before the current . ecor,10..c. reeegsion. .1fccording to recent publish-"ing sources it? ew York, serious literattSe: 4s little chance of beitlg
published at. 1 in English, .whether of foreign or native origin. Pub-

: ". Ushers !today. will only andertake The printing, of the ,ertaii: coninerciqt
,success ,Hopefully, as the economic picture amelioratesKsthis condition''

- will change as well, .
.: .

,
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GRACIOUS LADY
.,

.

. .-
: ., .17 .0,.,

No onee.leaves her house unimpressed.
. .

The food'is'excellent. the guests gO KOMe.. .

surfeited, and tank; of her, in soft-, bright
among goodbyes, 4

or settling briefly in 1 chair'in64,- v.

`,..decorated universe.,
.

,likeopulent earri sAhright
.the elegant_geometrPol*

`furniture, and the Persia carpet where
flowers in,a choral disci0ine"4

a
:'sing to the eye.

. .,,

LikeNer tcloM,,,slie lives0)
k in subtle ;on. , skillfully
juggiing-the obi e to grace. The antique-,grace.
silverware aild modein arts''' -

i
.

. hpt wek11,chosen husband, the children in.

,0
polished sh9ts and stiff white soc6, are, artifacts

.. of her taste. She wears her household ..

as the -bradelet at het 'wrist, which we all.adMire.

,

,, .
S. . . .

, ,,, . : ...0 .
. ;Year after year the seasons -

blossom her,gsrdd.h, well -kept,
._,

4 like coektail party g ests. the successful husband

Ft

.
, .° 'may retire, but sere -ep

.
. -.. ' N7- the silver shiyang 'and. perfect,'..,

, though year. by year 'die party..dr.
.

:.
'..\ I .

...

In dreams guests turn their backs on she finds1, . 'gin corners an 4mbiguous dust;,,/ .,
:. eath,day is an awkward pause that fol

. .
;

, . the wrong thing said. Her decor seems -

to tarnish slowly. 'The good children marry;
.

-

all .leave her the servants to shout at. ,

d.

.

* V
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DEATH OF AN INFANT

Attended by th- best doctors
he died easily. s a kitten.

We put him-in di wicker\bier--
wasted like unripe fruit0

4 Q

Pile lowers around, .ead thapters

from t Holy Book, gi alms.

But n for him. To exo ise

doubts that nag at us.

4 .

4

A

All our children are'suddely
not safe, and we:grope among
prayers for a,talisman against
the outrage.of God's Will.

C

Let him go unprayed for
as the grasshopper"6 funeral
ida summer day. Find in his death
a windfall obit of season,

a kits plunge. Small
and the mind falter
Tomori'dw his b

and wher

rie

ertii
twig snapped

gs die every day

:41;

Play game

1

k2T6aves grow. pay him in the warm, ..i>
0

'unholy earth: Anpma he sleep
casually as a kitten
curled in his basket..

p.
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CRIP

She is jLipt eighteen. A pr ity girl
if you look at herApriace.

Fair skin, a point in favor._ .ice smile.
--Talented too -- she sings.

A She could have married well with ese looks.

Ant:theifine map of her face misleads
Beyond it no one ventures.
Eyes turn 'Sack embarrassed by this wrong .d'dress.
Her body is a country
uprooted by earthquake. A landscape of stumps.

,

will volunteer joy to this ruined
-bequest, or tisk his neck
in a noose of those,dwarf and twisted arms?

o f."

. I

.fg
. A

I. 14k.

t_

0

Waiting for visitors'
sits, tied td a ch'air by rag-doll legs:

She alAiays, smiles. Hdr face wears briiht uniforms
a government in exilt '

without courage to adveriize nespair.
NegotieWing ° se -deceit

,

we speak cheerfully of recovery

as,-11 she had a cold. Tied tb its chair,
ber smilidg'image waits
every day for what cannot happen.,
Nagged by an odPdiscomfOrt

we resolve not-to visit her again.

,
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LOCUST!

-

They flx,lOw across the city
in a cloud
like an eye7atch pver the sun.
Startled by the instant
dusk, crows settle into b ches.

Stragglers dici and wheel
marking time.' The shadow hesitates
then clenches overhead.

/

On the oys armed with sujirt.gp
wait the birds,
as'the swarm avalanches' _as'the
down over- the roofs.

Translucent imps, savage and delicate
drift. through the air,

blundering_ nto hand,ieak; eyes. Their sings
2

splinter the light.

The crows attack. Plunge headlong. Swoop

rom the pole and trees;

s 'tchback like skiers
'into the drift; -Slid flailing

sto, the boys compete; show off their Strings
of corpses.; ,uncertain

like the s:Oping birds, it appetite
can stomach so much'.deeh.

Haw fragile each insect is.
Yet the air
rattles scraped by countless jaws.

-Light fires, bang cans, sh ut
if for help; till the g at swarm rising,-

spreadeagle like Satan
,

darkening the city, moves off; and the sun .
,

may focus again:
- ,

4

.

0
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AIR RAID'

4

Outside my blacked-out windows,morning

.waits to be let in

with the newspaper and the cat.

The bombs' fell close last right. The dead
children are laid out in'

a photograph, blurred by the sunlight-that spills
like honey over my hands. .

4
I watch a mynah dive like a fighter plane
into'hushee that sag
with unclassified berries
only birds-and children cap digest. '
A lazy kite

plays the winds agpinst each- other. The average
day, suddenly hurts.

Now if a motor backfires we jump, although the sky
is only flying kites.
A car accelerating-
sounds like a siren% impaled
on barbed-wire nerves we watch
our children play as those children played
before they were photographed'.

And if moaning opens with' chrysanthemums -
we know flow it will end.

-

-We must black out the sun and hide.
Let the, guns ,our spo4sman, shatter the birds. .0k
Let the winged nightmare explode ' A ,

our childish stories df compassion,
sit blind and plug our ears.

0-
,A

g



Joan F. Adkins 4

MARKANDAYA: IN'DO-ANGLIAN CONFLICT AS UNITY

Indian perspectives on
the_Britisll in three

English-longudge novels

Although India has many personalities and many approaches to life, the
ancient civilization is a synthesis of two major elements, one Hindu and one.
Muslim. The Muslim spirit has been generally reluctant to yield -to external
forces, w ile the Hindu factor, with its flexible and absorp ive propensi-

6 , ties, has retained arnunbroken cultural unity -- ruled by m ny, conquered by
none. In the relatively short period of British rule (1757 19'47), duration
and impa it are' not synonymous. Upon the termination of British colonialismin India, the power was divided between two independent dominions, Hindustan
and Pakistan; the long struggle for self-rule finaily resolved, India thus
emerged a nation divided' against itself. British rule and the, events lead-
ing to independence, together with the bitter fruit of partition, have pro-
duced manifold 'reflections and interpretations by writers involved with the 1
current of history. In order to discern the perspective of Kahala Markandaya,
Indo-Anglian novelist, and to grasp the complexity of problems which she .

treats,, a few of these views' warrant attention. v
Sir Percival Griffiths: retired colonial civil servant, notes the major

contributions of the British toward, the unification and development of India.
The establiShment oftra uniform system of law, the introduction of the English
school system, and the institution of the press -- all served to develop
group, clss, and natiOnal consciousness. While common ideas and a common
vdium of expression --\ the English language -- made possible and the dis-
semination of knoWledge, the prdss encouraged freedom of expression which, in
turn, developed high p lit i cal aspirations among India. The absorptive pro-,
cess thus reveals a daub e-edged iron; for while Indian writers are prone to
denounce British materials m, it w..1-__Erorn the realm of ideas that the Indians
borrowed most Further, th same British ideas which sparked Indian con
sciousness provided the nation with a means to free itself from alien rule.

roa . d
W. H. Morris- Jones, British po itical sci'entist and constitutional

advisor to the Viceroy of India in 1947, states, .while intending to
reject, all of bhe Vek, thgy [the Indians]' rejected only liberal values;
ttieir passionate .nationalism was 'as Ueste?n as anything could be. One could
aad that e?en,their discovery of India's past glories and spiritual add other
greatness owed much to the research of Western scholars."2 The complexity
of post-independence India, acdording to Morris-Jones, may be attributed to
its conglomerate Marxism, democratic liberalism, and Gandhism, -none of which
_exists in isolation; and he concludes: "For every 'ism' there is a god that
'seems to ha/e failed. I13 Nehru's philosophy is an example pan? -xceZZence df

8
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India's capacity to absorb and reject, as the au or summarizes, "He was a
marxist without,. the logic of marxism, a Fabian without the faith in admin-,
istration, a Gandhian without the acceptance of anarchy for morality:s
sake."4" The ramifications of foreign rule, however, are not ,confined, to
the realm of politics and philosophy.

An American cultural historian,,-/Beatrice Pitney Lamb, views England's
acquisition of a, empire in India as one, of the most profoundly disturbing .

cultural confrontations in the history of India. The conflict inherent in
.British colonialism may be defined graphically:

An -old engraving now hanging in the museum of Fort
St. George in Madras depicts an early landing there
of a group of British traders. The square riggers in
which they have arrived are anchored far off the sand'
teach, and the passengers have been transferred to raw-
boatstwo of which are having trouble with the surf.
An Indian woman, with a baby astride her hip, gravely
watches the landing. A group of Indian fishermen sit
on their own tiny boats made of hollowed logs (like the.,
boats thatladras fisherman still use skillfully-in that
same surf.) From one rowboat, several Britishers in
waistcoats, cutaway coats, and h h lack silk hats are"
wading to shore, unhappily lift giiheir trousers dhe
vain hope of keeping them drvit''.g lady in a long..dtess

with ruffles, a feathered hat on her head and a-parAsol
in he d, is being carried over the wavesby-two
coolies, na d xcept for their loincloths and the
rich brown of their skins.5

According to Ms. 0'1111)3 'Nothing could more.vividly suggest how ali to the :$

land were the newcombers -- two cultures meting in the midst o salt
sPray !"6 What began as a tireless dedication to carrying the ' Anit7 e man's
burden gradually transformed to disapproval of "all things dia."

In hisnook entitled Discovery of India, written 1943, Nehru defines
,the geperal humiliation evoked IA railway carriages, qaiting rooms, end
other public places, by the inevitable sign cif. di inction: "For Europeans
Only." He adds.:

/

Th' idea of a master race is inh: ent in imperialism.
Ther no subterfyge about it was .proclaimed in
unam iguous language by those'in authority. More power-
ful han words''was the practice that accompanied them,
and generatioi after generation, and year after year,
India.as a nation _and Indians,as individuals were sub-
ected to insult,Aumuliatio4, and contemptuous treat-
ment% . . . The mamory of it hU'rts, and what hurts
still more is the fact that we submitted for so long
to this degradatjon.8

.

.

. -,..

Although today most,Indians harbor Tittle resentment against their former,
s,

*4.
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rulers, emotions associated with colonialism are compelling, ". . . the
past' pursues us," writes Nehru. "It is not easy to forget repeated affronts
to the dignity of,a'proud raA_ ce.

il9

From the point of view of Indo-Anglian writers, British "contributions"
to Indian civilization were indeed cdstly, for the Indians suffered a great
,loss of material and spiritual resources. For this reason,,the Indo- Anglian
conflict emerges as a predominant theme"in post-independence fiction. The
British element appears in various forms: the, British government official;
the British industrialist and his workers; the British missionary; the
British doc6r; the British nobility; and the British-eddcated Indian: with
his new ideas' of- nationalism, democracy, and socialism. Repres tative of
this vein of writing is Kamala Markandaya, an Indian writing English, -

about Indian problems. Three.of her novels illustrate the ast-Vest conflict
on three distinct social and economic levels of Indian lie:` Nedtar in a
Siel?e (1954), the peasant class; Some Inner Fury (1956), the middle class;
and Possession (1963), the upperxlass.10 qiththe progresSion of class
distinctior in the three novels, the author's attitude varies accordingly.

In each of the novels, the narrator is an Indiah woman. Rukmani ,' the
wife-and mother figure of Nectar in a Sieve, narrates in retrospect; howeyer,
her point of view is ultimately that df compassionate .observer of the
external (British)' forces w' ch profoundly affect the lives of the villagers.
She is acutely aware of t *impending disintegration of this simply structured
social system. Ms. Mar -ndaya reveals a great degree of sympathy and
admiration for the we and,oppressed Indian peasants, as well as the British
phys* ian who identi,eies'with them. But the author strikes d at the
Britis *ndustrial*Sts who exploit the villagers and disrup the traditicsal /ways of life.

I

e.
The per ective of the second novel, Some Inner Fury, is that of

.young Hind gifl, Mira, who is directly involved in the changing cul
patterns. Although at Ole beginning of the novel Mira is only six -en
years o d ,(hence a somewhat naive point of view), with the passi of Fime
and r sullsequent love for a British official, her attitudes ature..,The
du vision makes this novel a carefully balanced pd7traya of both the

itisit and the Indians. Spore Inner Fury reveals Ms. Markandaya's ability
//to manage both the ideals and the base realities of the_Indo=Anglian

'....

cultural impact. The inevitabre cleavage between indivi.duals who are.
..

committed to opposing' ways of ;life provides' the theme. The tone is
one of_calm undersfanaing'aliddeep regret, since, the Eds,t-nst dppbsition

* seems an insoluble human predicament.
.

,

,,

6

:. .
o

..
ili t ^. : 1,e. .

-, Finally, the 1963 nove1,11&Ovessionj d alltfivirfOlt 11)., emerges4
. ,

-,
as a oynic4 expression of the ne-gatilre a peots lif,'Bti,ish itRiViAisn:..

Anasuya, the'natraeor'of this novel, is an acquaintanoWthe major /., , zi.-tharacers one Brirtigh and olte'.Indian< H.Vmovefients fAON.Oneycauntry -...:a-, r
,to the other seeve ostensibly to oinartne action tcigether; bah,' uillil

4

Rukmani and. `lira, Anasuyas role :4s eatrator sedlne:.c1mtrived 411donechan' al,:.,f 0;
Thus, what Ns. MalkandAya,preitiouslYrelapect 'as "felt" undaKtanding :7"7,.. ;..

r
. unfolds' in the lox .of an intel.lectualieed story: and if file story(

- *

A.. ' :

intended to .foster Indian folkwa5ts, ---t the ,Zpe e o.the Briti --
*

c., -i N \ , .i . .
. " ' , ... .. .

.
. ' * . ,,,9

.0.
1

;
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Possession misses the mark. .Although th ,narrative structure/is based
on the Pygmalion 'theme, the posses ive urge f-human beings in their
relations to each other ultimate enlarges in an allegory of Britain's

e tittered interpretation
'of 'tish rule falls dangerou y close to propagand tie literature.'

staunchly arrogant manipulation

In sum,, from 1954 to 3, a pronounced change evolve n Ms.
rkandaya's treatment opt the4ndo=Anglialt conflict. Whether e passage

pf time, and a subsequent re-evaluation of the.Bri nfluence - India,-
or the author's later residence in England provoked this c e in at tude,
can, be onlyla matter of,conjecture'at this point. However, ,two control1i

t.:ufactors of Ms. Markandaya and her_wo are worth emphasizing: first,
/ ,

---.- sihce the narrator in each of the nove 'surveyed is an'Indian Woman, the
Western readerj.s obliged to view both the British and the Indians through
Indian eyes; and, secondly, the author has elsewhere made her political

. position clear i that she is admittedly "'anti-colonialist, anti:7-
imPeriali

s

This podia° is adequately supported in Ms. Marken aya's
Neci,:ar in'a S'f,ev if the Indo-Anglian clash represents a fair, ear-cut'
division in-Val es. The story unfolds through the visi . the _central
figure Rukman , a s e peasant woman. H- 'ort oof life in a
primitive In Ian village i -ud .:.......-: -:, s of land, ,from which she and

'her husban :\latladn, muse' seek their livelihood; but, to, the perpettal
,fight aga t hunger'and poverty may be added the disasters resulting
from/ex rnal forces. Rukmani's daughter, Irawaddy, is forced tO return
to the ome pf her parents because she is unable to bear her husband a
chil. She becomes a prostitute for the purpose of saving her young
bra er's life. Ironically', the child dies from starvatin but Irawaddy,
w ose name means "River of Life," later'gives birth to a child whose, father
is British. Gradually, Rukmdni sadly watches her sons, leave the land for

.

2;Y /
positions which she distrusts --.and justifiably soy-

/

In general, the British syllibolize a dynami force: the lestern
concept of4Progress, inevitable, change, materialism, and individuall m,
The r fans, conversely, represent a cohesiye/and static social g_tructure, /
bas on centuries* communal agrarian existence; henCe, any deviation a /

.% fr m thia'pattern interpretea' by Rukmani as a manifestatiqn of evil, /.
C early, the babiS of this static soe'/ty resists pny impdlse toward, change,

.to 'the,,East-West conflict ig the e aracteristic Indian attitude bf sub-/-3

-..parti941arry'in'the guise of Westee."progreSS."' A contributing factor./

miss.ton.to the'hardships of life'as opposed to the British .11stinct toward
I. a $rebellicin. For example, after a Season of drought and subsequent los7-141_,_
.,

. 1 ' all cr#ps,'''Riikmani resignedly comments to Kenny, the British physician
,

\ . .' pf' the .v1114ge, ' ' Times will ,be better . '" Her easy _acceptance of impend .

$
..' '7

0-4 k : ;.:Ing,,sEatiitior)(and virtual;y, perpetual safering elicits severe criticism 4 -"

...

..11. 4-<, .,.....
rebeaious' attitude , 014 - ;.-f-rqp.Kenny;.whose represents an essentially We tern

,0, . ,,--
.:-.4,,? .t: -'4_, TAsporite:

. ,:. ..- ?,.
' ,,:lt .;.. A" . -; . '

. : ,; . -, ,%, "4 .,..

,.4. ,,,t ./ Ames are bdtteK, times are.better,:. he shouts mes
-.IN.,. _

. - 1," . wf11..not be ,better tdie'm'any'manths. ',meanwhile I, will
. .: A ... 0* "

. .,..

I

$ ..
- ..

,N .suffer:atd dip; you l'ifferinEl fools. d y3a-2-- A '''
. ..-

.

keep-thls'hastlY eiy .n t demand---. .r,3i
'' 'silence? doeyou..

., .

Owe fO# heir? -- .do' somethling?,-There is nothing in this .

t ,,,, count.rr, o10.7,od,plittre 4-ivilAng!' ..:
**I 1t ON

s010 ' * tt` : 1 se '
. . ..,'. . . 1 il, - . 9 1.. .- :, . :7--..
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obsesses an infinite faith in the doctor, for she .intti
fic on.with the villagers, hence his intense desire to help fret.

he two s rply defined and divided world views remain A thematic
stant. She'd erprets Kenny's leaction to the prevailing condition

f village life as theeviolent Ovoids of a raving man. Rukmani's thoughts,
by contrast, ekemplify '411, attitude of stoic acceptance:

. , what if we gave-in to our troubles at every step:
we i-ould be Pitiable creatures indeed to be so weak, for
.snot a man1S spirit even' to him to rise abovehis mis- 7
fortunes ?' As for our.wants, they are many and unfilled.
. . Want is our companion from birth to death, familiar
as'the seasons or the earth, varying only in degree. 'What
profit to epail that which' has always been and-cannot
change? -

.

.

/
-4 Neverthelesg,from thd'atthor's point of view, change is inevitable;
and the construction of a tannery, under British supervision, serves as
the demarcation between tradition and change.' Rukmani is cognizant.of
thiS tangible force\Of wc-7rization whch threatens to alter irreVocp
the relatively peaceful and harmonious life of the Indian villa f6re
the impingement_of the tannery upon the vtallage, the people ex in
the ,innocence of an open-sodiety; that is, there was,ia:baic a ore.
-witKin family and communitr; and, although exigjencrwas a u 4dly not
ideal, there was'a sense of relative-comfortand,happines

. owever,
a8, Ms. Markandaya-portrays-the advent of industrializat' , the Ilnery
becomes a 'symbol of,evil'-- the evil of'materialism, /he self-contained
agriConomy is transfopmed to a competitive, monetary/Culture -- -from .

tilling to bargaining -- with the concomitant4effecn of selfishness,
iNtion; and `greed, Moreover, the family, traditionally the spiritual

repres . tation of unity and preservation of life,, ultimately disintegrates,
as sons le- e the the land for easy_ money, in the factory. Women,
too, whether s_ -king the/preservation of life or fplfilling the base /
'motives of self-i lgerke and greed, tu,r,p to the .British -Overseers, as
well as the ten MusD. fdmilies br ght, into the village for\the tannery
-project; the Muslim wi{re .re obl ged to remain in seclusion. in effect,
with the single exception o ,British doctor, all white men remain
aloof from the.villa ers, crea ,barriers of a material, spiritu
and emotional_ ur . Concl Attie c s emerge, t
the closed ciety,

/

?

It is iroug

industria zatio
is trans uted
small arden yi
expe ed"first
-1u pumokin

the agery of creativ
st compelling. initial

image-sof strangu tiqn of 'the-life

a harvest which parallels her own fprt
U.& She.repeateply.examinek the seeds

nes, and marvels at the process of creat

ect of

the land c

Rukmani'S
- her

And their ,growth to me was constant wonde
tiM "the seed .,split .and the first green

' throw ,- to the time when, the ybug b san it .egan
. ,

e. % .10 arm 0, . ift.sepitted" to me no af-pley grew as.I.,
41-s, . t ,did, ungong&iCitisly but tbIt'liac of therdryvhard

"pellet's Iteold 'Irpily pal4 hid At n.it the'veyy secre
.

eh end seedling thOlth-*f
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unfurled its small green-leaf to my eager gaze, my
excitement would rise and/mount; winged, wpndroug.

'Although people w
certainty of fir

there is hope
survival th
°reason, t

soft, green fields are
of village life ate
their wait: Rukma

9liveby the realize that the land provides no
tful ProdUct'On,year by .year, still while4ere-te land,

As the tann- yabsofbs more and more.land,_the hope of
ugh traditio .1 meansis virtually' obliterated. For this
imagery of s rangulation is particularly. forceful: clear,

eplaced by loadS of briks;, and the cool silences
q filled with 'noisy, dusty men andxthe'clamuc.of

observes that since the Construction of the tannery,
-

.
../.

. . t hadspread like weeds in an untended garden,
stra :ling whatever life gteW in its way`,' It-changed-.
wha ever life grew in its way. It changed the face of
o village beyondrecognition.and alteted the lives of
is inhabitants in a,Myriad.ways. .Some a4ew -.7. had

been raised up; many others cast down; lost in its
clutches...

.

7 The au 'or implies that, tough the transition `from a primitive
ag cultural SOc teindustria ization and technology will be a 'pain-
f I process, the villa:; s most ult ately yield; there can be no turning
ack.. Both the loss implied in the-;t tle Oectar in a Sieve) and the full

quotation f,som which the title tek n support this theme:
9

Work withiinthNe draws nectar in a sieve,,
And lope-Withput ap object cannot live.

\ --Colggidge,,Nork Without Hope ". (1825)
/.. i,

. Fr.om is ftadir of /ex however, a siiive note -- an element of
_hope -- emefges f inilY toward the 'conclusion the novel. Kenny, ,the
dedicated physic no undertakes the leadership 'in qpnstructii f,a

. hospieal, a mission which offsets the effeets.of the to ry and tablishes
, the ideal of he future.' ausl as the tannery symbolizes the iecruction
of life impulses, so the hospital promises to preserVerlife. Unlike the

,

imposition of the tannery upon the village under British.supervlsion, .

villagers must now becode indolved_in-eCreative And constructive
m nnet, giving of themselves) n-blifh 10 r and money. ,

, , ---;"
, .

Thus, 'the tenable splution.to the Inds- Anglian situation necessitates
/a cooperative effort among the Ntillage'rs,and the Britash. ThiS solution
may seem a somekhat naive concept on the part,bf Ms. Markandaya;
the hospitaly/like:the tannery, is a manifestation of British thought and

;design. The irony inherent in this method of transition is Subtle, and
/ virtually evades the reader, overwhelmed as he is at this point*by the

tragiC consequences of'the 'British tahnery%'n'at L)oper'ationamong the
British, and the Indians is necessaryseeMs an Obvious fattor; that the

r

inapedbecome,a reality%femainsan qbscure.qope. Kenny's
Ntempts to, aid tilevillagers in a vital,way, he experience multifarious
frbstrations; thusp.tille the hope idrVives for aniuAtimatpsolution to

. .4

.01
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/th9 transitional problems, the ideal remains far` from fruipaon. Such isthe position of Kamala Markandaya in 1954: , Nectar in'a.qeve.to
,

.
.

. s
.However, the ideal is not manifestly developed'in/the next novel,Some Inner Fury (1956), Structurally, this novel presents a aoul4e plot ''",'line. The first concerns the love affair of MIrd,'the daughter Of a Middle-

class Hindu family, with Rictard,-a
British government toificTik and'frien'd

oPMira's brotaeft. Kit is thoroughly westernized through his Britisheducation, which establishes him as a member of-the
Nverning class in his.. ,

-x.country. By contrast, an adopte&brother,
Govind, 3.4<a violent revolu- .tionary. Serving-as a backdrop for the dual conflict are both the turmoilof,Europe and the impending war in-India. Therefore, the action of the

1940s represented in Some Inner .Fury pro'vid'es a focus on events of world
signifi,cante; and, in the midst-of politiCal chaos emerges the resolution

e 'bovind kills his brother. In the ensui,nwaction and amid intense hatred,
Indians come to feel', generally, that t ey are living,inan enemy- occupiedcountry, As,a consequence, Mira must ult. tely &fioose be'tWeen Richard, .

hence England, and India. Inexorable, she t'?Mains\with India. The rela-tionship between Mira and Richard thus portrays, i.microscOpic mrspective;
the racial:pOlitical disparity of the two cultures:*: 'or.,this reason,Ms,. Markandaya's faintly4ptimistic conclusion to Nectar in 4 Sieve does
of develop in Some Inner Fury - - NN,

In her. representation of the cultural conflict among 'the middle class,.in this noVel!, the pervasive thee is alienation. Three major factors .*:represent the British: Kit's British education; Kit's,Br,itish ffiend,
Richard; and-Kit's affinity with The Government (House, .As a result ofhis British education, Kit loses sight of traditional I dian values. 2elMs Markgndaya's porirait.ofilichard,-however, is id ized; lie represents'the best of England, or what England might have meant to the people ofIndia, as his identification with the Indians is not only intellectual,
butsRiritual, The Government House, a central symbol of the novel, is
'a tangible reminder of the basic race-class distinctiow. Contrapuntally, .-the Indian element, represented by three major figures, is an annuncia-tion of the changing cultural.and political mode, Kit's Indian wife,'Pre ala (reminiscent of Rukmani), symbolizes the ideal of Young Indianwo nhood: stability; Permanence, and tradition- By contrast, Kit'sbrO her, Govind, represents violence motivated solely by personal griev- ...anc s, primarily the jealousy of Kit Although Govind's nihilistic - .

impulses,are devoid of any idealistic or nationalistic orientation, 4 ,.. functidnseder this facade- Ironically, Govind inadvertently kills
Premala, whopm -he has loved for several years; nihilism thus replaces stability.. Mira, both observer and participant in the cultural transition, signifies

'

ctangevbutichahge evolved through understanding Summarily, ,while the
z-oSiitish-Indian theme is Rredominan:t, variations on the major theme. ofalianation'are evincible among'the Indians themselves; and, while resis-

tance, rebeLlion, and death provide'the thematic 'structure of the novel,the ideal of England end the ideaj:of India survive, not in spite of,
,p. Put because af----9-some inner fury" -- a wisdom gained through suffering

'

. -
.

.
,

, / t.Emanating from thelnovel is one of ehe most pronounced effects of
westernization,on Indi the breakdoWn of the traditionally arranged

,

4, 95 .
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marriages, with *the concomitant disintegration of the Kit's
,. opposition to, the marriage custom initiates the theme tion in
Some Inner Fury. According to Mira, Kit "knew England, w he next
best thing to being. English . .. :, and somehttw onnection ith England,
however small., reflected credit on you and incli d peo . in your
'favor:" Mird's pespective, at sixteen, is somewha inunature;, she has..

,been.trained to beUeve that Indians -filtered through a English educat on
or association deSer e admiration and esteem. 4411h1. .

,Ms. Markandaya's position concerning the marriage of Kit an remala,
which is arranged by their mothers, is decidedly pro-Western.. This ti-
tude is revealed not only in the ,idealizereportrait of Kit 's wife, but
his estimation of her. Premala is quiet and, innocent, possessing a purit
of heart which, according t-o Mira, is the "sum of perfection:", But Kit
evaluates Premala in terms of social grades -- or the lack'thereof. He
is 'intolerant of her awkward attempts to entertainhis friends; land in his
debonair display of hig British training, he fails utterly to understand
the 'silent suffering of his young wife. 'Further, Kit's insistence upon
Western decor in their home implies a total lack of concern ,for Premala's
singularly Indian prientation; and his external display of a large 'staff
of servants reveals a baSic insensitivity to Premala's .needs as woman andas a wife. She becomes' an alien in her own home4 and is consequently left
with nothing,to do nothing to justify her, existence. Kit's subsequent
involvement kith fa ctions of government transforms their relationship into
a model of the marri, ge of separate 'ways . While he attends, the, Brieish-
Indian functions alo e, Premala becomes involved ,..VytlCinissionary project
in a neighboring village. At the same time,..ahe develops a spilititual
attachment for the,British missionary, a relationship, recalling that of
Rukmani and Kenny in Nectar in a Sieve.. .Although Kit opposes Premala's

i .preoccupation with Mr. ckey and s.the 'miss ion school,' Mira understands corn-
pl etely: ,. f

To her goodness o f heart was" alm"os t the sum of_ perfection,
and- little else .f consequence: for there are manyk.keys .

. that unlock. the tes of men's liking, and each, is dif-
ferently fashione . And so, with Kit, ,if you were Light
and bright and gay and saw there was laughter in giving
h ,was yours; and if you said to Govind, '.I am of my
co try -- Sit. is illy father and my mother,1. thenceforth
he w s your bond slave; and to Premala,.* if you were good,

0it wa all in)all, and she asked for no more.
ir ,- ; -....., .-

Pr= ala di overs in Mr. Hickey a "gpodness of .heart" which identifies with
h- r own "sum of perfection." I`n.this work, too, Premala preserves a.,,
ea.ure of he own worth- arjd dignity, fulfilling as well her maternal in-

stinct, as she ater ado s an orphaned child.', lie

From the author's point of view, marriage cannot he built upon the
:/'.inflexibility ,of partnerw, o e, representing BritisVrationalism and /the

other Indian religious faith. Kit, tq be sure, would rise- to the refense
of his Hindu tradition, if ..t,he occasion SQ deManded; but, as Mir. sobserves,t
"Premala's faith was too deep-rooted to far such pale winds as ighttpl

4

I
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over it." Alsbsteand _Premala represent extreme forms of change.andIrian, Markandaya suggests the necessity of a basic chp.nge inmarriage cu oms. Apart from tradition' lies the real issue of compati-linty. -From Kit'kgoint of view, his wife is-a failure, for she isunable to adjust to-h1$ life style. From Mira's point of view, Premalais supremely good, tipremely"Indian. In the final analysis, twd basicallytureapheings are doomed to suffer. Kit's love for an English girl,kno" only tq Milaa.Lemains a vital part of his inner life and serires'toforeshadow the developing love between Mira and Richard, .

The thetak o alienation develops further in the Governmentlouse, abasic symbol V.Some Inner_Fur It serves to separate the el4.te fromthe commoners, and.brother from bother. To beNbmitted from the invite-tion list fro any ,the special functions thetkr annualnnual GovernmentHouse balls and-the Birthday Honors Lists'_-- is to be consigned to sociallimbo.' Although these functions form the nucleus of Kit's life, Govindshares no part of its Codes and customs, As Mira, the maturing narrator,defines the distinction:

tovind- was not and had nevet been a part of it, To him\, it was the product'of a cultUre which was not his own --
the.cultute o an aloof_and ali n race twisted in the process
of transplantation from -'is hom land, and So divorced from the
people of the country as o be o longer real. For those. _

who participated 14 it he had a savage, harsh contempt.
But Kit did not merely pat4.ci ate_ in it: -he was*a part of
.it; his feelings forpthe r4estu s no Cheap flirtati n, to
be enjoyed so' long; no longer, be.put aside there terand forgotten, or at bestrememb ed wit 'a faint nos lgia.It went- deeper: it was understanding; aid e.

. . ,'..1

. .

The role of'dual citizenship, as portrayed thrOugh Kit'$ life, may benvied by many.dians,
but.the.aufhor'depicts the end 'result as'alien

tion -- alienation from home, from family,from oneself. ,

0 But for-diffetent reasons, Govind is an aiienated hiiman being, and,

he would be, with or without.. the .Qover ent House, Orphaned, silent, andsullen as a child, he appears on the adult ene in g'violent tanner, and, he later 4ecomes his own-worst-betrayer,
;As a ber of the In4pendent\ .

.

Party-'of India,- Govind becomes estranged from his ily;,he is later
---."---,:'_1/ involved with "seUeral acts of violence, includift the urnirig of the-''..C>4%. ..viLlage missionary school which causes, at the same time, he death o

Premala; and minutes latet, he kills Kit,--Gev4n44 sul,seque arrest\:-

inevitably pits Indians ainst the eye-witness testin any of Y.

theJW!tisl-rmissioWtry, Mr. Hickey,
$,

means for Govinifcertain\cOnv tion.''- however, inorder to avert this possibility) a mob/of Indabsswiole 1Y.,diSrupts-the proceeaings of court and'manages to rescue.Govind. Irre eC7-tive 'glt, and trial bylaw, the mob justifieS.its action as the
esc(ie of an-Indian frOm the throes-:of BrFish forces, Thus, while thecovi andthe:mob may beciriterpreted a'fidtac ons of'

as incipient-nationalism,the ofessed figh loi independence is transmuted, into a travesty of
,,' freedom. Mirel:compaSg4nately andeppropriately summarizes' her brother's.,

\destiny: ..

'"'I'. I.
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Life had Orphaned-him not once but twice. Link by link;
he had forged his own chhins. Whatever the crowd might
ing, he would never be free. He knew it; and I knew

it.
. ,.

Completing the thethe Of..alienatiion i's Mira herself, whosOefiance
of the traditional mode of Hindu lamily.life arews.he'r toward the new
"freedomi" of f-a-culture in. transition.1 Initially, against the Wishes of
her fetidly, she-leaves.her hode unchaperoned; she obtains a position as
jouRnalist in the city; she loses all form of compunication.with'her
twther and, in time, falls in love with the'Englishman, Richard. Although
the'love relationship betwieli,Mira-and Richard progresses, almost to the
point of perfection, the fact of raCialjnheritance amid the current
distit.hances'eanle.be ignored. Op a krief holiday in the hills of.8otth
India,, ;Lira expresses her desire to suspend the moment, "'I could live
like this forever}' e . . I know I'd be perfeCtly happy.'" Countering
Mira's-romanticism, however, is Ri rd's realSm.. -

Richard id, !ifeel I-coUld too; A. this moment I'm
certain I, could. P.1t you know,.I-don't think one can .

keep-the wo ld at bay forge lifetime!'

,

.
te'

.

7'People do,', said. . -

A
.

'Not people like us,' he said, 'and not in ire
these.'

1
,

Although this.British official is kind, gracious Brous; andunder-
standing, he remains forthe\Indians a symbol of, land. In time, '

Nira,assumes the stereotyped attitude of her C rymen toward the British, /
Amid the mob violence of the Cout scene, Mi

. 1st choose a course of / -

action; but, she questidns:
..

Did it mean something then - alythis 'your people' and
'my peon le'? Or did it have, S being An gain its "strength
from ceaseless repetition? ft,. 5 I knew I w uld follow
these people even as I knew Riche d must stay, For is
there was -.no other way,the \forc,es hat pulled "us apart
were too str9ng,

. \
in- this tove)., Ms. Markandayals point of vier is controlled by

realistic and detadhe4 evaluation of both the British and the India
The complexity of attitudes accounts,largely for the power of Some nnar
Fury:- However, if-a single point needs to be reinforced, it is Ms
MarkandaSra's adamant opposition to stereotyped attitudes: the tine has
passed for,old antagonisms; re-evaluatiqp is the order of the day. The
ideal of the ftiture points toward some assimilation of the old w th the
new. The author states this ideal in,a passage which is lyrida percep-
tive, and elemental:

In front,of us the land Stretched away, endlessly the
hot colors. of summer. Bleacheeyellow, of maize an let

, .
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stubble; th'e, brownish-red turned earth; the scrub,
withered and whitened; t fields of golden sugar cane, thriv-
ing in the heat, Stiff and bristling like sabers, the liquid
sugar rising in theta like sap. Soon the colors would change:
the scubbleV4ould be lifted, the cane out, ,the earth sown,
the fields would be' teen once'more, the gold mohur shed
its flaming petals.
invonly

k

within it
living, not the of
and rioting. . . .

This was the permanent pattern, chang-,'
set frame; this was the world, this was
r of parties and-factions and prison

Hs.Markandaya's depidtion
0.

of
1

'..t e pace -of change in Indian
he complexities',Of a dual e:4 ence; and as 'Many Indians

'worlds -- indiidualism and the +antique established order
-;-- the surface,' there. must surely le trou led, tortured, 'and.

dictions. ,
. 1.4,,

life reveals
straddle. two

-- underneath

profound contra-

Betwee 1956 and 1963, MS.Markandaya evinces)a drastic change in
perspectiv The idealism of synthesis has lianished; the old antagonisms
are ren ed. Although the-motivatjorks remain mystiEying, the 1963 novel,
Posse Ion, is negative, bitter, iand cynical. 'The narrative structure is
qui simple. Valmiki, a fourteen-year-old goatherd, lives in the hills

India, removed from his lar e` impoverished family, particularly removed
from his father who belieVes his son isutterly worthless. The_illiterate
but artistically gifted Val psintsIndian gods_and goddesses in the
cave-dwellitigcrfaswami, who nurtures not only hi:bods talent; but
cares as well for- his body-an -S*M.. Quite b accident, Val'S talent is
discovered by Carolin Bell, Anotakes him to Ea land as her protege:

,

Caroline's Credentials are worth noting: she is a, member of the British
Doti ity, immensely 14ealthy,^divorEed,.and in,her -- in that
order', according to the descriptions, of her 13rovided by Indians.. In
ondon, the setting for the greater part of the novel, the ensuing years

bring to Val, by means. of his art exhibitions, fame, fortune, and a, series
of love affairs. Ms. Matkandaya's treatment of Val's rise'in thematerial-
istid Western world reveals.a Concomitan'tIspiritualtdecline; and, through
a series of betrayals of his Easternherifage, Val leaves the Western
world, returns to India and eo the cave paintings inspired initiallihy
the swami.

?

5o.

-,
1_,_ . ... .

The .theme,of'the novel, as provided' by the title, PossesSion,is
developed through the interplatjof the'Se two characters: explicitly.,
Caroline's. domination and OSSeSSi011, of Val. However, since this 'novel
states and implies more'con ernin /theEast-WeSteonflict than it does with
individuals participating_in reali tio situations, 'Possession, in the final
analysis, is ut

'\thinly-disguised propaganda. Whether she is on Indian
.

i .
' .soil or Englih,soil, Caroline exemplifies the British Empire as revealed

through Indian -eyes.' Although she is unpredictable at times, she is
indifferent to what other people say; she is p oud, powerful, confident,
and decisive. .In the handling of money, she is shrew -end knowledgeable.

t'. Like the British; she epitomizes great patience. skit ', and)'filiesse in
-achieving her own purposes. In due time, Val a quires -sbnie of Caroline's
SodiAl, ekotional, and'materialiStic traits. 'lb s,-the characters serve. _

9 9
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as a convenient peg on, which to hang an allegory -- and not a very con-
.vincing allegory, at that.

The narrator,-Anasuya, an acquaintance of bosh Caroline's and.Val's,
serves as a link between India and England; since she is a script writer

-,for motion pictures, Anasuya moves easily from.one country to -the other,
as her career dictates. However, Anasuya is an-Indian, and her remarks
thus betray her genuine feelings toward Caroline, hence England. Repeat-
edly, and in deprecating tones, Anasuya equates.Cargline with the British
Empire, Caroline receives royal rreatment in Indiawhich she takes
for granted, for "wherever the British g , as the whole East knows, they
live on the fat of- -the land," TArther,
her servants -Ms, Peabody' s, is "the knox

- that being British is best," A ain, the
village, Ole--headman is responsible
the rite of exchange ratifie
one-" The classic ailment,
betWeen England and India,"

aroline's attitude, like that of
ledge that she was British, and
arrator notes that, in an Indian

line's safety, "at a time when
s terrnatives for every British
-th<la of understanding

For these'reasons, the narrator attri
decadence of Val to Caroline's tutelage- U de
ingas sheallows.him no forbal education,Va
ness and some of his honesty," As he becomes
he then becomes more acceptable to the "Polis
conilnues to philosophize the basic situatio

es thd gradual and inevitable

Caroline's intense train-
oses "most of his'uncouth-

.

aterialistically successful,
ed Western World -" Anasuya

Undilute East had always been too /much -for the West:
and soulful East always came .lapdog fashioi to the
West, mutely asking tot be not too little and not too
much, but just right.

`,`Although Carolinetnever comes to understand Val, she neqertheless wants
itlo possess him, "Caroline thinks Valmiki belongs to her. , . , She won't

go, People don't give up what they think -are their possessions, The
English never have.' Thus, Caroline's attempt to possess a human being
expands, allegorically, to embrace societies and, empires:'

Possession, I thought appalled: attenuated form of
40.powerful craving and.menacing a part of Caroline: which

such'as, horribly swollen but not unrecognizable, one saw
stumbling in the wake of power societies and empires

NCaroline refers to the British-Indian syndrome as 4 "love -hate relatidn-
)ship," The narrator hoWever, a'sserts-her belief that there can be no
reasonable relationsRip through "a forcible(ISTOssessing merely a
straddling of 'one stranger by another with little out of it for either."

Imps tiality-7,-r.to understate the obvious is not one of the
major vir ures OfTpssessiori.,, Through the exigencies of plot, Val-betrays,
a young g rl and also his mother, With "brutal realism,bereft

of, the
g ntlevo liquities of his race " He C-Uses, to be.sure the ultimate
d,structionof a girl who loved hi ande.he refuses to return to India

13-0
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to see his dying mother How er, his return to India, hence to thasjoreccave, is a5,esult of Caroline's ttempt to possess him- He observes,
it is not an uncommon iniq ty h But Caroline's attempt to bringhim back to England.evokes this Comm nt from the narrator, "Caroline*

came of a breed'that never admitted d eat " The theme of possession,
nevertheless, requires a dual role; th possessor and the possessed.
one of tie few_ instances wherein Val arta lates an -insight truly hi
own, rather chan'the result.of Caroline's t ining, he notes the nec ssity'of compliance in domination; "'People do not ve power unless you a lowthem to have.it '"

that
In conclusion- Kamaly Markandaya's unifying them is of the Indo-,.Anglian conflict as rt appears cn different class levels- n Necr.argn aSieve, her treatment of the peasant class is sympathetic an assionaea;although the author is often lyrical an her portrayal of the suffering

and privation of the villagers, he as never sentimental. The poetry isnot transmuted into pity, but(into_nobility and" dignity, Some Inner Fury.'eveals the complexities of prioblafs which are timeless in nature, TheerspeCO.ve of the middle clas, rooted in a traditional way of life,'
transcends the racial-politico issue in India The questions posed in
this-novel preclude any easy answersif indeed theie are answers at all.Finally, the representation of the upper class; first trough Caroline,
then Val, unveils the evil inherent in power and' possession; although theauthor sets the stage for human actions. Possession is ultimately an
embittered interpretation of-Biitish imperialism- In viewing the total-.,ity f .her country, the author implies that India must change, but atits o n pace and through its own initiative Perhaps an effective summaryof Kamala naDkandaya's vision is best vo ed-by E ster, who once

- -remarked to an Indian f ien "'St an a that th survive underneglect and perish u et att tion " 3

1. 0 1,* '
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Putnam, 1954;TorontO: Lpnimans; and ndoni--'rh-E-Tatan Day Company,

1955)`; Sorte,'"InnerL'u....)-1--(-Putnarrr,-1955; _Day and Longmans, 1956) ;':44 Silence

or Desire (PuttiaM'and Day, 1960); Possession (Day, 1963); A 'Handful
'Of .Rice (Day, 1965), '

11 Ruth,Montgomery, "Biography," Wilson Library B iletin, XXXVIIL no 3

(November 1961), 296..
4

12 Dr. Shiv K Kumar, Visiting Profes or English, !iarshall Uniiersity,
.

Lecture: 1 ctar in a Steve, Febru ry 1968,
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Brace & World
is a re reAc
Ellora caves,

Department

A Tribute, K. _twat Singh (New York: Harcourt,
Inc., 1964), p. xiv, Introduction. Forster's remark
to the distressing Teports concerning the Ajanta and

supposedly under the "expert" care of the Archaeology
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SHAiiNAZ

Yodareni/t/ ,this song
yet it /s yours.

Was mine, too, once.
For this I was, am, and you are,
Their song is song.

1.

Shahnai.

First glimpsed in the afternoon
yesterday
,(an: isue she fancied)
-- a Ttile .turned away

the gossamer allowed to slip/.
at her hip,

a,raffishpierglass by her pia

d when again at dawn
gh caMe'and,said:
I Mat the same, archaic', noble,
siee -- for you I am
pakshai.s proud daughter
/ascetic Uma' .

tune-tossed Radha
Panchali. of the opuieht-fl

- ,th

Tflat.toment was T. ma
not mine.
Where now? Who knows
what will' have toe squandered
For she will' come again
again, and enclose. .

JO

Translate4fram'th
Ma thi by, Gauri panAe.
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2.

Impossible, I askeaor.

Warriors litre ed the way
a footpath al g-,the ,.spine

the only way .

What clogged my mind theri,;-I -_calloi tell.

Me -- helpless
and you -- somewhere

...14p, along the battlements, balconied.

Suddenly a hand pulling
me

the stones softened for my feet .

into piled vugs -- to you,

In the melee, serene
beside the parapet -

a picture lost in herself/

All this to bring me to-you?
Or don!t you really care?

N4 yarned then, for whom?
For What count d your lashes
'one by on
the Feath stopping in my throat?
Why did these itinerant lips
sl,.p-then from the tips

o /yodascecic f' ers, Shahnaz,,

ahnaz?

4

,
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Thus am I imprisoned in day

andyour_captive of nights

The slanting rays from th -sk)aight
are sharpened by the moon

.away, t

I keep the nightwatch
4 crossiig a heartbeat

us, timelost .ckoo.

ow,and

No one has lived lyre for years:
is that why purchose-
this pl

nient-, Shahnaz,

so Y could count the days
by night's measure?

4.

When I scrambled up the fortres
your eyes' sOle call
enwrap ed 11)e.

rom e ry rampart
e flying itd lag.

EVery'stone in,itsg:tting more alert
Not, barred from light

it must be cradling the Scrub
the sudden-twining creepers.

.
' P

o

Thus my day,
Shahnaz; ,

in the shelter of night.

1

10
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There is roam
. for improvem nt in this cell\.
The corner t right
Sprouts a/ ace of leaves
which wi grow on a mouthful
of wate .
And t = gilt-frame mirror you.gave
so I houldn' t be alone
ca catch and reflect the sun
--5:t it, in afternoons.

ell the birds, patience.
The garden grows b
for Shahnaz, the queen of verdure.
Pick your notes from hakr -limbs

carefully.

/ 1

wq"

6.

Ask, you said.
So I 414.
For open swinging breasts.

Was I to'know
they' d tire untutored 'hands,

give suck to unwary lips?

,Difficult to ask,

Shahnaz.

7

7.

You bring the saffron sun
when night is hours gone.
You say, nothing.
The w ting b eath alone
telk that ou ar

YouaonJ. to be ova/ed.ed.

oa cool to the touch
The pale lotus-woman
in the embrace of d

And why these 1
indivisible, tight?

4.

'
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That there should be no ward,.
/or that they -cannot

unclose
by themselves; Shahnaei'

4

8.

When my, lips &osedwith a bite
on-the two-petalled taut flower
of you, last night
.1 saw you not --

.you, in-turned with eyes
and arms closed.

But I will tonight'

if, Shahnaz, you will, not
entirely drown my\face
and stop my breath"

again, in the del,uge

of your odor
thus, there.

9.

1

Who can resolve between love and death
for love i§ death
and death,, love.

The notes

cherished unknown Q

from afar
find their target once again.

ou-tight say:'

the singer is prisoner
totally captured
in staunchless not
beyond all meaning

But the'listener hnaz,
beyond notes -- '

14c,
-

at the doo of b evolent -cistinyo
is beyond deatl .

.

Alone, t±mel s, here,

There .

only Sh

11111..

e.
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10. -

Every foot /C'alls the dame
alike the phrasing of a creaking hinge.
Only the air of breath -differs --

k

And that is all
that makes bearable,
Shahnaz, life
in th- celerating t;eatwhorls.

4

11.
4

The heavy layers

of ancient-buxdened walls
suddenly take on the glory
of a vast, enchanting picture,
surround - splashing

in their self-made gilt fr

Next it

my stone slab

also, blossoms into a be of down.

I see myself there drooped over your breast
like that tree e it nced
in the picture.
,

You the replete jasmine
ever in bloom, white

and beyond all memory
your snowy hair.

And Shahnaz, when, after eons
I arise, cleansed afl

in he garden of your eyes
in our left side, under that same
e tranced overhanging tree;

(1ith your 14.1ieehand's touch alone
and pleat and stiff -en the folds
of my mantle,

you -- still supine, aware.

108
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Days pass and you don't come
. , . don't come

and I have to ask myself if reality
would ever

A
know the truth of dreams.

It is bound by' its own
haphazard bonds.

But dream is one,
Shahnaz,

continuous ,ly enlivening

'awareness of limitless .

-

Promises 'thrive on indrawn breath, even,.
and you had squandered a whole treasure.

nThen why this, Shahnaz?

Or is misfortune, too, a dream
reality cannot afford?

13.

What had I wanted, really?

Deliverance?
Its distorted stirs?
Challenges to time anew?
End of memory?

Unbidden blessings unknovn?

And above it 1,

indomita e, pure comment
of y sculpted limbs?

If my crime is knowing

you befoje I began to knbw
:thens Shahnaz, I want
the first lack
Which held you certainly, but
'different,'yet
thus known.

1.0

t`
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But I must not thus

Your promise reached ,

not only the mantle but,
the twelye-petalled
within the heart
and within it the'

special Swen,,--".

I shallthaVe you, a, companion
ever, kiahnaz.

.

ow you desire ,, ,

a thiobbimg freedom
1- \' , .

of whistling winds in the sky - \ 0
(that Tamerlaine in Samarkand gave his daughtes tomb),--

t N

,,and want the dew-drenched days
and moon-lapped nights ..

insistent- Platte, y of-the sun

and clam&rous,,camaraderie-lfbirds.

And all this,
aad yeSy,

and me, Shahnaz.

77-

You were that new sen ry o

who knew the secret t nnel,
in 'the wall of my ce 1

leading me out to the dark square.
This I knew when ypur helmet slipped
as ,you pulded

me behind you on the impatient mount.

\

1)

," a

4

'How easily you had taken on the

And I knew, there is only-one
ath in the dark --

on the -field of time.
This knows eve he blazing.steed beneath your thigh.

(

warrior's

He is not recalcierad

snorting only in underst ding,
controlling ,totally his bre. h.

I do not wiskfor,the reins
and become only body in'the whirlfn dark
carefulmerely. to'see.the gAllop
is not stumbled by my, arms
around you.

Careful of you, my savior.

1 1.0

1 I .
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16.

:

This tree Ns

4

This first gift of, the light

this bloseomini\air, unbidden
the birds' Alique call
the squirrel loitering, hesitant
flower-struck maths, grass-skimming
andidzy brook nearby
-- I drink inall, BUt\quietly

'

so.you,may,not mind.

Ypu'have left ,the n/eir
ehind, the ggrment

of ur body, is new,,
%

Sh.a.hrta7,' treasure
that yOu fin
only hailing to

ad.

17.

ways
t

stop you, Shahnaz.

even star
journey
burning

L
f knoled.ge.

youCn'that journey
be thusynear,

yr
all-being?

Seeing you thus
even time would miss'

hiSdreamless beat, forget

and the tethered hOrse
toss his head in assent, heady
with the coming gallop.
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From now, asylum C

'only to him whO asks nothing.

To him who measures--life-in

without witnesp-:---

r
,,,

To him who .has - borne. "

the tear beyond 6ufferin

To him who knows
the eternity of evanescence,

,777

him whose heart'
s a cocoon of fragrance

with .the gift

your compassl.one

4



Avadhesh. K. SriVastava
and Sumita Sinha

4.

THE SHORT FICTION OF R: K. NARAYAN*

Almos
stories in ad
R. K. Narayan.
of Indian Englishw
that Narayan is' the b
the most *entertaining an

Narayan himself records in
place him withHemingway and
writers of the.world.2 d Grah
astir chaMpion and admiii\in the
wrIters when he says: "if he fan eu

The content and context
of Narayan's short.
stories (

very Indo-Angliad mtiter of fiction has tried his hand at short
ion tonovels, 'and none perhaps quite so successfully as

k Raj Anand;'Re4a Rao and Naraysin form the "Big Three"
iing. Santha:Pama Rau has gone so far as to assert

t novelist that India has produced and.probablyvemong_,
distinguished, of contemporp,ry writers anywhere.,','. f:.

Dateless .Diary that In America some peepl
ulkner as one of the three greatest mo
m Greene pro ably Narayan's most en

est, holds }/him up as a model for othe
.. -

or] .allciws himself to take sides, yr
MalliIse-/-pro agandise, he can easily chieve 4_extra.Lliterary interest, but

oif he follows . arayan's methods, he 'Stakes all his creative power."3
-...,

Apparently, it would-appear that,the critical estimaegs of R. K. Narayan, the
writer, are made only on the ,evidence of his novels.' Such an estimate can at
best be onersided. R. K. Narayan's short stories are.arpistically as ":".:Th
distinguished as"his noveis%and in any general estimate of his writing they)

*

. cannot be'ignared. In fact, tne might go so, far as to say that liar an is----
'hat stands out even in

t. ,

.
-.._

on a purely: artistic approach to literature
rite in English. For instance, Hulk Raj

essentially &short story teller and the one element
his nOVels is the story element.

Narayan'sicomplate dependen
ets him apart'from other Indian

rs avowed purpose in his nove s and short stories, is to teach men "to
the kundam e tal principles-of/human :living and exercise. vigilance

al enemies of freedom andsocialism.-"4 He is .ever
need 1%. ; . to help/ raise the . untouchables, the pelsants, .

es andhe other supressed members of society, to human
ess in view of the' abjectness, apathy and despair

-But Apan-d's heavy emphe.914-`6n the didactic quality
is attainment as,a note ist; for obtrusive
fer from aninability to visualize clearly

erecters. Ahand, Bhabani Bhattacharya
to forcibly with the theme of hunger-and
tion in some.of their works.

An
ro gn
iniegard,t the

conscious of t
the serfs, the coo
dignity and self -awar

'in which they are sunk.
of art stands in the way o
propaganda makes hig novels s

.,the objective situations'of his
and Kamala Ma4andae') have dealt q

concomitan the0,of human degra

*These include. Ma
. ,

i Days, Dodu and Other Stories, Cyclone and Other Stories
(all Mysore; 1943) ; 4n strologer's Day and Other Stories (thndon, 1947);

yLawtey Road (liore, 1950;tgods; Demons and Others (London, 1965); and A
. v Worse and Two Goats .1ysore, 1970).

,

,-
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4,[arayan, how ver, presents social evils without any emotional involvement
aAcl with no vert aim to;refOrm or change existing conditions. pushwant
SIngh's chie concern as a writer. is sociological. As Chirantan Kulshrestha
as pointed o t;

His ocio:Iculturaf preoccupations define the nature of
his iction: clash'of ser4ibilities and life styles in
mode ,n India, tensions in families can account of the con-
flict between tradition and modernisa, emotional responses
to.the Partition by,diflOrent communities -- these are some
of the elements which-form the matrix of his plots.6

ZF

Narayan's them -s likewise are also mostly sociological, but he is a
novelist with a vision, with equipment that enables a good artist to convey,
beyond the detertinistic control_of his milieu, a transcendence which invests
the whole narrative with a sense of significance -2 a quality that Khushwant , \

Singh altogether lacks.

Narayap differs from another major 'Indian writer, Raja Rao,'in that he
does not concern himself unduly with man's relationship to God, with mysti-

(cism and a phil,sophi al interpretation of life, Narayan's attitude to the
interplay af.zo'd an evil cosmic forces 'pis one of wonder at the-intellectual
level and acceptance at the physical. What Narayan says of his character
Srinivas in ?.r. Samparh is an apt description of his on mental approach:

Cgis.mind perceived"a balance of power in human relation-
ships. -Ile marvelled at the invisible forces of the universe
which Maintained this-subtle balance in all matters. .'. .

For a moment it seemed to him a futile and. presumptuous

occapatt.on,to analyse, criticise and attempt to set things
right anywhere, . . . If only one would get a comprehensive
view.gf all humanity, one would get a correctqview of the ,

world:,-things being neither,Particularly wrong nor.right,
but-just balancing theniselveS.7

In fact, e 4.7kyan perceives, this ba cein every aspect of man's life --
social, 'political and moral and the perception leads to his own detached
observation of the human scene It is this qualitY'more.than any other that,,
distinguishes Narayan from the Other writers.

Among the more important figures of Indian English fictiori, Narayan is
the most prolific, having published ten novels and'seven volumes of short
stories. His fame, however, rests almost entirely on his attainments as a
novelist: As suggested earlier,' it is one of the ironies of literary history
that qhile po much ia made of Narayan's novels, the short stories which have
the untistakeable stamp;,of the artist in' him phould be relatively neglected.8
Perhaps is due`tp...-the fact that the sllOrt story is essentially a'modest
art and has none of that ponderous air of significance' so dear to the critic
and the literary'historian: Nevertheless, Narayan is basically (and also in
his novels) a story-teller, one of the very few in the context of Indian
E ish fiction. The air of apparent disengagement and delicate charm invest
his gt9ries with such perfect artistic unity'which Poe would have commended
and which Henry James would have found specially enchanting. As P. D. .West-
brook has noted, "Any reader of Narayan is aware that his stories are cut

.
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from 1:,,,ery much thesame cloth, both in quality end in pattern, as his
novels." Yet he finds that in many important cities of India Narayans's
novels are not available and h4 stories are only read because ,they had
originally appeared in Thelindu;\one of the India's foremost English-
langtiage newspapers. The reason,lhe thinks, lies in the "lingering cul-
tural colonialism on the sdk7contilnent ,"10 the refusal- of educated Indians
to accept the ,possbility of-bellence of style in the English writing of

acompatriot.' This is a Westerner's point of view and he tells us that "in
Europe and America, of course Narayan's reputation rests' upon his novels."11
The same is true in India if what we gather from the critical material
available iseany indication of the trend of public taste.

Narayan's short stories form a considerable bulk in his writings as
compared to Raja Rao's single collection, The Cow'of the Barricades,
Kushwant Singh's A Bride for the Sahib and Other Stories and Bhabani
Bhattacharya's The Steel Hawk and Other Stories. Only Milk Raj Anand
has five volumes of short stories to his name, but they do not compare with
those of Narayan in variety of ,theme and 'character and beauty of presenta-
tion. Raja Rao's stories present rustic characters embodying the virtues
of faithfulness, devotion and love. His "Javni" and "Akkayya" symbolise
the silent heroism and selfless sacrificeOf Indian womanhood ,"12 while
"Narsiga" symbolises "the beauty of an unspoilt shepherd-boys abiding life-.
loyalties."13 Anand's stories are more Inthe-,n'atureof character sketches,
caricatures mostly, aiming at social satire. Some of his famous creations
are:Chandu the barber in "The Barber's Trade Union," Dhandu the carpenter
in "A Rumour,",the Nawab of'"A Kashmir and the criminal in "The'
Maharaja and the Tortoise." Khushwant Singli's stories such as "The Con- t

ipated Frenchman," "Rats 'and Cats in the House of Culture" or "Mr Kanfoos
and theiGreat Miracle",are.burlesques or extravaganzas and lack a serious
artistic puspose,

Narayan's stories, like his novels,. deal with themes of comMon life
and simple people!' They are not of topical interest and rarely does Narayan
deal with the world- shaking events Of the 1930s and 1940s or the political
and social upheavals in India during and since independence. What he excels
in doing is to select incidents and people that reveal the human comedy. In
his novels Narayan shows himself a clever manipulator Of plot and character,
an artist whose main concern lies in projecting, through the unrippled flow

' of his narrative, an amused (through non-condescending) and amusing view -of
'lift- The larger canvas and a differentiart form do not seem to signal in
Narayan the "requirement of an artistic function different from the one real-
ized in the short stories. One.might even go so far as to suggest that the
short Stories and the novels of Narayan are made of. the same artistic. material
except in so far as the former exploit plot 6r character and the latter the

. .interplay of the'two,14
1

In recent years, the rapidity with which Indian writing in English,has
established itself 'as a 'subject of academic study has not been matched, by an
equally impressive body of critical commentary. We find ourselves "in a lit-
erary climate in which good writing is'praised for wrong reasons, mediocrity
is bloated up, and adulation subsumes all critical distinct,i.ons."15 As David
McCutchion says, "From the beginning the judgement jof Indian writing in
English has found itself beset with peculiar hazards."16 It has been treated

1 1 5 4.



as a phenomenon rather than a creative contrib tion, its "Indianness" and
_,not literary.nler# being considered. In wh way is the treatment Indian?
-Does the language have an Indian flavor? re the metaphors taken from Indian
life and nature? Su& questions may be xpected of the outside enquirer,
'but Indianness does not lie in "exotic" content as in th inInd behind the
organization of that content. "Whether one writes abo apples or mangoesl.
roses or hibiscus, is not the point'- but attitud, 'modes of percep-
-fon' -- which is where Dr. Mokashi ds the,Indian s in his, recent
A2-.piat-2on,"17 But the delibe to pursuit of this mtahgible Auality may
result in a kind of self--mystification, vagueness being disguised as "Indian':
resistance to form,e(sentimentality as "Indian" gentleness. Raja Rao's
The Sat and Shakesiare,14ke hiss e -- Serpent and the ,Rope, purports. to
depict a differen,t kind of mind outsi**Western categories, beyond Western
criticism. With R. K. Narayan or '8,-C4,,;Rajants Too Long in the West, the
supposed. inconsequentiality or incongruous naivete of the Irdian mint pec.omes
frankly a comic devicej8,,-

In Narayan's stories The evdence of "Indianaessl'i is not as obtrusive
as in Raja Rao's fictelon,\but'it has its own distinetive'character- Narayan
is ot writing for Westerners; that is why his Indianness is not :self-cOnscious

e 'ao's. Because he has a native reading public in view, there isrib
deliberate pursuit of indigenous elements which he might 'ruse into his
'literary style. What he authentically presents is his own experience as a
man educated to think 'aid feel in Western categories confronting the
radically different cultuid all around him or confronting himself or .any
experience so far as he himself respondS'to it. 'And apart from,the.success
or otherwise. of his books as art, the documentation of his own attitudes is
valid to the extent that it stems from an experience he has lived through, e.
honestly 'faced, and expreshd in tfielanguage which grovide&the thought-

.structure of that experience- /7

."
Narayan's -self- discipline is evident in. his short stories,

which- are written with extreme simplicity and purity of diction- He reduces
to the minimum the problem of conveying an ,Indian sensibility in a foreign
tongue by remaining faithful to the bare facts of narration and describing
what is essentially true to human nature. N. Mukerjee, in'an article in
The Banasthali Patrika states his opinion ttiOt"P.: K, Narayan\is undoubted-
ly the, most distinguished contemporary Indian novelist writing in English "
-In the course, of these thirty-two years of'literary career Narayan has not
only matured in his vision, he has alsb'perfected his craft-"19 Margaret
Parton in her review of Grateful to Life and Death says, "No better way to
understand what Mr. Nehru means by 'the, tender humanity of India' than,tc
read one'of '1r. Narayan's novels."2° The characters of Narayan are rotted
to the soil of Malgudi, which is their creator's most outstanding,contribution-
to the'world of fiction. "Keen observation, sympathy, unfailing /good humour,
and gentle satire wrapped up in leisurely meditativeness are some of his most
serviceable tools in establishing the'intimate sense of reality in his saga
of Malgudi .1'21 We can gorout, in Graham Geene's words, "into those loved
and shabby streets and see with excitement and a certainty of pleasure a
stranger who wifl greetouS we' know with some unexpected and revealing phrase ,

that will open' aidoor on tb'yet another human existence."22 Narayan has
achieved this verisimilitude works because the situations ,he pc.ttr.ays
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//not only combine the probable and the possible, they also 'reveal habits,
naances and ,modes of thought that ;are of universal significance. It.is
because Narayan is not preoccupled with,Projecting a vision of the typical:.
India, but rather with depicting the foibles and eccentricities, the hopes
and aspirations, the Sorrows and disappointment of the average man anywhere.
George Eliot once remarked: ,4

Depend upon it, you would gain urfspeakably if you would '

learn,with me to see some of the poetry and:the pathos . .

lying in the experience of the human soul that looks out
through dull grey eyes, and that" speakS in S. voice of

ordinary tone,23

It is this poetry and pathos of everyday life that Narayan has succeeded in
discovering is his novels and short stories. Samuel the Pea in Narayan's
earliest novel, Swami and Friends, becomes a symbol of an outlook on life,
"an attitude which cherishes an explores the unnoticed, subtle possibilities
of the average-and the unremarkable "24

Narayan's,u0e of the Engligh language in his short-stories has answered
many a question thdt is raised on the adequacy.of a foreign language being

f, 4the medium of Indian writers The problem of adapting and suiting,fhe Englishlanguage for riterary purposes isone that-evefy writer of Indian English
finds himself faced with. Arguments for and against this'medium,of expres-
sion have been advanced at all stages of the history of Indo-English fictionand we need not go into this debate at .this pOint. Narayarihas mastered the
English language sufficiently well io.be able to convey the essence of his
thought and describe. the intricate social patterns 'of the life he is depict.,=_ ,

prose that reads smoothly and luCidly. Mairemier.,they. appeal to a wid .andef(
ing with e=lse and assurance 'Thee short stories ,are written in simple, d' ect.

r

catholic taste because the English Narayan employs' here is devoid of verbal
cliches, Indianisms, coinages and startling imagery of far- fet -ched symbols. -

' Narayan is never strident pr emphatic he works for the most part by under-
.statement or by iMplication 1m -each story there is a measured simplicity,,

an iomatic naturalness that shows the perlect_adaptIng of content with the
edium of expression. In its nice modulation , NaraYa ' style is to be

ap eciated throughout his work -- relaxed yet lwayt discip i- to its pur-
pose, easy but never-slgck, occasionally using the formal word pre e but
not pedantic." . -

, Fictiqn has always been a poWerful means of man's exploration of. the
human situation. This exploration is of a special kind; it takes its origin
in the depths of the human psydhe which cannot be easily reached and cannot'
be easily expressed except in a special kind of language. And the language

can be adequate/to convey the'perception of an author, his vision of realityv
when its tone and texture reveal how the author experiences his characters,.
R- K.,Narayan ijp,a great writer not because he succeeds in depicting Indian
life aC!Urately without. exploiting its linguistic patterns, but because..he

...

.

succeeds 4n impressing upon,usthe fact that human _culture,. human experience,
.... reality itself, transcends the barriers of ,langua And nOwheresis this

*,..f. , more evident than in his. delightful short stori
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'1. Quoted in Hanish Raizada, R. K. Narayan: A Critical-Study of His Works
(Bombay, 1969), g. 184.

2. :R. K. Narayan, My Dateless Diary, (Mysore, 1960), 69-170,

3. Graham Greene, "Introduction," TheBachelor f Artp, (London, 1951),
p. viii.

t
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4. Mulk Raj Anand, Apology fo4r Heroism (Bombay,,1957),/p. 91;

5. Ibid., p. 93.

6. Chiantan Ku/shrestha,.elKhuswant Singh's 'Fiction: ,A C itique" In
Indian Writing Today, no. 14(January-March 1970), 63%
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Alys"Faiz

FAN AHMED FA-It-

A personality 'sketch
of t4, poet- by his wife

.

I have often been asked: "Do you understand- our husband's poetry?"
After giving the question;a great deal of thought, I think I have come up
with an answer that is true ancthe final word as well: My answer: I make
no-claim to understanding.his'poetry, t I contend that I do understand
the poet, It is, after all, the rsonality-doet,which is the main- '
spring of his poetry -and-the dynamic force of 'his intuition. fn this arti-
cle, I wilI-not'try to portray his personality, for were I to do so, I
would intrude upon those realms which areoide ,the' jurisdiction of a
wife, .0n Ehe other hand, I will present a sketch A',f the poet's domestic
life, where he is among his relatives-and friendg, wherahe divests him-
self of physical and mental strains, where he sometimes creates his poetry,

.often consciously, often unconsciously,,

People are imPariably willing to pass off an'artsti,s eccatricities
and strange habits to the fact that he is, after aA, an artist. His ec-
dantzislyies, instability and idiosyncrasies are considered pardonable
because he is a "creative" water. He is also allowed to be care166:cbout
his person, lethargic, easy-going, and unconcerndd about his day-to-day -

duties, especially if such duties require exertion on hit part. But it is.
difficult to say why an artist is more careless about 114.mserf than .other
people Perhaps because he is preoccupied, any people have experienc0-
the shortcomings of a poet; it's also expected that they forgive him thee.
peccadilloes. He forgets appointmentwalks About dishevelled and arrives
At the station after the train has left, He forgets liis wallet .zatr, think,
ing'it,lost, searches fer it the entire day, only to find it in his pocket.
His pen always turns "Up missing. Thope'around him must tolerate all of
this, no matter-What, and if the outcome of his whole day of worries is a .

portrait, a sketch, or a masterpiece, those around him should feel con-
tented with their luck. - .

Many years ago we went through an experience: Faiz lost hi jacket.
We had only recently married and our' income was quite small. ewar had
just started and prices were soaring. I wat in India and my pa ents in
England, so we could not get any assistance 'from them. Faiz's salary was
the same as it was before the war, so there we're no allowances for either
the marriage or for the shortcolings of,an artist,.whidh he often con,
,sidered to be his right, In spite of the lost jacket, we ordered a Whole new
suit, a luxury in those days. Faiz went to Amristar to get it and returned to

From Naqush (DesignS,) Personalities Number: January 1956, pp. 474-479.
Translated from the Urdu by Carlo Coppola and M. A.. Beg.,
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Lahore late at night, In those days, we were living far ou't from the city,
near,the canal; no tonga-driver was willing to go that far at night, With
the greatest of misgivings did one finally assent to do so, it only. part
way Taiz had to walk the final mile to our house, his precious bundle
under his arm. He awoke me when he got in; as I took the package from him,
'I noticed that it was. rather light for e wool suit. One side, of the pack-
age was opened the jacket was gone,, Faiz was sure that it had dropped out
somewhere between the place where he left the conga and home. He would
look for it in thNmorging, for it---,d/as then too late to do so, he said,
After a short,, one -sided altercation, he was made to decide that he would
tgko.a flashlight and go out and search for it. In spite of the midnight
sear4, the jacket was not found. I kept the pants'to this suit for some
years afterwards -He never wore them. .They did serve as.a memory of our
first extravagance. During the 1950 flood, I gave them away to one of the
victims. 4 few oponths after this loss, he also lost a whole suitcase, but
I never said a Word to anyone In 1949, he did 'get his bedding mixed up
with somne else's. 'I did not need to call up my patient, for when I
opened h bedding, I found that the one he had picked up by mistake was
much better than the one whi'011 was his, I did feel a little worried and
embarrassed for the othef person and what he would think when he opened
what he thought was his bedding.

I sometimes Oink that Faiz's carelessness betrays his openhe Ced-
ness, for he does not bother about the material.value of anythi . ,I.The only

exCection are his books, which he looks after with greedy eyep and which he
keeps close to himself miser-like sitting upon his money. But when anyone
asks fota book, he cannot refuse, When I ask him why he gives his books
out so readily, particularly when he is not sure that they will ever be re-
turned, he answer, promptly, and seriously, "There2s no harm in lending the
so long as'someone is sure to read them."

In 14947, all of my jewelry was stolen. My mother-in-law had given me
some small but exquisite pieces of jewelry, , ,and I had a few things.II.had
bought myself. Thieves took all of it This was the first theft

with

our
house, The police were of no help arid we reconciled ourselves with the
feekint-t-het" what has to be,'has to be. Faiz saw-the sense of frustration
in my lace, He asked, "Have you ever heard the verse:. 'We pray for the
thief who relieved 'Ss of the fear of theft'?" Suddenly I felt that sincerity
was coupled with frustration, and my own feeling, I found, was not different
froM that of'these two poets.

My suspicion is gradually becoming_a- viction: our elder ughter,
Santa, is following in her father's footsteps. She is very m h like him,
I am convinced that those 1Who Whalehearte y give up even the nicest
things to others do not yearn for things which they lasei their privations
are a source of pleasure, in a sense; and thig pleaSure enhanCes their lives,
and their pergonalitieS become the source of pleasure for others. But to
counteract Faiz's tendency of giving thin& away, I have developed a pen-

chantf to be monopolistic; hence, I often take, ack things which I feel will
not be returned I too must hav things;,after all, what would we give to

' others?

91 -1
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Munira is much more realistic than her elder sister, for she keeps a
regular accoant of everything. When she was very young, she was'fond of
reading piirture books. Once she asked, as she picked up' her elder sister's
book, "May I .look at your book?" '

% : =

who also loves her books, replied, "No! Why don't you look
at your own books,"

4 unira replie "But if I look at mine to often, they'll wear out -"

en.Faiz heard about this exchange, he wasgreatly pleased, for he
said, "There has to be someone like that in this house!"

'
.-,-

f
.

-

Obtriously,Igenstous paop le,,like gatherings and company:, Fai-t_delighted
to see crowds of.pedple on'Id, Holi, Basant^and otherholidays. dOep
not observe from a distance,but joins in the merrymaking, in spite of his'
general reserve. It's a fact that he cimerihes peace of mind,. a quiet
domestic life, and isolation.

Our domestic routine is, for the most part, subject to that of the
chird'ren. Faiz has accepted this arrangement ungrudgingly, so there isO

,no disturbance of any sort in'the children:es day-toiday activities: They
are not to be inconvenienced. However, everything that mother says is law*

is no appeal to higher authority,i-Motherls.arder to go
the -bedtime story promised to them turns,

r waiting all,dayfor daddy', they
Faiz admits this ignoZance about

d the range of his activities,

against wh
. to bed canno

out to be a b
have to go to
raising children.

4,

be defied, e
t sh rt, or even if, a
eep githout geeing him.

He claims that it's bey

I wrote him in lette, when he was lai4e'd in June- 1953, "How difficult
it-is for mt to be Foth mother, and father for the girls." He replied, "My
daughters could not havd,a bette
are." .Despite ,his indiffetence tow

is `are hot afraid of thei father.
given eachothervery strange mes. Duing-t
our counsel,. the late Sahabzada

"pigeons" 'I ment4ined to Fa -ip
sitting in front -of me), "There t

mother than yourself. 'How fortunate they
their, upbringing and education' the

h the_father and daughters,hve
e Curse -of.-:our litigation,

wazish Ali KITA'n4g fired me. ab&at
Id telegram. r\pointed-to-the girls

411

When Muni 4_ her fa er in jail f the.firsr time in nine months,
she was-only four - and -a -half. Immediately Ile piped up with, "Father,
you've gotten old. I thought you'cLstill be young4andhandsome. But2your
44i '

. - . -re .1' The moment she Sat in his lap, she changed her tone. d,

"When e you.cbming hom , 7 Mommy,b'eats me." I was stunned; for we
all but n vet spank the children! .. I immediately elt that -4er com
.plaint was tended to have another mean hat she r a, ly wanted to say_.,

is that she m sed him very muck.

Muniraalways writes in every letter to him tha e shouldnot-shp
'4 to anyone.- Little does she know that every word of her etters Is read-

by 4 censor. Last year, Mr.4Lodhi, an assistant superintendent of the jai

------:: o
. Iir ,

-

f
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had a bad time with her. The poor fellow suallymentiopedlthat he very
much liked the letters she wrote to her fat r. Muni,ra's face turned/red

6--

with fury, which she then vented upon him. He -ter remarked that while she
was veryquarrelsome,Ilirestless and gens,itive-- ev- hort-Ttempered - she

was
,

was a little paragon of affection, While she lacked pa Ce, she was Sony,
said, And if we had the courage, we would all like to_ e..116,,

ha of inherited her father's immense_par-i-ence,s she sober
r .

straight-
laced 1 ce her elder s.ister.'_,Some of her.auntg say that,she's!Iike her,m0ther, ----.

but only h maternal grandmothtrs5confirm that., , .

.:.Some people- e tha I speak very fine Urdu, and that this is doUbt-
less due to Faiz's _It's probably true, for I do learn languages
quite naturally and quickly Nor can it- be denied that the environment in
which we live is _highly conducive to learning both the literary and spoken
language So far as our daughters are concerted) Faiz has always tried to
make them learn Urdu, for he:feels they will,learn their mother's language
as a matterof course. . But the time has come for 'them to have full command
of tfieir Urdu. When all the members of the family are sitting about taing,
the girls will use Enillsh whin speaking to me, Urdu when speakirigtofFaizie
They leaved both languages with very, little. effort.

L

Some people have asked if I have ever seen Faiz angry. He igUell
known for his tenderness; everybody knows that he never gets angry'. I ass-,
suted these friends that he.hds never hurt any delicate thing in his do-

tic life- On hearing this, a friend told Elie that/`I have been deprived
Leasure of making up after a quarrel. It's true; we've been de,

his pleasu But 'it's also true thft we have been imunedfrom
ne suffers -s a result of speaking out,in fury and haste, We .

differenc ,.but things do not gd beyond that. 'Eventually,.
Sahab-once made an interesting obServation

2 He came to Delhi. EVen though we did,
edding, there was no chance, to talk, ior

ed upon to recite at the mushairah.3-
quarrel?" When I answered in the

gesture of sorrow, "How sad!"
r in his eyes. "How then can

ahab arrived at this con-..

m
of th
_prived o

chat remorse
do talk over ou
we come to an agre
about our family life
meet him before in Srina
both he and Majaz were imm
In Delhi, he asked, "Do you
negative, he said as he nodded
He repeated ehese words with a gl
you love'bneeanother?" .I. am not sur
elusion, butt I ao know that I disagree

ent Jos

ack in 1
r at our

iately c
d, Faiz eve

'sheed in
se of hu
how Josh

N
There have be many pOnful and sad e 'eriences our married life.

I have beep'deprived of abeloved sister, a b other and < any relatives and
-dear friends. But he seems to be t&ed to such -motional ffe ings; one
,never gees,htn upset by such losses, He has ddv loped a k of optimism
and patience, both genuine and reflected in,his p dsOphy of ife and his
aspirations a;-Tre-11-.7.---HeT-is-canvinced Ofthinnate nobility o an,_ a

nobility, that is defaced under certain uftfavOrahly c cumstances, but which:-
is never eiitirely_lanquishedt According to Faiz, why well,Qn man short
comings when we are discussing_ the whole of nature? Wh not talk ab t his<
good qualities?

During the past three years, he has written me Any timed o keep
the girls 'happy and to see to their comfort. There isenough ti' -, he

4'
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poned all
',their fattier
when be listens
poNitive,aspect
after' korr

On birthdays, there's
remember very well little Sa

:get her s. I am now co
for choosing gif s for such a sm
Faiz went but on buying expediti,
ConnatIght Place laden with bundles.4
hook and a tea setik The' last bundle w
anxious to s4 what was inside. Faiz an
little dbrl,.inside. which would it into.-th
.outin'gs with Salima. Interestingly enongh,
taken time out.to-in.spect the doll closely te
reality, tea cozy, eventually. fotind its
mantle over fireplace: We had to buy another

-vbeautifui as the first one; sit''in the car and t
A In every English family --the, e is always a -good. de of celebration one

birthday's., cut because there is no arrangement herel for making regular
entrie,s for births and issuing birth oertificatesithe-pro leni of celebrating
birthdays has never blien salved. -,,,,Once / asked- my' mothe,r-in aw about Faiz vshirtHday fo-r-i. seemed that everyofte -e ead of thAouse would be r,,,-

Her,answ was quite ape, but very interesting.
-id not remember the exact date, she did remember

z was born, _,Nobod whether it was the
it was a cad'uak.rain from some'-

ration of clouds. Late%on, one, of Faizid uncled solved the'

or them 'to learn. what -pain and so&.

heir jokes, riddle and stories for t
gain- Even. the hard - hearted warden

o theta. In all of this, Faiz has To
o ejection, e., a constant effort :to' r

a
too -have 'post=

shall -Meet
hter-^

lot of rymaking at our home. I st
a ,fi t birthday party. Faiz dec
inced that paternal love is nob su ficient-

1 child. We lived in Delhk in those days.
with Majeed Malik and returned`from .
lie had bought a little car,- a picture

still to be opened and everyone wasoo,
ounted that there was A beauciful

little armand would go for
el'the ge-t-n kemen had

re buying it, for it was, in
on a teapot on the

certainly not as
go on outingS.

ded` to

'feted on is birth
She said that though s
that is was rain-int when
summer s-bOns, or the
1
mystery tie knew the exact day, the e Ohfolks,.in fact, had beerir corded
on Faiz h..,.schoor certifiate.

. reparing to come to:India in 1938 Whe
pa ure, I fe v-e-c--1a letter in London from Mrs. Mlle

-t-liingfor one: of her den

is

a few days before my de-
d Din Tall.

laske to`bring few
all my ot
varidus sins

%frien .

'`v repack seeral° t Imes. I
would become-*--ovin-house'hoId art1c
need to be surprised at the, things trihich7-t
the .-foresight to athkfor at the hour.

s. 1 put aside-
rough Oxford ,Street`liuying the .9

V e----rnttu' -ering,..si ions againstMts. Tasir's
ms 'in my'--bagd,.. to unpack_ and

ow at t, thingtima that-these
now r ze that ,there was

riend of

, , . ,En order for every poet to maintain his position as..44-66 he
regularly ,_cqinpose regularly.t:. People ski me why Faiz ogave pp ,writing poetry a

our marriage. The fact Is 'th the hasn't. pp Until-~1950,- he has written
poetry regularly; some of then s writtenat that time have been spec-tiqd-lar. It is, true, tough, that he. as not written a great deal/. Faiz's
answer to this is, that he now' feels re at ease, for he'is beingwell
for ed afte.r. Sorrow, and pain, he clai are essential fo'r iood poetry.

. *'
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The stimulant for Dast-iisaba-'is soir w;, not a pe onal sorrow, b
-

some.:-:4
thing more than that. He:wrote me---from\prison that this collection sh 4.'''

mine.6- ' _ \ - .. ,,,
,.., .

Whet the' sky Is cloudy:and the wind ,blows, Faizis feelings are_ _____ . . 4.---
_awakened, His poetry wells g withit? hirk and, he asks, "Kay I_ spend I-the

4 rest, of the day in the en? 1 migtlt-be able to write em."' When:. ..
he returns hours = er._, I can guess- from his footsteps whet er he has I
succeeded or . Unlike Faia, the 14te Dr. tasir, used to put on\his
Kishmiri s wl, groan slowlY, walk abOut and then produce-alpoem.

We, usually think that poets and artists are strange people. '`. They ,,,

are different because their preoccupations ate purely mentyal; the pains .)...
they take are not;meant,for everybody, nor does everyone cake pleasure-in*i
these pains.' But we must remember th't our society, is to blame for the
lack of circumstances in which people who enjoy poetry, and all that, goes
into its making -cannot, by the samert ken, enjoy- the company of thepoet
or artist. Since,the ettist'.epreoqig pations are mental, he goes--lieYond
the limits of this.sworld and is n ncerned. about himself or .the day-
to- day-needs Of his :domestic life. He needs companions who can take tare

onor his worldly 'Affeirs:1 If,- as a result, hurdles, are easily jumped, then.
...... ,

-0 .- , the artist or poet. can _get- lost in his subeti.ve-world; he can even be",
' .satisfietl th,at his_worldly probems.Fe oiter. is' is why writers dedicate"r-, ,---

their books Vo>those WhOm they love dearl 'to thos_s_,ithou_t oil-the-1'r--
-.,- wil-atigs would haveri-eniaiiied-!inplite-.2. ,Ism"sure that Ali mean .

. '...-------f.Er,sVery- thin g_when'-h-e-sea: nig thf-manuScrigt of Piit.:,,-s ,aba, bh w 4.,-th be
wrote,. 'TO` ours."

'7,...,1
- ,.: -- . . . "r..,

IN,
r

4

.
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1. The allusion here is the so-called "Rawalpindi Conspiiacy Case," in
which Faiz, together.with.Major-General Akbar Khani---Ghief-of-Staff of
the Pakistan Army, and a number;of other militaryperspnnel and civil-
ians were arrested on 9 Max /1951. The Muslinr\League government of
Prime Minister LiaVat Ali an claimed that these-Individuals were in-

in a conspiracy to ov r,,t..,..hroyAhet existing government and to turn
"'the country over to "A certain fcireign power," which, though never

directly named, was presumably Soviet Russia. The courts of Pakistan
were given extraordinary powers (co try' the fourteen defendents in camera..
After a trial of nearly a year, which was generally acknowledged as any,
thing ,but "just, the .defeirdants were sentenced to varying prison terms.

z was released in 1955- ,

0

2.` Josh Saheb s the pen name of poet ..Shabbir Rasan Khan, who was
born in:Malih-ahad, in the former state of.A Nttri, in 1896. Often re-
ferred to as "shair-31-Inqilb" (post of-revolution),.he was highly in-
fluential in the e4rly -Phases of the.Progressiire Movement, of which

.1

Faiz. was also a member, because of, his highly rhet'or-ipal and ewes-
stoned. poems, often ow the, subjjallt,-..6f freedom. for. the country. He

des in Ind4.a., '\*. 0.
tsr

L.)

aq, 1.41o..?e, Pe na e..was 'Hejaz,' was born in Rudauli,

presen

3. .Majaz '=AsraruJt 4.
Awadh,:in. 1911; .3 TrIgether .*itt hais a major poet of the .pri3-
gressive. goyement. In thelteari.37 forties rhe:'served on.,t.Oe editorial

, -bo'ard iday: adab (tiecf Literafore) tttie- influent ial literary jOurnal
oft, the movement'. iii,s,...c011etiori,321)2ang (Melody), appeared in 1938 and
was rEkssueewith aultraertatfonp`'ifider various titles during his life-

. time. He considered .se revolutionary romantic and_is ,often compared
3 liwtei Keats, whom he admired, Majdz died in 1955.

The mushariah 'refers `to the Urdu poetry. reading at which varices
,,poets recite their verse..a

. .

t The, Progressilie 1.1Oement is the iconoclastic, Marxist- dhented
,._

literary'thovement which was started in the...middle thirties in London b,
. jjad Zaheer (1905-13973) and 'Hulk Raj Anand (b. 1905) . ,The movement 11

was' ought to India iri late. 1935 by Zaheer, 'who then organized the
first a India meeting of the Progressive Writers Association in

; st Lucknow, 9',7 April 193'6,' with the distinguished Hindi-Urdu novelist I
and short story iber, Pretachand,a as president. The movement spread

'with force'arld rapidity to the vartouS, other languages of South
Asia, such. it beca ext to Gandhi, the'most powerful literhr
for ce on- tie lit e uth Asia during the .first half cif th
tWeritieth_ centuiy.--- For a discussion of the early phases o the,P
gressive Movement, see Carlo CopPole, "The All-India ProgregsiVe
riters1 iation: The European Phase" in Socialist Realism -1, he'

So th Asian Co le-3-ft7,e Carlo Coppola; Occasional.Papersof the an
Stu es Cente , Michigan Sta iversity, which will appear shot y.
Among t nty-two other essays-in , Ovoiume is one by Atha
Murtuza itled "Art, Life and Myth':. Asps etic Th
and Practice of.`Faiz Ahmed Faiz."

12 '7
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Majeed Malik = a close friend of Faiz who was emploTed as a writer
for All India Radio,; he was a 'member of the intellectual group led
by Muhammud Din Tasir, which also included a number of other young
Utdu writers Who later came to prominence; additional, biographical
details about Majeed Malik are unavailable.

5. Muhammud' Din' Tasir was born in 1902 in Ajnala, Punjab:- He received
his Ph.'D. in English from Cambridge under Sir Arthur Quiller-Couch.
While the're, he was ,instrumental in forming the All India Progressive
Writers'' Association, tdgethe; with tajjad Zaheer and Mu.lk Raj Anand,
He was principal of Mohammedan-Anglo Oriental College, Amritsar, whe
Faiz was a lecturer in English. In 1948, Tasir was appointed principal
of Islamic College, Lahore,' a post he ,held until his death on 30
Novefaber 1950, Tasirs wife is the former Cristabel George, whose
sister, jays, -visited the Tasirs in 1,938. It was through the Tasirs
that Faiz and Alys George met,

e

6.. ic:rsti-i-saba (Hand of the Wind), the second of Faiz four volumes of
poetry, which appeZred in 1953.
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Faiz Ahmed Faiz

rt

FAIZ ON.TAIZ*

- ,
A rare occasion on which
Pakistan's foremost. poet
speaks about himself

I feel extremely reluctant to talk about myself because talking about
oneself is the loving occupation of all bored people. I wish to be excused

- for using this English word bored, but now its derivatives such as boriyat
[boredom], etc. .are being used in our language, Therefore, it should also
be considered part of everyday Urdu speech. What L am saying is that I dis-
like any conversation about myself. In fact, even in my poems I try as much;

as possible to al:raid using the first.person singular and have always written
"'we" instead of "I." Thus, when literary detective's ask Die why I write
poetry, how and for -what purpose I write, I give em whatever answer, that
pops into my mind in order to evade the question. For example, t e reaiprimpel

4 .shouldifind'autfrom my poets, 8)144-I./mite a d 1111by wAte.
lesee lee'? 13ut importunate.kindk.of people among them are not satisfied
even then! Consequ'ently, the responsibility of today's conversation is
entirely on the shoulders .of these gentlemen and not on -mine.

I do not know any single excuse for thegUilt of'writing poetry. The
prevalence of poetry ir(my childhood environment, the inducement of friends
and amusement are all included in such an excuse3 This is true of the first
part of Nagsh-i-layad-1,31 which contains poems written between 1928-29'and
1934-35_ These werefmy student days, though all these poems are associated
with the same mental and emotional occurence (and the external agent of thin
occurence is that one event which most young hearts experienced during t
age); yet when I look', back naw, I ,find that even this period was not a slingle
one. I had two separate paths; the intexnal and external quality of ich
were considerable diffeient, The reason for this differentiation is because
the years from 1920 to 1930 were socially and economi'cally a,carefree period
of contentment and excitement in which, besides nationally important poli-
tician movements, there was inmost prose a poetry a tendency to merrymaking
rather than serious thought and observation. The field of poetry was dominated
first by Regret Mohani, and after him, by Josh, Haflz Jellandhari and Akhtar

. Shirani; in the short story, Yaldaram; and in criticism, beauty for beauty's_ 0*
sake .and literature fo/ literature's sake,2 The first poema of_norsh-i2fdryaca--

Xuda

vah vaqt nah lae" [God, Do Not Send That Time], "Meri jan .ab bhi anna
gusn-a-apas phaii detmujhko" [God, Do Not Send That Time], "Merl jan ab bhi
'pnahusn-o-apas phair de mujhko" (My Love, Give Me Back Your LoveL,"Tah-i-

- riljum" (Beneath the Stars], etc,,3.-- were written under the influende of this
environment; and in this same atmosphere one must include the astonishment

"Faiz az faiz," Dast-i-tah-i-song (Hand Beneath the Stoner) (Delhi:
Idarah-i-Farogh-i-Adab, n. d.), pp. 13-24. This piece originally appears to
have been a radio talk. ,this volt:Me first appeared in ,Pakistan in 1965.
Tranplated from the Urdu by Carlo Coppolasand Mbnibur Rahman.

i
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of first love. But we had not been able to see fdfy even one fleeting
vision of this period when "The company of the, beloved came to an end."4
Then the shadows of the world depression began to,descend upon the country
and spirited daredevils of the colleges started wandering in the streets in
search of jobs. These were the days when suddenly,, the laughter of children
was extinguished, the ruined farmers, leaving theirsfields and harvests,
started to work in the cities, and the ladies from respectable families
were for sale in the market. These were the conditi9ns outside the home,
and inside there was the tumult of the death of the fire of love. ..1:iddenly

it seemed as if all channels to the.heart and mind had been 'closed off and
thatno one would again enter them This mood, which is typical of the last
poems of, the first part of Nagill:i-faryadi, culminates in the comparatively
unknown Poem which I entitled "Yes" [Despondence]; it runs thus: '

The strings .on the heart's rebec have broken;
The palaces of comfort have been razed to the ground;
The stories of thought and deed are effaced;
The wine glasses of Lfe's assembly are broken;
The ecstasymOr

The trouble of crying an

of mercy has ended;
The gate of acceptance has ben closed for a long time;
The mercffdi-lotlr--Js7-indiffe''reatt_oarayers;

Only a' memory remains: the proof of helplessness.
Let go of this useless waiting,
0 you who guard 'the secret of love,
Groaning under the burden of,sorrow:
Leave this fruitless endeavor.

In 1934 I finished college and in 1935 took up a job at MAO [Mohammedan
Anglo-Oriental] College, Amridtar- From there a iIew period of mental and
emotional, life began for me and for-many of my contemporary writers. During
.this period I met my friends, thelate Sahabzada Mehmuduzzafar and his wife,
Begum Rashid Jahan ° The Progressive Writers' Movement was started; the pro-
cess of workers' movements began and it seemed as if in the garden not one,
but several, schools opened 7 In

learned was that, in the first
separating one's personfr
plete experience of one
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of creation, especially those with whom
Hence, the sorrow of love and the sorrow

is of'the same experience. This new experience has
e first poem of the second part of Nagsh-i-farvace.

The title of th poem is "Mujh se pahli si muhabbat meri mahbub nah mang"
[Beloved, Do Not Beg Me for My Former Kind of Love], or if you are a woman,
then" . .mere mahbub nah mang":8

l

1 u
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Beloved, do not beg me' for my former kind of love. K.

I thought that if you existed, life was resplendent;
If I cared for you, then why quarrel about the sorrows

of the world;

From your face, springs manifest .a firmness in the world;
Except for your eyes, what remains in the world?

If I were to win you, then fate would be defied.

It was not this way; I only hoped it would be.
There are other sorrows i the world Besides love;
Other comforts than the omfort of union;
Dark, brutafThantasmgorias of countless
Woven in silk, sati and brace.
Bodies sold in nar ow 'Streets ..zaars,
Spattered in Mud; flood- smatter =.,

Bodies coming out'of the oven of disease,
Flowing pus froM running sores.
My glance sti.lr,turns back tothbge'sightg -- what.

am I to do?

Yet your beauty is alluring -- what am I to do?
There, are other sorrows in the world besides love,
Other rests than the rest of union;

centuries'

My love, do not ask me for my former kind of love.N
After this,_tbi'rteen or fOurteen ye-at were spent-in asking "Why should

we not accept the sorrows of the world?" _serving in the army, working
as a journalitt, trade- union work, etc., I went t for, four years. The
two bo4s.iubsequent to ilaqsh-i-farpadi -- i.e., Dast-2 [Hands of the Wind,'

,-..195 and Zindah namah [Prison Narrative, 1956] -- are the souw- of-this
ay in prison. Although basically these writings are related to the men al

impressions and thought processes which started with "Mujh se pahli simuhabbat"'
meri mahbub nahlnang," prison itself is, nevertheless, a fundamental experience
in which a new vlindow of thought and vision opens by itself. Thus prison is
first like another adolescence when all sensa4ons again become sharp and one
experiences once again that same original astonishment at feeling the dawn
'breeze, at seeing the shadows of evening,, the blue of the sky, and feeling the
passing. breeze.' Second, ithappens that the time and the dptance of the
external world are both cancelled. Even, things which are near become very
distant, and those which are far, become near. The difference-of yesterday
and tomorrow is eliminated, effaced in such a way that sometimes a moment
seems an immeasurable span of time and sometimes a _century appears to.be a
thing which happened just yesterday. Third, in the tranquility of separation,
one finds greater leisure to attend to the out adornment of the bride of
poetry, in addition t6 mediation and study. There were.two periods of this
prison life: one spent in Montgomery, Prison, which was a timd of, weariness
and disgust with experience. Representatives of these two moods are_the
following poems: the first from Dast-i-saba, the. -second from Zindah namah:

9

,

Prison Evening_
(Zindan ki ek sham)

Night descends step by step
From the curving staircase of evening stars;
Thus the breeze passes by
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As if someone has spoken words af' love.
Homeless trees in the prison courtyard
Drooping, lost in making
Designs.upon the hem of the sky.

Upon the shoulder of the roof glows
The graceful hand of the kind moon;
The star river is dissolved into dust;
The Nile of the heavens dissolves into light; ,

Grey shadows in green corners
Fluttering as though
The wave of pain from separation from the beloved has settled

in the heart-

A thought continuously moves thr ugh my heart:
This moment makes life sweet;
Those who want to mingle til.sp0soo_ol_tyrauly will,not

sticeeed today7'or tomoirbwr
What if they.also put out
The candle of the bridal-chamber of union;

11
Let us 'see if they can extinguish the moon.

'0 City of Lights

(Ae roshniyoh ke shahr)

Pale, insigid noon drying upon the grass,
The poison of loneliness licking the walls,
Muddidd wavea, of dull pain, fall,
.16well like clumsy mist upon the far torzon.

Behind%the mist, the' city of ligh
(90'sm---6'City of lights.

VI-ho knows where your light-rcaddead

tamparts of separation stand on all s des
he wary troops of longing sit about t red;'
day'l worry,

0 city of lights.

Th- surge of desire may not retreat from the ight
Fo tune b 'riend your loved ones!

Tel t -m that when, tonight, they burn their lamps

4 eep the flames burning high.\

1

ahore Jail
ntgomery 1

March-15 Ap it 19541
12
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The period of Zindan rza,m ah was something of a muddle during which time
I lost my'newspaper job. I went to jail again. The period of martial, law
came and in suth an atmosphere, mental and otherwise, there appeared againa realization that one should close certain ,roads and seek some new avenues.Mirroring this 'Silence and waiting are the poems "Sham", [Evening] -and a few
couplets of an unfinished ghazaL, "Kab thahrega-dard ae dil kab rat basar
hogi" [0 heart., when will the spring subside and night end].13

TRANSLATORS' NOTES '
"0 .

---
This volume was published in 1943;,-thetitle has been variously trans-
lated as "Image of Complaint," ''lamentations," and "Remonstrances."

2- Hasrat Mohani = Syed Fazalul H , whose pen name was Hasrat, was.,born
in, 1875 in Mohan-_,' in -Unnao District, tar' Pradesh; not only was he oneof the major Urdu poets of the twentieth c- who wrote in the tra-
ditional ghazai style, .but was also an active .mem the Congress.He was the first delegate to more a resolution on behalf of com
independerice from Britain- The resolution was..defeated. For an arti-
cle dealing in part, with the poetry of Hasrat 'Mohani by Gail Minault,
see "Urdu Political Poetry During- the Khilafat Movement," Modern AaiStudies, which will appear in 1975. Hafiz Jallandhari = Mahmud Ha z,
was born --in 1900 in Jullundur, Punjab. His first ;evllection, of ghly
influentialpoebs, lia.ghmazar (Fields of Melody), appeared in 1,925.

.. During World War II he served as assistant director general crf the
Song Publicity Organization, Delhi, which used Urdu poets for writing

' anti-fascist propaganda, Akhtar Shirani = Muhamud Daud Khan, whose
pen name is Akhtar Shirani, was born in 1905 in the princely state of
Milk, Raj'putana, son of the noteePersianist Mahmud Khan .Shirani. He
e ited several magazines,most notable Hurnayuh (Imperial), Intixab
(S actions) and Xayahstan Land of Ideas) , He has pUblished a total
of ight volume's of poetry,_ which have been highly influential in that
they are love .poems-which depart radically in form and content from
traditional ghazaZ poetry Yaldaram = `Sajjad Haidar 6o-se-pen-ma
was Yaldaram, was born in 1880 and -dim in 1943; he"1ived in ,Turkey for
a number of years while -striving in'the diplomatic corps; after his re-
tirement; he served as registrarjoi 'Aligarh Muslim University; he .is
considered a romantic an,d something of an esthete; he adapted many
Turkish stories'and plays into Urdu, as well as wrote novels and
stories . , .

. 1
. -3 "Xuda vah vaqt nah tae" appears in translation,by Victor Kiernan-1n

---'-'-". Ppms by Faiz Alrriad Fai,z (Delhi: People's Publishing House, 1958Y, p.- , ,,,,--18, and in a slightly emended version 4.n Poems by Fai '(ton . ,George
Allen & 'Unwin, 1972), pp- 51-53. The reme:ining tw Faiz tions do _----?not, to our knowledge, exist in translation; th refore, we offer thew'-
here:
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'

My Love, Give Me Back YOur Love

My love, give me back your love.
The torch of your love still burns in my heart;, ..

The assembly of Life is a paridisefrom your presence;
My soul in its loneliness still remembers you; , ..

Longing is awake in every stirring of breath;-
'

-very coldrless moment awaits your coming.
.

GlAnces spread forth; the road is 'still embroidered With gold.
But how long will sad L fe bear these blows?
/tUfHow long 1011 it sacr ce itself on your emnity?
The sweetness sleeping in }tour voice will eventually
Find a place in the despOndent solitude-of my heart;
These eyest-iisty with an excess of tears,
tall'.forget.tHe'grandeur of-yourbeauty;
These liprWill call you, but will find no pleasure;
Songs shout love of you will dry up in my throat;
Lest.past memories by forgotten,
These old stories be lost in the waves `of sorrow,
Your appearance be washed away from the'folds of my heart,
Lent the bright candle of t'he love chamber suddenly be put out,
And the darkness of a strange world surround you,
My love, give me back your love.

r - ,
(Naqsh-i-faryad2.[Amritsar: Azad Book Depot, (1959)3, pp. .35-37.)

.>

Beneath the Stars
e .

Somewhere beneath the stars in the moonlight, spread about
A heart is still restless with swarming desire;
Red eyes overflow with the .drunkeness. of sleep;

Ambergris eyes.are dispersed on white countenance;
Youth flows from the root of every hair

/1
'Like the scent-flood tfloating 'from fresh flower petalsr
The color of the dre44116shines'bright2S7 in the moonlight;
The breeze humbly makes the scaff flutter;

.

tenderness exudes from the supple tall stature,
The coldr o, "Supplication appears from the coquettish manner;
Silent entreaties in sorrowful eyes,
Several dying prayers in the grief-stricken heart;
Somewhere ,beneath the moonlight spread ab-o4t
Someone's beauty Still waits;
Somewhere' in the garden populated by thought
There is a flower which is still unacquainted with spring.

(Navh-i-fdryadi, pp. 3"6-37.)

4. Persian proverb: "Muhabbat-i-Iiin shud," which suggests that an
enjoyable period h'ad come to an end.

5. Kausar and Tasnim: the rivers of Paradise,alluded to in the Koran.

6. Mahmuduzzafar (1908 - 1955), member of the royal family of Rampur; educated
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in British public schools, he took a..B. A. from'Oxfor'and he re-turned to India where he met Rashid Jahan (1905-195), daughter of
Shaikh Abdullah, champion of educatibn 'for' Muslim women and'follower
of Sir0Sred Ahmed Khan. Together wile Saj jail Zaheer and AhmedAli,,
thefyLpublished a number of highly controversial short stories in .thecollection called Angare (Emipers) in late 1931 or early 1932. This/group is looked upon as the'forerunner to the PrOgressi'Ve Movement in:.Urdu literature. Mahrauduzzafar was primarily a Communist Party.or-ganizer; his major piece of writing is the travelogue, Quest for Life,
(195/A, in which it,tells of his trip to Russia where he took his wifein order to seek,a cure for her cancer. Rashid Jahan published:her col-

, lection of short stories and radio plays in Aurat our digar afsane
(Women and-Other Stories),' in 1937. A gynecologist by,kof.e.41.42n,:;;,

is. considered bany. as The: firs1-1:1)itaam woman to ex::-press the sensibilities of th moderh woman in Urch0i,ct.ion, She" diedin Mosciw. and is buried there. A collection of -per heretofore unpub-
lished works and other stories is being prepared 'brher
Dr, Hamida Saiduzzafar (sister of Mahmucluzzafor) of- Aligarh, and is
expected' to appear in early .1975, An article' by Steven M. Poulos_ and
Carlo Coppola entitled Feminin Sensib ility and Marxist Ideology: TheCase of Rashid Jahan" will appea in a forthcothing JSAL edited by FritzBlackwell dealing with feminine sensibility and characterization *inSouth Asian literature.

-
7. Here Faiz- is paraphrasing a, couplet from Ghalib:

Main caman men kya gaya, goya dabistiin khul gaya
bulbulen sunkar mere nalah', ghazal xwan ho gain

(Mirze Asadullah Khan Gjlalib, Divan-i-ghalib [Collected Poems of Ghalib],ed. Ali Sardar Jafri [Bombay: Hindustan Bookt Trust, 1958],' p. 231)

The moment I went into the garden, it seemed as if a
school had openecl;--

The nightingales, hear_ing- my plaint, started singing ghazals,
8 Here Faiz is making ; gender distinction: m ri mahbub being feminine,

thus the speaker being a man; and mere mahb b being masculine, , thus the,
speaker being a woman.

-

9. This poem, appears in a translation by V tor' Kiernan in Poems by Faizi
Ahmad Faiz, p. 22 and in a sl ghtly em ded version in Poems by Faiz,
pp. 65 -67," ,10, Faiz is here quoting from one of s poemi entitled "Soc" (Thought)
from Naqs4r-i- faryadi , Sin it oes not .seem to appear in the various
sources tin translation, ent it here:

Why apt I not nap y?
Why do,-,1 remain silent?
Never story ;
I am .#1 right as
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What does it matter if.myheartfis sad?
The whole world- is sad;
This pain is neither yours nor mine;
O belayed, it belongs to all of us.

Even if you became mine,
The sorrows of the world would remain the same;
The nooses of sin and the bonds of tyranny
Will not be cut just by saying so.

or ;ow in every ape is fatal,
W so gAe4eLs;:,

,.....-... I A'
Weeping and anger

1.

Are,, in any case, ours -- ours.

4

e U1* "1". 1! ,111.;.%et

.,,

/ Why, shouldn't; we make the world's sorrow our ownf
And think of all the Plans afterwards,
And see,the dreams of comfort later
And'ponder,their interpretation?

Carefree, wealthy people --
How do they stay happy?
Let Lif distribute their comfort among rselves:
After all, they are also like we.

Agreed that the struggle is h d;

Heads will be broken, bloo' shed;
Sorrows too will be swept away in blood;
We may not live, but sorrow too will not survive.

pp. 71-72)

11. This poem appears in a translation by Victor Kiernan under the title
"A Prison Nightfaill in Poems by Eaiz Ahmad Faiz p. 64 and in a
slightly emended version in Poems by Faiz, pp. 9-91.

12. This poem appears in a translation by Victo rnan under the title
"Oh City of Many Light4" in Poems by Fai Ahmb Faiz,. 69 and in a
slightly emended version in Poems by Faiz, p 1-203. The places
an 4, dates of composition were. n given in the original essay, but
are printed at the end of the oem in Zindah namah.

13. The Poem "Sham" appears -a-t-ranslatton by Victor Kiernan in Poems
by Faiz, A. 227-28 . Another translation of this poem appearOn

'Eleven Poems and Ari Introduction by-Faiz Ahmad Faiz, trans. C. M. '

Naim and Carlo Coppola, Dialogue Calcutta, No. 19 (1971), ed. Pritish
Nandy, [p. 12]. The unfinished al Faiz alludes tb here is not,
to our knowledge, xranslated,0so we present it here: 4%

O ie'art, when will the spring subside and night end?
I had heard that she would come and that there should be dawn.

.P%
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When will the soul turn_to blood? When. will dt betoMA the
tear of a pearl?

'When, 0 tearful eye; ,will' you be heard?'

When Wil),-he flower season be f ragrant,'the\taverns stagger?
Whdn wi4 there be the dawn of.poetry, the night of glances?

There is neither preacher nor ascetic, neither counsellor
ikidt executioner;,

Now how will the friends spend their time in the city?

0 stature of the beloved, how long shall we wait?
When is Doomsday fixed?. You must know when!

(Dast:7i-tah-i-sartg, yJ 63.)

Decemb. 1959
6
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JSAL interviews

_

---FAIZ AHMED FAIZ
.

4

o.

Islamabad, Pakistan
September 1972

JSAL: Please say something about your family, background and early life,.
How was it that yoil came to be,a,writer? Tellids--about'your earliAt
lite/ary works? ;e1'

.

*

,

.
.Faiz: My feThe was an adventurer from aalkot. He was a self-educate

man and' he went to Afghanistan when AbdurRahMan was.king.1 Laterope --------
-left the-king's service andwent-tvEngland tostudy law and loin the
bar., He then returned to India. I was educated at Scotch Mission School
tn_Sialkot and later at -GoVernment.College, Lahore. There I had the'same, .

_----leacher as Iqbal, Syed Mir Hussain. -My family was originally from
Afghanistan, but mo, d to. Sialkot, which hadbecomee center of leawing
at that time.' °There ias a literary atmosphere inside and outside the

171131.

ece
n the,.4assics. I studied European literature

r ved Ehe.M.A. I also receivedan M.A.:. in
starte \writini just as'an incdination; there is: no
become awriter especially.

14
, - c

,

..

house. I. was brought
in Lahore for which I
Arabic literature. I

reason why one should

-.RA,

JSAL: What sorts of
ibed as a writer?.

affected you and your

. .

influence, both'Pakistani and Western, have.you
Arelthe-re any particular writers whose work have
individual artistic outlook? -,

./-' \ .." '

14\

A AW:C

Faiz: One began with the classics,.Persian contemporariest'and; of course
Igbala wham'one read .all the time. In the early ,days romantic themes
weredominant in poetry and thema breakthrough .eame. New forms, Tatterns,
themes.=- mainly political -- began to appear, Akhtar ShiKani was,t;

. responsible for liberating poetry'from its classical norms.2 He was more
influential in the Punjab. Later-on when I studied European' literature,
the nineteenth-century .romantics -- Shelley and Keats -- had an influence
on me. 4My particular study was on Browning. This was not until the
thirties.; inithe thirties social and political themes became more important
'than romantic ones. Because of the anti-fascist, movement and the ,politic 1
.situationtin one's own country, this development took place. Those whom
taken' an interest in include Spender, and MacNeice,of the English schwl,
and ocher European writers such as Gorky, as well as, the American utriters
of that,time --'Steinbeck, Dos Passos, etc.

.

The editors. wish to express their sincere thanks to Mr. Allen Jones of
Duke University for carrying out this interview on behal of JSAL. pr. Jones,
wishes Co have it noted that the text presented here is n t a word-f6r-word ..

transcription of the interview, but a reconstruction vf-tl -meetingtwith_Fait
baSed on extensive

.
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JSAL: ,How *would y
y,our- opinion: is the
Pakistan?-
1.

.45
44

,
characterizi yOur arti,sti;d outlook?' -,What,- in
unettoir.ofa Poe.'t yr writ-et in a..country 6uch as

'Pais: 'One's. 'oultok. is ibrm:ea' basically; f/31 the serge `ford freedom., not . ,.for oneself , bu 'for One a fellow beings..-71.ree-domcfrom opiSreision of .
'' :4 : '-

I all; kinds, from, 'exploit.atiOn.,- In, a:' douna3 isirch as lakistan;, the funCtion-
' of the poet is as\A recoaing,,instr..ument,of the dominant aspirations'' of the

people, Rf their dnffierings. and happin'es-§."
-7 4 , :tp . f., V

,. . . 8
1 4. '

4 ,, rJ SAL: It iS',rather difficult fot a. Writer to make his living by. his-' . \writ lug's-- in Pakistar.. Usually Ahiters alsd, work at another, profession. -
7Is this true in your case?. Do you foAsee that this situation will change
, and that a writer- Will be ableto live by the pale of his writings? ,-;

,,,, ' 1.
, .

. - , - , ,..* , ..%..i i kFaiz:. Yew, 1 have -4 en a.teacher,0 soldier, socielist; cultural" organiser
:and -so ,forth. Wrifeis can, live from the sale of their storks., only iri-- ! #affluent societies.- . 4 i \ Q, ,....._

.

, .., .. q

<L....._-`6-4.. l. C
.

-. : . 0, 1
JSAL: There has to'be a change in the 14rger sociai.context-before writers~
Wi.,11 be able tc support thpselves in Pakistatt..,so i_tems.

., <

.,
Feziz: Yes, that is true.

a JSAL: Urdu literature in the paSt several decades has bee,n very closely
involved with politkca and political issues. Do yOu fe,e1 that this is a
very healthy relation§hip? Were you ever involved in the so-called
progressive Movement or any other such group? , , .,

.
li.,i, . k . ' ,

A.. .
.ft f .._

A, -N

Faiz: There iS, art inevitable relationship between literature and politics,.
partickaarly, for .countries like ours. Involvement with progressivism means
getting^involyed with one's own*p ople. One became involved as soon as

_one became conscious of what twakhappening to. them.. If one was to be of
value, one had, to write on their behalf -- against political oppression, .

social injustice, etc.. One got involved iri order to experience this. .4
struggle more intensely. One got involved in the struggle as- well,..ag
articulated it.

)4
,

..-r-...t._
7.

-
. .. , .

JSAL: What is elevIcice of your work to;the life situation of the :'- , --

. .... ii"eop,le of Pakistan today? Do you have, any sort of message for people in
your ia'r-iting? '' .

. 4.,
-' 4

.
, 0.. , .

.
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'.
Relevance,, is better known to my 'people than

has gohe along with Whiiever problem arose. First;
tiont and independence that concerned' one. Secbild
a 'bet ter social ordep. Matever "the situation has
been different a't different times one has tried

4
0

4 . ,

- JSAL: D"ou write fbE.any particular reason? For your own satisf-action.?
Or for the instructionvof others?

. ''--, .s..
._,

perhaps to others. One:
it was English_d2mina7
it was the need to create
been -- and they have
to articulate them.

T

641

i see no 'difference --

betweenogriting for yourself- and- for others.

-

, ,A.

JSAL: How would, you!' catego.,41.-* youiselt.Tas 71a..ititer and bow would you. like
to be remembered in the histories of. Urdu lteratdre, to be written, hence?

;,1
, / _

. r
.

.
f1 4 z , z .: ± m not that way -- to be concerned that Way. While I'm 4wive, ,I try..

,to help my fellow. man. After Im dead,' that's" that. .

, .
.

.----.
.

.4. .

JSAL: What ,..is yOur.o.pinion ipf the. pres'ent state of Urdu literature?
k.,

. 44

.Fai: It is difficult .to say.. 'In Pakistan Urdu ins a ddElnant,language so,
,; , mote is ,being witted: But other languages 'haye -just begun to grow. All

.
°
2

.
,,, 14ngudges are-dynamic.

. - ' `e,. o s> -"=-1-'

' ...

4
I. %

G :.. W ' : . . j. .
:

JSAL:' Is there any distitttion between the Urdu literature. of Pakistan ad.).4 .

hat%of India? . '
... . 0.. i.

c
-..,

0 .f
\

.
. 4 1..

T. '\

.

.

. .----*------,--L1.------- -:.-----
'a .4",at-41- Yes,. there is a distinction ,in the scicial and political situation.

. They are ,involved inc, theirs' aid we are involved din, ours. Basically there
.

is much .difference.
. / ,

. ,.. .

.... :.-4 Q -
e

..!. JSAL: There seems to be a definiteshift in your pbetry. .Ia yoUrd, earlier.,,A :
... wOrks°yOu seem to 'have a considerable social; anck political- concern. In,

yotir 'latest poems, you'have much more of aispeisofial,-, individual visift in
your poetry?' Could yod exp1ain this change? Or is this simply'a MIS- .

reading of your poetry? :-.
. 1

.

: ,

, , .

ii. -.

(

. . ..
.

,

, Fdie: No, I have never differentiated the personai4nd ,the impersonal.
, .

., ..It depe nds -upon, tee' ergenck with which zop write,.. Sometimes you stress ' ,4,
.4 the s* ocial, _sometimes the personal. .My work is a mixture of both.'

- ,

o
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, .JSAL: You have alvoyo been very involved in politics and lator.unions.
DItyou feel that such associations have madetiyou a better .'poet? Do you
feel comfortably at all talking about your imprisonment,in the fifties?
If so, could you tell us about it? Isn't it ironic that after prison
you were awarded the 1961 Lenin Peace. Prize. Please tell us about your

4receiving this prize.
...

f''
r .

,_.i ---- r - IAFaiz: Yes, I do feel Ehat involvement with politics Iris made me a:better
poet., About my iikpriAbnme,nt --, I felt no inhibition about going to prison;. A
it..is not more unusual here .than elsewhere. Concerntng the prize, it came..,as a Surprise to me. I w not expecting it. .It was a pleasant surprise.

J.SAL: You have recently led a procession in -favor of Punjabi as a regional
language in 'Pakistan? Please -explain your thinking .on this issue.

. 11 I di,d not lead a procession, though I did sign a statement to 'give
Punjabi 'its' due place scheme Of things. .

EDITORS' NOTES

.,

1. ibdur Rahman Khan (1844-4.901), arnirAf Afghenistantfiom 1880 to 1901,
son of Afzal Khan and grandson of,,Os'EMohammed Khan, founder of thet
Mvhammedzai, .(OE- Barakzai) dynasty:, ,..t....

.

t:
: Far- a note on Akhtar Shiranf, see 13t i ..,

_ . ,. .

3. Faiz was awarded the 196.1 LeniA Pea Prize in 1962.. 'Among the other.°
winners. ,that year were Pablo Picasso, .whb won it for the second rime
(he -received -hie fl_is,t-i.in -1950; he also refused, this 41961 Ilwara);
Kam Nkrumah,, FreSideOt of Phana,Istvan Dobe President of Hungary,,
41 Olga Poblete de' Espinosa,, a,Chilean 'university 'professor and
attiVist in' peace and women's rights organizes -moons. Faiz was
presented his award of,.10,000 rubles an4 a gold metal'on 20 August
1962., His' acceptance speech on the' occasion of this aware is 'published
ad\ a foreworto the collection Dadt-i-tah-i-sang ,: 'p. 7-12: .:

,.
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. EX iMENTAL.ISM AND ITS IMPACT ON PUNJABI LITERATURE

.

.

The approach of%India's independence from-British rule generated a new

/ ./
,

.

. self-confidence and pride among Indians and, thus, gave a tremendOus impetus
to the growth of modern vernacular literatures. The impact was by far the
greatest on Punjabi. Fqr the .fiist time in its histOry, Punjabi came to be
recognizedas an important paKt of their cultural heritage by a large percentage
of the "educated" Punjabis. Itbegan to receive its due place in the
,educatiOnal curriculum, the government administratiye work, -as the language
of the-press, and as a literary medium. Vtith-this chahge in the status of
Punjabi, that rapid expansion of education, the Punjabi readership increased
manifold. 'Keeping. pace with this increase, Punjabi writing also began to

.

'--, .. proliferate. Already established writers became many times more productive
thanbefore and scores of new, younger writers appeared on the scene. The
Punjabi worldof letters -Was transformed.

Like itsbulk,..dlitibemes of Punjabi;'as of the rest of Indian literature,
were also- profoundly affectipd by independence. Theywerg born of the hopes,
opportunities and the challenges' that independence.brought. The content of
literature began to center on social d economic advancement. Now that India
was to he politically ftee, ft was exp ed that its- people: should achieve a*
I-Lapp)! existence free from the social d economic disadvantages which had
hithefto made and were still making the lives-of most-,Indians very miserabiLe.
But soon it began to be realized that.the situation did not seem to 1e
improving or, at any rate, the pace of improvement'was not satisfactory. Many
felt that the conditions were actually deter.iorating.' Independence had been
'beneficial to a select feta, the few who fofmed the upper segment'of society.

.Thy prospered e4 the expense of the lower 51aSses. The'prevailing soci1.1-. ,,,'
economic system kept, the lowerclasses enslaved. for exploitation by..the,upper:
It was, .therefore,'netessary'that this system be 'abolished, and replaced by

'6, one in whith there,would be no more exploitation 'and all men and women shall
,,, be equal, free, mateiially well-provided and happy.'. Among the various me4As ,

- advocated for the achievement of this goa4_ the one that became most_prominent
'Was Socialism. The success story of. Russian Socialism 'Ioo d large in the.,

-mind-of manyan Indian and-became an example to be emulate . Most of the
leading'wr±ters of Punjabi, such as Sant Singh Sekhon, Sjijan Singh, Bawa

.4 Balwant, Mohan Singh, Amrita Pritam, Surindar Singh Narula, and Balwantdargi,
were attracted. to the idea of a classless society as envisioned by Marx and

... as, in their belief, was being realized in Russia. 7iekhon studied- Marxism
with some thoroughness and developed a fairly elaborate theory of literature
based on Marx's dialectical materialism. -Most other writers saw the historical,
implications' of Marxism/xly vaguely, still derived inspiration from it

. and pointed out the need A well as the avitability--Of the coming emancipa-
tion of the masses En:1m 'capitalisi. ThisThus c ystallieed the phase of writing
known as pragtivad or "progressivism."

. ,

Surjit S. Dulai

(

0

rte s
.

0
*This is a revieig ,article on Pritam Singh, ed. Th4 Voices Of Dissent (Jullundur:
Seema, 1972)03 pp. and Jasbir Singh-AhlUwalia, Punjabi.Literature in

Perspective

(A Marxist Approach) (Ludhiana: Kalyaill; N.D.) , OA
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Most'early progfessive writers firstexperienced the frustratibn and
stiffering*of,human existence in theix own persona. lives. Only after this
pershal.experience did they begin to 'relate their.private,suffering to
the social-econbmic.reality and see it as part of tfie common predicament of
the masses.. In delineating this predicament, instead of a direct presentation
of reality,,they generally suggested it by using the traditional symbols
of the tragedy of love. In poetry, the leading writers of this phase were"
Mohan Singh and Amrita Pritam. They wrote of the failure andimpossibility
of love.in the prevailing order and of the creation of a new order for_its
fulfillment. They did so in a style which often made use o the traditional
poetic manner in imagery, diction, allusions, etc. Thus both the thematic
and stylistic elements in their poetry had the effect of abstracting reality.
But since their Personal experience waS intense, and their thematic-selection
rooted deeply in a trEdition still alive and their language and allusions
sophisticated and charged with rich associations, this abstraction was no
disadvantage but rather a means by which reality became sublimated and
beautifully enshrined in art. Amrita and Mohan Singh havewritten some of
the. finest lyric poetry of this century.

But: as progressive poetry became fashionable, in the hands of less
4ophisticated hands and poetstof little significant experience, this same

.proces's of abstraction became a diVorce from reality. Poetry became e'formula
full of empty rhetoric and sentimentality having no relation with the real,
world. But since it vehemently prOtested a commiAent.to the people's cause,
it had became a holy cow. and its cult all-pervasive and rigid.

The literary atmosphere so, created began to be oppressive for sensitive
writers'-and lovers of literature. Towards the end of 1950's, some young/.
poets started to rebel against,this situation. To begin with; it Seems,
they simply craved to be free frdm the dead monotony aid emptiness of the
prevalent feshion ih writing. They were, ,desperate for a.change, nb matter of
what kind; even if it took theformcbfindurgence in absurd literary antics.
So they cast about, sometimes qu'ite haphazardly, for new subjects-and new
modes of expression, experimenting, thus to explore new possibilities for .

poetry. Theif efforts developed into a movement known as theExperimental
"(pra?ogshil) movement which rapidly gathered strength and has, during the last
decade developed into "New Writing" and profoundly influenced Contemporary
Punjabi lit.erature,-expecially poetry.

, The Experimentalists' quest for innovation per se soon developed into "a
concern for writing genuinely significant-poetry. They began to examine the
nature of poetry in the'light of a knowledge of its theory and practice with
special reference to the major developments in the West during the twentieth
century. It became their belief that to be significant, literature of any
period must capture the contemporary reality and human242g4Ience. The
reality. of today's world and Man<ls experience of it aJE uniquely different
from those at any time in the past. The delineation of this reality and its
experi6nce in poetry requires forms of expression uniquelyi/suited to them.
To be able to grasp them faithfully and depict them in apt forms, a poet

A
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must be naturally endowed with or develop a "modern sensibility." The,
Experimentalists alleged that much of the.

4current Punjabi writing suffered
from d"sensibility gap" and was, therefore, out of touch with reality and
amounted to little more than futile, though mannerized, verbal gymnatics and
pretentious "attitudinization." Sometimes it might serve as political
propaganda; literature it was not.

As the .Experimentalistst' ideas about literature evolved fu'rther and
began to take theiform of an elaborate theory, somewhat ironically, they
found its basis in the same Marxist ideoldgy which the Progressives had,
vaguely or definitely, subscribed to. rt was their claim that the Progressives
had either altogether failed to interpret and apply Marxism correctly in their
writing or their interpretation had no validity for the current situation.
Almost all the major Experimentalists theorized and wrote about literature,
but their most systematic theoretician has been Japir Singh Ahldwalia.
Though the first writer to publish a book of Experimental poems was Sukhpalvir-
Singh Hasrat, Ahluwalia emetged as the leader of the movement.1 In comparison
with the prolific output of some other Exggrimentalists, such as Hasrat dnd- .-
Ravinder Ravi, the amount of his writing in verse is small. But he has Written
a, number of books on Experimentalism and New Writing fully expounding its ,

rationale and guiding the movement. His poetry too embodies the characteristic
features of Experimentalism more completely and is written with greater
sophistication and depth of perception than other Experimentalists. Because
of all this he not only towers above them all but has come to occupy, an
important place in Punjabi literature as a whole. Under his tutelage, the ,

Experimental writing grew into a major literary movement and gave a new vigor
and direction to Punjabi, literature. Because of the wo0( of the Experimentalists,
-Punjabi literature has entered a new phase; a phase in which the dominant con-
°cern is for a true perception and honest portrayal of reality free from all
preconceived assumptions no matter how popular or sacrosanct. There is in the
air a new determination to grasp the nature and function of literature clearly
once again as it happens in the history of any literature from time to time
after periods of decline and confusion: The world of Punjabi writing is
charged with certainty and self- confidence. Gone,- or. almost one,.is'the tepid,
repetitiousness of the fag-end of progressivism. Gone also is the tentative-
ness of the early-days of Experimentalism. There is little that is experi-
mental about Punjabi literature today except to the extent that all good
writing .is a process of continuous discovery. Experimentalism as a movement
came to an end in the mid-sixties, exactly when it had reached its peak. That
is how it should have been. The movement was a catalyst in the stream of
Punjabi literature and after it had served its function, it sub rged into the
stream and transformed it. It is quite fitting that the most rec t book by v
Ahluwalia is P:471,-fabi Literature in Perspective: (A Narxist ilpproach), The book
undoubtedly reflects the bias of the author's point of view, but it is no mere
polemic but a serious work'of wide scope.* Here Ahluwalia,develops a systematic
philosophical-historical view of Punjabi reap.ty and. literature as a whole.
His focus is on the nature of the contemporary experience and its bearing on
the current writing, but he sees the present situatiori in the wider context
of history. Important as the book is in its immediate context for providing an

6'
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insight into the present literary scene and for givingtdirection to it, it is r
also very likely to be of endurkKi significance for its perspective on the
entire career of Punjabi literature. As such it ,is very-worthy7of the attention
of all.serious students of Punjabi. But as the thinking in the bobk largely
evolved from the author's involvement with the Experimental movement and as
one may say, that with this book the movement comes full circlel rejoining the
current where it had left and thus deepening it, it is also necessary to sample
some representative specimens of writing from the Experimentalists and other
writers influenced by the atmosphere created by their movement. A recent
anthology of poems in English traslation, The Voices, of Dissent by Pritam Singh
seems very convenient and ;suitable for the purpose. The-anthology, and
Ahluwalia's critical work as well, also deserve our attention as contributi
to the English studies of Punjabi literature. Letus, therefore, turn to an
examination of The Voices of Dissent followed by a review-of Ahluwalia's boqk.

Though The'Voices of Dissent is a very welcome work because so-far, there
has been very little translation from Punjabi into English, yet it,hak to be
admitted that the book suffers from several weaknesses. These must b4L4oticed
riot to belittle its importance Ktito. suggest how this dr future work along
similar lines could be made most useful. For Many of its shortcomings, one
can "--drdly blame translator, because they are not so much his own fault
as the handicaps of nis situation. As there has been very little work
translation from Punjabi, many kinds of information and stylistic featfires'
normally considered essential in an anthology of this kind seem)mknown to him.
There is ro systematic biobiekiographical information aboutth-e- poets included
in the co'lection. 'There is no reference to the original titles apd. context
of the selections. And nowhere does the translator give,a full bibliographical
citation of the publications mentioned in the text. All this seriously limits
the usefulness of the book for e'serious student.

The commentary is riddled sometimes wftehackheyed and-sometimes with quaint
expressions. There are 'Senterwes like this: "It (poetry) is no longer confined
to ditties of a love lorn lass or lyrics of a jilted heart"and "He makes use of
his Pegasus wings, which were long clipped by the scissors of hard realities. . .

He can overcome his frustration by pressing intd, service his analytical
faculty" and so on.2 But this is to be attributed largely to the inaderfteees
of the teaching of English in India and the consequent ack of real understand2
ing of English 1.e.Rguage and literature. That alsrp, the reason for his general
naivette and all too frequent indulgence in hyperole. Still these are problems
which must be overcome,by an Indian wanting to write in English. And Pritam
Singh seems quite capable of writing effectively when he is not obsessed by
literary catchwords and phrases or striving for effects too deliberately. His
_writing is best when his main concern is to state precisely what he knows
clearly and feels_strongly about it. Then, indeed, he writes clearly and with
feeling.

There is only one Weakness in his criticism that seems inexcusable. That
is the heavy - handed manner in which he passes adverse judgement on 'a poet when
his writing ..es not seem to fit his (the critic's) view of poetry. He tends
to be nverly4-Nd in ideas about poetry addwants.to put all poets in a strait-
jacket. At times e even notices g hint of factional bias.

- .
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\,But, it is perhaps a tIeasure of the essential merit of the book t at, in
spi e of all these failings it remains a very valuable anthology for an English
read r. Its usefulness by ar outweights its deficiencies. Though bri f, the
book gives a fair idea of th'- recent developments in Punjabi poetry and conveys
effectively some of its actu 1 flavOr. Besides being an upcoming critic, Pritam
Singh is a poet in/Kis/own ri ht. He has, therefore, a good grasp of th
contemporary literary scene. Except for an awkward line here and there, \and
the occasional labored use df hyme, the translations themselves are fairly
effect elld faithful to the riginals. Despite the editorics bias, one gets

. an a Air,tte impression of each )oet's writing.

The anthology includes sel
Sohan Singh Msha, Jagtar,.Ravi
and Pritam Singh himself. Hasr
was the first to write a book c

sented the new trend."3 He thu
movement against Pr@gessivism.

"It must be bor
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growing and consoli
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,inevitably engend
withdraw-irom the
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tions from seven poets, Jasbir.Singh Ahluwalia;
er Ravi, Ajaib Kemal, Sukhpal Vir Singh Hasrat,
, the most prolific of the Experimental poets,
taining "a large number of poems which repre-,--:-

'came to be considered, the originator of the\
The Russian critic of Punjabi literature wr4es:

e in mind, however, that Punjabi litera-
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the writer's re onsibility to:himself..al-One. Writ rs follow-
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spring up that advo e, apolitical attitudesr--and dnfine

ing these tr e .indifferent" tithe people and their
problem , aiming that the writers'-sole task is perfection
off() . Among these tendings, that of Paryogvad (ttperimenta-

should be singled out. t first appeared literature
.,11 Hindi', under the influ

°
of West European nd AMerige

decadent tendencies.- - 0010$adherents considee"6 t the esseTh,
. of creative wr-4-ti ies in formal experimentation, they, stress

the purely pe. ',nal, even individualistic nature of the crea-
tive pro s, denying the existence of humanism and social
significance'in literature. Despite the support of reactionary
forces both inside and outside the country, this trend holds
little sway in Punjabi Literature. The. first book of poetry
that may be referred to Prayogvad appeared-in 1059. It is a
collection of verses by Sukhpal Vir Singh Hasrat, Hayati De
Some (Sources of Life)."4

I

Hasrat himself started writing as a Progressive romantic and sang of the fast
approaching millenium in hii'early poetry:

."A murder of one desire kindles fresh ho
And a spark of life comes dancing.,

ti
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The monsoon clouds shroud the barren
night of the waste land.

Awake! Ye oarmen of the life -boat, awake!
rain soaked winds are on the march

A night is passing 5

'Tut soon he was isillusioned." Reality was different from "what had been
paited before is eyes by the romanticism of the progressive tradition

.

humanity was still far away from iis destination."

". . . revo Lions Have swallowed up
thousand's of Sinais ,

Still the earth belongs not to us. , _

Life's longing lies deSo te.

,

* Thus shedding the false assumptions af-the fad that Progressivism had
become, Hasiat beganrto look iea,l/ty in the face. As a result, his-poetry
acquired a wide range andnariety. ,It began to reflect his awareness of,many
salient aspects of the contemporary sitivation. The most characteristic fea-
ture of his poetfy seems to be a concern for the human quality" in life, a
concern which expresSes itself in the quest for profundity and meaning from,
the human standpoint, genuinely human relationships and forhumarkeness.
But he finds that the o of Such human significance, of human touch, is
the.essential quality f modern experience.

"A sip of coffee, a kiss of your lips
The ring of the telephone, smells of promise",

The patter of feet-carries in the laughter of clinging.

A small piece of cloth
Is still slipping off the nude body,
The hotel room is very well decorated,
This is the time for flowers to bloom in the.sarderi.
Let us walk arm in arm for a whileA
After n the curfeW7time starts."

People try'to hide the callous soulle ss 0 their lives with various tricks.
See, for example, the "tendeeMis Tanija:ir

If she finds a child in tatters,
Getting down from her limousilie,
With eyes full of tears
She slips a silver in his hand,
And feels relieved.

I

Embracing her boy friend
Heaving a cold sigh
Remarks

'Honey, look what a poor little thing!'

1.4 '7
4
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The central feeling,in/He'srat's poetry still seems to be the same as
inspired him in his pre-Experimental days. And it is this feeling which gives
strength to his writing;,,

t /

Aimless beauty is a mere desolation
Goal-less love is a mere distress'
A random art'is a lifeless song
Youth is never lain of shadows
I side with the down-trodden. 10

//7

There is thus a,conninuity in his development-and not,a clear break from the
past. This appears to be the reason why he "has, won wide acclaim from the
critics and poetsof the old_pneration" and -not because ofany-back-treadig-.

,as suspected by Pritam s'ingh.11

'Ravinder Ravi is another prolific writer of the New Wave. He has been
,keenly aware of the problems of the present situation almost front the very
beginning of his writing career. The strength of his poetry seems to come'from,
4 "robust outlook on,lfe," a desire to live life fully. But, like Hasrat,

Akre sees that the pattern of existence today saps the joy of living:

,,'Today again
Just before my heart
Life and death shook hands with one another-7
Like the thugs

Who 'smile attheir.bwn share of booty.
12/

The deadening nature of the dull, mechanical round Of daily life is the predomin-
ant theme of Ravi', poetry. People are so completely caught in a lifeless
routine that they have no time or feeling left fbr what is-truly significant:

.Every day

The sun wakes me 'up from my bed
I wash my face
With its rays
Take m, breakfast
And then start
My journey of the day

Sun is stable
But this-damned earth

13
Spins round and round.

.s.

Nan 4s lost and left alone in this meaningless flux of existence. Noone
seems to be really interested in others. No one seems to recognize another's
worth as a human being.

My eyes were focussed
At the crushed corpse of a dog
And its bloody trail
Whose last and frightful scream

1., 4o



Was suppressed under the sharp
screech of the brakes.

After the accident
We both,
One saved
And the other killed in the.accidento
Achieved an identity o&our own
Separate from the m6.14

People are not only separated from one another, they,.are also divorced from
their on serves, seeing their "destination" in things extraneous and not
realizing the intrinsic worth of their real selves:

_

Every wayfarer is
Fixing his goal,
By counting the footsteps
Of his fellow traveller.

o

9
. My destination '

Divided in these foot-steps,
Is running astray, 5

4

Ravi's poetry 'thus probes the immediate reality of the day to day exist
ences' His \imagery if often fresh and'effective. See, for example:

/ %Re, nursed a skylark in his frame
fEveryday in the mirror
He viewed its face
It struck its beak against the mirror
And fell unconscious.16

Generally,'Ravi's imagery and subjects of his poems are derived from the
reality of the modern urban-technological culture, as the title of one of his
books,, Hart transplant ton bad (After the Heart Transplant)17 indicates. A
writer particularly concerned with capturing'in_his poetry the atmosphere of
the technological age is Ajaib Kemal. He too, has produced a number of books
of poetry in quick succession. The title of his Manukh to khil& (Void and
the Man)18 seems typical of his work. He "deals with spiritual poverty and
matetial affluence of the modern man in the\atoMfd*age:"19 /

'Sputniks are creating
A halo of light
Around his face.
But where is the face?
Where are the eyes
Of the man
Who'has conquered
Earth and moon?
Without face, eyes
And other limbs
The unfinished portrait
Is hanging on the easel.

20

c
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J.
Material; technological advance instead of enhancing the human quality in life
is a source of its,negation. So istthe hold of convention. But the poet is
in revolt against dthis situation. 4e is fired with the desire to see the
modern man become a complete man and is agloia with the self-confidence for
such completion for himself:

I have my own/eyes
o My own ears

My' own tongue

And a blazing voice.
In whichAust bin --

You would toss them?
Tying my hands-and feet
The crater of a dumb volcano-:
You have reservethas my seat.
But I am aware,'

When and,inwhat manner
I would erupt,21,

Such-passion and certainty arEPthe sustaining notes of

hOt:4.

his poetry.

Prita ngh's own poetry in the anthology depicts the stony indifference
tha finds to be the characteristic quality of life around him. Nothing
seems to shake the all-pervading apathy. Pritam Singh cap be quite effective
in conveying,the sense of depiivation and pain caused by this situation:

Bored,with,the colourless life
I had simply - opened my eyes
And, cast a furtive glance.
A 4teb in the Back
And my heart was punctured by a

He works mainly4by using 'contrast,- placing
of a proposition:

This darkness at noon
This town
This country
This jungle
Look worth living
When glow worms appear.

lance.
22

/ .

-.."
A , t

side by side the extreme opposites

/

. .. -

Mythological allusion worked into such contrasts is an interesting and a
favorite device in his poetry. He derives these allusions from Hinduism,,,

-Islam and Christianity.' His allusion to Jesus as the imaga Of humanity and
suffering is not far fetched in itself because reference. to Jesus has long
been a common practice in modern Urdu poetry which' fofms an essential part
of the Pun3abi heritage. However, the manner in which this reference is
used appears to be derived, thoughnot merely copied,from the example of
English, almost certainly T. S. Eliot's, poetry. This too is justifiable,

15\O
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even commendable. For if T. S. Eliot can benefit from using his knowledge of
Indian literature, sb much more can anIndian from using hig-acquaintance"
with English _poetry, because, after all the English influence on-India has
been by far greater than,that of India on England. Such borrowing is all
the more legitimate when Prithm Singh's conscious pui:pose, in the anthology
as yin his own poetry, is to bring Punjabi poetry eo tki-leve4-ef modern

o We'stern poetry. It must, however, be pointed out that, to be suceefully
, assimilated, borrowing_ in literature must be such that it blends with the

coMinon experienCe othe receiving culture. Now, the idea of suffering and
humanity of Jesus in an,absttact Torm does blend with,the contemporary Indian
experience :because suffering; and the' quest for humanity are its prominent

--Eeatures,,,but the images stith as the sepulchre and the stones as used by
Pritam Singh have little basis in the.general.Indian reality. So they tend
'to be arbitrary synlbols discofdant wkti the very reality the Experimentalists
set out to.represent.falthfully.

iter of borrowing is perhaps. the most impOrtant thing. to be
Considered in' ':work of the doyen of Experimentalisd, Jasbir Ahluyalia. He

)

has studied modern Kest,..rn literature with some seriousness ana_tas assimilated
Ln'his work many technique 's well aff ideas derived from Western poetry.. But

- these are not artificially impo d on the'native experience but so joined with
it that they begin,tO derive their ife Theyi4re somewhat like an
imported breed raised on,indigenous so , or even crossed with the local
stock,. Or to make a,closer analogy, the borrowing is like bringing in a camera
along with the know-how of photography and-asense of the choice of ,subjects
where none of these existed before, but the,life of the pictures as that of
their subjects, is not-1n the camera or,in the art of photography a uch but
in the reality'of their background.. It is in this original manner than
Ahluwalli:has helped. transform the idiom and content of Punjabi poetry and
-brought 1.1 face to face with contemporary reality.

Ahluwaiiaais a crusader for contemporaneit unjabi literature.: ,Faced
with the stron hold of cbstom'and conventi which keep writing insulated from
and out of touch.with reality, he makes pk.of breaking the hold of dead
habit a primary aim of hiss writing. e dedication of his I(ur raja kur parja
(False Kips Talge,Subjecte), not mentioned in The Voices of Dissent, reads:

,4.
f

tk ray of light has /f rom somewhere

Suddenly flickeied
Into the mind'd dark rulins
To rouse again the thoughts

'24
That lie like sleeping shades.

o Often be uses shock and absurd -statement to arousea,new perspective,
6

.Why: should I not write

tTwo plus two is equal to three
n make my mind free
F om the'spq11 of these symbols?2'.

I.

O

15 1
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BUt his most delightful iod is one of Us'ng conventional beliefs, ideas,
images, allusions to mytholo: etc. in such : manner as to expose the confin-
ing emptiness of conventional atti s. We qu e again-from a poem not
mentioned in The Voices:

, ,

Staying.within this Lachhman line --
line that you yourself have drawn --

Stays within this empty state,
A cipher t remains a cipher.

'Staying within this Lachhman line
The Ravan that you fear my come
That Ravan is of paper made
That Ravan may now never come..

Staying within this Lachhman line
The Ram whose workship is your life
That Ram may also never come.
Come, step without the Lachhman line
Come, step without the vacuous state
Come, Step into the instant now.26

. ,

Ahluwalia has adopted here a p acti ge of soma modern We ers, the prio.--
tice, that is, of'using ttaditi n a d past literature to s- urposesin their compositions. His adop n of this technique is not 'itation
but very sensitive and endowed with originality. References to es
from the Ramayana, because of these figures, being a very well-known
the living reality of the common Indian experience,. are, charged with ri
assoications. To these the poet Adds suggestions of his ownrdevising at t
same time giving the resulting'multi-layered structure of his imagery a twist
that conveys his message with ,powerful, impact.. tat us take, for example,

) the image of Ravan. As the evil deMon Ding, the abductor of Sita, and as a
giant-size effigy of gaper set up during the festival of Ramli7a,27 Ravan is
known to all Indians. The poet now suggests that Ravan isfOn1y paper thus
implying the essential non-reality of his existence and also reminding one, ,,,
though without saying,it, that the paper effigy is burnt every ear. The .

. reference to paper also suggests its association wish writing; thu king
Ravan,a demon embodying the literary convention whose fear keeps Sita,
unobserving writer bound in meaninglessness.

The poem iS'-thus a comment not only on the. state ofcottemporary Punjabi
, writing but on The contemporary Punjabi Experience as a whole.' Like other

Experimentalists, Ahauwalia,Ialso finds the general apathy and themechanical
quality of life to be the most prominent features of contemporary existence.
Life is a soulless ri al,,not because the ritual itself has any''Sacred value'
but simply of the .dless inertia of custom:

4

My"love

At the time of our last adieu
Bring a phial of glycerine.
By God
We cannot rely
On the performance of our eyes.
Right from the first round
Our love was tradition-bound. 28
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The danger in poetry too consciously conceived 2.ik'e Ahluwilia's is tha.N .'
it tight become a set of merely mental observationslnd, becauee of a concern
for-depicting cone porary reality accurately, it might becomes-a q6nglomera-

cs-tion_of triv41,-oft ugly, facts *observed by the poet. The intellectual
1

\

element in,Ahl wal ;poetry-is certainly very high but, generally,_ it 4.s not \---
the only eleme t or hat etands apart from...other elementsand.thusproy.,
ingAisruptive. It ua deepens into A philosophical attitude and'therges, \.

with the emotio al an elements in the poet's experience, ail' these
elements liecomin ifused .y the force of ,hIs sengiSiliEY,. The poet's,
treatment, his imagery, d d choice of\subje t, are such that though'

, thepoemi,bou it is not. -

4".

-the

Partly because of the -o

because of the created
Experimental circle were,also strb
c-offt-156561i-eality-than they had' do
Misha. LiksHisrat, he outgrewhis\earl

eality treated betriy

experience, but;.;

talism, ma poe
AD take a.closer
One such_poe So

r enthus asm for soci sm,-bu
unlike the,tiper,intintaiists, hi has not yet found a sail-He:ataxy nswer to.

\

the problems of hiOituatio has ,becoMe intensely aware of: the formidable
character of theYeproblete a-1 of directlon>in confrontation with

rgely, it seems,
outside the
ok at the P

Singh

lk)w....p4tch is the.ni

All lampi-4reatteed-

Bur for -the lamp_

riot t-a single' shaft- bflig

veil,of darkne,
pierce§ through this

his crossingcrossing.But for the poor lamp post of-
How pitch dark is the night?,

Is there any ember left in the cc4nerbf a heart
Who knows the- secret? - ,

Feelinge are dead.
Consciousness has fallen into'deep slumber,
Cold and dark night is on all sides,
ow diffiCult it'is to leavesthe crossroads.

But,. in spitie,of the'all.-engulfing gloom an4 his recurring. pessimis
-

would not give up: .

Alt*.

.

Let me again knockat some door
o, Let there by no -hope,

But the struggle must 'continue,:
30

Pritam Singh -finds this "ambivalence" of Mishals_poetry_somewhat diptu Ving,
- , ...-

`but, actually, may be the surest indication of the poet!sjhonesty. bd.; ', \

honesty has been'the chief (limiest of the Experimentalists. As to Misha's .. '

-..
, .quest for some faith 1-14,ch too Pritam Singh considers a,weakness, it may be

\ . ,
pointed out that it may ilo necessarily be an escape but part of a confrontation

--------:.

\
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with reality, a search for an answer.based on genuine understanding.: isritam,
Singh also mistrusts what_appeare to be Misha'a sense ofneed,for poetic
inspiration as a search fOr a "short cut" to reality.: Bist thOugN poetry
may not be-a "crow flight",a flight it certainly is. Without:transport,
poetry.rs not poetry. And this quality in poetry comes by inspiration:

I am a.cologrles1 piece of glass
jiith sharp
suddenly

A ray of sun light---
on my body.

Immediately,
A- rainbow was born,

31A wonderful feast of colours.

. 0

A more eminent poet whose poetry has become'colored by the°Experimental
influence is Jutax. Even before this influence, the strong romanticism of
'his earlier' days had begun to come to terms with the tragiczreality of life.

.

It seems, however,*that it was the4xperimental emphasis on'the here and .-1,,now -ehat hcelped td bring his poetry close to day, to day reality. tut this , ,

'------ has in no way reduced the sublimity of his whiting.' On the contrary, it.-,---

has ehh4nced the earthy touch that'wai already, there and madeit glow Iiith
the light of his vision better than ever. tesides being a master' craftsman,
a'wielder of the sure line, phrase, word dndsoUnd Which enshrine'the meanest

Ar,..fhings:of-the world into the, beautiful World of finis poetry, h8 is alSo a true
visionary, perhalts the only'one among all Ole living Punjabi poets,,seeing
the -face of beauty gleam thraugh' the yeil of humblest things. That is'why
his poetry can be eheer'endhentm&rit. Says pritam Singh:

4

"Reading thoughJo,is poems is an elevating experience.
.

Bouchardon; the'dculptOr, once exclaimed, 'when I. read Homer,
I leellas if 1, were 20 feet high.' His poems also lift a
man m the atmosphere ordespair and despondency and he
sta?ti g ing with a zest for life. -14hile reading a few .

ofhis lines, sensitive mind feels for a moment as if,
he would-zoom in .the air. It j8 no mean ,achieveMent for

.-
.

..

A rather left-handed6'6m iment.. J 's is becausePritam Singh finds Jagtar's
quest and perception of beaut uspect, an evasion of reality, a somewhat
'futile day-dreaming, hoping, against 0Re. But nourished ;on Urd6 poetry,
Jagtar knows that poetry is not poetry Un less it plucks the mystery lying
at the heart of things and once that mystery is seen it -can be nothing but
beauty itself. -When the, !),,ystery unfolds-, tragedy, suffering, i omi y as ,.
well as the surface innocence and 'beauty of things all erge i to it.

. There is ho uglinesa left, no apprehension. All i joy a beauty. It is
!this secret which Jagtar has wrested from reali that ena leS7tdm to stand,
firmly in the mids& of general ruin dnd-oppre ion and si of hope and
beauty in clear, unfaltering notes. To some- 'tent this has been

,

r. A
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.

. bequeathed to him by tradition. He is'a truetraditionist become fully' modern
largely under the impact f Experimentalist- That perhaps is one of the
greatest contributions'oY Experimentalism. For of all Pupjabl.poets living
today Jagtaris,poetry.is most likely4o-endure. In his poetry one finds
the permanent and contemporary, the un±yersal and the particular, the, inner
aq'the outer, the one and the=many, the old and the new all fused into one..

His almost mystic communion with reality gives to his poems a unity -,:

truthfulness_ that- often shine'thr.qugh with undiminished force even in transla-
- tiop. A few- examples will suffice. Here is a description of,nature:

3
a

-For' a sense of mystery and nnocence, see.:
.

m

,, There is a'downpour of snowflakes
Even the lantern of is'dead

....

HuManhat;itans, . .
,

Fields s-and- meandering paths,

Are all - shrouded -,in Misd.
.

The trees;
-,Whcflenjoyed the nude sensuous limbs
Of the moonlight for the whole night,
Stand foisilized, -

.

Due to venomous stings of the morning breeze.

Says my tiny tot
Sun springs ftm the flower pot.

----My, daughter dtclares. with a drdm

the Sun rises in the Eas.L,
Trivet my eyes
On the flowers and the dower vasec.
And my children's face

And surmise- - -
.

From where does the sun rise:
34

33

ast of all for absolute certainty and communion with truth: -

Throdgh chinks of the shut' door.

He saw in the courtyard:
Many doloured flowers were laughing
In the sun, scattering fragrance.

Their perfume; like Wind and revolt.
-,Shall not faint nor die -- never!
11* instant he understood
His face lit,with joy: ,

On the other wall
He Wrote again:

p

My eyes, brain, lips, 1not7sever
"Their bond with ' e world.

t
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Entering through the doodr chinks
Moonlight. walks With meTfearlessly.
At 'daybreak

Not 'caring for the watchman' s gun
Nor the eclat ter. of his hob=naileeshdes
The chirping of the unseen bird
Announces: '
The night is over.

. ,
-

. . ,

, ... . .
.

Experimentalism has also had' the effect, intensifying redid* thli' work. .

-,'
.

., ,of Haribhajan Singh, another major poet of the,,post7Mohap Singli-;Amri,ta pr' tam
..-

. generation outside the Experimsntk circle. thisAeaves only ,one. "ving'prominent poet of this . generation r= Jaswant!i'Silagh .Neki, arlmost untohche
y.:. the ..

-New Poets' concern 'for contemporaneity ..-1.esq--150etrOakiing dins \hecOme all-
ervasive, Ahluwalia's PlinjaKtLitercituW in Trspec'ti,I)e, rounds out a.l.).0 ; .1,:.. .,.pr ides: a systematic summation of .-its alOnalel ::-The rationale is', based' on i
view\of Marxism different from ehe earlier;';'"Ottioddx", itterpretation, on winch
the th Ory and p actice of pragtivad were b.g63: "QythOdox'!..or !'ClaStiealR
Iprxis 'saw in the stialeptical. historical. PiOcieS,,p6Sited 'by Mark an&Engels,
a mec anis tic dualism-of categories , * relatioAship.between ."mindl' a7nd "mat ter!' k .in whi -ch, as categories of reality ,..th'ey were,: t'mhtualliy0p.posite:and;exclusive

. IN,
, This dualism is what led to the "concept of theprimally. of matter over mind." ._"According to dialectical-logic (which.. traditional 'Marxism. despitenits :claimfails to grasp .and app10 t = categories ,6E-sUbjecezand Object under which is

.
. realized the. epistemologic did ntiation -of reality are' mutually oppOsite
but not mutually exclusive. "'35 There us an "essent i:al unity- underlying

. -------. .,
,

.the dialectical 'process: t , ,,,.. ,c,

ftc's
, --,:- '..,---ir ' *. ,,.: .', '' .

.

",ln,otheLwor the Changing: f thdAiafeCtical' 4 °
,

-

unity of 'the -subjectiv tive.have.thAir
correspondence and expressiOn in 'the Changing' sategories '-

of thought. in terms of which- reality (qua becoming) is
,cognised. . ;. .

..:,
.

. .

.

A category as such turns out 6 be a 'unity of the...mode
.. of cognition and the mode of being of reality: "36 a &q ..4 . .

. . 9

This invalidates the "Concept of matter as a substratum for the' categorical
(sensory) qualities. . : ,.", and"the concept "of cognition as-,a passive,
miriorreflection Torm. . .

3
" . So Pin essential Marxism . . . the economic

'base' does not operate ath. a et erminis t ic 'cause' with the, axiological
.JI

superStrtictUre as a pasSive effect. There is 'rather' !interaction' between
the two complexes . . . " Interpreted' thus, Maritiim, 'as. "a. truly ,dialectical-
his toriCis t philosophy in -tuna *ith 'the .modern , dynamic COnception of reality",

is essential, for understanding modstnity. "Marxism minus mechanism is - , .

modernity; modernity minus Marxism is like a :body without soul. "37
, ,

, . .

I es
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Viewed in the context of a unified dialectical- historical continuum,
modernity is different from and opposed to tradition but not divorced from
it. Ahluwalia distinguishes between "tradition" and "traditionalism" as
he expounds their realtionshipswith modernity. °Modernity or e n
sensibility, he says, is "that qualitativeness of the -sent which is
liberated from the deterministic hang-over of the st." Traditionalism is
"the pastnes of the past exercising determinis c influence on the
present." "Tradition is that Bergsonian inherence of the past int the
present which without robbing the latter of its novelty and_ freedom makes
time a durational continuum, a dialectically synthetic becoming. L oked
at from this angle there is no contradistinction between tradition a d
modernity.,. . ."(italics mine).:38

Ahluwalia also defines "contemporary sensibility" as distinct from
modern sensibility:.

"In-the process of the present libetating itself
from the ,deterministic influence of the ,pa:gt
(traditionalism) there comes into being what'may
be called' contemporary sensibility with all the
consequent self-contradictoriness manifesting itself
in its bivalency towards the p st and the' future
that is, towards traditionalism and modernity.

The nature of modernity in specific terms is

"Modernity as differentiated from both the traditional
and contemporary sensibilities is philosophically_
speaking a temporal conception of reality which has .

been ehrtiugh different stages replaci40 ng ihg old static
1,view since the 17th century or so.

Referring mainly to modern Western literature, Ahluwalia points out the .

modernistic and traditional elements in the contemporary sensibility. Modern
civilization, he says "has completed the process of seVerence of man frOm
nature, the, individual from society, the subjeCtive from objeCtive."41 This
has led to a general sense of alienation which Is the main feeling reflected
in modern literature. Ahluwalia,:views the situation from two sides:

orary literature show .

split-personality; dissolution
stream of consciousness;'

unconscious; relativism of
of the machine-civilization.

"Inductively, . . . contemp
alienation, and loneliness;
of stable'ego or mind into
Freudian determinism of the
values; dehumanizing effect

Deductively, modernity is a new conceptual frame of
reference involving the dynamic conception of reality
in terms of which we can explain the above characteristics
as possessing a unity-in diversity. u42
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The most characteristic feature of modernity -is that, becaus.e of its temporal
conception of reality, it pinpoints "the concrete -in- time" and negates "the
being of the timeless Absolute which as such comes to be treated As merely
an abstraction from the particular." Hence "the tendency towards revolt, on
part of the individual, in modern Literature, against all forms of the
Absolute: God, the State, the Party2or the stereotyped collectivist attitudes,
values and behaviour-patterns.443' The nature and function of symbol in modern
literature.harmonizes with this commitment tO the elf-sufficient reality and
unity of the empirical world:

"In the epistemo1ogic act, a symbol .performs a unifying,
integrating rble in organising the contents of perception:
Though -the epistemolbgic function of a- symbol is of the
rmor-z, nature, yet its origin is empirical. In 40ct a

symbol is a polarity of a priorisrn and historioisM."44

4
The concept of the stream-of-consciousness is also a reflection of this same,-
characteristic commitment of modernity. The basic implications of this concept
are:

0
.

'First, there is, no mind qua' being as distinct from its
contents, i.e. consciousness. Secondly the contents of
consciousness are not per se chaotic, discrete, unpatterned,
or id-other words atomistie in character. Thirdly,
consciousness is not a product of the action of the....

:.z. pr'cm super-sensory forms on the sensory contents. Con-
sciousness is of the nature of becoming. 55

. .

Ahluwalka notices that the deterministic hbld of traditionalism is still
very 'strong in modern Indian, literature. Though the cha ge from feudal to
capitalistic economy has started some new processes cont ining elemedtsof
modernitythe overwhelming-tendency in them.-has been to ars:is traditionaliam-
Ahluwalia attributes this'Io three main..-rar-s-. First, the extreme conser-t .

vatismand-the "absolutistic tendency" of the Indian tra ition inhibit
.

individuality and humanism, the essential elements of mod tnity. A widerly
perva'si1e,obsession with "Iritianness," engendered mainly y:a sense of ,

.

nationalism and expressed in the form of a quest for unifOrmity in all Indian
literatures and cultilres-minimizes the uniqueness of each kof them thus
obscuring tile importance of a'-confrontation with reality umthout which there
can be no modernity. The tendency r.o:impot-e-anAitrary Uniformity on the
variegated complex of Indian culture and literatures reinfofces the influence
of traditionalism because it seems to provide the uniformity that is_sought.
Thirdly, the "growing machine-civilization" also has-an absolutistic tendencysimilar to hat of the Indian-tradition...".lt-has, therefore, ben very
difficult r the Indian writer to be free from the deterministic influence
of traditionalism, to be his/her own self,, aid establish "a positive new.
equation etween tradition and'modernity."

153
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In moderLPunjabi literature, the first major poet, Bhai Vir Singh,
though he addresses himself -to die contemporary reality and thus reveals
a partially modern sensibility, remains predominantly traditionitl, seeking
an Absolute transcendental reality as an answer to the problems of the
empirical world of the senses form if what Ahluwalia calls a
"mysticism of the senses. Progressivi , though conscionsly'concerned
with liberation from the'past, also re .ined traditional because it adopted
the modes and sefftiments of -romanticism:

/
"This rOnianti sm was, in fact, a libe iono-test 2n

raditiorali and not from 7-rairionaZism. As a
result of th s, in progressivism we see the same
quest for th Absolute with :11e only difference that
the Absolute now appears as the Party, -the class."46

In criticism, Sekhon started a "rational, fOgical mode of analysis and
evaluation" but his method, being rooted in the traditional mechanistic
view of Marxism, has also become dated. The same is true of the critical
work of Ashen Singh who is much more rigorously deterministic in his approach
than Sekhon: 4But the contemporary situation demands that the writer should
free himself frbm th'e old deterministic conceptualization of reality and See
in its d4lectical unity thq emergence of the present in all its freedom with
the past. In this dialectical unity, the writer should also see his own,
active ,relation with reality and become a conscious .instrument ofcchange.'
It is Ahluwalia's tiaim,that..the New Writing by reflecting and fostering such
a relationshi2/between the writer and reality'is carrying Punjabi literature
towards "radical modernity." To attain this goal, he warns, literature must
treat the-Contemporary xpeiience as one "dialectical whole" and not segmented
as "Bourgeois Experience, Proletarian Experience, etc. considered as mutually
exclusive, categories." The "inner differentiation" of this experience "would
'don give way to polarization . . . between radical'modernity and traditiona-
lism." Ahluwalia considers the Naxalite terroristic writing as an already
apparent "projection, of the regressive, forces in superficial revolutionary.--
colors," "What is needed today is: Radicalization of the literary activity
and not its pOliticization."47

In Punjabi Lite atune ire,- Perspective Ahluwalia'has performed, by a
marvelous phirosoph. al-critical feat, the formidable, task of establishing
tne writer's freedom and responsibility in today's' world. The most interest-
ing arid crucial aspect of -the book is the author's clearly thought out point
of view. This. is what'gives unity to what is, otherwise, a collection of
separate and somewhat repititious,papers on topics of related interest
Ahluwalia's point of view is-the most logical andssystematic in the history
of .Punjabi criticism. Yet it prompts one major criticism if only by way
of caution. Though Ahluwalia's commitment to a Marxian view of reality'
is justificable both because of the signifitance of Marxism in the mbdern
world and its profuse application in recent Punjabi literature, yet -one cannot
help n. 1 ng e potential limitations and dangers of this commitment. First,
being oct ina re and dogmatic, this commitment can curtail the writer's.

ti
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freedom in a manner almost_as deterministic as the one Ahluwalia gets out
to free the writer frail.: It must be pointed put,that both Sekhoniand Kishan
Singh also reco ize the'artist's freedoi and responsibility within the
limits of e. dialectical process as they see4it..- Moreover, in SekhorOs'
own creative writing this freedom is almost unencumbered by, dogma. Secondly,
a strong preoccupation _with the Narxian view of reality-in literary criticism
tends to reduce literary creation to an act of mere cereberaeio4. Though, ,

unlike that of many other Marxists, Ahluwalia's approach is philosophical
rather than sociological, the philosophical-perceptionlof reali y_cannot be
a substitute for, literary creation:Surely, Ahluwaria is aware o this fact.
The danger, however, of a phifOsophical perspective on reality eing equated'
with a literary treatment of it is very much there, especially hen the
philosophical perspectiVe becomes too dogmatic. It-is as a Me ns of evoking

the

modern writer's sensibility rather than in handing it out that the valu
of Ahluwalia's -critical work lies. Viewed in this light, he c rries on a
profoundly expands the work of his predecess0t, Sekhon and Ki han Singh

,c)
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URDU POETRY AND ITS ADVEN IN ENGLISH*

Surjit S. Dulai
C

Some Thoughts Evoked by Ahmed Ali's The GoZden Tradition

Just a few years ago, Annemarie Shchitpinel, in the foreword to Ralph
Russell and Khurshidul Islam's Three 1th .41aT Poets still deplored the Western,

4lack of.interest in Urdu literature. She wrote,

The names of Khwaja Mir Daid, Mir Hasan, Sauda and
Mir are some of the most distinguished and honoured,
on the bead-roll of Urdu literature. Thus writes
Ram Babu Saks.ena in his History of Urdu Literature,
1927. He is no doubt right, but unfortunately the
names orthese great poets of the eighteenth century,
not to mention -many lesser writers, are alrhost
comzletely,unknown not only to the averageAlestern
reader but even to students Of Islamic culture;'for
the history, espeCially cultural history, of Muslim
India has been deplorably neglected by Western
Scholars during the last two centuries.)

The neglect of Urdu literature by the British Orientalists during these two
hundred years was particularly grievous:

4
The only real specialist in t.he field of Hindustani,
literature during the nineteenth century, was the
Frenchman Garcin de Tassy . - . who started teaching aK
Hindustani at the Ecole deg Langues drienta-les in
Paris in 1828, and published a large,

s

number of trans-
lations, books, and articles on the ubject.2

Work on Urdu,literature began to appear in English mainly because of the
efforts of Indian scholars. Some significant scholarshIT came out in the early
part of the present century-, e.g., Ram'Babu Saksena's History of Urdu Litera-ture.3 Still hardly any English scholar took a serious interest in literary '.
Urdu. In fact, "relatively few,people in the West felt any 'great interestijn.'
India and its culture . in those days." This in spite, of the monum'ent'al
work done in the eighteenth andqiineteenth centuries-in other areasoby the
great Orientalists from Sir William Jones to Max Mueller and the.mor''t recent
writings of E. M. Forster; Edward Thompson and George Orwel1.4 In 1920 R. A. /
Nicholson did translate Iqbal's Asrar-i-Khudibut did itebecause of his interest
in Persian rather than Urdu literature.5 idesteen, especially British and

0*

*This is a review article on Ahmed Ali, fine GoZden Tradition. New YOrk,
/

Columbia University Press, 1973, 2;86 pp.
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Americ'an scholars began to tale a serious interest.in the culture of ,)the Indian
subcontinent only of r 4ps independence frOm British rule. Since then even
Indian and Pakist i scholars have also been encouraged by their Western, .

especially American, collegues to write in English on various aspects of Indian
culture. Q e'dften, the native and for'8ign scholars have worked in close
collaborat n. Still, in the area of literature, it hasbeen only during, the
Blast few ears that the efforts of these scholars have begun to bear fruit. s

-B-ut the climate has definitely changed. SO far as Urdu,is concerned, the last
few y ars have seen the publication of some excellent. wdrks,i1 England and

-

Ame ca: The centenary of.Ghalibis. death in 1969'and the international involve
me tpf scholars in the various literary activities associated with it,.altbough

re'ctlyconcerned only' with Ghalib's work, besides prodiming a large, crop of 404,

criticism ancrbTanslations of hismork,in English, also acted as an impetus for
Urdu studies in English in general. Although,,in'spite of all this activity,
even' the entire wOrk of Ghalib in Urdu has not yi been,"tranSlated, the present
pace at which the work of introducing Urdu literature to the English speaking
world j.s progressing is very heartening. A number Of very able and dedicated
scholars from America, England, India and Pakistan are engaged in this wprk;
Ralph Russell,, David Matthews, C. Shackle, C. M. Naim, Carlo'Coppola, Aijaz Ahmed, ,

Ahmed N. Sud being some whose names come readily to mind.6 The most
important part of Urdu literature, iIs poetry, has begun'tb be available in
English translations, of,,such quality and accompanied with such criticism as enable
the English reaMts of fine taste to experience anappreciate the,spitit.of the
original with fait precision.

Ahmed Ali's The Golden Tradition is the most recent outstanding contripution
in this process of transmission. It is also perhaps the post useful: For the
genera reader, who is not necessarily =interested in learning Urdu and_ reading
Urdu etry Inithe'ortiginal, it comes very cloSetto providihg an experienge of
the iginal. The bUbk, especially its criticaa;part, is equally helpful in the
aPp,eciation of poetry read even in. Urdu.., Apthed Ali has gathered in one place
representative selections from

with
best'poetS'from the' seventeenth to the

nineteenth century accompanied with the-baSIc:information about the history and
mature of Urdu poetry and some profound'insigh-rs into the work of Mir and Ghldib
in particular an 'nto the nature of Urdu as well as. all poetry in general. !
Although Ahmed Ali's work is a continuation of other scholars" and it Pfte only
incorporates and syn -sizes theico-worki the book itself marks a Watershe in'the
'study of Urdu poetry 'n;English. Being at once a basic .and a sophistiea d

introductory, but not uperficial,' work, equallyQusefullor pedagogicLl uiposes
and for general readin , it WAS 'fair to become the 'point from,which f rther
studieS and transl are likely to proceed. Promising' thus td"b of
central importance o.the.study of Urdu pdetry in th6 West, it deter, es the,
attention of all sch ars interested in Urdu. ,'

. 0

..

Since The'Golq#n r:adi.tivon seems to mark A cru9al juncture in the history
of Urdu studies in Eng ish,'itseems fitting-that, as we take a closer look
at what it accomplishes we should also look batk to/sOme of the causes, which
had hitherto hindered the advent of Urdupbetry ip/the,Western world. This is
called fof if-Only'to rejoice and share a feeling of triumph with all lovers ,of
yirdu,poetry. Sucb retrospection, however, is al-SO,needed because of its value

..
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as a source of guidance for future wtork. -For while indicating the 'problems
. u4v.thtt,beset a scholar in.this area, its bug-bears is well teal difficulties;

: lit oirialso show how they, have been or must be coped with.
4.7,.-- .

.- ,We may. begin with a factor thatiat commonly todermines the- interest in..,

translation of'all poetry, namely, the' notion that,,pc(etry is untranslatable.Theno'tion.is at once 'the hobgoblin and a valid diet& of literature. One has''.. , ,to 'agree with-Valery',that a Poet is never completely understOod but 6y his ownWapld, but this does not rule out the possibility of transmitting, a Signifi- -,____ .., cant parteof -the tttal experience of a'poem tronPone language to another. eSome of the world's greatest poems have survived translation. -From the ,

evidendd of those who.know both the languages- involved, we know that i.n many
-

t,. e. .- cases, the translation has come remarkably close td capturing the experience
..,-af the original. 'Althougfi *much in, poetry may be lost intvanglating on `the

' wholWit may be safely assumed - poetry that is good enough. to survive in its
own language shall also survive...., in 00 tAnslation.

. ., ,

' In the ease ofUrdupoetry, the argument about-the difficulty of transla-
.tion-has often been partieularly overemphasized. The strict conventional
forms and:modes.of expression in it haves bden cited as' insurmountable barriers
to meaningful translation because it d,e,eitlier assumed that it is impossible.w
.to. repfitare them in'another'zlenguage or that it is impossible for the foreigner.

,to appreciate, them. Tte.force.of.convention inotel form,-imagery and style ';'of Urdu verse is admitteelyvvery strong even to th:s day ,but the same is true,

of classical Petsian poetry 4101,wo translated qdite, beautifully long before
If the translation' of poetry 'is accompanied by, an explanation of the -

rk 44- conv,entioris'end atmosphere Of its tradition,, thd rigidity of. convention
, .is no' obstacle to appreciatiorilby fOrgigners,' _In fact, itqtay be a" positiveadvantage. Ahted Ali, following the aethod of other scholars; such as Ralph ,

I d 6
Russell, David Matthews and C.' Shackle, has. in.Tild Golden Tradition, effectively\7tt

.
describe 'cd the onlientOris of the world of Urdu poetry with special emphasis

.; , aurarkghazaZ. This/has enabled him lo communicate the experience of,-the .

.,., .

.

origintlIwith least/deviittion frowliteral translation. This'als6 makes use-
: fur. and acceptable.'his frequent use o e in correspondence to the original.

. Ali, a-=-Line literateur writing both ikEngli rdu,-' has boldly yetwriting _-

sensitively- capturedtthe subtle nuances of Urdu poetry-,in is rans a ion.

. t

O

4,

The main real reaso for the neglec of Urdu literature by the English
during the nineteenth'ce tury was not the difficulty of translation but an
attitude of mind that, ha 'come to be descr bed as the "Macaulay sptelt:"
Ralph Rusell's 'words, t was a,time

.

I.

when Englishmen wer4 pro undly con inced that in
,eontempdrary Eriland hum civilizat on had reached
its'Nighest develloptent, and that whi e,furthaf. pro-.
gress wOuld'continue along the lines w is England
had, laid down, Englishmen now had littler -to learn-
from thd past Or ficimother nations less avored hy

,. _God.
I

7
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This attitude,-Continued to become harder throughout` the century, finding its
most well-known\expregsion inNipling's celebration bf the "ftite man's
burden"'about the-turn of the century. -So Indian culture, especially that of
the contemporary period, did not arouse any wide or serious interest among the
English. - a

' hough the rulers' b etries was often expressed in ideological terms, as a
profeiSion of a missionary obligation_to-!!ceiviliZe Indians, it Was actually
largely an ethnic 'arrogance engendered by their' litical dbmination.of India.
When, in the twentieth centay,/.fte Indian agitatio for independence gathered
strtngth, the, English becaMe completely estranged from dianS. Their only:

ion with India was their political domination of,it. Once that was-
atened,or-sone, little remained.- India as a human:, cu Ural entity had

ce in their lives. ;

All redundant to bririg,it up
here but ftr' the fac ere,still_hoSers, ,in. certain quarters of` Western
scholarship about the Indi 'ubcontinent, the shadow of the"MacauleY spirit."
Since India and Pakistan'sinde 4ence, the greatest interest in Indian
studies in the West at leastquantl ively, has been here, in America: h
overwhelming emphasispethe American olarly interest in India; howev -has
been on sociological, economic and politi <1 studies. The underling'14Who-.

,logY,has been one of studying the area d the causes of its'-'backward- -
'ness'''in order to be able to help in its "deve opment.P Geneeally, there has
been very little concern for a.knowledge and ap eciatibn of.khe spirit of its
-people. --This:is, a sad and incongruous phenome considering that in the West
-it has long been '.a matter of common kn ge that the soul of ajpeople resides.
in alts culture and'tradicion existence has a qualitative significance

and appreciated must .be approatlhed in human not in
mechafi-ital, qu ntitative'terms. The tendency in Ameridg studies of South Asia

v. has beeri to approach its culture statistically, to understand it from the out-,
side without coming into Otuch'Vith the essential experience,of that culture.,
Therefdre, art and literature which quire an inner involvement with this
experience have not received enough attention. Moreover, whatever work is

_done on these aspects of culture, ,becauseokstheprevailing climate, is
often affecEed by a proclivity towards mere 'l oriiia i(A1 gathering and not
con rned with full-appreciation. The lack of r 1 co act and involvement

h experienct captured in art,is not uncommon. \.

'There are many symptoms ,of this divorce from reality. One- of the,most-
se s, andthat which Concerns ushere, is the failure to cognize fully

4 i ,,the ignificance of Urdu in,Indian culture. Urdu has been gene lly reated
as a ommunal-regional language, the language of the Muslims all o the

'..1.- subcon inent, particulazdy.the 4uslims of Western Uttar Pradesh. Sin the
'creatio of Pakistan, it has'alsO been considered the national language rf

=
Pakistan. In reality, having developed around the royal Court_during the

/

Mustim:rul , Urdu had a pan-Indian importance. Wide ranging linguistic ,

and other eements, native or derived, that were part of the life of north
and northwes -rn -India went into its making and it-came close 'to -being the4

OM1
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.national language of Indian cultur
Ianguageg'of northern India was ver
the virtuel:lingua franc# of norther
this daY To teat Urdu in regional-c

171 --

I. turn, 'its AflUence on the regiona
.

deep d, in spite of:its eclipse as
India, .t influence contfhUes td
munal t rm s,tOiniss -what' was, at
its ma t ess- dal quality, its

rature all In. a. The regional-
a tendency totsee from- the_
its spirit, "--

.,.. .. 6
v -

leaSt°,until the ,ind of the- Britisti rule
-repteSentatilenesS"'as a language and'llitk
commune ach ta'Utdu clearly 1eelect
outside only, .-a fs.i/ure'tb'be in touch

must be admitted?:that IndianS and\paki tanis themselvesare consider-
ablyably to blame for starting thisdelimiting-liti ude towards Urdu, -Everyone
kiloWs of the Hindu Muslim tenSionswhith led tothC,identificacion-of Urdu' ,
.with "Amidat these-tensions, ,when any reasonable Muslim scholars .

pointed out the troad Inddlnness of. Urdui.kpeywwere'suspected of communal
aggrandisement ancrWany Hindus saw in Urdu] .'4geoltildn Indian.heritage, they
were generally ignored- Butlathout foing,infopolitical aspects of the

tdivisive influences o
identification of Urdu
continued Btitish failure
`and with Urdu as is mediu
recognize India*culture and
ellenalfdians themselves fr

. atmosphere, it `was very di'fficul

identity. .Wben they began to seek
present.century; they failed to perc
associated it,, therefore' with:the mos
their dives from others, their religious
had de;7eloped under Muslim rulers,,ceme t
Onlv.The_fdreign Islamic elements Of Arab,
wer' given excessive'importancein'Muslim cul
their IndiannesS. In the same manner, the cont
Seen as dating from the pre- Muslim period, the, ha
being considered basically an extraneous episode in

prnence in India, one can See the ultimate'thei slims as resultingfrom-the early and
establish /a realcontact vlith::the Indian culture
In course-of time, the *ritish zefusal to
ir'propa ation of Westernizatkon began to
their own culture.. prevailikg ..-*

8r them t'a\b'e aware of their real cultural
't, as .thex did, towards turn of the

e It cO'rreci\ly. They generally
sily noticed featUres that distinguished
filiation Soyrdu literature, whiochr
be seen as the heritage 'of MuslimS
4 Persian and Turkish origin

re and in Urdu at.the expense of
poraYy Hindu, culture was ,

=Millenium of =Muslim rule
eir cultural/history.

'
There were many other factorslich.caused or aggra ted this cleavage

. but the general inability of the foreigdrulers, as well as the subjects, to
recognize pr be in touch with the living reality of Indian culture was pe
the most Lethal of,,thent all. The' insulation of the British from .ac 'so
complete that even the great Orientalists iemained aloof froM its 'd

- reality. They were interested only' in its hoary past.. .Their bi
resinforcdd, the tendency towards Hindu-Muslim Separatism. In
it-'was the Orientalists' enthusiasm for the past glories o
that obsCuredithe pregent common Culture_of....India and c
Hin us uslims. HZd they becoMe interested in c
they could not failed to see the beauty of U
culminatiOnein their o ime.% They would,also41

common,common., heritage of all In ns, the rich
and agony of Yacialand cultural a 'milat'on,' something to be cherished as a
most precious pOssession, their truly 'Go den Tradition."

°

ered vision
ct, to.a degree--

Indie\andPIblam
ated the' gulf, between

temporary India too,
u poetry reaching its

ave recognized as

arvest of centuries of labor
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A most perceptive and'touching comment regarding the significance of Urdu
poetry occurs. in ESA. Fors.tees A Passage to India. Aziz recites poetry
Its effeo da him and 'his company is described:

He_held up 'bis hand, p41m outward, his eyes began to glow,
his heart tofill with tenderness. Issuing stilLfarther
from his quilt, he recited a poem by, Ghalib. It had no

..

connection with anything that had gone,before, but it came
,'from his heart and spoke to theirs. They were overwhelmed
by its pathos; pathos, the/agreed,'iS the higfiest quality,
in art; a poem should touch the hearer with a sense of his
own weakness, andshbuld institute s me comparison between
manktkd and flowers. The squalid tie room grew quiet;_the
silly intrigues, the gossip, the sh llow discontent were
stilled,' while words accepted as immortal filled the
indifferent air.' Not as,a call to/battle, but as a calm'
Assurance came the feeling that inaia was one; Moslem, ,

'always had been an assurance tha lasted until they looked
out of the d r,' Whatever GhaliI had felt, he had any-
how lived n.India, and .this consolidated it-for them: he
had-go, with his own,tulips an roses; but tulips and
ro -s do not go. ,And the, sist kingdoms of the mirth -7
rabia, Persia, Ferghana, Tur sten -- stretched out their

hands as he sang, sadly, beta se all beauty is ,sad, and
greeted' rWculous.Chandrapo e, where every streee'and house,
Was divided against itself, nd told her she was a continent

.,and a unity,

Of the company-, only Hami Zillah had any-compfehension of
p66'try. The minds of the athers were inferior and rough.
Yet,they-listenedwith p easure, because literature had

.'not.been divorced"Mh,_ eir civilization. 'The police
inspector, for insta9ce4 did not feel,that, Aziz had
degraded\hAtself by reciting, nor break into the chee
guffAw witiMhich an Englishman averts-the infection of
beauty. -He justsat/With his .mind empty, and when.his ,

tholihts, which were/ mainly 'ignoble, flowed back inteit"
theWad,,a'pleaiant freStiness. The.poem_bad done no "good'

any one, but it was a passing reminder, )1 breath from
the diva s of beauty, a nightinglae between two /
wworld's of dusk Less explicit thanthe call to Kkisbrla ,

it voiced our 1 /illess nevertheless, our isolation, our
need for the Frie,d*who never-comes yet is not entirely

ftlfr
ation here is that India's being Muslim does not exclude its

I ii-with unsundered vision' that Ahmed All sees
Although his c4lectiokoffers he.same standard fare from the

to

J`-

disproilrea.8
*Oh.'

The imp
being Hindu.
Urdu poetry:

% , ,

ekr
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seventeenth to the nineteenth century found in most antholOgies, be 1.44fully
aware of the much wider range of Urdu poetry. According to him Urdu poetry
began much Before Afar Khusro and its'circle extended far beyond the courtly
wrieers. It.included poets like Kabir, Mira and Nanak. That the anthology

L-J
.

is limited *6 the period it covers is no disadvantage, because the translator,
A' wants to present the culminating phase of Urdu poetry, its classical-period.

Though manytaspects of form and style of Urdu poetry are decidedly of
foreign,'chiefly Persian, derivation, its content is characteristically
Indian. Even the borrowing in form and style mingles with its.indigenou
counterparts, thus producing uniquely Indian modes of verse and expression.
This is. true even of the most conventional verse form, the ghazal., Ahmed Ali,
while tracing' its origin. from the Arabic poetry recalls: "The word 'ghazal'
means the'agonizeilcry ofvthe gazelle-when it is cornered after the chase and
realizes that the game is up." This reminds one of an observation of Emily
Dickinson's: "The wounded er leaps highet, l'have heard the huntertell." Though Ahmed Ali es in the original meaning of "ghazal" the,
"sentiments",of sadnes and grief," it seems to have, especially for Urdu-
gkazaZ, an even gre er significance when seen in another light." For the
"cry of the gaze e" instead of being merely expressive of anguish and grief
may be seen signify an utter confrontation With reality. In this sense'
the ghaza may be considered to embrace all intensely felt experience. Andthis, Ahmed All noticts,is,what,the Urdu ghazal does as 'a whole. Thoughits

. .

.predominant sentiment remained amorous emdaesthetic,.
e. . ,

other experiences of Man, philosophical, social, polWcal '$
as well as sensual. and myst,iCal, came to be expressed through

ithis pervaSive.form., l° ,

/
,

. , . .,.
,

i

,,

.

It thus becomes an appropriate-vehicle for the experience of the"trUe poet.
.

.

. .

. 40 :.1. .The-Poet is . . not merely vates, a creator building
things Out of nothing, but, one who, .s a representative
of his age, who has an awareness of the age, liketlir. .

. and Ghalib, for his vision takes everything in its --
purview, looking at the same time beloW and-beyond-the
perceptual reality into the eternal-source of being,

'and all that which' lies within'the experience of'man.11

It might -be assumed :that the rigid conventions of Urdu gfttzal, whether
borrowedor developed by itself, would hamper the poet in his attempt to .11

capture his.exPe ience fully. Actuilly, the-'exact reverse is true. ;.,Instead
.of being .an obstac 'n the delineation' of reality, the"conveptions ac as
the very means by which ity is,grasped in, all its fullness and intensity.
This is perhaps the most uniq'ae,featum oV Uthlu Poetry and the secret of its
power and beauty. The reasonfor'this is that the atmosphere of the ghazal

.0 is an integral part of the life in which it is created. ,Its manner, though.
. conventional, is not an arbitrary thing but genuinely related to the life'of
,feelings. It, therefore,.evokes this life with treMendous vividness and
power:

. .

.

o

1. 6 0
.
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a
Because the ghazal is all-embracing, the emotions assume
the form of associations and so.becothe fruitful, differin
from conventions. It makes use of analogies, which have

. been generally looked upon as similes -- the rose, the
cypress, the bulbul, the moth'the candle, etc. Analogy
puts things side by side, and this .enhances the feeling,
and the beauty, so much more. But the good poets, in
Shelley's words, 'unveil the permanent analogy of things

. in images which par'tiCipate in- the life of truth , . . being
the echoessof eternal music.'"1

The ghazal often unveils the face of truth in this manner.

The greatest Urdu poets were able to write poetry of such high order not
only through an original use of the conventional resources available to them
but by inventing and adding according to their peculiar situation and exper-
ience. Thus tradition,continued.to grow keeping pace with changing times.
All geniune poetry, of an.individual poet oz an epoch, has its own unique,
character. His ability tO preserve this uniqueness of,style and vision in
bis translations and to impart an idea of it in his commentary is Ahmed Ali's
great achievement in The Golden Tradition.

Quite appropriately, he gives by far the greatest attention. to presenting the
work of the tOo greatest poets, Mir and GhAlib. Their poetry is seen in its
relatidn to their respective times. Mir, living in an age of eCOriaRr07,---boaial

and, political decline and turmoil, coped with the grief and sadness of Life
'through his inner strength, the "heart," and perhaps becadse of this strength
his profound view of life appears to be simplicity itself. The cadence and
diction of his verse are also similarly deceptive and simple. Actually, it
is the simplicity of magic, the magic of his emotional intensity working at
the white heat of inspiration. Ahmed Ali observes:

Mir is 'a supreme magician who could pre the unproven, and unprovewhat
to human beings has seemed for ever real:

s

'One evening I walked into the,shoP of those who blow the glass
And, asked: 0 Takers of the cups, have you pvChance a glass
Shaped like the heart? They laughed and said: Thou wanderest .

in veins

0 Mir; ea cup thou seest, round or oval, every glass;
Was once heart th"e"1 we have melted on the fire and blown
Into a cup. That's all thou seest here. There is no glass.'

Ghakib's poetry is more complex:

It is the product of a civilization standing on the
brink of change and conscious of it. The quality it
displays is a persbnal one, and Ghalibls personality
is complex. The nature of his experience was, therefore,

0
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'varied and concentrated-. The stamp of his individuality
is present in every line he wrote, so that he founded np
school nor left an heir to his rich tradition. Only a
mind like his could feel and express-as he could, hammer
out plastic images from a piece of steel red hot on the:
anvi1.14

Faced with the enigmatic reality of his time, .Ghalib coped with it by force of
his "intellectual integrity, the boldness of his imagination and the metaphysical
depth of his thought."15 He is'primarily a poet of the intellect, not of
emotion:

There is no room for sentiment in his poetry. His
approach is through the mind. . . His poetic
experience was inteneive, or intentional, in Jacques
Maritain's phrase, haviu a tendential existence,
presenting an object in the idea of it. Hence the
intellect played the substantive part,irl his poetry,
which has its source in the preconceptual life of the
intellect. The experience presented in words is
symbolized; the emotion is raised to the level of the
intellect and transcends itself by becoming that which
itscomprehends imaginatively 16

Ghalib's experience is so complex and the urge in hit to grasp it.so intense
that-to catch it htf stretches the possibilities of language to the last limit,
coining new expressions, filling the old with new meanings, modifying syntax
by inversion and by other forms df dislocation, compounding words, charging
his lines with manifold ambiguity aria suggestiveness,, and so on. And doing all
this With a conciseness which Ahmed Ali quite aptly calls "explosive economy."
No wonder Ghalib's poetry is often obscure and diffidult. The poet himself
was keenly aware of th fact, taking pride in it as a sign of the uniqueness
and excellent' of his art:

4,,F heart is a temple,of fire
With secret mysteries;
But these,.alas,-

Do not'find expression in speech.

Take the word which appears
In the poems and verses of Ghalib
To be a treasure

17Full of the magic of meaning.

*

Ahmed Ali makes frequent comparisons between Urdu and Western, especially
English, poetry, citing, individual poets such as T. S. Eliot, Hopkins,Donne,
and Baudlaire or referring to the characteristics.of certain phases and
schools of English poetry, side by' side with those ofIlectu, One does ,not have
to accept these comparisons as &xact Toaraile15 to enjoy th.6M-and to recognize

171
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Reading for example L. ,R. Gordon-Polons4caya's "Ideology. f Muslim Nation-
alism" gives no indication of the a biguity, if not v ueness, of the whole
political, issue and even of t oet himself. One cannot be (and one needs

-yet to be) convinced that t Muhammad had a .consistent political phil-
osophy. Rif fat Hassan, aweverjrin "The Develop ent OfPolitical Phil-
osophy)", by far the most-pregdant article in tie 4ection, comes very close
to the crux of the issue when he states:

-It is true that Iqbal cannot. be prated from pdlitics, b.tt
this is so because politics cannot be isolated from human activity.
Owing to Iqbal's great influence on the politica/ histoty of
his country, it is edsy enough to Viink of him as a political
poet, sometimes even as !a politican. He was a political thinker,
but-it is misleading to stress this too much; for it may:leLl
one to think that he wasbnly, or even primarily, a political
philosopher.9 4

e'Carrying this further, ii should be enough at this juncture to see Sir
Muhammad in the poet's role, blowing breath and lift into his "community --

%.as the inspirational force, yes, even of Pakistan which, however, does
"oinot Yen Tor a moment%make a'hypothetical judgelyient about what his w,ishes , .

,

regarding the actual sovereign state would have been.
, . ;

.
. ,

.

.. s .

'The main Characteristic of the last three_ sections (Philosophy;' Islamic, .Mysticism-and Poetry) seems to be the comparative; Iq4a1 compared with '

Westerti and Eastern counterparts (more couldave beendonevith Aumi, :
justifiable, but,was_dot). Nevertheless'We are 'able,to get a view of
7,021,1(i7, of revOlution and'of Iqbal's notion of life as creative unfolding
and activity.

.
. --v

/,, s'' /"/ . .

_,,,/,'''

.,'
.

Iqhal is a Sufi, but his uniqueness is that hegoes,beyond p'ntheism r---___.----
beyond mere "intoxication" which becomes only "nilhilism." Hi-con-dein
is gdT4g behind the veil not just-to be lost in the universal mass-Of
the Beloved, but to retain personality (self - awareness) and 1ecome '
Co-worker, Helper of Lover, I4 _ti was hot a d4erminist,as

. Alam
Khundmiri states, "History is not a mere unfolding of the static divine
will. Its\caurse is alwaysopen.with unlimited-possibtrities:. The future
is not predetermined by he past; it4s an'open challenge and can only
be mec.by creative SOirlts."10. I think thbugh Hadi Hussain-starts to tit
the ends ogether and justify the title, lo:bal: Poet-Fhiliopher of Pakistan,
in his essay "Conception of Poetry and the Poet":

, e ,

14 universe is that perfect poem yet, to be written; which God and'''.
man-are writing in collaboration, as some of the great epics of,
ancient times are writterv,-,but,,whichwill neVer, be completes;' for
it will-continue togrow in the very process Zbeing composed. ,

Hussain sees the poet as a man of order, who puts life into perspective-
And'so the poet and rqbal in particuYar becomes for his fellows,,"phtlos her,"A,.:"fLend," "guide," ."leader," "teachei,'" "refirme'=-and24Sage",who

;#"#. /
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FOOTNOTES

1. Cambridge: Harvard University,_1968, p. v.

2. Ibid., p. vii.

3. Allahabad: R. N. Lal, 1927.

4. All these writers are very well known, except, perhaps; Edward Thompson
some of whose Wbrks- are: An Indian Day (1927), A.FareiveZZ to India (1931),
A Lotter From India (1932). 4 -

5. London.'

6. Besides the work cited above, Islam and Russell have written Ghalib
(Cambridge: Harvard University). Matthews and Shackle's AA An4hoZogy of
-lassical Urdu Love Lyrics (London: Oxford 41h2vervity, 1972)Naims's

'b's Lighter Verses (Calcutta: Writ`e'r's orkshop), Aijaz,Ahmee's,
3hazals. f GhaZib- (New York: Columbia Univethit , '971) and Sud's
sterna - Flame; Aspects of Ghalib's Life and Works and IqbaZ and His
Poer'2s (both published at Delhi: Sterling Publications, '1969) -are some
of ne recent portant contributions to Urdu, scholarship in English.
N m and Coppol have done some very commendable work in the crioitirnal of
uvh Asian Lite ture (formerly Mahfil), especially the ahalib issue,

Ap Volume V, Number , 1968-69. Coppola's doctoral dissertaiion Urdu Poetry
grog o 've Interlude (University of Chicago 1974) is also

a work of' major significance.

7, Three Atudha Poetsa op. cit., p. xvi.

8. New York: Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc., 1952 (first published 1924),
pp. 105-106.

9. Ibid., p. 12.
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13. Ibid-, p. 50.
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15. .bid., p. 66.

16. Ibid., pp. 66-67.
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REVIEWS

o

HAFEEZ MALIK, edt, Peet7Philosorher of Pakistan, .New -York:
Columbia University _Press, 131 kviii 441 pp., $12450.

Ighal:' Pdet-Philosopher f P 1.stan is, the seventh volume in /Columbia University's Studies in Oriental Culture series, Hefeez Malikedits this anthology of essays,*resUlt of an international Iqbal symposium,concerned with proyiding Western academe (particularly American) with
"authoritative!' essays about The Poet and his role inthe' movement towardsPakistan. The symposium members are impressive such Iqbal
specialists as,B- A- Dar, Annmari& chimmelrHadi Hussain, S. A, Vahid andthe poet's son Javid- The essays are not reruns, but fresh, new articles
which attempt an overview of 5ir,Muhammad's life and thoughts- Needlessto say you do not, curl up with this one--it is encyclopedic, all there(or almost), divided into five'sections: biographic, politics, philosophy,Islamic mysticism and poetry.

.j\
The weakest component, regretfully, is the Siographic. A mew6fk---for further development lat4 in the anthology, it is--s a cy. _Sit Muhammad's

religious upbringing in Sialkot, his European experience where he questions
the social usefulness of being a poet, switches from\Urdu to Persian
and begins the .long gong marriage to the-Moslem League having pre believe din India's potential to unify the goals of her two major religious communities
are related. We see a man who works for a time as teacher, civil

servant tn:dlawyer, but whb lived by his poetry- We do get a glimpse in these intro-ductory pieces of a charming, warm and gregarious man of pathos conce
with the, reform and regeneration of.Islam., But the sketches are f gmentaty,there is no sense of the continuity of ,the man, Sir %hammed was a man offlux and of tension ("personality," "revolution7), a man who grew every days
was able to change his mind in his personal movement toward self- definition
and perfection- Just as he did not-believeEn the universe be a compl- dact, he was in his own

life.alwaya_in_the process Of formulation, -,,,Thoswho were and are his observers cannot say/they know him even now -- hedefies that knowledge and so his epitaph; his own, is apt:

When to leave earth, I gat,Wered what
was mine,
To have khown me through and through
was each man's claim;
But of this traveller none knew truly
;That he

-Spoke, or to whom he spoke, or whence
he tame

Even the son Javid is not more enlightening in these pieced'. His "fondmemories" include the fact that the father slept* his right side and
after,his wife's death ceased to dye his hair, 61 course,-'zyoung Javid
was only,fourteen at the time of his father's death, yet he does make
the statement that

174



*Under the le dershi of Quaid-i- zam MuhamMO
4 Ali nnah he Muslimapf India.. . .. start9a6 moving,

-,..,the dire -ion of carving out a separate Mrilsli'
omeland in the sub-cOntinent. This' meant that 1 .

-,,

the time for the realization of father'-s dream
' .

was fast approaching.2

If only ie talked more:of-his father's dream! Unfortunately J. id '0%2,1
does notget another in this volume 'at least, to peak further
of his father and his ideas.

The complaint then is that t ese sketches do not
of Iqbal'. He has been througho t the text compa
controversy who struggled wtith'his own battle, for, set

2

e dynaminism-
this man of ".

842 tion:
ma who can at one momen talk of Indian unity and .:triotism; the next of.

<span -Islam, with heavy scorn for Western-style na ism.and the-very
° next moment of IndiapMuslim nationalismwdt out 1- ng his integrity,
-which.we/find is citalyays_to_he-equ-gied with c. ..istency. Iqbal was a
poet.w.bO'se life unfolding is his-original poem. A panheist one moment
and"ph'enext vehemently;anti-panthiest-- a m., who writes blueprints for

:a4overeign Muslim-itate on the subcontinent .r a(poet who inspires the
in that direction without, Possible recognizing the logical conclusioh?

The bio rgphic pieces give us a great ma answers but fails to ask new
__---quet-tiOns and wors is lacking ii vita, The beSt are still Abdulla

Anwar Begia74e of the East, Iqb,l Singh's l'he Ardent Pilgrim and S. A.
Vahid's rt-and-Thought., /The' tension is there.,

As we move int7 the polit al spRe:i*,--the westiong become even. more ..

fundamental, Aftell his firs sojourn in Europe iqbal returned to India
.,doubting the possibilities Of a secular form of Indian nationalism or.

-

of territorial unity. zE(rom this we will jump to the 1930s anethe famous
A ahabad speech "quilted so often.es the=blueprint for a sovereign Muslim
tate. Hafeez Malik acknowledges that this is not:the place where foal

suggests a breik-away. The speech deals with cultural unity and, at best)
provincial adtonomy for whgt later is to become West Pakistan (or 'Pakistan).
Malik con neues that "In the interim U1930-1934] ,Iqbal provided the ideo-
lOgical adership, spearheading the Muslims' demand far a separate Muslim

.i.state,"3 Malik supplies us with t'o letters-from the Iqbal-to-Jinnah corre
,4pondeng of 1936-37, which are rod to_confirmplqbal's authorship of Paki ane
Jinnah .id of all the correspondence of those years (eight letters), "I think
these tters are-ofgreat hi torical imporeance, particularly iii-OSe-whch

)1expla' his'VieWs in clear d unambipous [my italics added] terms'onythe---
poli icg,'future-a-Mus_lim India."4 But //these letters read very much like the
Al =h -,ad statement and /throw no light on the question: had he lived/., would- 4

,

S,* uhammad Have sup rted the Pakistan idea? .In these cited letters, Iqbal
ks of free Musli state(s) to sec re a "Peaceful India", he also forecasts

c1,41Wit pearance-of comm 4a1 riots and he doei again ask for redis-
tributiOn of th . . . "o lines of racial, religious and linguistic
,affinities."?,/ His capsule ent is: -,

A separate federati n of M im proVince . . .

is the only cours 'by, which We oanise9re a
peaceful India a d save Muslims. why should not'

.
f
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//
, / ?the Muslims of Northwest India/ and Bengal be con-

sidered as nations entitled yo self-determination
just as other'hations in India%and outside India
ard?6-

I

/
//

ouestiorts arise, at least they should and one in particular
all-encompasSing: what did Sir Mullammad mean? We mus ree
are serious semantic difticues.IEhat is y "nation"

T '"federation"? What are the frontiers of the concept'of self- ermination?
4,

What is meant by "country"? By India? upon these "auth tative" essays
lies a burden (of proof), even one, possible, of a fond edition'!
Playing,devil:s advocate, I might suggest for a:"--Stat these questions:

1, Why did -not Sir Muhammad consider Bengal -1- specifically -- before
. .

1936 as being worthy of-provincial autonomy?'
.

t ,
.'

2. Did Sir Muham forsee balkanization of h ubeontinent
t.

3. Why do- not Iqbal scholar§ and/or E. T. mpson put to rest, in 'a
scholiatly way, the controversy of E, J Thompson's statement in7 En17,:s:-.7nia in Freexior::

In the Obser'.,er I once said t all supported the Pakistan-
/ //

plan. Iqbal was a friend; and he set my misconception right.,
/ After speaking own despondency at chaos be saw

'on my vast undisciplined and starving land' . . . he went on' to
saY,that he thought the Pakistan plan would be disastrous to the
British government.' disastroug_to the Hindu community, disastrous
to the Moslem community, 'But I am President of the Moslem' League
and therefore it is. my duty to support it -'7

4
4 -And finally,explaidlqballs elaboration oT his 1930 speech inthe

7/
L-,n4on a- rticle of 12 October 1931:

4

May I tell Dr. [E. J.] Thompson that t , I do not,.put forward
a 'demand' for a MoAlem state outside the British Empire, but
only gdess at the Possible outcome in the dim future of the
mighty forces now shaping thedestiny'of the Indian subcontinent.
No Indian Moslem with any pretence to sanity contemplates a
Moslem state or series of states in the Northwest India outside ,

the British Commonwealth of Nations as practical politics .

am all for a redistributionof India into provinces with effective
majorities of pne commun,ityror 'other in lines adVocated both
by Nehru and the Simon,-AePorts/ Indeed, my Suggestion regarding
Moslem provinces merely carries forward this idea- A series of
containted and well_organized,Moslem provinces'on the North-west L%.
FrOntier of India would be thelpul ark of India, 'and of the

%
generations of .the Asiatic'British Empire against/the hungry

/

highlsnds.8

et,
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Reading for example L. ,R. Gordon-Polonskaya's "Ideology. f Muslim Nation-
alism" gives no indication of the ambiguity, if not va ueness, of the whole
political, issue and even of t oet himself. One cannot be (and one needs
yet to be) convinced that t Muhammad had a -consietent political phil-
osophy. Riffat Hassan, hOwever in "The Development Of'Polftical Phil-
osophy," by far the most pregnant article in ,t(e Section, comes very dloCe
to Ulf.. crux of the issue when he states: /

\/
-It is true that Iqbal cannot beisAparated from politics, chit
this is so because politics cannot be isolated from human activity.
Owing to Iqbal's great influence on the political histoty of
his country, it is eafsy enough to chink of him as a political
poet, sometimes even as A politican. He was a political thinker,
butitis misleading to stress this too much; for it may:lead
one to think that he was 'only, or even primarily, a political
philosopher.9

Carrying this further, it should be enough at this juncture to
e

see Sir
Muhammad in the poet's role, blowing breath and lift into his'communi,ty --
as the inspirational force, yes, even of Pakistan which, however, does

''cinot even tfor a moment make a hypothetical judgeMent about what his wishes
regarding the actual sovereign state would have been,

The main 'characteristic off' the laCt three. sections (Philosophy, Islamic.,\ Mysticism'and Poetry) seems to be the comparative; Iq4a1 compared with °

Western' and Eastern counterparts (more could have been done with Aumi,
justifiable, but was mot). Nevertheless've are able,to get a view of

of revOlutiOn and'of Iqbal's notion of life as creative unfolding
and activity.

.

, 44

4
1

C

Icihal is a Sufi, but his uniqueness is that he goes,beyond pantheism --
beyond mere "intoxication" which becomes only "nilhilism." His-- concern
is gd!4g behind the veil not-just to be lost in the universal mass -$f
the Beloved, but to retain personality (self-awareness) and lecome '

Co-worker, Helper of Lover. 14 .6a.1 ,qan was not a deermihist, as . Alam
Khundmiri statei, "History is not a mere unfolding of the static divine
will. ItscOurse is alwaysopen,with unlimited possibilities: The future
is not predetermined by the past; it is an'open challenge and can only
be mec.by creative spirits,"10, I think thOugh Hadi Hussain starts to tiet
the ends together and justify the title, IcraZ: Poet-Phil ifopher of Pakistan,
in his essay "Conception of Poetry and the Poet":

140.% universe is that perfect poem yet, to be written, which God and''.
man-axe writing in collaborAtion, as some of the great epics of,

aancient times are written.,-.but,whichwill neVer, be completed; for
it will continue togrow in the very process (:).joieing composed.

Hussain sees the poet as a man of order, who puts life into perspective.
And's° the poet and rqbal in particular becomes for his fellows, "philos her, "'. ,"fLend," "guide," :leader," "teachei," "refirmer" and;4Cage",who

4:
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4;1

,r I
. . ..' stirs up new impulses in thesoclety, places high ideals before
_it, and inspires it with the 'will tofretrie for their achievement.
When the social organism -los'e's its zest'-for life, he pours his
own life's blood into ftS veins. When.its outlook becodes warped,,
it values fade, its ehergie; flag, aid no hope of its progress through
peacefufev'olution remains,. he ipreathes thp,wind of revolution
in it, He gives it a new-ethog, a new set of values, a new phi-

.

losophy ok Lise.12. ./
:

/ Iqbal saw nolife-in merely, imitating nature,'6othrough love'(ishq),
Serf-awareness, he urged all-mankind to aspire" towards the better. For
-the lnqhfil;' no longer would their members §tand in their 6wri.aust,lor
Westerners and Easterners alike 'Sit Muhammid left a valuable lesson.
This artist, this mystic,fhad a sense of purpose and perceived that he
had a trust as an artist to mold- and -work with moral values that lead
to right action.

, /, .°

,

4Hafeez Malik's anthology ie-a..eortliwitie-proj-etcand One which-should
be read with the Understanditt, hOOev'er, that Iqbal stilleludes us and,/
lis still ,a Challenge to us if we ?ban accept that premise, 7 hope'we wfil,
1wr m2reand c.pntinue to learn,iore abigit0i1114,

o

, 'A :4
- Sangamon State University
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RALPH RUSSELL 'AND
Voluthe I: 'Life (2;ld

\14-0 %.50,
!, '

4

LAM, 'trans, and eds., Ghalib, t797 -Z869,

ambridge: 'Harvard University Press, 1969,

14'

t

The genre-of "Life an Letterebecomes more often thah not.a dreary
gy snippets here, excerpts there, ich somehow are supposed *).
o a person; 'at- t: e very'least it al;ou td another listing under'

sources sect n.of.ab;ibliograkhy- t in sp'te of, the jurrbI4ng
ce
,

entary, arts of letters and p ms, the t.eatn ofRussel
_Three'oghtd1 Poets (Cambridge: Harve'rd!Uiv 'sity
erjiraIt.rate book with their first vq1urrieof

g above the'telium gpnKe, has been allow d to
rs along with rather pleasant impges of Ghallb's
nd hoMemAde Bens. -the edltorstell us that this
Tars particullrly, but meant for a` more' gene'ral

spicrit it 4s paTtwf ihe.grcw#g UNESCO findian Tr ns-
ndahle ventur e shish introduces Indian"li aturp nd

of airea47.acquaintec)' wAh them In particular, th
A
aim'

oduce.the-nen--Ghalib scholar .t4 6

es-L Whose farild and \xery.existence seem' t, be-in his -

'7 ,
. '

Cr

-ant

add**lip

the prima
tq ether o

a d Islam, w ch gay
ess, 1970), hate ano
,aZibY,The man, risi
me through the Lett

,citing box, inkwell
s not 4 work for sc
silence 4nd in'5ha

ation Series, cixim

to'thc-
of Russell anS.Isla

Poet and corre-s-

letters.

I -

a

Ghalib has left behind anumerous correspondence, thopqk not as much It

as the editCrs light:haya wished.. TheyNrepOrt that'eiheY ran 'into Lrtftumerable
gaps; yet, th y'have been able to select a.partic4ai-..group of cqrrespondent
who wefe in _co

us 14ith,a'pic
.

are not grou
matter,

acquainted'

crronologi
rid writin

tact with broughOut
ure of the olittacter and person

ed together by correspondents, nor
would have been more manageable forthosa no previously

lth "the. period or the poet- Instead; t lettersF ee done
lly- A Thole world opens up for4.he'reade yrhere the\ en
box hold court' over personal, social and poitical of f re

the-Indla'Of the,nineteent story,: It ks fascinati4w n: thalit, peaks
of cuttin: his own pehs ing his own enVelopes and to Way. 111 check

lthrough is box-to see who' ha arid 'bras p.oexritten or "spoken- to him ately.
The worl is sometimes sliaen.through, i,e., when we seeGbalp afraid. t
write w
.lance

money
corre
commu
stat

is'llfe;. :these serve,ftp supply

lity of a flan, The letters ,

are' they divided by, itubject,'

at he is thinking hecause of the possibilitytof,gove entsuiveal-
during the aftermath of the Meerut uprising-, or when d'runs o t of
o cw,tege stamps.or.paperfor, efiv'elopes We notice'the'gap wh
pondent,dies. The writing of letters was an impO:rtant%mealls of

.

.cation Between people: it told andhis friepdf of.eaclioth,p
of.e,xistence, it was a Vehicle forIiterary criticism, a gazette.of -

the /times and7the people living=:in them alictefor the future, a record 'oil
the/trioughts of a mall and hik period,. ,.

'I Mirza'Asachillah Khan "Ghabib" was born in Agra but lived and wrote,
,he put, it,'.14'"exile" in .Delhi, We live faith him througthe 'renaissance

. /,,the litetary and culyurel life of Delhi oray to see also the. ditk'days -.T:
of thegast gasp of the Moiliul 1774-51.Ie, when the preteniOns of the Moshul.
court and ariStocracy, of which Ghalibrwas' a pait, are under by A new,
and mightef e pire of Victori4.,,ahe worldlaround himchang ., halib ls

'Es

/

O

.4
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DEBEN BHATTACHARYA, trans. an ed., Love Songs o'fr6 dio:ias: The Poet-.
ries!: of Bengal. London: George Allew & Unwi , 1967,, 40t.

, The Mirror o' the Sky: Songs' of the Bauls from
Beng.21. London: George Allen & Unwin, 1969, 120 pp., 25s.

The people of Bengal have always remained outside the mainstream of
Hinduism. They have always.developed schisms in the Vaisnavite and Saivite
movements of the Hipdu religion. As a result of Sri Chaitanya's poptilar
Vaisnev renaissance movement in the sixteenth century, the Vaisnavites were
made to come down from their pristine pedestal to the dust of cqmmon, every-
day life. It was strange that this popularization of the movement spelled
a brilliant resurgence in Bengali literature, and particularly its lyric
poetry. Mr. Deb9 Bhattacharya has clearly made this point by his render-
ing of the love yongs of Chandidas. When Chandidas equates his God with
his lOver, he not only removes the so-called mystique of God, but also makes
Rim or Her one of us, whether He be Krishna or She be Radha4 Thus the ,

popularization of the Vaisnav,theme restated in a much more simply and
easily understandable language the old Upanishadic utte ce "I am He."
Here lies the genius of Chandidas.

' Mr. Bhattacharya in hit translations gf padavaLi collee,tihnS maintains
a painsta*ng literalness which at times interferes the fluent" T}
of the original. However, wb understand the pr em that Mr. Bhattachary.i,
faces: he is trying to repopularize the popular songs of Bengal's spft earth
for the macadamized surface of London and New, York, a nOrrendous task:"
That he has'eucceeded even slightly speaks Qf his capacity as a literary
interpreter and translator.

-

As a translator Mr. Bhattacharya has suc ceeded far better in his second
attempt with Baul songs-of 4engal. The.translations bring out the simple
sincerity of the songs. 'This reviewer, who, lived in Birbhum for yeaAs Qnd
had the oppdrtunity.to'listen to the Bauls, was move"dto fi4V many of his
favorite singers and songs listed by the translator. The short sketch of
the history :of the Baul cult is an Aellent, oyerall account that would
facilitate the readers! understandings of these songs. It:is a fact .of life\
that we shallalwaYs.cherish and admire this band of Baul singers who, by
their conviction, remain steadfast to theirof music, 'their feelings-of
nearness to the Eternal, and their insistence on Oneness in", land that,has
been torn apart again and. again by differences of religion, language arid
beliefs.

.
*- . °

...

.

.,,

. We can be* t,ure that these two"efforts on the, part of Mr. Bhattachi(
to make aiJaila)ole'to the English-speaking pUblie the liv4ng lyrics of
Bengal's popular Vaisnavite and BaulAlts will do' away with the cobwevs
of mystery that till clutter the ordinary Western mind regarding the crea-
tive thought and riting\ of India. .. a

. Musafir
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reada 1!,i the plat is seer1ceab2a4 and th
depth, rry':the plot alOng, - Peculiarly, h
them e novel tell's- us little about Indi

ough lack
espite its ,settin

Even- th ,sense Of physical immedia rives New Delhi its special
flavor and style° iso missing- There descript ons-67 parties at the -

Intercontinental, suites at the 1 eri , al
i.a evements on the old 'King' ay, Yet the intimate details which contributeto e city's distinctive alities, and are iespee.--liy appreciated bg the

(=.3Z1zi- alla, remain vas and weak- Ms. Sahgal descri a artmeat in
Defence colony as, -

,,.
.

_
40, The- flat as all right as flats went'

- - neat aiidcompact 4ith,

,
,

wrougt), balconieS di playing potted plant and wire kets of.
flowers- rents were ka littlefcheaper than s e o the other new
hodsing,developm. ti in

.
'Delhi. -'` . (p. 33)

.

,. ,

O'i/ she market in Defence

Defence Colony Market isted
.

of
.-

two ws of shops facing each other-
across asminiatUre klet en4 -d n wrought iron. At this:hour it
Was closed . , here was net int - shop fronts -arid the

..was swept' sp ess - , `- De -grown white mushrooms- 'had become 'a ''.

,...flodrishin ridustry and re sold here, so was excellent Del hi
A%:cr se V) ...--

,

Without t
, ragged c2

'fdr the tsu

east of stray cows , ' whining hyenas, colorful s ar is ;and
qndia has become, some4owy homogenized- 'That is also true

,'Ms Sahgal s. novel-,

The he Simrit, is' an autobiographical reflection of Ms. Sahgal- , \\
.

, the daughte of tadame Vijayalakshmi Pandit Like he author, Simrit i$
"., divorced, es rOm a: family which values scholarship, commitment and '

personal in. eir:1 , and - writes for a living. Her perCeptions shape the novel
and-hef- situatitin rovildes the plot .

,
'.,

. ,,,.
. .

AS a' newly ikil endent -4 woman, rrecently divorced. from an 'enterprising
Punjabi ,buisnessmat'k d responsible for, her children:, Simrit' must make her,
own way She is ,pre' ted as-the vIttim of circumstances, symbolized gl, a'
divorZe:settlenient wh compels her to pay from her awn meager income ,t!he,
heavy taxes on het chile eil',s,:stodks and bcirdS, 'Under -these burdens, .-w Simrit must pdrsue her i'e, rch for new self-defini4Ons, 'PM:: Ms..Sahgal, th40,

situation is par ticuiar ly gam, or Hind* .- 0 "the one hand,
/,

,

,- ..,

,. The only, thing you could et-igithout hitch'was a divorce. . A - -

You'd think 'there would be ome sense ,ot propoption about it:and that
the break-up of a family wo. 4 be a little haxds"F to accor;plish.\

' - Bait no, --you coulciget a divord, by, muLarconsento at the drop of a hat,
The' Hindu :Code Bill ,hid jumped 0. o t,houSand. YeAr top trad4ion to confer

\N 'that paritu,Var twentieth-centar lessing (pp, 4-5)
'

0

perceptions
.'

.,, .!
0 , the\othec hand,, age-,old pertepttions a t' women'b 'Dipper racial. behavior :" -

.,-h ve still, icrbe overcome in India:
. ,) .-.. , .

.
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.Moolchand [Smirft's ex-husband

A cool 'customer,-he must think her,
tips. Simrit, matter -of -fact in her
new it was the wtang approach-

-

if She had' broken down and wept, plea

er) looked sad and immoveable.,
with ill the figures at her finger-.

,iety to display no emotion,
MooIchand might have reacted better
d her nlight, tot displayed__

,this contrpl and competence. 'She was so thing,outside his-experience,
woman who exercised her mind- (p- 59)

I.Pprhaps it is only a difference of degree, but maty inde endent wamen in_
the West would insist ir situations'were similar', Nor is drawnwieh enough nuance character ta lend her situation a deeper pe tal
meaningfulness; as'she drifts out of par age, seX and child-bearing,

- reader.le never sure of/how-TWIT-Ejlildren she 'has, just that there
arp many ---her discontents might only be those produced by,earlyiniddle--age-

-7- - a \

The wider.signficance of plot for India emerges from the people Who
inhabit ,New,Delhi's political circles -First. there is Raj, Simrit'..p friend,
lover and eventual mew husbapd,:wha stirs her to action In protest againstthe unfair divorce settlement. .Raj ia Christian, the.son of an old- ,

ashioned; upright civil,,servant, and sits in the Lok,Sabha as an independent.
desires to,move India.out of her Hindu-induced torpor, much as he has
de&Simrit-cout of her Passivity;

An what a coilectiot of'people,. Not a seeker among
the . I suppose itt:s because-the Hindus have such a fully developedassur ce that everything will411ways be as it'was; fprev and aver

it as

challenge-

Edkrything-i

hey will assimilate' everything they, encouAte nd xeproduce
ffahoot of hemselves- So nothing is

e sun, mooh and stars-a
'except Hinduism, (p-

I 4

He is 1 ma _vis nd- neriniegrit

In cottr st to Raj; 'Sumer Singh us
men aar ?. to win election ta- liament an

junior ministership in the pos Nehru cabinee-
as sex,* J. a means to over'cony hi sense of pefsona
power, he would trade,away ional f'r,egdop fo
'dependence.tn the Sovieliqnion. Sume;

p.
ate prestige of an inherited e

n early...appointment to a
or him, /politics, well

inadequacy. :To acquire
conomia and miitary

is to. develop

aepetroleum,
with'

Oa danger or a
nder analygls today"-')

all Hof majcii"oiil,

the 'dying secretary, Sar
Gandhi and Nehru, would

- integrity, he,is ..,lone

and th ependent op
the 4 brand of Indi

gh would allow RU
rior at the minis

independence,a1

of their,standin 'and
t $oth the ister

eated by

sources- His sp
r Sahib, who fought

eject sttO/anOffer, -A4,ma
voice in thew Indian governor

ositioncit-Parliament let y Raj are
n politician

But what of solutions? Ms. Sahgal offers :few. Her proach- is too
cerebral and, curiously, she writes frOm,the fringes, of I iampolitics-

Ms, Sahgal's view of things, 'parliament is.mot an itisti-61137i, 90 muchas a.symbol:
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This was a place oebusineat, enacted among men and women who were
''not,all Parliamentarians by conviction or temperament. Some were-
openly committed t% overthrow, Parliament and the Constitution by-fair
means or foul. I.wonder, [Raj] thought with a.rush of affection
for this build-ingand the contradictions it housed)r,if there is another
Tarliament f..fLe so like ours, quite so much. up against the possibility.

or its own demise, quiteoaspiring in the face of sb many proBlems-

.

Thtswas'and could not .be anything but an Indian-assembly -- a-Microcosm
of:-.all the growph,and decay, thehoge and despair of India -- its brave
modernity along with its gross old supers4itions; (p, 150).

. .

,The realitiet which underlie this complexity as well as its Indianness
.

. are never revealed to the reader. The activities which connect parliament ,

l

and parliamentarians tone Indian gopulaceand affect the quality of Indian
life go unmentioned: a ccrounts of what K. P's must'do to'win seats, satisfy
constituents and gain support. are lacking.. The only allusions to this aSpect-",
ofpolities are a campaign debt incurred 4,y Raj and Sumer Singh's disdainful
attitude toward the electorate'.

, . ,

'D his, Sehgal also fails to make clear how parliamentarians deal with one
another in the Lok Sabha: ,how do cabinet members and M. P.'s come to agree-,
'meats, compromise their differences, and .enact\the laws that will apply
to the diverse populationsof the subcontinent? We.tearn of this world

'her character'inhabit. Instead, the author offera'cniy.vague thoughts about
future probabilities:4

How p sionately we hold on to Iddia's special-destiny, [Raj] thought,
.---.01oe of ue,,,who believe in it to a future that must ,arise out.of.hpt,

past and.to other, preserving all her own essence, The new'
.leidershipewoulUthrust up from otter occupations and it would rlepencP
on wAat people in field and. workshop,and'classrom and behind their

.managerial desks believe Ihdians needed no new political star, to
... follow. They needed-faith in'themselves. FOr most of them it4could

still came through the'way.of life called religion. (pp. .156; 195)

Irene A, Gilbert

. .

K. NArK, Mulk Raj Arland, .London, New Delhi: 'Arnold Heinemann India, 1973

In Mulk R nand, Prbfessor M. K. NaA bf Kargatak Urdver§ity has, ... ,

-Presenteda oughtful'critique of Anand'Smovels and short storlks' The ;.Organza ail of tha.studyi-largely but not rigidly chronological; .supports-the, rity'with which PrOfessor Nail propounds his theLs, and his detailed,
scussibn!,of the major novels and shbrt stories%4are set both within. the ,..

larger framewOrk of the entire cation,of,Anand's fiction, and again'st che.
b.ack0Top of Indian writing in Eif ish. ",

, . .
.

# #

. '. .
Interestingly enougi, it s'Professor,Naik'S very thesis in Os study

.4.. '"

d
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which is simutaneously the bOok's najor strength and major weakness, That
thesis -- the confrontation of tradition and modernity in Anand's work --
and the success or failure of Anand in meeting its challenge unifies Professor
Naik's discussion. And it permits' him, often enough, to pinpoint some of Anand's
most striking artistic achievements, nn the one hand, and some of his,weaknesses
on the other. Professor Naik comments, for example, that Anand is at his
best "when he is exposing the limitations of the decayed Indian tradition

---and championing the cause of modernism . . . and when, in doing so, heisaintains
his balance" (pp. 23-24) and "when.he lays his finger unerring13 on both the
strength and weakness of .tradition, -. ,", (p. 150) And, he continues;
Anand's work suffers most from a tendency to fit the fiction to.the theory,
to over-dramatize, and to sentimentalize. Professor Naik's reading of Anand's
fiction allows him to focus upon those works he considers to be Anand's-best --
books `such as:Inscuc;:a'oLe, Across-the Black Waters, The Sig Heart, and
ne _',', Wo-xtn an,:,,7 ::::e ^o'_,, According to Professor Naik, the main reason 'why
these books represent $o, major an achievement is that thy epitomize that

.

nice and;icely felt balance between-the past and the present, between the4
old and the new

.

. . ,

It is ecisely here, however, that hid study is limited. Ile judges
the merit of An ries novel and stories Itoo largely accordinto how well
and fully the, fit his own theses. Thus, fox example, Professor Naik is let
to dismiss Private L-F.fe o' an Prince as 1Ceing.too schizophrenic-and lopsided
a novel to .4 taken with much, seriousness when, in fact, it is:one' of Anand's
most sophisticated and interesting novels. In a similar fashion., Professor
Naik's view of what the modern Indian novelist writing in English should take
as his MY:* concern leads him to over-tate, T'o Leaves and a _Bud. The fact
is that, though Anand is'concernedwith many themes -- the confrontation

.

,.qf cultures aria confrontation.of tr.-- adition.and modernity among them --
.his main and consistent focus is on character, On "the whole.man,"'whether
a coolie or a Bri,tish,,dolonel. Seen in this_light, Anand's best works are so
because 'his character's live and not because they comprise the meeting round

%or the confrontation.of the old andthe new. Thus, Ganga-is more a,metaphory
t'an a fully realized character', while Vicky is an eXcellently-drawnoif mel-\It

anc oly, creation of an, over - refined sensibility caught inethe turmoils and .

contradictions of his own nature amPof-the-world he.-inhabits, Because Anand
,takes the whole man'as his creative province, his artistic achleVementshnuld .

not be judged primarily -on,the manner or thoroughness with'which he treats'
. any one themg, but rather on the skill with which he presents his dynamic
vision of- man, embodied in individual characters.

.

. yf l' : , . -ft ,. .

, .

In spite of this bias.on Professor Naik's part', Jlowever,WL,k,Raj
gnani is a solid work of 'criticism of 'the kiild that will.have value both
for ,the scholar and for the general reader of Anand's 'fiction,.

t '

o I

. Manhattanville, College

o .
,

%

,Marlene Fisher

1 I
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DEBEN BHATTACHARYA, trans. an ed., Love Songs or4, dias: The Poer-'
Bengal. London: George Allew & Unwin/, 1967, 40S.

, The Mirror o'Y the Sk?: Songs' of the Bauls from
Bengal. London: George Allen & Unwin, 1969, 120 pp., 25s.

The people of Bengal have always remained outside the mainstream of
Hinduism. They have always. developed schisms in the Vaisnavite and Saivite
movements of the Hipdu religion. As a result of Sri Chaitanya's popular
VaisnAv renaissance movement in the sixteenth century, the Vaisnavites were
made to come down from their pristine pedestal to the dust of cgmmon, every-
day life. It was strange that this popularization of the movement spelled
a brilliant resurgence in Bengali literature, And particularly its lyric
poetry. Mr. Deberj Bhattacharya -has clearly made this point by his render-
ing of the love yomgs Chandidas. When Chandidas equate his God with
his River, he not only removes the so-called mystique of God, but also makes
Him or Her one of us, whether He be Krishna or She be Radha4 Thus the ,

-popularization of the Vaisnav theme restated in a much more simply and
easily understandable language the old Upanishadic utte ce "I am He."
Here lies the geniu's of Chandidas.

Mr. Ehattacharya in hit translations of padEvali colle_a_tionS maintains
a painsta*ng literalness which at times interferes the fluent-INicism
of the original. However, w understand the pr_ em that Mr. Bhattacharyi,
faces: he is trying to repopularize the popular songs of Bengal's soft earth
for the macadamized surface of London and Wew,York, a florrendous task!'
That he has'eucceeded even sligh.t/y speaks Qf his capacity as a literary
interpreter and translator.

. -
As a translator Mr. Bhattacharya has succeeded far better in his second`

attempt with Baul songs-of J'engal. The translations bring out r.he simple
sincerity of the songs. his reviiwer, aoslived_in Birbhum for yeaAs end
had the oppo'rtunity.to'listen to the Bauls,'was moved "to fin, many of his
favorite singers and songs listed by the translator. The short sketch of
the history TO the Bawl cult is an 'cellent, oyerall account that would'
facilitate the readers: Understandings of these songs. It:is a fact .of life\
that we shall alwaY,scherish and admire this band of Baul singers who, by
their conviction, remain steadfast to their,sylleof music, 'their feelings of
nearness to the Eternal, and their insisCence on Oneness in I!! land that.has
been torn apart again andmagain by differences of religion, language did
beliefs. '-

We can be pre that these two"effotts on the, part of Mr. Bhattachl
to make g7ailable'to the English-speaking pUblie the living lyrics of
Bengal's popular Vaisnavite and BaulAlts will do'away with the cobwevs
of mystery that till clutter the ordinary Western mind regarding the crea-
Live thought and riting\ of India.

.4

I
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IA NI AMMA, Poe s. Trans. by the poet Madras: V. Abdukla2 Orient
Longmans Ltd., 19 I, 60. pp. Rs 17.50.
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Even t ugh translated by Rabindranath Tagote himself, it has been said
that his isfinctively Bengali .3i,;,-anjall bongs are seriously impaired by
their r4 dering into English,

'Oe7S by Balamani Amma must have s ered even more severely
in their transformation into English from the r ginal Malayalam. Withqthe exction of one long poem, these, too, ere translated by their author.
In the English versions many, of the poems ave a weak, thin tone that
certainly would not have warranted the cveted Sahitya Adademi Award, which
Balamani received in 1966. Also, the emes are too repetitiously confined0i,
to the expected.fetinine,role: Perh.'s the poet, in this her first publica-
tion in English, was inflilenced by 4 false assumption as to.what the
English-reading public would expe t of a "lady poetess"; or -- as I heard
one Bengali scholar remark about Tagore's'ergnslationi of his own work --
perhaps Balamani's command of English is inadequate to the demands of her
own oo&position. \-

The reading of this slim volume, then, is overshadowe'd by the constant
desire to be able to approach its thirty poemS through the rhythm and music.
of the mother tongue. Malayalam is a Dravidiari language of extreme south-
western India. It expresses an ancient and rich culture with power and
beauty. The reader of this collection longs for similar adequacy in, the-
English versions.

Balama Amma Nalapat, born in Kerala in 1909, comes fraM* a family ,

of sch61 s and writers. Since her early ,years were spent wish her uncle,
the poef Nalapat Narayan44Menon, we,recognize his - inspiration in her choice
of poetry as her writinivehicle. Certainly, he shguld be largely
credited with her turning to writing at an early age. But, it is the
famv Malayalam oe Vallothol (Narayana Menon Vallothol, 1878 -1958) whom
Balamani Amma acknou dges as heir major influence.,

Krishna Chaitanya
1
speaks of-Vallothol's finding "his self-fulfillment

in profound hand giving expression to this in his verse, Thi
.may be said algle- f1lalamani, a majority of whose poemt, in this collection
_turn to th s of family life, especially of mother and child: "A Mother's
Heart," "Tears,"."Sorrow," "Grandmoth'er,","To\My Daughter." Balamani's
interest in home and family is also evident in the titles of several of her
major collections such as Ararna (Mother), 1933, her second book, but, the
first to attract a wide public, and Mu hassi (Grandmother) which brought
her the Sahitya'--A demi Award in 14 'However, it seems to me that the
poet's finest expression -- at lea t in these English renditions is
found in those'poems that go beyond the personal scene to these that reach

'td the roots of Hindu culture.

"Mahabali," in which the .poet'respondsin personal ecstasy to the,
annual vist to earth of the ruler of the efworld, is one of the

18C
ti
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4 stropgest poems among the thirty. Sureness of touch and rong. - rhythm are sustained through9ut. Although.it might be fair-to term
the piece "derivative," nevertheless the voice,of Tag e. seems to

.

*
CI ";-\---

echo though the lines.,

0 moment supreme!

It lights up my soulZliike the flame of a votive lamp.
My eyes are set close and clear thereon and other things

fade and fail.

This-indeed seems most -precious of all that I -hakre earned in
a long and abundant life. '

This morning, amidst the lights of sacrificil fires, the
immanent one reveals himself tome.

To me, he who rules.over.heaven,earth and hades comes,
asking for my world as alms.

All that is mine I shall now place in the outstretched hands

Be kind to measure, and take, 0-berd of Karma, the three realms
I have won by dint of effort:

Nothing is asked here, nothing is taken, or hoarded.
'Only i essant-sacrifice is here.

Still, on'thing I feel it hard to part with:
The intense joyof serving others.
But you commandme to forego even that and find Peace.
Then 0 Lord, take mysffering
All the waters in my pitcher should reaciV
Your palms, Qnly the blind try,to restrain the flow.

Again, though th metaphor of the pitcher is an appropriate and
common one in the Ind an. setting, finallines above bring to mind
a.freedom song by Tagore:,

Now, come woman, carrying your vessel of sacred water . . .

Cote, noble women, with',your vessel4of'sacred water
. . ''

' Come, suffering wptan, bring your brimming- jar of remembrance.
,

. ,

"At Banaras," another composition with strength and purposeful
expression, also arises from religious devotion. MeEaphOrs are especiall
felicitous, and the-bin.dingbf- a noble past to the clamoring present i

loaptlyexyressed. .
. ,

.

.

.

.

. .. . - Ilk . ....-
. .

...... / Modern buildings, sews of learning, huymin.$,,s'ereet 7-
. *

(

All faded away. :
r =

. .,4 -. .
l.. ..'s nt

Past ages have left ,their footprints
L., -.- %,

Vila the banks of the.Ganar .:.,.

,
, -.

:. . "1 .."!./ 1 - V; . X.`
,

.

v- The ahc:ight city itood,near. i. . ,.f
.

.. .,....- ;.,, 41,

h .
, ft. . . $

Roidifig.Gahga,in her.tatm. . .,......' .., e
..,- .* . .(0 Goddess; are not the .girats, your arms- outstretched?) .

..

"
, , ..9

...... ..-V: -- ,

;

1. r . ei
21
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The water flows
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.Offering nectar o the dying souls;
The burning, pyres glow oft the sank shore,
And pilgrims hasten to the temple.
'In this burning ghat, all the sins turn 'to Ashest:Said

the pr -

tThrough his incanta
I heard of the origin and the en. o -7:n7-T7z-ft-
Of the sins of doinealli of the sins co not doing,
Of merit and of'the mignt of pur.ified souls.

d return, the hem of my sari trailing
ThrOugh the filttly lanes.
Yet look back at the river

' That washes our dirt and ashes away,

Only the final, unnecessar ine ("Arid its calls come to me.-"I'weakens
the total powerful i ± ssion of time and tradition.

Similarl Mother Goddess" and "The World Mother" achieveeffective.
verbalizat of genuine spiritual experience. In fact, a basically
tradit 1 Hindu attitude permeates all the verse inthiscollection,
from le opening "Benediction" (1930), which hymns the joy of a mother's

t- born - -,

The first cry of the child was a Mantra'
Sanctifying their love.

It Was the Music from the flute
Of Krishna, embodied Bliss eternal.

-' -to the closing "The Story of the Axe" (1966).

"The Story of the Axe" portrays a repentant Rarasurama sitting
atop Mahendra Mountain3 contemplating. past and present as he looks
down on Kerala, th% land he created from the agdny of.his annihilation gof the Kshathrfya clan in revenge for their killing of his Brahmin,. t
father. This Seventeen. -part poem of more titan 280 lines was translated by.

41
N. K. Seshan on commission of the Department of 'Education, Gove tit -1

A0 .. ,.of Indifia. With the exc:gption of several awkward Inversions-a happy .-
,a

ohoicesof Fhglish terms, the translation has a sureness of touc
and.apoetic sinew too often lacking inBalamani's translations.

r 'Tfi:openlpelines throb' With the poet'471ove,of her native t
\ MalabarCoast: "/J

. 4 ..4c,
is

;e,
...I 4

h .141,,

Io

.2

i
"1 °

the tranqul, silent mount Mehendra,
okingfar away,

, lights and sou**, e
course through my,feet'into the Earth%

Bko..? my eternal 'seat; snpWy .fogm-Nad
.enurned '1Sy oc.ean, waves, flash. and fade

k ** N
A

1. . . '4c .. . .
.,-.-...\.

,, . .. t , : .. ^ ' -.,t .p . , .0% .. , , t .5 . . . ,.
1 ..1 4, .0( . '

1
* '

.4
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t,

eachthe blue,
ke a green plantein -leaf, spread-Out: for a fieast,

There lies a'land, wkich I watch from where I sit '=
The embodiment of my power,
Of will, of action and 'of know edge;

.4- The dream of a Sage's son. ."

There the newly harvested sand' the blospoms
Waft their scent;
There

the

now holds a festival;
There the children twang their toy-bows

'And the dance.

Later verses come through with a special overload 'of meaning w
, we think of the poee'S impact on the school children of India. sages,,,that emphasize the need for' unity: . ,

4
May heaven and earth be united in that lhnd
And all that is beSt in the Brahmin andirshathriya races,
Mingle in harmony.

and for humanity, emphasized in the final lines:
MW.yI

This consolation I have [Parasurama uses]
This land adorns itself, these peoplepeo1.e revel,
Not for`' me;

Nopr for this warrior ever haunt d by memoriesOf-Test crimes-$
,But, for Mahabali, who found trength in humility
And saw the Lord in the fo that pressed him down.,

In conclusion, soMethincmig t be said further about the Angli-
cization of the poems Balamani offers in her maiden voluMe in Englis
Most of the frequently unfortunate lines that seriously/mat the v- ses
can be laid to a limited understanding of English idiom. As a sult,,
what is intended to ,be moving borders too often_on the ludic us.
For example:

. Fin ers that have to scribble the first le on of
(" ediction"),%Self-sacrifice on mother's bosom.

Humanity devel ped, gets inflated
And itse . ( "Life ")' 4

____.-4t,

\ 7.. a , 0-The dried up, ars are mode potent, ,A5.
Than the tripiping ones ("Tears")

A
I. . /

. -Q.., ,

po your'eyes,.riveted on mg,grinkled face,.
1 . Strixie to,-Shove awayclOds of senility,

. To see the love oozing inside-

For the ripples oT moonligWthatdan along her eyes,
t

t

.
, s 4s you embYace,

.%.-A:
. ,

. . f

'040 t . .. 1.5-0r
. ...... : ........ ,..,,. '1');.. ......)

...?

/
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O

1.
the nectar dripping/FrOm her thrilled bosom
your lips touch it,? , ("Grandmother") e

In this dew-wet courtyard,-reading your poems
I wonder, did your spiriAt which causes life to flower "

Hurt you more'than`the body-which grew in me like a blossom.
These cocoons you-formed to-put to sleep
The worms gnawing at_your cbre, burst open.
And wings, rising fluttering and jostling,
Swarm my mind,

.

- Your power of turning worms into butterflies
Comforts me, (4lopy Daughter")

Archaisms in choice of wordsr-"Thesbreath
cloth grow thin " -and in nine-,

o-reen -century "poetic" inversions- "in a tear drop see the wise ones /seed of-desire that became the Earth." "tqhat strange illusions /
Aal.ce man- divide his heritage / Into fragment worthless ?" ."Their
chil &11 were no more there." "Long did I wander in Bharath'. . Idid'come across, every now and then, my kinsmen," Such ineptnesses
cry out for working over by a co etent craftsman in English, pre-fesable an English-language poet 3- 4

. cIt is my hope that Balamani Amm may turn Thirty PO'ems--OT other
of her works--over to an English or A erican.kublisheriath permissionfor a conscientious editing for English readers7.,sO that we may appreciate
to the full the talent that moved her, countrylsofficial literary
academy to extend to her its most respect, reccheition. The i5 enoughthat 'shines through to Make the non-Nalayaramadetask'for

more,.
more gracefully 'done.

.,t . --

- i , :.- , .
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"SOUP-DAS, "Pastorales. '/Tiaductionde la ,kahlguetbraj avec introduct on,
np4es et glosSAre de Charlotte Vaudeville,- Paris,:. Gallimard, 1971.

(i-'..

T4is Moirecent of CharlottelVAudeville's works is a relcOrti,
addition to Che\small but growifig body of translatipns from.the medieval
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'vernacular literatuees of India. Conceived on the same model as her
earlier volume... of Kabir translation's (Au Cabaret de - 'Amour. Paris:
Gallaard7-1959), It provides an excellent introduction.to.the greatest
poet of the North India Krinnabhakti tradition. It should.be.of,
val0e both to the-general reader,interested in sampling.another classic."

and to the beginning student of medieval Hindi literature, for whom
,

it can be a first Step into the poetic world of Surdas..

'This world is one which until recently 4s been little,known.ouEside
India: Tulsidas and Kabir attracted early Western translators and have
continued to be studied, translated and commented upon in.English and
'other Western languages; but the works of Surdas have.remained virtually
untouched. The only predecessors to Vaudeville's book.are an obscure
and highly inaccessible dis'Sertation written in Germany in.the 1930s
(Janardan Misra. The Religious Poetry of Surdas. Patna, 1935) and a
more recent unpublished volume of translations designed for language
teaching at the University of Chicago (S.:1. Pandey and N.H. Zide.
The' Poems.of Surdas. University of Chicago, 1963). Reasons for this
neglect of one of the great poets of India are not hard to find. To-
the basically'Protestant outlook of the early Indologists and the
British scholar-administrators *the Krishna cult was basically repugnant,'
and thus its devotionat*literature not worth being seriously.
Later on this same negative valuation of the Krishna tradition would
become one of the hallmarks of the so-called Hindu Renaiss'ance, a cer-
tain emtlarrassment at the figure of Krishna precluding much enthusiastic
translation of Krishna poetry,by Indians themselves. Finally, it should
be,pointed out that the poetry of Surdas, though sung even today' in all
parts of India, has been closely associated with the sectarian Vallabha
movement, and thus never had as universal an appeal as that of Kabir
or Tulsidas. VaudeVille!s aim in.the Pastorales is to-rescue Surdas
from this temporary obscurity forced upon him by history and make him
available, to the French=speaking,reader in a symapthetic light. This she

, does primarily by letting the poems speak for themselves.

,

The book contains an introduction, translation of.176 padas from_
the' Sur,;sagar, a-Short but handy glossary, and a reference.table
:Tabling the reader to find the originals in the two-volume Nigari

Pracharini Sabha edition of the Sar-sdgocr. The introduction is a model, 1

of clarity and succinctness. In a series of compact)essays_Vaudeville
provides an overview of the historical period, the "century,of Akbar"
which seethe rapid spread of Krishna bhakti and its Braj.literatpre
throughout the northern half of India; discusses the contribution of the two
,great 'sixteenth-century preachers of the Krishna movement, Chaitanya
and Vallabha; presents and passes judgement on the existing sources
for the life of Surdas; and describes the nature and contents of the
STir-sagar. The general reader 1,7111 find all this quite informative,
and 4ray'be helped to achieve a sympathetic understanding of the Krishna
bhakti phenomenon by the analogies to elements of medieval European
culture and Christian votional religion which are implicit in much
of what is said. For e ample, Chaitanya and Vallabha are characterized as

dlnii"apoitles of the,Krish ite faith 1,1 and the wandering Vaishnava sadh5s
are dea aCribedas gentle "army' of holy men," an expression which brings t
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mind the mieldicant orders of medieval Christendom. Again, the '17,Z.sof Krishna which are celebrated in song and. around which the devotional
,,' religion revolves are perceived as constituting a "geste".,-- Le.-

a romane or heroic legend cycle -- akin, atoleast functionally, it isimpli,d, to the famous "gestes" of medieval Europe, while the wedd'ngof 'adha and Krishna performed during the ras:-ZZLa is seen a myst 17," 2,i .th.e sense in which the Mass is a "mystery"-- a sacramer al' ite
embodying a secret religious truth. The Bhakta-ma.RWis har te tea ..,/as the "Golden Legend" of North Indian Vaishnavism,'whi eD T ralsed'-'11by the Krishnaite poets and court patronage to the status if eading
literary language of North India, is described in Suniti Kumay..-chatterji'Swords as the "royal language" --

, the closest approximation, to a 'King's
English' ever to develop during the Mughal period. Finally, the title'
of the book i'tsel'f evokes the 'p -astoralTgenrel)f,114dieval European.poetry -- an analogy which may obscure the b i6ally religious motivation,of Sur's poetry, but 1ps suggest where' its charm 'lies. How validall these analog really are may questioned, but they are only
meant to be sugges\ejiv. Thep rall effedt of this analogizingis to
predispose the reaeferL--- pard'tularly the European reader -- to approaching
the poetry with g.4C-f-i--ain degree of empathy, 'Can more be asked?'

Of interest to t e specialist will be the extent to which Vaud'eville's
interpretation of the rise of Krishna bhakti, the triumph of Braj and the
historical figure of (Surdas differs from that of most modern Hindi
scholars. Where there-is a tendency to see the sixteenth-century Krishna
7;;"...2'Kti phe"rimetton in North India as a militant ressurgence of Hindui
against agressive Islam, or perhaps-a-San escape from the vidfsitudes
of the age, Vaudeville,stresses the role of the sufis in helping preparethe ground for'thebhakti Message and points out that the sixteenth-century
was in fact_an'age of unprecedented Muslim tolerance. Where the rapid'
development of Brij as a literary language tends to be seen as a reaction
against Ole impositionpf foreign Persian, culture by the Muslim rulers,
Vaudeville emphasizes Ale extent to which thMughals were enthusiastic 1...,..7 patrons of Braj literature. Finally, on the question of the 'historical
Surdas,' Vaudeville disagrees fundamentally with the most prominent
Hindi scholars who have written about Surdas (Ramchandra Shukia,
Prabhudayal Mittel, Vrajeshvar Varma, among others). These scholars .

accept as basically true the traditional account found in the hagiographic
literature of the Vallabha sect: Surdas was blind from birth; he
became a sadha at a young age; until he met Vallabha he sang only thee'jnaya type of devotiSnal hymn associated with nor -sectarian bhakti;rVallabha made him a disciple and instructed'him'in the Mas Of Krishna;
the rest of his life was spent in composing songs for the daily round of
worship at the Vallabha temple of'Shri Nathji. -The Surdas, mentioned inthe Muslim sources as a-poet at the court of A6ar cannot have been
the same man. Vaudeville on the other hand es the sectarian account
as a late fabrication designed co hide a fairly.conVincing case for a.
very different life history: Surdas was the'son of a famous singer
at Akbar's court; he received his musical -and poetic training in that
brilliant setting and became himself,a-iOurt singer; an ardent devotee __..ft .

M.
of Krishna, 7he7traed=h-i-s--talent-t-e-COmpise

songs about Krishna's 17,Zac;
'$4...1in.11-is- oldage, blind and weary of the pomp of the court, he retired

.
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to the banks of the Yamuna and sang'out his heart in vinaya hymns.
The whole controversy has serious implications for the way in which the
SUr-sagar is studied and for a future critical edition of the text.
It is unfortunate that Vaudeville has not spelled out these implications,
and has in fact omitted all discussion of two extremely pertinent aspects
of Sur's poetry: its virtuosity in terms. of metre, alliteration,
simile and other poetic devices prized by the tradition of courtly poetry,
and the place it occupies in the ritual cycle of the Vallabha sect temples.

The heart of Vaudeville's. book, the translated padas, is divided
into two sections: the "Pastorales' proper arepoems of the various alas
of Krishna as a child and young cowherd, and the 'Prieres1.(prayers) are
Sur's vinaya songs -- hymns of praise, contrite prayers and supplications,
exhortations to devotion. The 'Pastorales' section has been constructed
with a view to presenting the basic outline of the Krishna story, from his
arrival in GOkul as an infant to his departure for Mathura and its after-
math. However not all the important epodes have been included. Instead,
there 4 ms a concentration on the themes most important from the point of
view of bhakti: Krishna's childhood, the call of the flute, the magic night
of the ras-raa, the pangs of separation felt by the gop-is after Krishna's
departure, Completely absent from the selection of padas are the adventures
with the various demons, the lifting of Mount Govardhan, the dan-171.1a,
(Krishna's stealing of the gop-is clothes) and the man-Vila (Radha"s displeasure
at Krishna's infidelity), The omissionsof these last two is quite surprising
in light of Vaudeville's stated opinion that Surdas was a court poet, for
they are precisely the themes which are underplayed in the bhakti tradition
but emphasized in the courtly tradtion of Krishna lore.

Surdas has always been lost famous for his songs about Krishna's
childhood -- little vignettes which convey at once the atmosphere of
humble village life, the delight and wonder of a child's world, the ten-
derness of parental love, and the deeper truth abut theieal nature of
this 'particular child. Vaudeville's choice of childhood padas 'very
effectively acquaints the reader-with Sur's rich and sensitive treatment
of this theme, One of the most delightful poems is that in which little
Krishna complains to his mother that his topknot is not growing in spite
of all the -.milk ,she makes him drink "Meiji kabahin badhaigi cati"/No. 11/):

.:

Mdmana quand donc pousseront roes cheveux?

Tu me doilhes tant de lait a bOire --
et ils restent toujours courts!'

Tu m'avaks dit que ma tresse a moi serait bientot
longue et epaisse ,comme celle 4e Balrdm,

Et qu'a force ,de pt-igner, et de natter'dt He baigner,
tai tresse aoi trainerait a terre comme un gros serpent noir!

C'est que Cu ne me donnes que du.lait cru, encore et toujours
au lieu de pain 'et de beurre!.

SOur-Dds; Alit !Denis soient les deux freres,
Hari et Haldhar!

Maman, 41,tand pousseront mes cheveux?

is
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(Mother, when is my hair going to grow?

You give me so much milk to drink'--
but it's still short!

You told me my topknot would soon be
long and thick like Balram's,

And that combing, braiding and washing it
would make'it drag on the ground like a big black snake!

All you give me is4tresh milk all the time
instead of bread and butter!

Surdas, blessed be the two brothers,
Hari and Haldhar!

Mother, when is my hair going to grow?)

The choice of muraa songs is also quite effective, conveying as it
does the whole range of emotions which the flute arouses in the hearts
of thagopvs restle sness, longing, jealousy,'spite"-- and bringing
out the dramatic eleme t which is present in Sur's Eteatment of this
second theme, the gopi ("Sunau ika bata ho Braja nari"/No. 58/):

0 femmes du raj, 6coutearmoi'un peut

A quoi bon vous me re en colere
et pourquoi m juriez-vous?

Vous vilipendez ma caste et ma lingfiee,
mais moi je suis d'accord,sur tout!

Ce que vous dites, moi je le dit aussi:
c'est bien du bois qu'il m'a prise . . .

'Non, ce n'est pas a cause de.meS- bonnes actions
que Shyam m'a posee sur ses levres!

SOur-Das, c'est le Seigneur qui m'a fait grace:
est-ce que cela vous &tonne?

0 femmes du Braj, ecoutez-moi un peu!

(0 women of Braj, listen to me a while!

What's the use of getting angry
and why do you insult me?

You malign my caste and my lineage,
but I agree with all that!

What you say, I say it too:
he did take,me from the woods .

It isn't because of my good deeds

that Shyam placed me on his lips!
Surdas, the Lord was gracious to m64

does that surprise you?

. 0 women of Braj, listen to me a while!)
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When it comes to the theme of, the ras-Zin, Vauderville is somewhat
hampered in her choice of songs by the need to bring out the narrative
sequence of that eventful night -- the irresistible call of the flute,
the gopZs running ott to the forest, the frenzied dance, the "water-sports,"
Krishna's temporary temporary disappearance, and finally the secret
wedding of Radha and Krishna. As a'result the sensuous ecstasy of the
ras-aLa aS portrayed by Sur elsewhere comes across only in a few of the
selections. AS to the theme of separation, Vaudeville has done well to
include relatively few of the more traditional viraha songs and to give
prominence instead to the new "bee-song" genre created by Surdas: more
dramatic because of the confrontation between Uddhav's doctrines and the
depth of feeling of the pining gopZs, the bhramar-gits are also one of the
few instances to be found anywhere of devotional literature which is
genuinely humorous: Witness for instance the songs where Uddhav is made
out to be a peddler of unwanted ideas,

Avec un plein chargement de livres de philosophie,
tel un Banjara avec sa caravane . . . . /No. 108/

(With a full load of philosophy books,
like a Banjara with his caravan . . .)

-- ideas which no one is interested buying:

Voici qu'on commence a rire au Braj:
ton "Yoga", cache-le vite:

Tu vas de-ci et de-la pour faire voir(ton "AtMan-Brahman",
celdi qui est cache dans tous les\corps!

Tu to promenes avec ton "Qualifie-non-quarifie" sous le bras:
mais personne n'en veut! . . . /No. 109/

-

(Now people are starting to laugh in Braj:
go hide your 'Yoga' quickly!

You go here and there to show your 'Atman-Brahman,'
the one which is hidden in all bodies!

You walk around with your 'Qualified- non- qualifed' under
but no-one wants it . . .)

your arm.:

The "Pastorales" section makes very lively ,reading. The streamlined
narrative framework, the emphasis on dramatic situations!, and the fact that
all the poems chosen are short ones ensures that the reader's attention
will not flag. This in unfortunately not the case with the "Prieres"
section. Though Vaudeville has included in it some of the best loved
of Sur's songs ("oarana-kamala bandau Hari r31"/No., 129/, "Hamare prabhu,
auguna cita na dharau"/No. 160/, "Aba main nacyau bahuta Gupila"/No. 151/),
the general effect is one of monotony,.. It would hardly be fair however
to blame this on Vaudeville's selection of songs: it'is rather the
vinaya genre itself which is responsible. Whereas the poems describing
Krishna's alas can be enjoyed at a certain level apart from any participa-
tion in the devotional or even the musical experience, the vinaya songs really
need to be actively performed or listened to in.orderto be appreciated.
There can be few more dull experiences than trying to read a hymnbook from
cover to cover! This brings up the problem which all translators pada lang-
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uages inevitably come up against: the basic inadequacy of mere verbal
translation when one is dealing with a genre in which music and text are
-so clogely allied \as to be inseparable.

Leaving aside the question of the limitations of the purely verbal
idiom, we'may end with a few comments on the quality of Vaudeville's
translations. Her chief aim is to be faithful to the original and yet
easily comprehensible to a non-specialist French-speaking public. As
a result,and by her own admission, she has occasionally taken liberties
with expression for the sake of greater clarity (e.g., in No. 106, "quel
sons les jeux qu'il aime" for "kihin rasa men abhilasi"), but the depart res
are on the whole quite minimal and usually justifiable. Vaudeville has
no pretensions of being a poet and does not claim to have created good
French poetri or to have reproduced any of the poetic effects of the
originals. There are however certain virtues to her translatiohs beyond?
those:of accuracy and clarity. To begin with, she succeeds to a consider-
able extent in preserving the overall structure of the original poems.
Her Arasing follows closely the divisions of the poetic line, reproduciing
'the original caesurae and units of meaning. For example,

7
Amara-udharana, asura-samharana, antarajami tribhuvanarai

is rendered:

Pour le salut des dieux, pour la destruction des demons,
Lui qui demeure dans tous les coeurS, le Seigneur de

/No. 1/

(For the salvation of the gods, for the` destruction of the
demons,

He who dwells in all hearts, the, Lord of the universe!) ,

Another very simple device which helps preserve the structure is that of
having the peka printed in italics at both ends of each song so as to make
it visually stand oud as the refrain that it is -- somethihg no .ther
translator of padas seems to have thought of.

A second feature which-helps make the translations suc essful is
that excess use of Indian words has been avoided. Vaude lle has tqed
as far as possible to convey the meaning of distinctiv y Indian,cultural
terms by means of reasonably close French equivalents, re a;ing the
original words to, footnotes, where their esoteric character is less apt
to disturb the general reader. Thus pasani, is rendered as "sevrage"
(weaning), saZigram as "le dieu de la famille" (the family god), Amarpur
as'"sejour d'eternite" (eternal abode), and so on.

Finally, Vaudeville has an undeniable gift for the well-turned phrase
and the "mot juste", which gives her language an uncommon sharpness
and vividness. For the French-speaking person, lines such as

Le Seigneur au teint bleute, entre deux belles au teint clair:
On dirait une emeraude sertie dans un pillier d'or. /No. 60/

'verge on being memorable. If all scholarl jtr slations of Indian literature
were as readable as Vaudeville's Pastoral ere might cease to be calls
fOr abandoning the whole enterprise in favor,of "transcreation."

University of California, Berkeley
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BARBARA STOLER MILLER, trans. and ed., Phantasies of a Love-Thief:
The CaUrapaficagika Attributed to Bnana. New York: Columbia
University Press, 1971, vii + 233 pp. $l1.00.

Barbara Miller's' latest essay at bringing Sanskrit, poetry up-to-date k

translation and text of the amorous lyric Caurapafica§ika succeeds in the .

unique way we have already become accustomed to: sensitivity in text
preparation, felicity in translation, and awareness of literary valu
joined in a creative'synthesis which has become Ms. Miller's standar
service to Indian letters.

The present volume, an elaboration of the author's dissertation,
addresses the complex text problem with judiciousness. Sharing only.five
verses, the two text traditions are treated as; in effect, separate works;
the critical apparatus aims only "to discover the most conservative elements
in the manuscript traditions and, to restore, the least corrupt forms of each
recension on the basis of the manuscript material available." (Introduction,

6)'. So we have really a b;takal, not a paficaEkC; the reader should be
aware that he is getting 100 for the price of fifty.

Ms. Miller's method is the lectio difficiiior, but used with circum-
spection, for there has been much conflation among the Ms sources, if not
ourtight "inflation.," that is, recreation by later poet-scholars. The
interesting application of the method here is in the classification of
manuscripts themselves, where stylistic independence (p. 138) is taken as
sufficient cause of "conservatism," even where that method identifies
obscurities which are resolved in other and more numerous manuscripts. Given
the peculiar academic biasses in the medieval Indi e rned tradition,
it is not always that the-ye re difficult versio hould taken as more
original than the sim ler. holar-poets may b- justE as.ager to show
their erudition, as ey are ubject to the ine itable urge to clarify.
Nevertheless, the emp asis on)style does permit 1, Miller to advance
an engaging theory' of _gio'n of origin" (Maharastr gujerat) where
conservative manuscripts abound, and thus to account for the two text-
recensions and their variety of readings by text-migrations to North and
South India. Doubtless, a similiat model would serve in unravelling many
text-histories from the medieval period, a period whdse relative 'recentness
casts at least the shadow of authenticity on historical reconstruction and
attribution.

In support of this text-model are also two appendiCes, cu ing from
Bilhana's other works and the Rajataramgin7, as much as can be 71earned of

aBilhana's wanderings, and reproducing_the illuminations of-th9 oldest
"conservative" manuscript (p. 125Y, itself clearly in Rajasthani style

,(Gujerai?).

The translations themselves are unpretentious, but their gentleness
is a far from unassuming foil, cleverly emphasizing the imagery of the
original text, letting it emerge without unnecessary help:
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Even now,. ,

if I suddenly capture her face in my mind,
I see eyes outshining brilliant stars,
loye's pale glow
heightened by a light touch of sandalwood(oil,
soft cheeks streaked with curving lines okmusi.

(WS '22, p. '63)

1

elegant and accurate, but eschews any pretense

alliterations_(taraZatataraksam) or the
prSpacandanarasahitapanduanti as neuter
of the Sanskrit. A more "faithful" stylistic
livion among the dusty tones of overly

responsible scholarship. The accuracy of image deserves more forceful
comment. In a way the terseness of the Sanskrit bahuvrihi aims by a very
different route at just the contrastive starkness of image that emerges from
MS. Miller's understated, almost descriptive lines:where even the
artificial regularities of scansion are used to diffuse, then refocus

The translation isbot
at. coping with the recherc
complex internal syntax (a
bahuvrihi qualifying asyam
version would have found, o

attention: "love's pale glow heightened by a (light) touch of sandal(wood)
oil" -- which is one compound, leading to the beautifully precise coda:
"soft cheeks streaked with'curving lines of musk" -- whose scansional
regularity is reinforced by alliterations Of velars (in the Sanskrit!)
and sibilants (not!).

Nothing more need to be said about these translations. Without seeming
to try rk of many modern "transcreators" of Sanskrit verse), Ms.
Mill has give poems which do not need their originals to be appre-
ciated; and at the same time the originals are, if anything, made worthy of
respect in the result. Such is the reality of transcreation.

The literary values which infuse these poems are integral in the
translations. Seeing the genre clearly, that of love in separations--
with subsidiary fantasies (phantasies) of love in union -- Ms. Miller
"tries to convey the artificial standards of the foreign style in the
universal descriptions appropriate to die subject itself. If the Ifidian
thedreticians are 'right, love needs no other support than its evocation
in studied language to become for us also an esthetic event. The emphasis
on mood, well maintained in 'these translations, gives a key to transcending
the cultural one-sided ess of the poetry. Possibly, Ms. Miller has chosen
the easiest genre (her ranslations of n2ti and vairagRa in Bhartrhari do
not come through es wsl ); but I think she has even here turned it's
disadvantages to advantage, as where cultural anomalies or peculiarities
become in the translations instruments of poetic license:

t
, . I remember my love's face

colored with shining saffron-powder

a moon disc
released by the demon olise. (N-10, p. 21)

Even these stylized images are taken for what they may haVe been in
the distant origins of Sanskrit poetry: powerful signs of the mysterious
impersonal harmonies WSUr--batures. Thus, the exotic is tamed.
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The book itself is a beautiful example of the printer's art exempt
from most of the diacritical vagaries which reviewers love: One could
`suggest eme;dations2 or quarrel with the appropriateness of certain
renderings, but even in disagreeing, I am obliged to recognize the
purpose and principle of the author; she has establisied herj right to
have her way.

My chief regret is that Ms. Miller's efforts in tpeSaxvice of the
Sanskrit lyric; by their brilliance, may cause others to give up in
despair. And I wonder if she can transT0e everything fox us?

(

The University of Chicago
1

4

FOOTNOTES

Edwin Gerow

1. Cf. Bhartrhari, Satakatrayam, trans. Barbara Stoller Miller (New York:
Columbia University Press, 1967).

2. Why jtiveti, N 11 (p. 21)? She said (or did not say) "jiva,' not'
"jiva, unquote!"

3. ItEcrchati, "sharply strikes," N 34 (pp. 36-37); excellent i English,
but probably closer to -"arrests (my mind)."

to
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